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Abstract

We present timestamping of concurrent ordered data structures such as stacks, queues,
and double-ended queues (deques) to improve their scalability on multicore hardware.
The key idea of timestamping is to timestamp elements upon insertion and then use
these timestamps to determine the order in which elements are removed. With time-
stamping, element insertion works thread-locally without any synchronization and is
therefore fast. Remove operations are slower because they first have to search for an
element and then synchronize on the actual removal. We show how to trade-off the
performance of insert and remove operations to optimize overall performance. The
idea is to assign the same timestamp to concurrently inserted elements so that these
elements can be removed later in parallel by concurrent remove operations. We have
developed timestamped versions of a stack, a queue, and a deque, and show in ex-
periments that our implementations are competitive with other state-of-the-art data
structure implementations. For example, our TS (timestamped) stack outperforms
the Treiber stack, the standard lock-free concurrent stack algorithm, by a factor of 6,
and the elimination backoff stack, the previously fastest concurrent stack algorithm,
by a factor of 2. Timestamping presents a new challenge for correctness proofs of con-
current data structures. We propose a new proof technique to establish correctness of
concurrent stack algorithms and show how to apply it to our TS stack. Additionally,
we analyze experimentally how much operations of concurrent queue implementations
are reordered between their invocation and the time they take effect. In our experi-
ments, queue implementations with timestamping do not show more reordering than
other queue implementations.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

We are interested in the design and implementation of concurrent data structures
that provide high performance and scalability on multicore hardware. This means
that we are interested in executing a high number of operations per time unit on a
data structure, and we want this number of operations to scale up with the number
of threads which access the data structure concurrently.

In this thesis we are especially interested in the design of concurrent ordered data
structures like stacks, queues, and double-ended queues (deques), where the order in
which elements are removed depends on the order in which they were inserted. The
challenge in the design of ordered data structures is to maintain information about
the element which is to be removed next. We call this element the candidate element.
For example, the candidate element of a stack is the last pushed element in the stack.

In many implementations of ordered data structures, all information about the
candidate element is maintained in the memory layout of the data structure. For
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Figure 1.1: Treiber stack [Tre86] push and pop operations.



2 Introduction

example, consider the standard lock-free concurrent stack algorithm illustrated in
Figure 1.1, the Treiber stack [Tre86]. The Treiber stack maintains a top pointer
which points to the candidate. Every time a new element is pushed, the new element
becomes the candidate element and therefore the top pointer is redirected to the new
element. Similarly, every time the candidate element is popped, the top pointer is
redirected to the next candidate element. This means that every operation which
accesses the Treiber stack modifies the top pointer. When an increasing number
of threads accesses the Treiber stack concurrently, the contention on the top pointer
increases, and eventually the Treiber stack does not scale anymore. In our benchmarks
in Section 3.2 the Treiber stack does not scale beyond ten threads.

In this thesis we propose to use timestamping to avoid contention on a single
memory location and thereby provide high performance and scalability. The idea is
to attach timestamps to elements to maintain information about the next candidate
element. Remove operations then iterate over the elements in the data structure and
compare their timestamps to identify the candidate element and remove it.

With timestamps we do not have to maintain all information about the candidate
element in the memory layout. Therefore we can use a more efficient memory layout
and achieve better performance and scalability. However, with timestamping we also
have to consider two new sources of overhead: (1) timestamp generation, and (2)
identification of a candidate element. We show with our implementations that these
sources of overhead can cost less than an inefficient memory layout. For example,
in our benchmarks the TS (timestamped) stack [DHK15] is six times faster than
the Treiber stack described above, and two times faster than the elimination backoff
stack [HSY04], the previously fastest concurrent stack algorithm.

Timestamping also allows fast implementations of concurrent queues and deques.
The TS deque [DHK14] is significantly faster than a flat-combining concurrent deque
implementation [HIST10], and only the LCRQ queue [AM13] is faster than the TS
queue [DHK14] in our experiments.

Implementation. The design of our timestamped data structures is guided by the
requirements of the standard correctness condition for concurrent data structures,
linearizability [HW90]. Informally, linearizability requires that sequentially executed
operations take effect in the order they were executed. Concurrently executed opera-
tions, however, can take effect in arbitrary order.
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add(b) timestamp(b)

add(a) timestamp(a)

insert(a)

insert(b)

Figure 1.2: An execution of two insert operations, insert(a) and insert(b). Element
a is added before element b, but b is timestamped before a. Therefore insert(a) and
insert(b) run concurrently.

We show that the definition of linearizability allows to implement operations of
timestamped data structures non-atomically. This means that we can add an element
to a linked list and in a separate step timestamp it. The reason is illustrated in
Figure 1.2, where horizontal lines represent the timeline, H

| represents invocations,
N| represents responses, × represents the time when elements are added to a linked
list, and • represents the time they get timestamped. If elements are added in a
different order than they are timestamped, then their surrounding insert operations
executed concurrently. Therefore these insert operations can legitimately take effect
in arbitrary order, and both the order in which the elements were added and the order
they were timestamped are correct. We can also prove that the identification of a
candidate element and its removal can be done in separate steps. Therefore we can
optimize element insertion and removal independent from timestamp generation and
the identification of candidate elements. Additionally, this allows to provide lock-free
implementations, which means that at any point in time at least one thread can access
our data structures successfully [HS08].

For fast element insertion and removal we use a memory layout which stores ele-
ments in multiple linked lists, one linked list per thread (see Figure 1.3). This means
that each thread adds elements into its own linked list. Thereby we can to avoid
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Figure 1.3: TS stack [DHK15] push and pop operations.
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two expensive synchronisation patterns in the implementation of insert operations
– atomic-write-after-read (AWAR) and read-after-write (RAW). These patterns are
described in more details in [AGH+11], and we refer to them collectively as strong
synchronisation. By avoiding strong synchronization in the insert operation, we can
reduce the costs of insert operations radically. Element removal still requires strong
synchronization. However, since elements are stored in multiple linked lists, contention
can be distributed over these linked lists, which allows us to improve the performance
of remove operations.

Timestamping does not only allow us to store elements in a more efficient memory
layout, it also creates new opportunities in the management of candidate elements. As
mentioned, linearizability only requires sequentially executed operations to take effect
in the order they were executed. We take this requirement of linearizability literally
and only guarantee that the timestamps of sequentially inserted elements are ordered.
Concurrently inserted elements may get the same timestamp. We say that elements
which are not ordered by their timestamps share a timestamp.

An important consequence of timestamp sharing is its effect on the performance
of remove operations. Without timestamp sharing, there exists exactly one candidate
element at a time. All concurrent remove operations contend on that candidate ele-
ment, but only one can succeed to remove it. The other remove operations have to
try to identify and remove the next candidate element. Similar to the Treiber stack,
the contention on the candidate element will prevent the data structure from scaling.

With timestamp sharing there can exist multiple candidate elements at the same
time. Concurrent remove operations can remove these candidate elements in paral-
lel. This reduces contention on each candidate element and decreases the number of
remove operations which have to retry removing another candidate element. Time-
stamp sharing can therefore improve the performance of timestamped data structures
significantly and is an important aspect in the design of timestamping algorithms.

A natural approach to implement a timestamping algorithm is to maintain a
monotonically increasing counter and to generate a timestamp by reading the cur-
rent value of that counter. In our experiments we use an atomic counter based on
the atomic fetch-and-increment instruction, a stuttering counter based on Lamport
clocks [Lam78], and a hardware counter which can be read by the RDTSCP instruction
on x86. All these timestamping algorithms are fast but provide little to no timestamp
sharing and are therefore not optimal for remove performance.
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Figure 1.4: The internal state of the TS stack with and without timestamp sharing.

More timestamp sharing can be achieved with interval timestamps, a contribution
of this thesis. Interval timestamps consist of two single-value timestamps, a start
timestamp and an end timestamp. With interval timestamps, elements do not only
share a timestamp when they have exactly the same timestamp, they also share a
timestamp if their interval timestamps overlap.

Figure 1.4 illustrates the potential of timestamp sharing with interval timestamps.
In the execution in Figure 1.4 (a) the operations push(a) and push(c) run sequentially,
and push(b) runs concurrently to push(a) and push(c). Without timestamp sharing
(see Figure 1.4 (b)), all elements are ordered by their timestamps. Element c is the
single candidate. With timestamp sharing, b can share a timestamp with both a and
c, but a and c cannot share a timestamp. With interval timestamps it is possible
to assign an interval timestamp to element b which overlaps with both the interval
timestamps of a and c while the interval timestamps of a and c do not overlap (see
Figure 1.4 (d)).

As mentioned, timestamp sharing is essential for the performance of remove oper-
ations of timestamped data structures. However, when insert operations are too fast,
even with interval timestamps a concurrent execution of insert operations is unlikely.
As a consequence, few timestamp sharing is happening and overall remove performance
may be poor. In this thesis we show how we can trade-off the performance of insert
and remove operations by slowing down insert operations and thereby increase overall
performance significantly. In our experiments with the TS stack in Section 3.2.2 we
show that we can make pop operations 5 times faster by making the push operations
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7 times slower. Thereby pop operations become as fast as push operations, which
results in the best overall performance in our benchmarks.

We slow down insert operations by adding a busy wait between the generation of
the start timestamp and the end timestamp of an interval timestamp. By slowing
down insert operations we increase the chance that insert operations execute concur-
rently and thereby make timestamp sharing more likely. The increased amount of
timestamp sharing then improves the performance of remove operations. Note that
also other concurrent data structure algorithms use busy waits to improve perfor-
mance. For example, in our experiments we use a busy wait in the constant-backoff
algorithm [DHM13] of the Treiber stack to improve its performance by a factor of 4.

For good remove performance it is also important to reduce the time it takes to
search and identify a candidate element. We keep the elements in each linked list
sorted by their insertion times. Thereby we can identify candidate elements without
iterating over all elements in the linked lists. With sorted lists the costs of identifying a
candidate element are not proportional to the number of elements in the data structure
but only proportional to the number of linked lists.

For the TS stack we can make the identification of candidate elements even faster
by using an optimization called elimination [HSY04]. According to elimination, any
element which is pushed concurrently to a pop operation is a candidate element for
that pop operation, independent of the timestamp of the element. Therefore, if a
pop operation encounters an element which has been inserted during its search for a
candidate element, it can stop its search and immediately try to remove that element.
With elimination, the search time for a candidate element is reduced significantly. A
variant of elimination also works for the TS deque.

We use timestamps to implement elimination. At the beginning of a pop operation
we read the current time t. When iterating over the head elements of all linked
lists, any element with a timestamp later than t is a candidate element and we can
immediately try to remove that element.

Correctness. We prove the correctness of timestamped data structures in terms of
linearizability. Intuitively, linearizability is about relating the behavior of a concurrent
data structure to a sequential specification. Linearizability allows then to reason about
the concurrent data structure as if it was accessed only sequentially according to its
specification, and all operations which access the concurrent data structure take effect
atomically.
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A linearizability proof of a concurrent data structure implementation requires to
show that all possible executions of the implementation are linearizable with respect
to the sequential specification of the data structure. This means that all operations
in an execution satisfy their sequential specification if they are ordered by the time
they took effect in the execution, and that an operation always takes effect within its
execution time.

In many implementations of concurrent data structures it is obvious when opera-
tions take effect. For example, if you consider the Treiber stack, then both the push
and the pop operation take effect when they modify the top pointer. Therefore the
linearizability of the Treiber stack can be proved by showing that whenever the top
pointer is modified, the surrounding operation changes the state of the Treiber stack
according to its sequential specification.

For timestamped data structures it is not obvious when operations take effect. For
example, if two elements share a timestamp, then their insert operations can take effect
in arbitrary order. The order in which these insert operations actually take effect in an
execution depends on the order in which their elements are removed. However, also the
order in which elements get removed is unclear. The reason is that remove operations
first identify a candidate element and then remove that candidate element in a separate
step. Therefore the identified element may not be a candidate element anymore at
the time it gets removed. A new element could have been inserted in the meantime.
In this thesis we demonstrate how to prove the linearizability of timestamped data
structures. We show for the TS stack and the TS queue that there always exists
an order in which operations can take effect such that they satisfy their sequential
specification. For the TS deque, such a linearizability proof remains future work.

In our linearizability proofs we use an insight published by Henzinger et al. [HSV13].
Henzinger et al. showed that any execution which satisfies a set of queue conditions
is linearizable with respect to the sequential specification of a queue. We partition
these conditions into two kinds. The first kind of conditions can be summarized by
the requirement that the execution has to be linearizable with respect to the sequen-
tial specification of a set, i.e. a data structure which allows elements to be removed
in arbitrary order. The second kind requires that the execution is order-correct, i.e.
that elements are removed in the right order. For a queue, order-correctness means
that if an enqueue(a) is executed sequentially before an enqueue(b), then the matching
dequeue()→ b is not executed sequentially before dequeue()→ a.
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The TS queue is order-correct because if an enqueue(a) is executed sequentially
before an enqueue(b), then the timestamp of a is older than the timestamp of b. Thus
b cannot be a candidate element until a gets dequeued, which means that b cannot
be dequeued before a. Therefore the TS queue is order-correctness. In Section 6.2 we
prove that the TS queue is also linearizable with respect to the sequential specification
of a set.

By showing that the TS queue is order-correct and linearizable with respect to the
sequential specification of a set, we show that the TS queue is linearizable with respect
to the sequential specification of a queue. Note that the definition of order-correctness
for queues only uses information about whether operations are executed sequentially
or not. We call this information precedence information.

For the linearizability proof of the TS stack we propose similar conditions for stacks
in general, and we show the correctness of these stack conditions with the Isabelle HOL
proving assistant [NWP02]. The proof scripts are attached at the end of this thesis.
Similar to the queue conditions, these stack conditions also require that executions
are linearizable with respect to the sequential specification of a set, and that they
are order-correct. However, we present an example in Chapter 4 which indicates
that order-correctness for stacks requires more than just precedence information. The
reason is that different to order-correctness for queues, order-correctness for stacks
also has to consider the order between push and pop operations. This order between
push and pop operations cannot be described precise enough with just precedence
information.

In our definition of order-correctness we require additional information, called
insert-remove information, to describe the order between push and pop operations.
We say that an execution is order-correct if whenever a push(a) happens before a
push(b) which happens before pop()→ a, then pop()→ a does not happen before
pop()→ b. By happens before we mean a combination of precedence information and
insert-remove information which we explain in more detail in Section 4.2.

For the Treiber stack and the TS stack, the insert-remove information can be ac-
quired easily from the algorithm. For the Treiber stack, the insert-remove information
comes from the order in which push and pop operations modify the top pointer. The
Treiber stack is order-correct because if a push(a) inserts its element before a push(b)
by modifying the top pointer, and b is pushed before a is popped, then b is closer
to the head of the linked list than a. Therefore a cannot be popped before b, which
satisfies the requirements of order-correctness.
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push(a) push(b)

push(c)

pop()→b

pop()→a

pop()→c

add(a) add(b)

add(c)

timestamp(a)

timestamp(c)

timestamp(b)

Figure 1.5: An execution of the TS stack which is possible if elements are timestamped
before they are added to a linked list. This execution is not linearizable with respect
to the sequential specification of a stack.

For the TS stack a push operation is ordered before a pop operation if its element
is added to a linked list before the pop operation starts searching for a candidate
element. The TS stack is order-correct because if push(a) happens before push(b),
then the timestamp of b is younger than the timestamp of a. When b is added to a
linked list before pop()→ a starts searching for a candidate element, then b has to be
removed before a can be a candidate element. Therefore a cannot be popped before
b, which satisfies the requirements of order-correctness.

Note that in the proof sketch of the TS stack above we say that if push(a) happens
before push(b), then the timestamp of b is younger than the timestamp of a. This
statement holds because of a small but important detail in the push operation of
the TS stack. In the push operation of the TS stack we add elements to the linked
lists before we timestamp them. Indeed, if elements are timestamped before they are
added, then the TS stack would be incorrect.

The execution in Figure 1.5 illustrates why it is incorrect to timestamp elements
before adding them to the linked lists. In this execution, push(c) executes concurrently
to push(a) and push(b), and push(b) executes sequentially after push(a). A first pop
operation executes concurrently to push(b) and removes element a, two other pop
operations execute later and remove the elements c and b in sequence. For each push
operation we mark the time the element is added to a linked list with a ×, and the two
• per push operation indicate when an interval timestamp for the element is generated.

In this execution the timestamp of c is generated concurrently to the timestamps
of a and b. Therefore c shares a timestamp with a and b. The elements a and b

are ordered by their timestamps, but b is added to a linked list only after the first
pop operation responds. Therefore b cannot be found by the first pop operation and
a appears like a valid candidate element. For the second pop operation, element c

shares a timestamp with b and therefore appears to be a valid candidate element.
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However, depending on whether push(b) takes effect before or after pop()→ a, ei-
ther the first pop operation removes a incorrectly, or the second pop operation removes
c incorrectly. Since push(a) is executed sequentially before push(b), push(a) definitely
takes effect before push(b). Therefore the first pop operation can only remove a cor-
rectly if push(b) takes effect after the first pop operation. Now assume that push(b)
takes effect after the first pop operation. Since push(c) is executed sequentially be-
fore the first pop operation and therefore takes effect before that pop operation, by
transitivity push(c) also takes effect before push(b). However, if push(b) takes effect
after push(c), then b is the only candidate element for the second pop operation. For
correctness the second pop operation would therefore have to remove b instead of c.

Note that since the definition of order-correctness of queue is solely based on
precedence information, the TS queue is order-correct no matter if elements are time-
stamped before or after they are added to the linked lists.

Order Deviation. Additionally to the linearizability proofs and the performance
analysis we define a new metric called order deviation to analyze concurrent queue
implementations. This analysis focuses on the fact that linearizability does not require
that operations take effect in the order they are invoked. Therefore operations may
get reordered between their invocation and the time they take effect. With order
deviation we analyze how much operations of concurrent queue implementations get
reordered between their invocation and the time they take effect.

To measure order deviation we record the order in which insert and remove oper-
ations are invoked in benchmarks and calculate how close the operations in this order
are to sequential queue semantics. For a perfect queue implementation, a queue im-
plementation where all operations take effect immediately at their invocation times,
order deviation would always be zero. If there is a deviation from queue semantics,
then this deviation shows that the implementation reorders operations between their
invocation and the time they take effect.

In our experiments in Section 8 all concurrent queue implementations we consid-
ered show some order deviation. Surprisingly, however, in the case of the TS queue
order deviation does not correlate with the amount of timestamp sharing. Our results
suggest that the timestamp sharing caused by interval timestamps introduces fewer
order deviation than slow dequeue operations caused by the lack of timestamp shar-
ing. Even more surprisingly, the Michael Scott queue [MS96], the standard concurrent
queue implementation, shows three times as much order deviation as the TS queue.
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This suggests that all concurrent data structures reorder operations internally, and
that with interval timestamps the potential due to reordering can be utilized more
effectively.

Contributions. To summarize, the contributions of this thesis are:

• A new class of data structures based on timestamping, realized as a stack, queue,
and deque.

• A new performance optimization, interval timestamping, which exploits the re-
ordering of operations allowed by linearizability.

• An experimental evaluation of the performance of the TS stack, TS queue, and
TS deque.

• A detailed application of the queue conditions proposed by Henzinger et al. [HSV13]
to show that the TS queue is linearizable with respect to its sequential specifi-
cation.

• New stack conditions for establishing the linearizability of concurrent stacks, and
a mechanization of the core theorem in the Isabelle HOL proving assistant.

• A detailed application of these stack conditions to show that the TS stack is
linearizable with respect to its sequential specification.

• The definition of order deviation, a metric which allows to quantify the number
of operations which have been reordered between their invocation and the time
they took effect in an execution.

• An analysis of concurrent queue implementations with the order deviation met-
ric.

Thesis structure. In Chapter 2 we give an overview over the key ideas behind
timestamped data structures. In Chapter 3 we describe the TS stack algorithm in
detail. In Chapter 4 we state and prove our stack theorem, while in Chapter 5 we
use it to establish that the TS stack is linearizable with respect to the sequential
specification of a stack. In Chapter 6 and Chapter 7 we discuss TS queue and deque
variants, respectively. In Chapter 8 we analyze concurrent queue algorithms with
the order deviation metric. In Chapter 9 we survey related work and conclude. The
appendix contains the Isabelle HOL proof scripts of the stack theorem.
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Publications. Most of the content of this thesis has been peer-reviewed:

• The TS stack, which is described in Chapter 2 to Chapter 5, has been published
at POPL 2015 [DHK15].

• The implementations of the TS stack, the producer-consumer benchmarks, and
the Isabelle HOL proof scripts have been evaluated in the process of the POPL 2015
artifact evaluation.

• The idea of order deviation, described in Chapter 8, has been published at
RACES 2012 [HKLP12]. In this thesis, however, we use different definitions,
different experiments, and additional data structures. In the original paper,
order deviation is called element fairness.

• The idea of the CTS queue and RTS queue in Section 6.3 has been presented at
the DMTM 2014 workshop.

Additionally the thesis provides the following content:

• The TS queue and the TS deque descriptions, presented in Chapter 6 and Chap-
ter 7, are based on a technical report [DHK14]. However, the descriptions in
this thesis are new.

• In Section 4.3 and Section 5.4 we provide additional proof details which are not
contained in TS stack paper [DHK15].



Chapter 2

Timestamped Data Structures

In this chapter we repeat shortly the basic construction of timestamped data struc-
tures, and then present the timestamping algorithms we use in our experiments in
detail.

2.1 Construction of Timestamped Data Structures

For a timestamped data structure, each thread which is accessing the data structure
has an associated single-producer multi-consumer pool (called SP pools), implemented
as a linked list. These are linked from an array spPools which is common for all
threads. Each element in the data structure is stored in the SP pool of the thread
that inserted it. Figure 2.1 shows the internal structure of the TS stack. The internal
structure of the other timestamped data structures is similar.

Inserting an element into a timestamped data structure involves

1. adding a node to the head of the thread’s SP pool,

2. generating a new timestamp, and

3. attaching the timestamp to the node.

Thus un-timestamped nodes are visible to other threads – we write these in Fig-
ure 2.1 as the maximal value, ⊤. As nodes are only added by one thread to each
SP pool, elements in a single pool are totally ordered by their timestamps, and no
synchronization is needed when inserting.

Removing from timestamped data structures involves
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Figure 2.1: The TS stack data structure.

1. searching all the SP pools for an element with a maximal timestamp, and

2. attempting to remove it.

This process repeats until an element is removed successfully. As each SP pool is
ordered, searching only requires reading one element of each pool in turn. Timestamps
in different pools may be mutually unordered – for example when two timestamps are
equal. Thus more than one element may be maximal, and in this case, either can be
chosen. Multiple threads may try to remove the same node, so an atomic compare-
and-set (CAS) instruction ensures that at most one thread succeeds.

An element can be removed from a timestamped data structure either by removing
its node from the linked list of the SP pool, or, as indicated in Figure 2.1, by marking
the node of the element as taken [HHL+05]. Marked nodes are removed lazily from
the linked list. We show in Chapter 3 how we remove marked nodes from the linked
lists of the TS stack.

2.2 Timestamping Algorithms

Next we describe the timestamping algorithms which we use in our experiments. We
use three algorithms which generate single-value timestamp, TS-atomic, TS-hardware,
and TS-stutter, and we use two algorithms which generate interval timestamps, TS-
interval and TS-CAS. All these algorithms guarantee that if two timestamps are gen-
erated in sequence, then the timestamps are ordered according to the sequence in
which they were generated. If timestamps are generated concurrently, then they may
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Listing 2.1: TS-atomic algorithm.
1 TS_Atomic {
2 i n t counter =1;
3
4 Timestamp newTimestamp (){
5 return FAI( counter );
6 }
7 }

Listing 2.2: TS-hardware algorithm.
8 TS_Hardware {
9

10 Timestamp newTimestamp (){
11 return RDTSCP ();
12 }
13 }

be unordered. Two single-value timestamps are unordered if they are the same. Two
interval timestamps are unordered if they overlap. In the following we describe the
timestamping algorithms in more detail.

TS-atomic: TS-atomic, shown in Listing 2.1, takes a timestamp from a global
counter using an atomic fetch-and-increment (FAI) instruction. Such instructions
are available on most modern processors – for example the LOCK XADD instruction on
x86.

TS-hardware: Listing 2.2 illustrates the TS-hardware algorithm. TS-hardware uses
the x86 RDTSCP instruction [Int13] to read the current value of the TSC register. The
TSC register counts the number of processor cycles since the last reset.

TSC was not originally intended for timestamping, so an obvious concern is that
it might not be synchronized across cores. In this case, relaxed-memory effects could
lead to stack-order violations. We believe this is not a problem for modern CPUs.
Ruan et al. [RLS13] have tested RDTSCP on various x86 systems as part of their trans-
actional memory system. Our understanding of [RLS13] and the Intel x86 architec-
ture guide [Int13] is that RDTSCP should provide sufficient synchronization on recent
multi-core and multi-socket machines. We have also observed no violations of stack se-
mantics in our experiments across different machines. Aside from RDTSCP, we use C11
sequentially consistent atomics throughout, forbidding all other relaxed behaviors.
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Listing 2.3: TS-stutter algorithm.
14 TS_Stutter {
15
16 i n t [ maxThreads ] counters ;
17
18 Timestamp newTimestamp (){
19 Timestamp timestamp = max( counters ) + 1;
20 counters [ threadID ] = timestamp ;
21 return timestamp ;
22 }
23 }

However, we have anecdotal reports that RDTSCP is not synchronized on older
x86 systems. Furthermore, memory order guarantees offered by multi-processors are
often under-specified and inaccurately documented – see e.g. Sewell et. al.’s work
on a formalized x86 model [SSO+10] (which does not cover RDTSCP). Implementors
should test RDTSCP thoroughly before using it to generate timestamps on substantially
different hardware.

We hope timestamped data structures will motivate further research into TSC,
RDTSCP, and hardware timestamp generation more generally.

TS-stutter: TS-stutter, shown in Listing 2.3, uses thread-local counters which are
synchronized by Lamport’s algorithm [Lam78]. To generate a new timestamp a thread
first reads the values of all thread-local counters, calculates the maximum value and
increments it by one (line 19). It then stores this value in its thread-local counter
(line 20), and returns it as the new timestamp (line 21). Note that the TS-stutter
algorithm does not require strong synchronization [AGH+11], e.g. no atomic instruc-
tions are used. Therefore TS-stutter may return the same timestamp multiple times.
However, this happens only if these timestamps were generated concurrently.

TS-interval: This algorithm, shown in Listing 2.4, does not return a single-value
timestamp, but rather an interval consisting of a pair of timestamps generated by one
of the algorithms above. Let [a,b] and [c,d] be two such interval timestamps. They
are ordered [a,b] <TS [c,d] if and only if b < c. That is, if the two intervals overlap, the
timestamps are unordered. The TS-interval algorithm is correct because for any two
interval timestamps [a,b] and [c,d], if these intervals are generated sequentially, then
b is generated before c and therefore b < c, as discussed above.
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Listing 2.4: TS-interval algorithm.
24 TS_Interval {
25
26 Timestamp newTimestamp (){
27 i n t timestamp = TS_Hardware . newTimestamp ();
28 pause (); // busy wait.
29 i n t timestamp2 = TS_Hardware . newTimestamp ();
30 return [timestamp , timestamp2 ];
31 }
32 }

In our experiments we use the TS-hardware algorithm (i.e. the x86 RDTSCP instruc-
tion) to generate the start and end of the interval, because it is faster than TS-atomic
and TS-stutter. Adding a delay between the generation of the two timestamps (line 28)
increases the size of the interval, allowing more timestamps to overlap and thereby
reducing contention during element removal. Additionally we increase the potential
of elimination. The effect of adding a delay on overall performance is analyzed in
Section 3.2.2. For the TS stack the optimal delay is between 3 µs and 10 µs, which
is less time than the time it takes to execute a fetch-and-increment instruction on a
contended memory location.

TS-CAS: TS-CAS can be seen as an optimization of TS-atomic combined with
interval timestamps. It exploits the insight that the shared counter needs only be in-
cremented by some thread, not necessarily the current thread. In a highly concurrent
situation, many threads using TS-atomic will increment the counter unnecessarily. The
TS-CAS algorithm instead uses CAS failure to detect when the counter has been in-
cremented. CAS failure without retrying is comparatively inexpensive, so this scheme
is fast despite using strong synchronization.

The source code for TS-CAS is given in Listing 2.5. The algorithm begins by
reading the counter value (line 37). If the CAS in line 42 succeeds, then the timestamp
takes the counter’s original value as its start and end (line 43). If the CAS fails, then
another concurrent call must have incremented the counter, and TS-CAS does not have
to. Instead it returns an interval starting at the original counter value and ending at
the new value minus one (line 44). This interval will overlap with intervals generated
by concurrent calls to newTimestamp, but will not overlap with any intervals created
later.
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Listing 2.5: TS-CAS algorithm. The gray highlighted code is an optimization to avoid
unnecessary CAS.

33 TS_CAS {
34 i n t counter = 1;
35
36 Timestamp newTimestamp (){
37 i n t timestamp = counter ;
38 pause (); // delay optimization .

39 i n t timestamp2 = counter ;
40 i f ( timestamp != timestamp2 )
41 return [timestamp , timestamp2 - 1];
42 i f (CAS(counter , timestamp , timestamp + 1))
43 return [timestamp , timestamp ];
44 return [timestamp , counter - 1];
45 }
46 }

Similar to TS-interval, adding a small delay between reading the counter value
and attempting the CAS can improve performance. Here this not only increases the
number of overlapping intervals, but also reduces contention on the global counter.
Contention is reduced further by line 39-41, a standard CAS optimization. If the value
of counter changed during the delay, then the CAS in line 42 is guaranteed to fail.
Instead of executing the CAS we can immediately return an interval timestamp. Our
experiments show that in high-contention scenarios the performance of TS-CAS with
a delay is up to 3x faster than without a delay.



Chapter 3

TS Stack

In this chapter we describe the TS stack algorithm in detail. First we discuss its
implementation, then we do a detailed performance analysis where we compare the
performance of the TS stack, configured with different timestamping algorithms, with
other state-of-the-art concurrent stack implementations. The correctness of the TS
stack is shown in Chapter 5.

3.1 The TS Stack in Detail

Listing 3.1 and Listing 3.2 show the TS stack code. This code manages the collection
of thread-specific SP stack pools linked from the array spPools. We factor the SP
stack pool out as a separate data structure supporting the following operations:

• insert – inserts an element without attaching a timestamp, and return a refer-
ence to the new node.

• getYoungest – returns a reference to the node in the pool with the youngest
timestamp, together with the top pointer of the pool.

• remove – tries to remove the given node from the pool. Return true and the
element of the node or false and NULL depending whether it succeeds.

We describe our implementation of the SP stack pool in Section 3.1.1. Listing 3.1
also assumes the timestamping function newTimestamp – various implementations are
discussed in Section 2.2.
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Listing 3.1: Part 1 of the TS stack algorithm. Part 2 is presented in Listing 3.2.
The SP pool is defined in Listing 3.3 and described in Section 3.1.1, timestamps are
discussed in Section 2.2.

1 TSStack {
2 Node{
3 Element element ,
4 Timestamp timestamp ,
5 Node next ,
6 Bool taken
7 };
8
9 SPPool [ maxThreads ] spPools ;

10
11 void push( Element element ){
12 SPStackPool pool= spPools [ threadID ];
13 Node node=pool. insert ( element );
14 Timestamp timestamp = newTimestamp ();
15 node. timestamp = timestamp ;
16 }

We can now describe Listing 3.1 and Listing 3.2. To push an element, the TS
stack inserts an un-timestamped element into the current thread’s SP pool (line 13),
generates a fresh timestamp (line 14), and sets the new element’s timestamp (line 15).

A pop iteratively scans over all SP stack pools (line 34-53) and searches for the
node with the youngest timestamp in all SP stack pools (line 47-52). The binary
operator <TS is timestamp comparison. This is just integer comparison for single-
value timestamps – see Section 2.2. For interval timestamps the comparison operator
is described in Section 2.2. If removing the identified node succeeds (line 62) then its
element is returned (line 25). Otherwise the iteration restarts.

For simplicity, in Listing 3.1 and Listing 3.2 threads are associated statically with
slots in the array spPools. To support a dynamic number of threads, this array can
be replaced by a linked list for iteration in pop, and by a hashtable or thread-local
storage for fast access in push.

Elimination and emptiness checking. Code in gray in Listing 3.1 handles elim-
ination and emptiness checking.

Elimination [HSY04] is an essential optimization in making our stack efficient. It
is permitted whenever a push and pop execute concurrently. To detect opportunities
for elimination, a pop reads the current time when it starts (line 19). When searching
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Listing 3.2: Part 2 of the TS stack algorithm. The SP stack pool is defined in List-
ing 3.3 and described in Section 3.1.1, timestamps are discussed in Section 2.2. The
gray highlighted code deals with the emptiness check and elimination.

17 Element pop (){
18 // Elimination
19 Timestamp startTime = newTimestamp ();
20 Bool success ;
21 Element element ;
22 do{
23 <success ,element >= tryRem ( startTime );
24 } whi le (! success );
25 return element ;
26 }
27
28 <Bool ,Element > tryRem ( Timestamp startTime ){
29 Node youngest =NULL;
30 Timestamp timestamp =-1;
31 SPStackPool pool;
32 Node top;
33 Node[ maxThreads ] empty;
34 f o r each( SPStackPool current in spPools ){
35 Node node;
36 Node poolTop ;
37 <node ,poolTop >= current . getYoungest ();
38 // Emptiness check
39 i f (node == NULL ){
40 empty[ current .ID]= poolTop ;
41 cont inue ;
42 }
43 Timestamp nodeTimestamp =node. timestamp ;
44 // Elimination
45 i f ( startTime <TS nodeTimestamp )
46 return current . remove (poolTop ,node );
47 i f ( timestamp <TS nodeTimestamp ){
48 youngest =node;
49 timestamp = nodeTimestamp ;
50 pool= current ;
51 top= poolTop ;
52 }
53 }
54 // Emptiness check
55 i f ( youngest == NULL ){
56 f o r each( SPStackPool current in spPools ){
57 i f ( current .top != empty[ current .ID])
58 return <false ,NULL >;
59 }
60 return <true ,EMPTY >;
61 }
62 return pool. remove (top , youngest );
63 }
64 }
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through the SP stack pools, any element with a later timestamp must have been
pushed during the current pop, and can be eliminated immediately (lines 45-46).

To check whether the stack is empty, we reuse an approach from [HHK+13]. When
scanning the SP stack pools, if a pool indicates that it is empty, then its top pointer is
recorded (lines 39-42). If no candidate for removal is found then the SP stack pools are
scanned again to check whether their top pointers have changed (lines 55-59). If not,
the pools must have been empty between the first and second scan. The linearizability
of this emptiness check has been proved in [HHK+13].

3.1.1 SP Stack Pool

In this section we describe the SP stack pool, the data structure the TS stack is based
on. The SP stack pool (Listing 3.3) is a singly linked list of nodes accessed by a
top pointer. A node consists of a next pointer for the linked list, the element it
stores, the timestamp assigned to the element, and a taken flag which indicates if the
node has already been removed logically from the SP stack pool. The singly linked
list is closed at its end by a sentinel node pointing to itself (line 71). Initially the list
contains only the sentinel node. The taken flag of the sentinel is set to true indicating
that the sentinel does not contain an element. The top pointer is annotated with an
ABA-counter to avoid the ABA-problem [HS08].

Elements are inserted into the SP stack pool by adding a new node (line 76) at the
head of the linked list (line 77-78). To remove an element, the taken flag of its node
is set atomically with a CAS instruction (line 99). getYoungest iterates over the list
(line 87-95) and returns the first node which is not marked as taken (line 91). If no
such node is found, getYoungest returns <NULL,oldTop> (line 93).

Unlinking taken nodes. Nodes marked as taken are considered removed from
the SP stack pool and are therefore ignored by getYoungest and remove. However,
to reclaim memory and to reduce the overhead of iterating over taken nodes, nodes
marked as taken are eventually unlinked either in insert (line 79-82) or in remove
(line 100-108).

To unlink a node we redirect the next pointer from a node a to a node b previously
connected by a sequence of taken nodes (line 82, line 103, and line 108).

In insert the nodes between the new node and the next un-taken node are un-
linked, and in remove the nodes between the old top node and the removed node, and
between the removed node and the next un-taken node are unlinked. Additionally
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Listing 3.3: SP stack pool algorithm. The gray highlighted code deals with the un-
linking of taken nodes.

65 SPStackPool {
66 Node top;
67 Int ID; // The ID of the owner thread .
68
69 init (){
70 Node sentinel = createNode ( element =NULL ,taken=true );
71 sentinel .next= sentinel ;
72 top= sentinel ;
73 }
74
75 Node insert ( Element element ){
76 Node newNode = createNode ( element =element ,taken=false );
77 newNode .next=top;
78 top= newNode ;
79 Node next= newNode .next; // Unlinking
80 whi le (next ->next != next && next.taken)
81 next=next ->next;
82 newNode .next=next;
83 return newNode ;
84 }
85
86 <Node ,Node > getYoungest (){
87 Node oldTop =top;
88 Node result = oldTop ;
89 whi le (true ){
90 i f (! result .taken)
91 return <result ,oldTop >;
92 e l s e i f ( result .next == result )
93 return <NULL ,oldTop >;
94 result = result .next;
95 }
96 }
97
98 <Bool ,Element > remove (Node oldTop , Node node ){
99 i f (CAS(node.taken ,false ,true )){

100 CAS(top ,oldTop ,node ); // Unlinking
101 // Unlink nodes before node in the list.
102 i f ( oldTop != node)
103 oldTop .next=node;
104 // Unlink nodes after node in the list.
105 Node next=node.next;
106 whi le (next ->next != next && next.taken)
107 next=next ->next;
108 node.next=next;
109 return <true ,node.element >;
110 }
111 return <false ,NULL >;
112 }
113 }
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remove tries to unlink all nodes between top and the removed node (line 100). By
using CAS, we guarantee that no new node has been inserted between the top and the
removed node.

The maximum number of nodes in a SP stack pool is bound asymptotically by the
number of elements stored in the SP stack pool and the maximum number of threads
which can remove nodes concurrently. The key insight is that the maximum number
of consecutive taken nodes is bounded.

First we observe that the number of consecutive taken nodes can only increase
if either the node before or the node after the sequence of taken nodes is marked
as taken. However, the sequence of taken nodes only increases if after marking an
additional node as taken no nodes are unlinked.

First assume the node before the sequence is marked as taken. In that case in the
lines 105-108 the whole sequence of taken nodes will be unlinked, and therefore the
sequence does not grow.

Next assume that the node after the sequence is marked as taken. In this case
all nodes visited in the iteration to find the node will be unlinked, except if the node
was the top node when it was returned by getYoungest. However, this can only
happen if the sequence of taken nodes was created after the node was returned by
getYoungest and before it is marked as taken. This can only happen N times, where
N is the maximum number of concurrent pop operations. Therefore a sequence of
marked nodes cannot grow by more than N .

The next point of oldTop in line 103 can be written racefully, which means that
two threads may write to the next pointer without synchronization. Thereby it is
possible that nodes which have already been unlinked get reinserted again. However,
whenever a node is reinserted by a raceful write to the next pointer of oldTop it is
unlinked again later in the lines 105-108.

3.2 Performance Analysis

In our experiments we compare the performance and scalability of the TS stack with
two high-performance concurrent stacks: the Treiber stack [Tre86] because it is the
de-facto standard lock-free stack implementation and because it is used often as a
performance baseline (e.g. in [HSY04, BNHS11]); and the elimination-backoff (EB)
stack [HSY04] because it is the fastest concurrent stack we are aware of.
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Of course, other high-performance stacks exist. We decided against benchmarking
the DECS stack [BNHS11] because (1) no implementation is available for our platform
and (2) according to their experiments, in peak performance it is no better than a flat-
combining stack [HIST10]. We decided against benchmarking the flat-combining stack
because the EB stack outperforms it when configured to access the elimination array
before the stack itself, see the description of the EB stack below.

The Treiber stack consists of a linked list of nodes which is accessed by a top
pointer. Push and pop operations try to modify the top pointer with a CAS instruction
until they succeed.

The EB stack consists of a Treiber stack backend and an elimination array. The
elimination array works as follows: Push and pop operations start by writing an
operation descriptor into a random slot of the elimination array. If a push and a
pop operation write their descriptor into the same slot and thereby collide, the pop
operation can return the value of the push operation without accessing the backend
stack because of elimination. If no collision happens, then an operation removes its
descriptor from the elimination array and tries to add the element to the backend
stack. To increase the chance of a collision an operation waits some time before it
removes its descriptor from the elimination array. This waiting is similar to the delay
in the TS-interval timestamping.

For better performance in high contention scenarios, in the EB stack the operations
access the elimination array before they access the backend stack. However, this means
that in scenarios where no elimination is possible (e.g. producer-only workloads) the
EB stack suffers from a constant-time overhead introduced by the elimination array.

Benchmarking Environment. We ran our experiments on two x86 machines:

• an Intel-based server with four 10-core 2GHz Intel Xeon processors (40 cores,
2 hyperthreads per core), 24MB shared L3-cache, and 128GB of UMA memory
running Linux 3.8.0-36; and

• an AMD-based server with four 16-core 2.3GHz AMD Opteron processors (64
cores), 16MB shared L3-cache, and 512GB of cc-NUMA memory running Linux
3.5.0-49.

Measurements were done in the Scal Benchmarking Framework [HHK+15]. To
avoid measurement artifacts, the framework uses a custom memory allocator which
performs cyclic allocation [NR07] in preallocated thread-local buffers for objects smaller
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than 4096 bytes. Larger objects are allocated with the standard allocator of glibc. All
memory is allocated cache-aligned when it is beneficial to avoid cache artifacts. The
framework is written in C/C++.

Scal provides implementations of the Treiber stack and of the EB stack. Unlike
the description of the EB stack in [HSY04] we access the elimination array before
the backend stack – this improves scalability in our experiments. We configured the
EB stack such that the performance is optimal in our benchmarks when exercised
with 80 threads on the 40-core machine, or with 64 threads on the 64-core machine.
These configurations may be suboptimal for lower numbers of threads. Similarly, the
TS stack configurations we discuss later are selected to be optimal for 80 and 64
threads on the 40-core and 64-core machine, respectively. On the 40-core machine the
elimination array is of size 28 with a delay of 28 µs in the high-contention benchmark,
and of size 24 with a delay of 28 µs in the low contention benchmark. On the 64-core
machine the elimination array is of size 32 with a delay of 21 µs in the high-contention
benchmark, and of size 16 with a delay of 18 µs in the low contention benchmark.

On the 64-core machine the Treiber stack benefits from a backoff strategy [DHM13]
which delays the retry of a failed CAS. On this machine, we configured the Treiber stack
with a constant delay of 200 µs in the high-contention experiments and a constant delay
of 150 µs in the low-contention experiments, which is optimal for the benchmark when
exercised with 64 threads. On the 40-core machine performance decreases when a
backoff delay is added, so we disable it.

We compare the data structures in producer-consumer microbenchmarks where
threads are split between dedicated producers which insert 1,000,000 elements into
the data structure, and dedicated consumers which remove 1,000,000 elements from
the data structure. We measure performance as total execution time of the bench-
mark. Figures show the total execution time in successful operations per millisecond
to make scalability more visible. All numbers are averaged over 5 executions. To avoid
measuring empty removal, operations that do not return an element are not counted.

The contention on the data structure is controlled by a busy wait between two
operations of a thread. In the high-contention scenario the busy wait is 1 µs, in the
low-contention the busy wait is 10 µs long. We do not show any results without the
busy wait because in these measurements machine artifacts of the memory system
dominate the results.
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(a) High contention benchmark on the 40-
core machine.
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(b) High contention benchmark on the 64-
core machine.
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(c) Low contention benchmark on the 40-
core machine.
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(d) Low contention benchmark on the 64-
core machine.

Figure 3.1: TS stack performance on the 40-core machine (left) and on the 64-core
machine (right) in the producer-consumer benchmark.

3.2.1 Performance and Scalability Results

Figures 3.1 shows performance and scalability in the producer-consumer benchmark
where half of the threads are producers and half of the threads are consumers. In
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40-core machine 64-core machine
high-contention:
TS-interval stack 9 µs 6 µs
TS-CAS stack 7.5 µs 10.5 µs
low-contention:
TS-interval stack 4.5 µs 4.5 µs
TS-CAS stack 3 µs 9 µs

Table 3.1: Benchmark delay times for the TS-interval stack / TS-CAS stack.

the discussion we focus on the high-contention measurements. Results in the low-
contention benchmarks are similar, but less pronounced.

For TS-interval timestamping and TS-CAS timestamping we use the optimal delay
when exercised with 80 threads on the 40-core machine, and with 64 threads on the 64-
core machine, derived from the experiments in Section 3.2.2. The delay thus depends
on the machine and benchmark. The delay times we use in the benchmarks are listed
in Table 3.1. The impact of different delay times on performance is discussed in
Section 3.2.2.

TS stack in the producer-consumer benchmark

We start our analysis with a comparison of the performance of the TS stack with differ-
ent timestamping algorithms. As a reminder, the following timestamping algorithms
were described in Section 2.2:

TS-atomic A timestamp is generated from a single counter which is incremented
with an atomic fetch-and-increment instruction.

TS-CAS A variant of interval timestamping. TS-CAS generates an interval time-
stamp from a single counter which is incremented with an atomic compare-and-
set instruction.

TS-hardware A timestamp is generated from the TSC register of the CPU using the
RDTSCP instruction.

TS-interval A variant of interval timestamping. A timestamp interval is generated
by reading the TSC register twice.

TS-stutter The generated timestamp is the maximum value of a vector of thread-
local counters.
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40-core machine 64-core machine
EB stack 92% 76%
TS-atomic stack 89% 93%
TS-hardware stack 43% 64%
TS-stutter stack 96% 88%
TS-interval stack 99% 98%
TS-CAS stack 99% 99%

Table 3.2: Percentage of elements removed by elimination in the high-contention
producer-consumer benchmark with 80 threads on the 40-core machine and with 64-
threads on the 64-core machine.

With an increasing number of threads the TS-interval stack is faster than the TS
stack variants in the producer-consumer benchmarks. Interestingly the TS-atomic
stack is faster than the TS-hardware stack in the high-contention producer-consumer
benchmark. The reason is that since the push operations of the TS-hardware stack are
so much faster than the push operations of the TS-atomic stack, elimination is possible
for more pop operations of the TS-atomic stack (e.g. 41% more elimination on the
64-core machine, see Table 3.2), which results in a factor of 3 less retries of tryRem
operations than in the TS-hardware stack. On the 40-core machine the TS-stutter
stack is significantly slower than the TS-atomic stack, while on the 64-core machine
their performance is similar. The reason is that on the 40-core machine TS-stutter
timestamping is significantly slower than TS-atomic timestamping (see Figure 3.2). On
the 40-core machine the TS-CAS stack is much faster than the TS-hardware stack,
TS-atomic stack, and TS-stutter stack, on the 64-core machine it is slightly faster.
The reason seems to be that on the 64-core machine a CAS is slower in comparison to
other instructions than on the 40-core machine.

EB Stack and Treiber Stack in the producer-consumer benchmark

With more than 16 threads all TS stacks are faster than the Treiber stack in the
producer-consumer benchmark. On both machines the TS-interval stack and the TS-
CAS stack outperform the EB stack in the high-contention producer-consumer bench-
mark with a maximum number of threads, on the 64-core machine also the TS-stutter
stack and the TS-atomic stack are as fast as the EB stack.

We believe TS-interval’s and TS-CAS’s performance increase with respect to the
EB stack comes from three sources: (a) more elimination; (b) faster elimination; (c)
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Figure 3.2: TS stack performance on the 40-core machine (left) and on the 64-core
machine (right) in the high contention producer-only benchmark.

higher performance without elimination. As shown in producer-only and consumer-
only experiments, the lack of push-contention and mitigation of contention in pop
makes our stack fast even without elimination. Additional experiments show that for
example the TS-interval stack eliminates 7% and 23% more elements than the EB stack
in high-contention scenarios on the 40-core and on the 64-core machine, respectively.
Thus we improve on EB in both (a) and (c). (b) is difficult to measure, but we suspect
integrating elimination into the normal code path introduces less overhead than an
elimination array, and is thus faster.

Push performance

We measure the performance of push operations of all data structures in a producer-
only benchmark where each thread pushes 1,000,000 element into the stack. The
TS-interval stack and the TS-CAS stack use the same delay as in the high-contention
producer-consumer benchmark, see Table 3.1:

Figure 3.2 shows the performance and scalability of the data structures in the high-
contention producer-only benchmark. The push performance of the TS-hardware stack
is significantly better than the push of the other stack implementations. On the 40-
core machine it scales linearly up to 80 threads and achieves up to 94,000 operations
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Figure 3.3: TS stack performance on the 40-core machine (left) and on the 64-core
machine (right) in the high contention consumer-only benchmark.

per millisecond. On the 64-core machine the TS-hardware stack performs 52,000
operations per millisecond with 64 threads.

With an increasing number of threads the push operation of the TS-interval stack
is faster than the push operations of the TS-atomic stack and the TS-stutter stack,
which means that the delay in the TS-interval timestamping is actually shorter than
the execution time of the TS-atomic timestamping and the TS-stutter timestamping.
Perhaps surprisingly, TS-stutter, which does not require strong synchronisation, is
slower than TS-atomic on the 40-core machine, although TS-atomic is based on an
atomic fetch-and-increment instruction.

Pop performance

We measure the performance of pop operations of all data structures in a consumer-
only benchmark where each thread pops 1,000,000 from a pre-filled stack. Note that
no elimination is possible in this benchmark. The stack is pre-filled concurrently,
which means in case of the TS-interval stack, TS-CAS stack, and TS-stutter stack
that some elements may have unordered timestamps. Again the TS-interval stack and
the TS-CAS stack use the same delay as in the high-contention producer-consumer
benchmark, see Table 3.1.
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Figure 3.4: High-contention producer-consumer benchmark using TS-interval and TS-
CAS timestamping with increasing delay on the 40-core machine, exercising 40 pro-
ducers and 40 consumers.

Figure 3.3 shows the performance and scalability of the data structures in the
high-contention consumer-only benchmark. The performance of the TS-interval stack
is higher than the performance of the other TS stack variants. The performance of
TS-CAS is close to the performance of TS-interval on the 64-core machine. The TS-
stutter stack is faster than the TS-atomic and TS-hardware stack due to the fact that
some elements share timestamps and therefore can be removed in parallel. The TS-
atomic stack and TS-hardware stack show the same performance because all elements
have unique timestamps and therefore have to be removed sequentially. Also in the
Treiber stack and the EB stack elements have to be removed sequentially. Removing
elements sequentially from multiple lists (TS stack) is more expensive than removing
elements sequentially from a single list (Treiber stack).

3.2.2 Analysis of Interval Timestamping

Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5 show the performance of the TS-interval stack and the TS-
CAS stack along with the average number of tryRem calls needed in each pop (one call
is optimal, but contention may cause retries). These figures were collected with an
increasing interval length in the high contention producer-consumer benchmark with
40 producers and 40 consumers on the 40-core machine, and with 32 producers and
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Figure 3.5: High-contention producer-consumer benchmark using TS-interval and TS-
CAS timestamping with increasing delay on the 64-core machine, exercising 32 pro-
ducers and 32 consumers.

32 consumers on the 64-core machine. We used these results to determine the delays
for the benchmarks in Section 3.2.1.

Initially the performance of the TS-interval stack increases with an increasing delay
time, but beyond 9 µs on the 40-core machine the performance decreases again. After
that point an average push operation is slower than an average pop operation and the
number of pop operations which return EMPTY increases.

For the TS-interval stack the high performance correlates with a drop in tryRem
retries. We conclude from this that the impressive performance we achieve with in-
terval timestamping arises from reduced contention in tryRem. For the optimal delay
time we have 1.009 calls to tryRem per pop, i.e. less than 1% of pop calls need to scan
the SP stack pools array more than once. In contrast, without a delay the average
number of retries per pop call is more than 6.

The performance of the TS-CAS stack increases initially with an increasing delay
time. However this does not decrease the number of tryRem retries significantly. The
reason is that without a delay there is more contention on the global counter of the
timestamping algorithm. Therefore the performance of the TS-CAS timestamping
algorithm with a delay is actually better than the performance without a delay.
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Beyond a delay of 10 µs the performance of teh TS-CAS stack decreases again.
This is the point where an average push operation becomes slower than an average
pop operations.



Chapter 4

Correctness Theorem for Stacks

In this chapter we prove a correctness theorem for concurrent stacks in general. We
start with definitions and a general discussion about correctness proofs of concurrent
data structures. We then show with examples why the common approach of correctness
proofs is challenging for the TS stack. In Section 4.2 we state and prove a stack
theorem which helps to prove the correctness of the TS stack. Additional proof details
are provided in Section 4.3.

4.1 Problem Description

We are interested in correctness in terms of linearizability, [HW90], the standard cor-
rectness condition for concurrent algorithms. Linearizability ensures that every be-
havior observed by an algorithm’s calling context could also have been produced by
a sequential (i.e. atomic) version of the same algorithm. We call the ideal sequential
version of the algorithm the specification, e.g. in Section 4.1.3 we define a sequential
specification of a stack.

Interactions between the algorithm and its calling context in a given execution are
expressed as a history.

Definition 1 (History). A history H is a tuple ⟨A,pr,val⟩ where A is a finite set of
operations (for example, push(5)), and pr,val⊆A×A are the partial precedence order
and value relation, respectively. A history is sequential if pr is total.

Given a particular program execution, a history can be extracted from its trace, T .
The trace of an execution is the interleaved sequence of events that took place during
the execution of a program and therefore of the algorithms of the program. Events are
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the invocations and responses of operations as well as instructions within operations.
In this thesis we only consider histories which were extracted from traces.

To extract a history, we first generate the set A of executed operations in a trace.
As is standard in linearizability, assume that all invocations have corresponding re-
sponses. A pair (x,y) of operations is in pr if the response event of x is ordered before
the invocation event of y in T . A pair (x,y) is in val if x is an insert operation, y is a
remove operation, and the value inserted by x was removed by y. Note that by using
val we do not have to assume that values are unique.

Linearizability requires that algorithms only interact with their calling context
through invocation and response events. Therefore, a history captures all interactions
between algorithm and context. We thus define a data structure specification as just
a set of histories. For example, Stack is the set of histories produced by an ideal se-
quential stack). Linearizability is defined by relating implementation and specification
histories.

Definition 2 (linearizability). A history ⟨A,pr,val⟩ is linearizable with respect to
some specification S if there exists a linearization order prT such that pr ⊆ prT , and
⟨A,prT ,val⟩ ∈ S.

An implementation C is linearizable with respect to S if any history H arising from
the algorithm is linearizable with respect to S.

Our formulation of linearizability differs from the classic one [HW90]. Rather than
have a history record the total order on invocations and responses, we convert this
information into the partial order pr. Likewise, linearizability between histories is de-
fined by inclusion on partial orders, rather than by reordering invocation and response
events. This approach, taken from [BDG13], is convenient for us because our stack
theorem is defined by constraints on partial orders. However, the two formulations
are equivalent.

4.1.1 The Problem with Linearization Points

Proving that a concurrent algorithm is linearizable with respect to a sequential spec-
ification amounts to showing that, for every possible execution, there exists a total
linearization order. The standard strategy is to identify linearization points in the
algorithm’s syntax. Conceptually, when a linearization point is reached, the method
‘takes effect’ and is appended to the linearization order, prT . Thus the implementa-
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push(b) pop()→apush(a)

pop()→bpush(c) pop()→c

Figure 4.1: A concurrent execution.

push(b) pop()→apush(a)

pop()→bpush(c) pop()→c
(1)

(2)
(3) (4)

pr pr

pr

pr

pr

pr

Figure 4.2: A graph showing the precedence order pr of the execution in Figure 4.1.

tion and specification histories are constructed in lock-step, allowing the algorithm
designer to show that they correspond.

It has long been understood that linearization points are a limited approach. Algo-
rithms may have linearization points inside other methods or fixed non-deterministically
by future behavior. The TS stack is a particularly acute example of this problem. Two
push methods that run concurrently may insert elements with unordered timestamps,
giving no information to choose a linearization order. However, if the items are later
popped sequentially, an order is imposed on the earlier pushes. Worse, ordering two
pushes can implicitly order other methods, leading to a cascade of linearizations back
in time.

We illustrate the problem in Figure 4.1. The precedence order pr of the history in
Figure 4.1 is shown in Figure 4.2. First consider the history immediately before the
return of pop()�c (i.e. without order (1) in the graph in Figure 4.2). As push(b) and
push(c) run concurrently, elements b and c may have unordered timestamps. At this
point, there are several consistent ways that the history might linearize, even given
access to the TS stack’s internal state.

Now consider the history after pop()�b. Dotted edges represent linearization orders
forced by this operation. As c is popped before b, LIFO order requires that push(b)
has to be linearized before push(c) – order (2). Transitivity then implies that push(a)
has to be ordered before push(c) – order (3). Furthermore, ordering push(a) before
push(c) requires that pop()�c is ordered before pop()�a – order (4). Thus a method’s
linearization order may be fixed long after it returns, frustrating any attempt to choose
syntactic linearization points.
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pop()→d

pop()→apush(a)

pop()→b

pop()→c

push(b)

push(c)

push(d)

Figure 4.3: Example of an execution which is not linearizable with respect to stack
specification because of non-local behavior.

4.1.2 Specification-Specific Conditions

For a given sequential specification, it may not be necessary to find the entire lin-
earization order to show that an algorithm is linearizable. A degenerate example is
the specification which contains all possible sequential histories; in this case, we need
not find a linearization order, because any order consistent with pr will do. One alter-
native to linearization points is thus to invent special-purpose conditions for particular
sequential specifications.

Henzinger et al. [HSV13] have justified such a set of conditions for queues. (They
call this approach aspect-oriented). Informally, these condidtions require that a data
structure is linearizable without order constraints, and that whenever two enqueue op-
erations enqueue(a) and enqueue(b) are ordered enqueue(a) pr−→ enqueue(b), then their
matching dequeue operations dequeue(a) and dequeue(b) are not ordered dequeue(b) pr−→
dequeue(a).

One attractive property of this approach is that the queue-specific conditions are
expressed by using only the precedence order, pr. In other words, correct behavior in
term of element order can be checked without locating linearization points at all.

Our goal is to prove a theorem for stacks which is based on similar conditions.
By ‘similar’, we mean a local theorem defined by forbidding a finite number of finite-
size bad orderings. It is this locality that makes Henzinger’s theorem so appealing.
It reduces data structure correctness from global ordering to ruling out a number of
specific bad cases. However, we believe that any theorem for stacks must require some
additional information to pr (which means, as a corollary, that checking linearizability
for stacks is fundamentally harder than for queues).

Our key evidence that additional information is needed is the execution shown
in Figure 4.3. This execution as a whole is not linearizable – this can be seen more
clearly in the graph shown in Figure 4.4, which projects out the pr and val relations.
By the definition of linearizability all pr edges have to be preserved in the linearization.
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pr
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Figure 4.4: The pr and val relations of the example in Figure 4.3.

Additionally, the lin edges in Figure 4.4 are required in the linearization by stack se-
mantics. However, the pr and lin edges form cycles, indicated in red, which contradicts
the requirement that the linearization is a total order. Therefore it is not possible to
find a linearization of the example in Figure 4.3 which satisfies stack semantics.

However, if for any i ∈ {a,b,c,d} the corresponding push(i) – pop()�i pair is
deleted, the execution becomes linearizable with respect to stack semantics. Intu-
itively, doing this breaks the cycle in lin∪ pr that appears in Figure 4.4. Thus, any
forbidden shape based on precedence that is smaller than this whole execution can-
not forbid it – otherwise it would forbid legitimate executions. Worse, we can make
arbitrarily-large bad executions of this form. Thus no theorem based on finite-size
forbidden shapes can define linearizability for stacks. Instead, in our stack theorem
we define what we call an insert-remove relation which introduces just enough extra
structure to let us define a local stack theorem.

Note that it is not possible to construct a similar execution like the one in Figure 4.3
for queues. The reason is that for a queue a lin edge never depends on the order
between an enqueue and a dequeue.

4.1.3 Stack and Set Specifications

Our theorem makes use of two sequential specifications: Stack, and a weaker specifi-
cation Set that does not require LIFO order. We define the set of permitted histories
by defining updates over abstract states. Assume a set of values Val. Abstract states
are finite sequences in Val∗. Let σ ∈ Val∗ be an arbitrary state. In Stack, push and
pop have the following sequential behavior (‘·’ means sequence concatenation, ε means
an empty sequence):
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• push(v) – Update the abstract state to σ ·v.

• pop() – If σ = ε, return EMPTY. Otherwise, σ must be of the form σ′ · v′, with
σ′ ∈ Val∗ and v′ ∈ Val. Update the state to σ′, return v′.

In Set, push is the same, but pop behaves as follows:

• pop() – If σ = ε, return EMPTY. Otherwise, σ must be of the form σ′ · v′ ·σ′′,
with σ′,σ′′ ∈ Val∗ and v′ ∈ Val. Update the state to σ′ ·σ′′, return v′.

4.2 The Stack Theorem

We have developed stack conditions sufficient to ensure linearizability with respect to
Stack. As described in Section 4.1.2, our conditions are not expressed using only pr.
Rather we require an auxiliary insert-remove relation ir which relates pushes to pops
and vice versa, but that does not relate pairs of pushes or pairs of pops. We call such
a relation an alternating relation.

Definition 3 (alternating). We call a relation r on A alternating if every pair +a,−b∈
A consisting of one push and one non-empty pop is related, no push +a is in relation
with another push +c, and no pop −b is in relation with another pop −d.

Figure 4.5 illustrates an alternating relation ir: each of the push operations +a,
+c, +c′, +c′′ is in relation with each of the pop operations −b, −b′, −d. However, no
push operation is in relation with another push operation, and no pop operation is in
relation with another pop operation.

We use the alternating relation ir as the core in our construction of a linearization
order. In other words, our theorem shows that for stacks it is sufficient to identify just
part of the linearization order.

+a

-b

-b'

+c

+c'

+c''

ir

ir

ir

ir

ir

ir

ir

ir

-d

ir

Figure 4.5: Example of an alternating relation ir.
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For our formulation of the stack conditions we define the helper orders ins and rem
over push operations and pop operations, respectively. Informally, ins and rem are
fragments of the linearization order that are imposed by the combination of ir and the
precedence order pr. In all the definitions in this section, assume that H = ⟨A,pr,val⟩
is a history. Below we write +a,+b,+c etc. for push operations, and −a,−b,−c etc.
for pop operations.

Definition 4 (derived orders ins and rem). Given an alternating insert-remove relation
ir.

• For all +a,+b ∈ A, +a
ins−→ +b if either +a

pr−→ +b or there exists an operation
−c ∈ A with +a

pr−→−c
ir−→+b.

• For all −a,−b ∈ A, −a
rem−−→−b if either −a

pr−→−b or there exists an operation
+c ∈ A with −a

ir−→+c
ir−→−b.

Here ins is not symmetrical to rem – note the pr rather than ir in the final clause.
However, our stack theorem also holds if the definitions are inverted. The version
above is more convenient in verifying the TS stack.

The order ins expresses ordering between push operations imposed either by prece-
dence, or transitively by insert-remove. Likewise rem expresses ordering between pop
operations. In the TS stack, ins is approximated by the timestamps, rem only exists
implicitly. Using ins and rem, we can define order-correctness, which expresses the
conditions necessary to achieve LIFO ordering in a stack.

Definition 5 (order-correct). We call H order-correct if there exists an alternating
relation ir on A with derived orders ins and rem, such that:

1. ir∪pr is cycle-free; and

2. Let +a,−a,+b ∈ A with +a
val−→ −a and +a

pr−→ −a. If +a
ins−→ +b

ir−→ −a, then
there exists −b ∈ A with +b

val−→−b and either +b ̸pr−→−b or −a ̸rem−−→−b;

Condition (2) is at the heart of our proof approach. It forbids the non-LIFO
behavior illustrated in Figure 4.6.

As ins, rem and ir are all fragments of the eventual linearization order, this shape
corresponds to a non-LIFO ordering that would violate the stack specification.

Order-correctness only imposes LIFO ordering; it does not guarantee non-LIFO
correctness properties. For a stack, these non-LIFO correctness properties are (1) ele-
ments should not be lost; (2) elements should not be duplicated; (3) popped elements
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push(a)

push(b)

pop()→a

pop()→b

ins

val

ir

val

rem

pr ∪
transitive ir

pr ∪
transitive ir

Figure 4.6: Non-LIFO behavior forbidden by the stack theorem.

should come from a corresponding push; and (4) pop should report EMPTY correctly.
The last is subtle, as it is a global rather than pairwise property: pop should return
EMPTY only at a point in the linearization order where the abstract stack is empty.
Fortunately, these properties are also orthogonal to LIFO ordering: we just require
that the algorithm is linearizable with respect to Set, which is simple to prove for the
TS stack.

Theorem 1 (Stack Theorem). Let C be a concurrent algorithm. If every history
arising from C is order-correct, and C is linearizable with respect to Set, then C is
linearizable with respect to Stack.

Before we start with the proof of Theorem 1 we define two types of operations
which we treat specially in the proof.

Definition 6 (pop-empty). Let H= ⟨A,pr,val⟩ be a history, and let −e ∈A be a pop
operation such that there does not exist an operation +e ∈ A with +e

val−→−e. Then
we call −e a pop-empty operation.

Definition 7 (elimination pair). Let H= ⟨A,pr,val⟩ be a history, and let +a,−a ∈A
be a push-pop pair with +a

val−→−a. If +a ̸pr−→−a, then we call (+a,−a) an elimination
pair.

With these definitions we prove now Theorem 1. In this proof we focus mainly on
the key insights and construction steps and avoid technical details. All proof details
are available in the mechanization of the proof which we did in Isabelle HOL. The
proof scripts are provided in the appendix. The parts of the proof which deal with
pop-empty operations and elimination pairs are described additionally in Section 4.3
in Lemma 3 and Lemma 4.

Proof. We prove the theorem by showing that for any history ⟨A,pr,val⟩ which is
linearizable with respect to Set and which is order-correct we can construct a lin-
earization order prT such that pr ⊆ prT and ⟨A,prT ,val⟩ ∈ Stack.
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+a

+c -c -a-b

pr4
pr4

pr4 pr4pr4

Figure 4.7: Edges added to pr4 from a push operation +a to a pop operation −b.

In the first construction step we construct the linearization order of a sub-history
⟨A′,pr′,val′⟩ of ⟨A,pr,val⟩. This sub-history is constructed from ⟨A,pr,val⟩ by removing
all pop-empty operations and all elimination pairs. We show in Lemma 3 and Lemma 4
that we can deal with pop-empty operations and elimination pairs separately.

The core of the linearization order of the sub-history is its precedence order pr’. In
a first step we extend pr′ to relation pr1 with pr′ ⊆ pr1 as follows, where a,b ∈ A:

• a
pr1−−→ b if a

pr−→ b.

• a
pr1−−→ b if a

rem−−→ b.

• a
pr1−−→ b if b

rem−−→ a would violate order correctness, i.e. there exist +a,+b ∈ A
with +a

val−→ a, +b
val−→ b, and +b

ins−→+a
ir−→ b.

In a second step we construct a relation pr2 with pr1 ⊆ pr2. Additionally to the
operations related in pr1 all pop operations are related in pr2 such that pr2 becomes a
total order on pop operations.

In a third step we construct pr3 as the transitive closure of pr2. We showed in
Isabelle HOL that for any order-correct history which does not contain pop-empty
operations or elimination pairs the relation pr3 as constructed above is a partial order
on all operations, and a total order on pop operations.

In the next step we construct a partial order pr4 with pr3 ⊆ pr4 by extending pr3
with edges between push and pop operations. Informally we order push operations as
late as possible. The relation pr4 is defined recursively. Formally a push operation +a

and a pop operation −b are ordered +a
pr4−−→−b if either

1. +a
pr3−−→−b or

2. there exist−a,+c,−c∈A with +a
val−→−a, +c

val−→−c, +c
pr4−−→−b, −b

pr4−−→−c
pr4−−→

−a, and +a
pr4−−→ −c. This condition is illustrated in Figure 4.7. Note that if
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−b
pr4−−→ +a were constructed, then there would be the stack violation +c

lin−→
+a

lin−→−c
lin−→−a.

If +a and −b are not ordered, +a
pr4−−→−b, then these operations are ordered −b

pr4−−→+a.
Similar to above we define pr5 as the transitive closure of pr4. We showed in Isabelle

HOL that pr5 is a partial order on all operations. In pr5 only pairs of push operation
may be unrelated.

Note that although pr5 is part of the final linearization order we are constructing,
it is not guaranteed that pr5∪ ir is cycle-free. The reason is that although ir is part
of some linearization order, it is not necessarily part of the linearization order we
construct here.

In a last step we construct a total order pr6 with pr5 ⊆ pr6. In pr6 we order all
push operations which are not ordered in pr5 such that pr6 is a linearization order of
the sub-history, i.e. ⟨A′,pr6,val⟩ ∈ Stack. We show in Isabelle HOL that such a total
order pr6 always exists if the history is order-correct and linearizable with respect to
Set. These conditions are satisfied by the assumptions of this theorem.

It remains to show that we can construct a linearization order not just for special
histories which do not contain pop-empty operations and elimination pairs but for any
history. We show this in two separate lemmata in Section 4.3. In Lemma 3, which
deals with pop-empty operations, we show that if a history is linearizable with respect
to Set, and the history without pop-empty operations is linearizable with respect to
Stack, then the history is linearizable with respect to Stack. In Lemma 4, which
deals with elimination, we show that if a history is linearizable with respect to Set,
and the history without elimination pairs is linearizable with with respect to Stack,
then the history is linearizable with respect to Stack.

As we satisfy the conditions of both Lemma 3 and Lemma 4, we can use them to
show that there exists a linearization order prT such that ⟨A,prT ,val⟩ ∈ Stack, which
completes the proof.

To simplify the proof structure in Isabelle, we assume that in every execution, all
elements which are pushed also get popped. We justify this by observing that any
concurrent history where some elements do not get popped can be extended to one
where all elements get popped. If the extended history is linearizable, then also the
original history was linearizable.
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The advantage of Theorem 1 is that orders on operations do not need to be es-
tablished eagerly. In the example in Figure 4.1 on Page 37, push(a) and push(c) are
unordered in ir, removing the need to decide their eventual linearization order; likewise
pop()�a and pop()�c.

Our stack theorem is generic, not tied to the TS stack. It characterizes the internal
ordering sufficient for an algorithm to achieve stack semantics. As well as sound, it is
complete – for any linearizable stack, ir can be trivially projected from the linearization
order. For CAS-based stacks such as Treiber’s famous non-blocking stack [Tre86] it
is simple to see intuitively why the theorem applies. If two pushes are ordered, then
their CASes are ordered. As a result their elements will be ordered in the stack
representation and removed in order.

Intuitively, our theorem seems close to the lower bound for stack ordering, as
discussed in Section 4.1.2. We would expect any concurrent stack to enforce orders
as strong as the ones in our theorem. Thus, Theorem 1 points towards fundamental
constraints on the structure of concurrent stacks.

4.3 Proof Details of the Stack Theorem

This section gives more details about the proof of the stack theorem, especially about
how we deal with pop-empty operations and elimination pairs. We start with ax-
iomatized definitions of Stack and Set which are equivalent to the definitions in
Section 4.1.3 but more convenient to use. We continue by stating a property of the
precedence order of a history, the abcd property. We show that this property is always
provided when a history is extracted from the trace of an execution. This abcd prop-
erty is crucial for the correctness of the stack theorem. In the end of the section we
prove the lemmata which allow us to deal with pop-empty operations and elimination
separately.

4.3.1 Axiomatized Sequential Specifications

In the following definitions isPush(a) is true if a is a push operation, isPop(b) is true if
b is a pop operation, and emp(e) is true if e is a pop operation which returns EMPTY.

Definition 8 (Set). A sequential history ⟨A,pr,val⟩ is in Set if and only if the
following conditions hold:
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1. No operation is both a push operation and a pop operation:

∀a,b ∈ A.a
val−→ b =⇒

¬∃c ∈ A. c
val−→ a∧¬∃d ∈ A. b

val−→ d

2. An element is removed at most once:

∀a,b,c ∈ A.a
val−→ b∧a

val−→ c =⇒ b = c

3. Each pop operation removes at most one element:

∀a,b,c ∈ A.a
val−→ b∧ c

val−→ b =⇒ a = c

4. Elements are inserted before they are removed:

∀a,b ∈ A.a
val−→ b =⇒ a

pr−→ b

5. A push operation only returns EMPTY if the set is actually empty:

∀e,a ∈ A.emp(e)∧ isPush(a)∧a
pr−→ e =⇒

∃b.a val−→ b∧ b
pr−→ e

Definition 9 (Stack). A sequential history ⟨A,pr,val⟩ is in Stack if and only if the
following conditions hold:

1. ⟨A,pr,val⟩ is in Set

2. Elements are removed in a LIFO fashion:

∀+a,−a,+b ∈ A.+a
val−→−a∧+a

pr−→+b
pr−→−a =⇒

∃−b ∈ A.+b
val−→−b∧−b

pr−→−a

4.3.2 The abcd Property of pr

Next we state a property of pr which exists whenever pr is derived from a trace T of
an execution.

Lemma 2 (abcd). Let ⟨A,pr,val⟩ be a history derived from a trace T . Given actions
a,b,c,d ∈ A, if a

pr−→ b and c
pr−→ d, then either a

pr−→ d or c
pr−→ b.
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Proof. Recall that a trace T is a total order on the events in an execution. If an event
e occurs before an event f in T , then we write e <T f . Additionally, for any g ∈A we
write the invocation event and response event of g in T as ginv and gret, respectively.

With these notions defined we prove Lemma 2 with a case-split on whether aret <T

dinv. If aret <T dinv, then a
pr−→ d. Otherwise, because T totally orders events, dinv <T

aret. The assumption gives us cret <T dinv <T aret <T binv, which gives us c
pr−→ b by

transitivity.

Orders which provide the abcd property are sometimes called interval order [BEEH15].

4.3.3 Correctness of Emptiness Checks

Next we show that if a history is linearizable with respect to Stack without consider-
ing pop-empty operations, and the whole history is linearizable with respect to Set,
then the whole history is linearizable with respect to Stack. This means that if pop-
empty operations are correct according to set semantics, then they are also correct
according to stack semantics.

Lemma 3 (correct emptiness check). Let H be a history, and let H′ be the history
obtained from H by removing all pop-empty operations. If H is linearizable with respect
to Set, and H′ is linearizable with respect to Stack, then H is linearizable with respect
to Stack.

Proof. We will only describe the key insights of the proof here and leave out technical
details. A complete version of the proof is mechanized in Isabelle.

Let H= ⟨A,pr,val⟩, and let H′ = ⟨A′,pr′,val⟩. As H is linearizable with respect to
Set, and H′ is linearizable with respect to Stack, there exists a linearization order
prS with pr⊆ prS and ⟨A,prS ,val⟩ ∈Set, and there exists a linearization order prT with
pr′ ⊆ prT and ⟨A′,prT ,val⟩ ∈ Stack. We show that H is linearizable with respect to
Stack by constructing a linearization order lin with pr⊆ lin and ⟨A, lin,val⟩ ∈ Stack.

The linearization order lin is constructed as follows: the position of pop-empty
operations −e ∈A in prS is preserved in lin. This means for any operation a ∈A that
if −e

prS

−−→ a, then also −e
lin−→ a, and if a

prS

−−→−e, then also a
lin−→−e. Moreover, if two

operations a,b ∈ A are ordered a
prS

−−→−e
prS

−−→ b and therefore by transitivity it holds
that a

prS

−−→ b, then also a
lin−→ b.
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For all other operations the order of prT is preserved. This means for any two
operation a,b ∈ A′ with a

prT

−−→ b, that if for all pop-empty operations −e ∈ A it holds
that −e

prS

−−→ a if and only if −e
prS

−−→ b, then a
lin−→ b.

First we show that pr ⊆ lin. By construction it holds that if a
lin−→ b for any two

operations a,b∈A, then also either a
prS

−−→ b or a
prT

−−→ b. As it cannot be for any a,b∈A
with a

pr−→ b that b
prS

−−→ a or b
prT

−−→ a (since they both contain either pr or pr’), it can also
not be that b

lin−→ a. Since by construction lin is total on A, this means that pr ⊆ lin.
Next we show that ⟨A, lin,val⟩ satisfies all condition of Set in Definition 8, which

are:

1. No operation is both a push operation and a pop operation.

2. An element is removed at most once.

3. Each pop operation removes at most one element.

4. Elements are inserted before they are removed.

5. A pop operation only returns EMPTY if the set is actually empty.

The conditions 1, 2, and 3 of Set are trivially satisfied by ⟨A, lin,val⟩ as they only
depend on val and val is the same in ⟨A,prS ,val⟩ as in ⟨A, lin,val⟩. Also condition 5 is
satisfied trivially as all pop-empty operations −e ∈ A are ordered the same in lin as
in prS and ⟨A,prS ,val⟩ satisfies condition 5.

We continue with condition 4. As ⟨A,prS ,val⟩ satisfies condition 5 of Set, there
cannot exist a pop-empty−e∈A and operations +a,−a,∈A with +a

val−→−a such that
+a

prS

−−→−e
prS

−−→−a. Therefore +a and −a are ordered in lin as they are ordered in prT ,
and as ⟨A,prT ,val⟩ satisfies condition 4 of Set, also ⟨A, lin,val⟩ satisfies condition 4.

It only remains to be proved that all elements are removed in LIFO fashion. We
have to show the following:

∀+a,−a,+b ∈ A.+a
val−→−a∧+a

pr−→+b
pr−→−a =⇒

∃−b ∈ A.+b
val−→−b∧−b

pr−→−a

Assume +a,−a,+b ∈A with +a
val−→−a and +a

lin−→+b
lin−→−a. As ⟨A, lin,val⟩ satisfies

condition 5 of Set, there cannot be a pop-empty −e ∈ A with +a
lin−→−e

lin−→−a. It
can also not be that +a

lin−→−e
lin−→+b, as lin is an order and +a

lin−→−e
lin−→+b would
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imply by transitivity that +a
lin−→ −e

lin−→ −a, a contradiction to condition 5 shown
above. For the same reason +b

lin−→−e
lin−→−a is impossible. Thus +a,+b, and −a are

ordered +a
lin−→ +b

lin−→ −a because of +a
prT

−−→ +b
prT

−−→ −a. As ⟨A,prT ,val⟩ ∈ Stack,
there has to exist a −b ∈ A with +b

val−→−b and −b
prT

−−→−a. For the same reason as
above it cannot be that −a

prS

−−→−e
prS

−−→−b. Therefore −b and −a are ordered in lin the
same as in prT , and ⟨A, lin,val⟩ satisfies condition 2 of Stack. Therefore ⟨A, lin,val⟩
satisfies all conditions of Stack.

4.3.4 Correctness of Elimination

Next we show that if a history is linearizable according to Stack without considering
elimination pairs, then the history is also linearizable according to Stack with the
elimination pairs. Note that in the next lemma we only require that the history is
linearizable with respect to Set to make sure that the elimination pairs are well-
formed, i.e. they consist of one push and one pop operation.

Lemma 4. Let H be a history, and let H′ be the history obtained from H by removing
all elimination pairs. If H is linearizable with respect to Set, and H′ is linearizable
with respect to Stack, then also H is linearizable with respect to Stack.

Proof. We will only describe the key insights of the proof here and leave out technical
details. A complete version of the proof is mechanized in Isabelle.

We do an induction on the number of elimination pairs in H.
Induction base (n = 0): If H is a history which contains 0 elimination pairs, then

H′ is H. As we assume that H′ is linearizable with respect to Stack, also H is
linearizable with respect to Stack.

Induction hypothesis: Let Hn be a history with n elimination pairs, and let H0 be
the sub-history of Hn without elimination pairs. If H0 is linearizable with respect to
Stack, and Hn is linearizable with respect to Set, then also Hn is linearizable with
respect to Stack.

Induction step: LetHn+1 = ⟨An+1,pr,val⟩ be a history with n+1 elimination pairs,
let H0 be the sub-history of Hn+1 without elimination pairs, and let (+a,−a) be an
elimination pair in Hn+1. Let Hn be the sub-history of Hn+1 where +a and −a are
removed, i.e. for the set of operations An of Hn it holds that An =An+1 \{+a,−a}.
Therefore Hn is a history with n elimination-pairs. Assume H0 is linearizable with
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respect to Stack. Then according to the induction hypothesis Hn is linearizable
with respect to Stack. Therefore there exists a linearization order prn of Hn with
⟨A,prn,val⟩ ∈ Stack.

We show now that +a and −a can be inserted into prn such that the resulting order
lin is a linearization order of Hn+1. We start by showing that there exists a position in
prn where both +a and −a can be inserted. If for all operations b ∈ An it holds that
d ̸pr−→ +a and d ̸pr−→−a, then +a and −a can be inserted as the first operations in lin.
Otherwise there exists a first operation c in prn such that for all d ∈ An with c

prn−−→ d

it holds that d ̸pr−→+a and d ̸pr−→−a. In that case +a and −a are inserted right after c.
We have to show now that the resulting order still contains pr. This means that

we have to show that for any operation d ∈ A\{+a,−a,c} and a ∈ {+a,−a} that if
a

pr−→ d, then c
prn−−→ d and therefore a

lin−→ d, and if d
pr−→ a, then d

prn−−→ c and therefore
d

lin−→ a.
We assumed above that for all d ∈ An with c

prn−−→ d it holds that d ̸pr−→ +a and
d ̸pr−→−a. Therefore, since prn is a total order, if d

pr−→+a or d
pr−→−a, then d

prn−−→ c and
thus d

lin−→+a and d
lin−→−a.

Next we show that if +a
pr−→ d or −a

pr−→ d for some d ∈ A, then +a
lin−→ d and

−a
lin−→ d. We do this by showing that there cannot exist a d ∈ An with d

prn−−→ c and
a

pr−→ d for some a ∈ {+a,−a}. Assume such a d ∈An existed with d
prn−−→ c and a

pr−→ d.
We observe that since c is the first operation in prn such that for all b ∈ An with
c

prn−−→ b it holds that b ̸pr−→ +a and b ̸pr−→ −a, it has to be true that c
pr−→ a′ for some

a′ ∈ {+a,−a}.
As a

pr−→ d and c
pr−→ a′, according to the abcd property of pr (see Lemma 2) either

c
pr−→ d or a

pr−→ a′. c
pr−→ d is impossible as we assumed that pr ⊆ prn and d

prn−−→ c. If
a = a′, then a

pr−→ a′ is also impossible because pr is irreflexive. If +a
pr−→−a, then there

would be a violation of the assumption that (+a,−a) is an elimination pair, and if
−a

pr−→+a, than that would be a violation of the assumption that Hn+1 is linearizable
with respect to Set, as of condition 4 says that elements are inserted before they are
removed.

Therefore there always exists a position in prn where both +a and −a can be
inserted validly. It is trivial to show that the resulting sequential history ⟨A, lin,val⟩
is within Stack.



Chapter 5

Correctness of the TS Stack

In this chapter we show that the TS stack is linearizable with respect to Stack. We
use a two-level argument to separate concerns in the proof. By verifying a lower-level
structure first, we hide the complexities of the data structure from the higher-level
proof. The two proof steps are:

1. Prove the linearizability of an intermediate structure called the TS buffer. This
shows that the SP stack pools combine to form a single consistent pool, but this
consistent pool does not enforce LIFO ordering.

2. Use our stack theorem (Theorem 1) to prove that the TS stack is linearizable
with respect to stack semantics. Linearizability lets us use the lower-level TS
buffer in terms of its sequential specification.

5.1 TS Buffer

The TS buffer is a ‘virtual’ intermediate data structure, i.e. a proof convenience that
does not exist in the algorithm syntax. (It would be easy to add, but would make
our code more complex). The TS buffer methods are the lines in push and pop which
modify the spPools array and thread-specific pools. Proving the TS buffer linearizable
means these lines can be treated as atomic. We name the TS buffer operations as
follows – line numbers refer to Listing 3.1 and Listing 3.2. Note that where possible
these names coincide with names in these code listing.

• ins – inserts an element into an SP stack pool (line 13).

• newTimestamp – generates a new timestamp (line 14).
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• setTimestamp – assigns a timestamp to a SP stack pool element (line 15).

• getStart – records the current time at the beginning of a pop (line 19).

• tryRem – searches through the SP stack pools and try to remove the element
with the youngest timestamp (line 23).

Note that newTimestamp and getStart have the same underlying implementation, but
different abstract specifications. This is because they play different roles in the TS
stack: respectively, generating timestamps for elements, and controlling elimination.

The abstract state of the TS buffer hides individual SP stack pools by merging all
the elements into a single pool. As elements may be eliminated depending on when
the method started, the abstract state also records snapshots representing particular
points in the buffer’s history.

As with Stack and Set, we define the sequential specification TSbuf by tracking
updates to abstract states. Formally, we assume a set of buffer identifiers, ID, rep-
resenting individual buffer elements; and a set of timestamps, TS, with strict partial
order <TS and top element ⊤.

A TSbuf abstract state is a pair (B,S). B ∈ Buf is a partial map from identifiers
to value-timestamp pairs, representing the current values stored in the buffer. S ∈
Snapshots is a partial map from timestamps to Buf, representing snapshots of the
buffer at particular timestamps.

Buf = {B|B : ID ⇀ (Val×TS)} Snapshots = {S|S : TS ⇀ Buf}

We implicitly assume that all timestamps in the buffer were previously generated
by newTimestamp.

Snapshots are used to support globally consistent removal. Let (B,S) be the cur-
rent abstract state of the TS buffer. To remove from the buffer, pop first calls getStart
to generate a timestamp t – abstractly, [t 7→ B] is added to the library of snapshots.
When pop calls tryRem(t), elements that were present when t was generated may be
removed normally, while elements added or timestamped more recently than t may
be eliminated. The stored snapshot S(t) determines whether an element is removed
normally or by elimination.

The TS buffer operations have the following specifications, assuming (B,S) is the
abstract state before the operation:
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• newTimestamp() – pick a timestamp t ̸=⊤ such that for all t′ ̸=⊤ already in B,
t′ <TS t. Return t.

Note that this means many elements can be issued the same timestamp if the
thread is preempted before the new timestamp is attached to the element.

• ins(v) – Pick an ID i /∈ dom(B). Update the state to (B[i 7→ (v,⊤)],S) and
return i.

• setTimestamp(i,t) – assume that t was generated by newTimestamp(). If
B(i) = (v,⊤), then update the abstract state to (B[i 7→ (v,t)],S). If B(i) =⊥,
do nothing.

• getStart() – pick a timestamp t ̸=⊤ such that t /∈ dom(S) or t ∈ dom(S) and
S(t) = B. If t /∈ dom(S), update the state to (B,S[t 7→B]). Return t.

• tryRem(t) – Assume t ∈ dom(S). There are four possible behaviors:

1. failure. Non-deterministically fail and return ⟨false,null⟩. This corresponds
to a failed SP stack pool remove preempted by another thread.

2. emptiness check. If dom(B) = ∅, then return ⟨true,EMPTY⟩.

3. normal removal. Pick an ID i with i ∈ dom(S(t))∩ dom(B) and B(i) =
(vi, ti) such that ti is maximal with respect to other unremoved elements
from the snapshot, i.e.

@i′, t′. i′ ∈ (dom(S(t))∩dom(B))∧B(i′) = (_, t′)∧ ti <TS t′

Update the abstract state to (B[i 7→ ⊥],S) and return ⟨true,vi⟩. Note that
there may be many maximal elements that could be returned.

4. elimination. Pick an ID i such that i ∈ dom(B), and either i /∈ dom(S(t))
and B(i) = (v,_); or S(t)(i) = (v,⊤). Update the abstract state to (B[i 7→
⊥],S) and return ⟨true,v⟩.
This corresponds to the case where v was inserted or timestamped after
pop called getStart, and v can therefore be removed using elimination.

Theorem 5. The TS buffer is linearizable with respect to the specification TSbuf.

Proof. The concrete state of the TS buffer consists of the array spPools, where each
slot points to a SP stack pool, i.e. a linked list of nodes. For the abstract state, the
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mapping Buf is easily built by erasing taken nodes. We build Snapshots by examining
the preceding trace. Snapshots are generated from the state of the buffer at any point
getStart is called.

ins and setTimestamp are SP stack pool operations which take effect atomically
because they build on atomic operations, i.e. the assignment to top in line 78, and to
timestamp in line 15, respectively.

newTimestamp and getStart both build on the same timestamping operation.
Only concurrent timestamp requests can generate unordered timestamps. As time-
stamps have to be generated and then added to the buffer separately, at the invocation
of newTimestamp and getStart a timestamp which is not ordered with the newly cre-
ated one cannot be in the buffer. For getStart, the snapshot is correctly constructed
automatically as a consequence of the mapping from concrete to abstract state.

The most complex proof is for tryRem.The cases of tryRem returning <false,NULL>
(line 58 in the emptiness check and line 111 when setting the taken flag fails) are triv-
ially correct. The linearizability of tryRem returning <true,EMPTY> has been shown
in [HHK+13]: if the recorded top pointers have not changed, then there must have
existed a point in time where the abstract state of the TS buffer contained no elements.

In normal removal (case 3) and elimination (case 4), the linearization point is the
successful CAS to set the taken flag of an item in line 99. With the taken flag an
element is removed atomically from the concrete state, so we only need to show that
the correct element is removed.

We start with some properties of the elements in the buffer. Let S(t) be the
snapshot of the TS buffer created by getStart. Any element in S(t) must have
been in a SP stack pool before tryRem begins, and elements that are not in S(t) are
guaranteed to have timestamps younger than t.

Next we identify invariants of the SP stack pool.

1. If a node is reachable from the top pointer of a SP stack pool once, then it
remains reachable at least as long as its taken flag is not set.

2. If a node b is reachable from a node a once by a sequence of next pointers, then
b remains reachable from a as long as its taken flag is not set.

3. The nodes in the list are sorted by their timestamps. Thereby it is guaranteed
that the node with the youngest timestamp in the SP stack pool is contained in
the first node in the list which is not marked as taken.
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With these invariants we show that the node returned by getYoungest is either the
element in the snapshot with the youngest timestamp, or the element of the node is
not in S(t). Invariant 1 and invariant 2 guarantee that all nodes in S(t) are reachable
from top (line 87) by following next pointers (line 94). Therefore the node with the
youngest timestamp will be found eventually. With invariant 3 it is guaranteed that
the node with the youngest timestamp in S(t) will be the first node encountered in
the iteration which is not marked as taken. Therefore at the time the node is found it
is indeed the node with the youngest timestamp in the SP stack pool which is also in
S(t). Alternatively the first not-taken node in the list may not be in S(t), in which
case returning that node is also correct according to TSbuf.

Now, suppose that tryRem calls remove of a SP stack pool in line 62 in listing 3.2.
Comparison with startTime on line 45 ensures that elements not in the snapshot are
not considered for normal removal. Suppose tryRem removes an element a although
there exists an element b in the snapshot and in the TS buffer with a <TS b. Therefore
b is contained in a SP stack pool and getYoungest must have returned b or some even
younger element c. In this case, b or c would be considered younger than a by the
timestamp comparison (line 47), and either removed or eliminated, contradicting our
assumption. Note that b would also have been considered younger if b was timestamped
after it got returned by getYoungest.

Suppose alternatively that tryRem removes an element a on line 46. If a is not
in dom(S(t)), then the removal of a is correct because of elimination. If a is in
dom(S(t)), then the timestamp of a was generated after the snapshot or the timestamp
was assigned to a after the snapshot. Therefore the timestamp of a in the snapshot is
⊤ and the removal is correct because of elimination.

5.2 The TS Stack Theorem

With the TS buffer, the TS stack provides a natural insert-remove relation: a push
operation is ordered before a pop operation if the element inserted into to TS buffer by
the push is visible for the pop when it calls getStart. We call this insert-remove rela-
tion vis for visibility. However, vis does not satisfy all conditions of order-correctness.

In the following we define a property equivalent to order-correctness which is based
on vis, and which matches the TS stack perfectly. We call this property TS-order-
correctness. The definition of TS-order-correctness is based on the already mentioned
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insert-remove relation vis, and on a remove-remove order rr. Both relations are derived
from the TS stack using the linearization point method. As linearization points we use
TS buffer operations – as the TS buffer is linearizable, we can treat these operations
as atomic.

• vis (‘visibility’ – the element inserted by a push was visible to a pop). A push and
non-empty pop are ordered in vis if SP stack pool insertion in the push (line 13)
is ordered before recording the current time in the pop (line 19). Similar to ir,
this relation is alternating (see Definition 3). However, it may, it may not be a
witness for order-correctness.

• rr (‘remove-remove’ – two pops removed elements in order). Two non-empty pop
operations are ordered in rr if their final successful tryRem operations (line 23)
are ordered in the execution.

Note that we use different linearization points for vis and rr. Therefore it can
happen that the two relations conflict, i.e. that vis∪ rr is not cycle-free. This is,
however, no problem as vis and rr are not necessarily part of the linearization order of
the TS stack.

As with ins in the definition of order-correctness, it is useful to define a helper
order ts (‘timestamp’) in the definition of TS-order-correctness. This order on push
operations is imposed by precedence and vis transitivity. Informally, if two push
operations are ordered in ts, then their elements are ordered by their timestamps.

Definition 10 (Derived order ts). Assume a history H = ⟨A,pr,val⟩ and order vis on
A. Two push operations +a,+b ∈ A are related +a

ts−→ +b if: +a
pr−→ +b; or +a

pr−→
−c

vis−→+b for some −c ∈ A; or +a
pr−→+d

vis−→−c
vis−→+b for some −c,+d ∈ A.

Definition 11 (TS-order-correct). We call H TS-order-correct if there exists an al-
ternating relation vis and a total order rr on pop operations such that:

1. pr∪ vis and pr∪ rr are cycle-free; and

2. for all +a,−a,+b ∈ A such that +a
val−→−a, +a

pr−→−a, and +a
ts−→ +b

vis−→−a,
there exists −b ∈ A such that +b

val−→−b and either +b ̸pr−→−b or −b
rr−→−a;

Lemma 6. Let H be a history which is linearizable with respect to Set. H is TS-
order-correct if and only if H is order-correct.
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Figure 5.1: A violating triple.

Proof. The proof that order-correctness implies TS-order-correctness is trivial: from
Theorem 1 we know that every history which is order-correct and linearizable with
respect to Set is also linearizable with respect to Stack. Therefore there exists a
linearization order of the history in Stack, and we can derive both vis and rr from
that linearization order. It is trivial to show that these relations satisfy the conditions
of TS-order-correctness.

The proof that TS-order-correctness implies order-correctness is more involved.
We only sketch the structure here. For more details see Section 5.4. The proof is
based on the insight that either vis is a witness that H is order-correct, or vis can be
adjusted locally such that it becomes a witness.

By assumption pr∪ vis is cycle-free and therefore satisfies the first condition of
order-correctness in Definition 5. Thus, if vis is not a witness it must violate condi-
tion 2, meaning

• there exist +a,−a,+b ∈ A such that +a
val−→−a, +a

ins−→+b
vis−→−a; and

• either no −b ∈ A exists such that +b
val−→−b, or it exists and −a

rem−−→−b.

We show in Lemma 12.4 that whenever +a
ins−→+b, also +a

ts−→+b holds. Therefore
by the definition of TS-order-correctness there must exist a −b ∈ A with +b

val−→ −b

and −b
rr−→−a. As pr∪ rr is cycle-free, −a

pr−→−b cannot hold. Thus −a
rem−−→−b implies

there exists a +c ∈ A with −a
vis−→ +c

vis−→−b. We call (−a,+c,−b) a violating triple.
Figure 5.1 illustrates a violating triple.

We show in Section 5.4 that all violating triples can be resolved iteratively, even-
tually resulting in a vis’ which is a witness that H is order-correct.

We use the definition of TS-order-correctness to state the TS stack theorem similar
to Theorem 1.
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Theorem 7 (TS Stack Theorem). Let C be a concurrent algorithm. If every history
arising from C is TS-order-correct, and C is linearizable with respect to Set, then C

is linearizable with respect to Stack.

Proof. As every history H arising from C is TS-order-correct, according to Lemma 6
H is also order-correct. Therefore Theorem 1 applies and thus H is linearizable with
respect to Stack.

5.3 TS Stack Linearizability

With the TS Stack Theorem we can now complete the linearizability proof of the TS
stack. It only remains to show that the TS stack is linearizable with respect to Set,
and that the TS stack is TS-order-correct.

Lemma 8. The TS stack is linearizable with respect to Set.

Proof. Straightforward from the fact that the TS buffer is linearizable with respect to
TSbuf. We take the linearization point for push as the call to ins and the linearization
point for pop as the call to tryRem. Correctness follows from the specification of
TSbuf.

Lemma 9. Every history H arising from the TS stack is TS-order-correct.

Proof. To show that every history H arising from the TS stack is TS-order-correct we
have to show that for H there exists an alternating relation vis and a total order of
pop operations rr such that

1. pr∪ vis and pr∪ rr are cycle-free; and

2. for all +a,−a,+b ∈ A such that +a
val−→−a, +a

pr−→−a, and +a
ts−→ +b

vis−→−a,
there exists −b ∈ A such that +b

val−→−b and either +b ̸pr−→−b or −b
rr−→−a;

Assume the history H is extracted from a trace T consisting of calls and returns
to stack methods and atomic calls to the TS buffer methods. We write a <T b if
operations a and b are ordered in T . As mentioned in Section 5.2 we define vis and rr
as follows:
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• Let +a be a push operation, and let ins+a be the ins operation of +a. Let −b

be a pop operation, and let getStart−b be the getStart operation of −b. Then
+a

vis−→−b if and only if ins+a <T getStart−b.

• Let −a, −b be two pop operations, and let tryRem−a and tryRem−b be their
final successful tryRem operation, respectively, then −a

rr−→ −b if and only if
tryRem−a <T tryRem−b.

The order rr is a subset of <T , and is therefore cycle-free. Moreover, pr is included
in rr, which means that if two pop operations are ordered in pr, then they are also
ordered in rr. Therefore pr∪ rr is cycle-free. A similar argument shows that pr∪ vis is
cycle-free.

Next we show that if two push operations are ordered in ts, then either (1) the
inserted elements are ordered by <TS, or (2) the second element gets timestamped
after the first element was removed.

Assume two push operations +a and +b are ordered in ts. Therefore either
+a

pr−→ +b, or +a
pr−→ −c

vis−→ +b for some −c ∈ A, or +a
pr−→ +d

vis−→ −c
vis−→ +b for

some −c,+d ∈ A. Let setTimestamp+a be the setTimestamp operation of +a, and
let ins+b and newTimestamp+b be the ins and newTimestamp operation of +b, respec-
tively. Whenever +a

ts−→+b, then it holds that setTimestamp+a <T ins+b. Therefore
when +b acquires a new timestamp either element a is in the TS buffer with a time-
stamp assigned, or it has already been removed.

If a is removed by a pop −a before b is inserted, then condition 3 cannot be violated
because it cannot be that that +b

vis−→ −a. Next we assume that a is removed after
b gets inserted and a <TS b. According to condition 3 assume that +b

vis−→ −a, with
+a

val−→ −a and +a
pr−→ −a. This means that b is inserted into the TS buffer before

−a calls its getStart operation getStart−a. Therefore either b is removed before −a

calls getStart or b is within the snapshot generated by getStart.
If b is removed before getStart−a then there must exist a pop operation −b such

that its tryRem operation tryRem−b precedes the tryRem operation tryRem−a of −a,
satisfying condition 3.

Now assume that b is within the snapshot generated by getStart−a. +a
pr−→−a

implies that a got timestamped before the snapshot is generated by −a, therefore
a is removed by a normal remove, not by elimination. According to the TSbuf
specification, tryRem removes a maximal element in the TS buffer which is also in the
snapshot. As both a and b are in the snapshot generated by getStart−a and a <TS b,
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this means that b must have been removed before tryRem−a. Therefore there has to
exist a pop operation −b which removes b and its tryRem operation precedes tryRem−a

in T . This completes the proof.

Theorem 10. TS stack is linearizable with respect to Stack.

Proof. Lemma 8 deals with one clause of the TS stack theorem, Theorem 7, Lemma 9
deals with the other clause. This means that all conditions of the TS stack theorem
are satisfied, and therefore the TS stack is linearizable with respect to Stack.

Theorem 11. The TS stack is lock-free.

Proof. Straightforward from the fact that the TS buffer is lock-free. This follows from
the structure of tryRem: an attempt to remove an element can only fail when another
thread preempts it.

5.4 Formal Proof of the TS Stack Theorem

We only sketched the proof of Lemma 6, which says that order-correctness and TS-
order correctness are equivalent. In this section we present a formal proof of Lemma 6.
We recall Lemma 6:

Lemma 6. Let H be a history which is linearizable with respect to Set. H is TS-
order-correct if and only if H is order-correct.

Proof. We showed already in Section 5.2 that order-correctness implies TS-order-
correctness. Therefore we only need to show that TS-order-correctness implies order-
correctness to complete the proof.

For the proof that TS-order-correctness implies order-correctness, it is sufficient to
show that for histories without pop-empty operations and elimination pairs TS-order-
correctness implies order-correctness. We have shown in Section 4.3 that if you can
prove that all order-correct histories without pop-empty operations and elimination
pairs are linearizable with respect to Stack, then also all other order-correct histories
are linearizable with respect to Stack. Therefore, if we can show that all TS-order-
correct histories without pop-empty operations and elimination pairs are order-correct
and therefore linearizable with respect to Stack, then also all other TS-order-correct
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histories are linearizable with respect to Stack. ir can be derived directly from the
linearization, and it is trivial to show that this ir relation is a witness that the history
is order-correct.

Therefore we can state and prove a specialized version of Lemma 6 which deals
only with histories without pop-empty operations and elimination pairs.

Lemma 12. Let H = ⟨A,pr,val⟩ be a history without pop-empty operations and elim-
ination pairs which is linearizable with respect to Set. If H is TS-order-correct, then
it is also order-correct.

Proof. Since H is TS-order-correct, there has to exist vis, an alternating relation on
A, rr, a total order on pop operations in A, and the derived order ts (Definition 10)
on push such that:

1. pr∪ vis and pr∪ rr are cycle-free; and

2. for all +a,−a,+b ∈ A such that +a
val−→−a, +a

pr−→−a, and +a
ts−→ +b

vis−→−a,
there exists −b ∈ A such that +b

val−→−b and −b
rr−→−a;

To show that H is order-correct, we have to show that there exists an alternating
relation ir and derived orders ins and rem (Definition 4) such that:

1. ir∪pr is cycle-free; and

2. Let +a,−a,+b ∈ A with +a
val−→ −a and +a

pr−→ −a. If +a
ins−→ +b

ir−→ −a, then
there exists −b ∈ A with +b

val−→−b and either +b ̸pr−→−b or −a ̸rem−−→−b;

The proof is based on the insight that either vis is already such an ir relation, or
vis can be adjusted locally such that it becomes an ir relation.

By assumption pr∪vis is cycle-free and therefore satisfies condition 1 of Definition 5.
Thus, if vis is not a witness it must violate condition 2, meaning

• there exist +a,−a,+b ∈ A such that +a
val−→−a, +a

ins−→+b
vis−→−a; and

• either no −b ∈ A exists such that +b
val−→−b, or it exists and −a

rem−−→−b.

Remember that it cannot be that a −b ∈A exists such that +b
val−→−b and +b ̸pr−→

−b. In that case (+b,−b) would be an elimination pair, and we assumed that H does
not contain any elimination pairs.
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Figure 5.2: Illustration of a history with vis order. Push operations ordered the same
in vis form an equivalence class, e.g. +a, +a′, and +a′′ form the equivalence class
[+a]≈. Equivalence classes are ordered by the total order ≺.

Now assume that +a
ins−→+b

vis−→−a. We show later in Lemma 12.4 that whenever
+a

ins−→+b, also +a
ts−→+b. Therefore it holds that +a

ts−→+b
vis−→−a, and according to

the definition of TS-order-correctness there exists a −b with −b
rr−→−a. As pr∪ rr is

cycle-free, −a
pr−→−b cannot hold. Thus −a

rem−−→−b implies that there exists a +c ∈A
with −a

vis−→+c
vis−→−b. We call (−a,+c,−b) a violating triple.

We distinguish between two kinds of violating triples:

Forward triple. A violating triple (−a,+c,−b) is called a forward triple if for all
+c′ ∈ A with −a

vis−→ +c′ vis−→ −b there exists a −c′ ∈ A with +c′ val−→ −c′ and
−c′ rr−→−a. This kind of violating triple is called forward triple because we will
resolve it by moving +c forwards in vis.

Backward triple. All violating triples which are not forward triples are called back-
ward triples. Backward triples are resolved by moving +b backwards. For every
backward triple (−a,+c,−b) there exists a violating triple (−a,+c,−b) such that
either there does not exist a −c′ ∈ A with +c′ val−→−c′, or such a −c′ exists and
−a

rr−→−c′.

For the resolution of violating triples we define an equivalence relation ≈ and an
order relation ≺ derived from vis.

Definition 12 (equivalence relation ≈). Let +a,+b ∈ A be two push operations. We
say that +a≈+b if and only if for all pop operations −c ∈ A it holds that +a

vis−→−c

if and only if +b
vis−→−c.

We show in Lemma 12.2 that ≈ is an equivalence relation. We define [+a]≈ as
the equivalence class of +a in ≈. Note that since vis is alternating, it also holds that
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Figure 5.3: The forward triple (−a,+c,−b) is resolved by moving +c before −a. Red
arrows indicate edges where visi and visi+1 differ.

+a≈+b if and only if for all pop operations −c∈A it holds that whenever −c
vis−→+a,

also −c
vis−→+b, and vice versa. Next we define a total order on the equivalence classes

of ≈.

Definition 13 (total order ≺). Let [+a]≈, [+b]≈ be two equivalence classes of ≈, and
let +a ∈ [+a]≈ and +b ∈ [+b]≈. We say that [+a]≈ ≺ [+b]≈ iff there exists a pop
operation −c ∈ A with +a

vis−→−c
vis−→+b.

We show in Lemma 12.3 that ≺ is a total order on equivalence classes of ≈.
Figure 5.2 illustrates ≈ and ≺. In the figure there exist three equivalence classes,
[+a]≈, [+c]≈, and [+e]≈. As an example, [+a]≈ and [+c]≈ are ordered [+a]≈ ≺ [+c]≈
because +a

vis−→−b
vis−→+c and +a ∈ [+a]≈ and +c ∈ [+c]≈.

Violating triples are resolved iteratively. visi is the modified vis order in the i-th
iteration. The following invariants are preserved during the whole iteration. Let tsi

be the ts relation derived from visi:

1. visi is alternating; and

2. pr∪ visi is cycle-free;

3. for all +a,−a,+b ∈ A such that +a
val−→−a, +a

pr−→−a, and +a
tsi−→+b

visi−−→−a,
there exists −b ∈ A such that +b

val−→−b and −b
rr−→−a;

The modification to resolve a forward triple (−a,+c,−b) is illustrated in Figure 5.3.
In visi+1 +c is ordered before −a, all other edges remain unchanged. In Figure 5.3
this means that −f , which is not part of the violating triple, is ordered −f

visi+1−−−→+c,
−a is ordered +c

visi+1−−−→−a. If there were other push operations +c′ ∈ [+c]i≈, then also
+c′ would have been moved forwards. Formally visi+1 is defined as

visi+1 := {(x,y) | ((x ̸=−a∨y /∈ [+c]i≈)∧ (x,y) ∈ visi)
∨ (x ∈ [+c]i≈∧y =−a)}.
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Figure 5.4: The backward triple (−a,+c,−b) is resolved by moving +b backwards to
the same position as +c. Red arrows indicate edges where visi and visi+1 differ.

Since only existing edges in visi are turned around and no new edges are created,
visi+1 is still alternating. In Lemma 12.5 and Lemma 12.6 we show that in visi+1 also
the other invariants are preserved.

The modification to resolve a backward triple (−a,+c,−b) is illustrated in Fig-
ure 5.4, where +b ∈A with +b

val−→−b. After the modification +b is ordered the same
in visi+1 as +c, all other edges remain unchanged. This means in Figure 5.4 that −f

is ordered −f
visi+1−−−→+b although −f is not part of the violating triple and +b

visi−−→−f .
If there were other push operations +b′ ∈ [+b]i≈, then these operations would remain
unchanged. Formally visi+1 is defined as follows: let +c′ ∈ [+c]≈ such that either no
−c′ ∈ A exists with +c′ val−→−c′, or there exists such a −c′ and −a

rr−→−c′. Then

visi+1 := {(x,y) | (x ̸= +b∧y ̸= +b∧ (x,y) ∈ visi)
∨ (x = +b∧ (+c′,y) ∈ visi)
∨ (y = +b∧ (x,+c′) ∈ visi)}.

Similar to above, since only existing edges in visi are turned around and no new
edges are created, visi+1 is still alternating. In Lemma 12.7 and Lemma 12.9 we show
that also the other invariants still hold. Next we constrain the order in which violating
triples are resolved:

1. Forward triples are resolved before backward triples.

2. If there exist two forward triples (−a,+c,−b) and (−a,+d,−b) and [+c]≈ ≺
[+d]≈, then (−a,+c,−b) is resolved first.

As a consequence of these constraints we can assume that whenever we resolve
a forward triple (−a,+c,−b), then there does not exist a forward triple (−a,+d,−b)
with +d

visi−−→−e
visi−−→+c for some −e ∈A. Additionally we can assume that whenever

we resolve a backward triple (−a,+c,−b), then there do not exist any forward triple.
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Note that with each modification new violating triples may be introduced. We
can show, however, that the iteration will eventually terminate. The proof is done
by induction on the number of equivalence classes in ≈. We show that after finitely
many iterations no operation of the n ≺-greatest equivalence classes will be part of
any violating triples anymore. The proof is based on the insights that eventually all
operations in the n ≺-greatest equivalence classes will remain in the n ≺-greatest
equivalence class no matter how vis is modified to resolve further violating triples, and
that operations in the n ≺-greatest equivalence classes will eventually only be moved
forwards. As operations can only be moved forwards finitely many times without being
moved backwards, eventually the iteration will terminate.

We use these insights to prove the following lemma:

Sub-Lemma 12.1. For any n≥ 1 there exists a N(n)≥ 0 such that for any k≤ n and
i≥N(n) it holds that [+dk]i≈ = [+dk]i+1

≈ , where [+dk]i≈ is the k ≺-greatest equivalence
class in iteration i.

Proof. We do a proof by induction on n.
Induction base (n = 1): We have to show that after some iteration N(1) no push

operation can join or leave the last equivalence class [+d1]≈.
First we observe that operations +b ∈ [+d1]g≈ can never be moved backwards, for

any iteration g, i.e. there cannot exist a backward triple (−a,+c,−b) with +b
val−→−b

in visg. The reason is that for any such violating triple it holds that +b
visg−−→−a

visg−−→+c

and therefore +c is in a later equivalence class than +b.
Next we observe that if an operation +d is in the last equivalence class [+d1]g≈

for some iteration g, then it will also be in the last equivalence class in all later
iterations. The reason is that operations in the last equivalence class can never be
moved backwards to split the last equivalence class, and if operations of the last
equivalence class are moved forwards, they cannot be moved before operations of
other equivalence classes. We show this in Lemma 12.11. This means that [+d1]≈
only grows over time, it never shrinks.

As we only deal with finite histories, the last equivalence class can grow only finitely
many times in the iteration. Therefore there exists an iteration N(1) such that for
any i≥N(1), [+d1]i≈ = [+d1]i+1

≈ .
Induction hypothesis: We assume there exists a N(n)≥ 0 such that for any k ≤ n

and i≥N(n) it holds that [+dk]i≈ = [+dk]i+1
≈ , where [+dk]i≈ is the k-last equivalence

class in iteration i.
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Induction step: We begin with the observation that after the N(n)-th iteration
no operation in the (n + 1)-last equivalence class [dn+1]≈ can be moved backwards
because by that it would join one of the last n equivalence classes and thereby violate
the induction hypothesis. Therefore operations in [dn+1]≈ cannot be moved backwards
after iteration N(n).

Next we observe that if an operation +d is in [+dn+1]g≈ for some iteration g≥N(n),
then it will also be in [+dn+1]h≈ for any h > g. The reason is that operations in [+dn+1]g≈
can never be moved backwards to split the last equivalence class, and if operations are
moved forwards, they cannot be moved before operations of other equivalence classes.
We show this in Lemma 12.12. This means that after iteration N(n) [+dn+1]≈ can
only grow over time, it never shrinks.

As we only deal with finite histories, [+dn+1]≈ can grow only finitely many times in
the iteration. Therefore there exists an iteration N(n+1) such that for any k ≤ n+1
and i≥N(n+1) it holds that [+dk]i≈ = [+dk]i+1

≈ , where [+dk]i≈ is the k-last equivalence
class in iteration i.

With Lemma 12.1 we showed that eventually all push operations will converge to
a position where they will not be moved anymore and thus cannot be part of any
violating triple anymore. Therefore the iteration will converge to a visir which does
not contain any violating triples anymore and therefore satisfies all conditions of a
witness of H being order-correct.

5.4.1 Additional Proof Details

In the proof of Lemma 12 we left out some technical details to improve readability.
In the following sections we will present these details. We start by showing that ≈ is
an equivalence relation, and that ≺ is a total order. Afterwards we show that for any
alternating relation vis and precedence order pr the derived order ins (Definition 4) is
contained in the derived order ts (Definition 10). Next we show that the invariants
of the vis relation used in the proof of Lemma 12 are preserved in each iteration of
the proof. We conclude the section with the proof details needed to show that the
iteration will eventually terminate.
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Properties of ≈ and ≺

Sub-Lemma 12.2. ≈ is an equivalence relation.

Proof. Comes from the fact that the logical operator "if and only if" is reflexive, sym-
metric, and transitive.

Sub-Lemma 12.3. ≺ is a total order on the equivalence classes of ≈.

Proof. As we assume that we deal with a TS-order-correct history, we also assume
that vis is alternating and cycle-free.

total. Assume two equivalence classes [+a]≈ and [+b]≈ with +a ∈ [+a]≈ and +b ∈
[+b]≈. Let −c ∈ A be a pop operation. Since vis is alternating, it holds that
either +a

vis−→ −c or −c
vis−→ +a. Similarly, either +b

vis−→ −c or −c
vis−→ +b. If

+a
vis−→−c

vis−→ +b, then [+a]≈ ≺ [+b]≈, and if +b
vis−→−c

vis−→ +a, then [+b]≈ ≺
[+a]≈. If for all pop operations −c ∈ A +a and +b are ordered the same, then
according to the definition of ≈ [+a]≈ = [+b]≈.

transitive. Assume [+a]≈ ≺ [+b]≈ ≺ [+c]≈ with +a∈ [+a]≈, +b∈ [+b]≈, +c∈ [+c]≈,
and +a

vis−→ −d
vis−→ +b

vis−→ −e
vis−→ +c. As vis is alternating and cycle-free, this

means that also +a
vis−→−e

vis−→+c, and therefore [+a]≈ ≺ [+c]≈.

antisymmetric. ≺ is a sub-relation of the transitive closure of vis. Since vis is cycle-
free, also ≺ is cycle-free and as a consequence antisymmetric.

Properties of ts

Next we show that ins is contained in ts.

Sub-Lemma 12.4 (ins then ts). Let +a,+b∈A be two push operations. If +a
ins−→+b,

then also +a
ts−→+b.

Proof. Assume +a,+b ∈ A and +a
ins−→+b. Therefore either +a

pr−→+b or there exists
a −c with +a

pr−→ −c
vis−→ +b. Both these conditions are also preconditions of the

definition of ts, which completes the proof.
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Invariant Proofs for Forward Triples

In the following lemmata we show that the invariants of the iteration in the proof of
Lemma 12 are preserved when resolving forward triples (−a,+c,−b).

Sub-Lemma 12.5. Let (−a,+c,−b) be a forward triple in iteration i, and let visi+1

be constructed by resolving this violating triple. If the invariants of the iteration hold
for visi, then pr∪ visi+1 is cycle-free.

Proof. As we described in the proof of Lemma 12, we define constraints on the order in
which violating triples are resolved. Therefore we can assume here that there does not
exist a violating triple (−a,+f,−b) with +f

visi−−→−e
visi−−→+c, for any −e ∈A, because

that violating triple would be resolved before (−a,+c,−b).
Now, if there exists a cycle in pr∪visi+1, then it has to contain the edge +c′ visi+1−−−→

−a with +c′ ∈ [+c]i≈ since all other edges existed already in visi and we assumed that
pr∪ visi is cycle-free. Therefore there has to exist a transitive edge from −a to +c′ in
pr∪ visi which is preserved in the modification. The transitivity and abcd property of
pr, visi being alternating, and pr∪ visi being cycle-free implies that whenever such a
transitive edge exists, then also one of the following edges exists:

1. −a
pr−→+c′,

2. −a
visi−−→+f

pr−→+c′ for some +f ∈ A,

3. −a
visi−−→+f

visi−−→−e
visi−−→+c′ for some +f,−e ∈ A, or

4. −a
pr−→−e

visi−−→+c′ for some −e ∈ A.

We check all cases. Let −c′ ∈ A with +c′ val−→ −c′ and −c′ rr−→ −a (which comes
from the assumption that (−a,+c,−b) is a forward triple).

Case 1: assume −a
pr−→+c′, then there would exist the cycle −a

pr−→+c′ pr−→−c′ rr−→
−a, which would violate the assumption that pr∪ rr is cycle-free. Note that we know
that +c′ pr−→−c′ because we assumed that the history H contains no elimination pairs.

Case 2: assume −a
visi−−→ +f

pr−→ +c′ for some +f ∈ A. Since pr∪ visi is cycle-free
it holds that +f

visi−−→−b and also (−a,+f,−b) is a violating triple. According to our
assumption it holds that there exists a −f ∈ A with −f

rr−→−a, and (−a,+f,−b) is
also a forward triple. If +f ∈ [+c]i≈, then also +f

visi+1−−−→−a and no cycle is created. If
+f /∈ [+c]i≈, then since pr∪visi is cycle-free there exists a −e∈A with +f

visi−−→−e
visi−−→
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+c′. This, however violates our assumptions on the order in which we resolve violating
triples, as described above.

Case 3: assume −a
visi−−→ +f

visi−−→ −e
visi−−→ +c′ for some +f,−e ∈ A. Because of

+c′ visi−−→ −b this would imply that there exists a violating triple (−a,+f,−b), with
+f

visi−−→−e
visi−−→+c′, and therefore would violate our constraints on the order in which

we resolve violating triples, as described above.
Case 4: assume −a

pr−→−e
visi−−→+c′ for some −e ∈ A. We assume that there exists

a −c′ with +c′ val−→ −c′ and therefore +c′ pr−→ −c′. Applying the abcd property of
Lemma 2 means that either −a

pr−→−c′ or +c′ pr−→−e. With the former there exists the
cycle −a

pr−→−c′ rr−→−a, and with the later there exists the cycle +c′ pr−→−e
visi−−→ +c,

both violating our assumptions that pr∪ rr and pr∪visi are cycle-free. Therefore visi+1

is cycle-free.

Sub-Lemma 12.6. Let tsi and tsi+1 be the ts relation derived from visi and visi+1,
respectively. Let visi+1 be the result of resolving a forward triple (−a,+c,−b) in iter-
ation i. Let +d,−d,+e ∈ A with +d

val−→−d, +d
pr−→−d, and +d

tsi+1−−−→ +e
visi+1−−−→−d,

then there exists a −e ∈ A with +e
val−→−e and −e

rr−→−d.

Proof. The current lemma holds for visi, and the only edges which are different in
visi and in visi+1 are those of +c′ ∈ [+c]i≈. Therefore we only have to show that
+c′ visi+1−−−→ −a is not part of a violation of this lemma. There exist two ways how
+c

visi+1−−−→−a could be part of a violation:

1. +a
val−→ −a, +a

pr−→ −a, +a
tsi+1−−−→ +c′ visi+1−−−→ −a, and either no −c′ ∈ A exists

with +c′ val−→ −c′ or such a −c′ exists and −a
rr−→ −c′. This cannot be true

because (−a,+c′,−b) is a forward triple and therefore there exists a −c′ ∈ A
with +c′ val−→−c′ and −c′ rr−→−a.

2. There exist +e,+f,−e∈A with +e
val−→−e, +e

pr−→−e, +e
pr−→+c

visi+1−−−→−a
visi+1−−−→

+f and therefore +e
tsi+1−−−→ +f , +f

visi+1−−−→−e, and either there does not exist a
−f ∈ A with +f

val−→−f or such a −f exists and −e
rr−→−f .

It cannot be the case that +e
tsi−→ +f because then +e

tsi−→ +f
visi−−→−e and the

violation would have already existed in visi. As +e
tsi−→+f would be constructed

with any −g with +c′ visi−−→ −g
visi−−→ +f , it has to be true that for all −g ∈ A,

if +c′ visi−−→−g, then also +f
visi−−→−g. Therefore +f ∈ [+c]i≈, or [+f ]i≈ ≺ [+c]i≈.

In both cases it holds that +f
visi−−→−b, and with −a

visi−−→+f it would hold that
(−a,+f,−b) is also a forward triple. This violating triple would be resolved
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before or at the same time as (−a,+c,−b) and therefore −a
visi+1−−−→ +f is not

possible.

Therefore with both cases no violation is possible, which completes the proof.

Invariant Proofs for Backward Triples

In the last section we showed that resolving forward triples preserves all the invariants
stated in the proof of Lemma 12. We continue showing that also resolving backward
triples preserves the invariants. Note that since forward triples are always resolved
before backward triples, we can assume in this section that there do not exist any
forward triples when we are resolving backward triples.

Sub-Lemma 12.7. Let (−a,+c,−b) be a backward triple in iteration i, and let visi+1

be constructed by resolving this violating triple.
If the invariants of the iteration hold for visi, then pr∪ visi+1 is cycle-free.

Proof. We assume without restriction of generality that we picked the violating triple
(−a,+c,−b) such that either there does not exist a −c ∈A with +c

val−→−c, or such a
−c exists and −a

rr−→−c.
Now, assume a cycle exists in pr∪ visi+1, then the cycle has to contain +b, as

all other operations are ordered the same as in visi and pr∪ visi is cycle-free. By
construction visi+1 itself without pr is cycle-free, and therefore a potential cycle in
pr∪ visi+1 has to contain at least one pr edge.

As +b is moved backwards, whenever for some operation d ∈ A there exists a
transitive edge from +b to d in pr∪visi+1, there also exists a transitive edge in pr∪visi.
Therefore a cycle has to contain a transitive edge from some d ∈A to +b in pr∪visi+1

which did not exist in pr∪ visi.
As +b is moved to +c in visi+1 and a transitive edge from d to +b is created in

pr∪ visi+1, a transitive edge from d to +c has to have existed in pr∪ visi.
To close the cycle a transitive edge from +b to d has to be part of the cycle which

already existed in pr∪ visi and is preserved in pr∪ visi+1.
Any transitive edge from +b to d in pr∪visi which starts with a visi edge (i.e. there

exists some −e ∈A with +b
visi−−→−e and a transitive edge from −e to d in pr∪ visi) is

not preserved in pr∪visi+1 because by transitivity −e
visi−−→+c would hold and therefore

−e
visi+1−−−→ +b. Thus a transitive edge from +b to d in pr∪ visi which is preserved has

to start with a pr edge.
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With the observation above and with the transitivity and abcd property of pr,
visi being alternating, and pr∪ visi being cycle-free, one of the following two kinds of
transitive edges has to exist:

1. +b
pr−→−f

visi−−→+c for some −f ∈ A; and

2. +b
pr−→+g

visi−−→−f
visi−−→+c for some −f,+g ∈ A.

In both cases it holds that +b
tsi−→+c and therefore +b

tsi−→+c
visi−−→−b and therefore

according to our assumptions there exists a −c ∈ A with −c
rr−→ −b. As we know

from invariant 3 that −b
rr−→ −a, it holds by the transitivity of rr that −c

rr−→ −a,
which contradicts our assumptions that −a

rr−→−c. Therefore no cycle in pr∪ visi+1 is
possible.

Before proving the last invariant we first show a helping lemma:

Sub-Lemma 12.8. Let (−a,+c,−b) be a backward triple in iteration i, and let visi+1

be constructed by resolving this violating triple. Let the invariants of the iteration hold
for visi.

Let +s,−s,+e∈A with +s ̸= +b, +s
val−→−s, +s

pr−→−s, and +s
tsi+1−−−→+e

visi+1−−−→−s,
then either also +s

tsi−→+e
visi−−→−s, or +e = +b and +s

tsi−→+c
visi−−→−s.

Proof. First we observe that the only difference between visi and visi+1 is that +b has
been moved backwards. Therefore it holds for any +g,−h ∈ A that if +g

visi+1−−−→−h,
than also +g

visi−−→ −h (otherwise +g would have been moved forwards before −h).
Therefore, if +e

visi+1−−−→−s, it holds that +e
visi−−→−s, and in the case of +e = +b also

+c
visi−−→−s. It only remains to show that if +s

tsi+1−−−→ +e, then either also +s
tsi−→ +e,

or +e = +b and +s
tsi−→+c. We do a case distinction on the definition of tsi+1.

• if +s
pr−→+e, then also +s

tsi−→+e.

• if +s
pr−→ −k

visi+1−−−→ +e for some −k ∈ A, and +e ̸= +b, then also −k
visi−−→ +e

because visi and visi+1 only differ in the order of +b. Therefore +s
tsi−→ +e.

If +e = +b, then +c is ordered the same in visi as +b in visi+1 and therefore
+s

pr−→−k
visi−−→+c and +s

tsi−→+c.

• if +s
pr−→+l

visi+1−−−→−k
visi+1−−−→+e for some +l,−k ∈A, then, as we observed already

before, it holds that +s
pr−→+l

visi−−→−k
visi+1−−−→+e. If +e ̸= +b, then also−k

visi−−→+e

because visi and visi+1 only differ in the order of +b, and therefore +s
tsi−→ +e.

If +e = +b, then +c is ordered the same in visi as +b in visi+1 and therefore
+s

pr−→+l
visi−−→−k

visi−−→+c and +s
tsi−→+c.
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We continue proving the last invariant:

Sub-Lemma 12.9. Let (−a,+c,−b) be a backward triple in iteration i, and let visi+1

be constructed by resolving this violating triple. Let the invariants of the iteration hold
for visi.

Let +s,−s,+e ∈ A with +s
val−→ −s, +s

pr−→ −s, and +s
tsi+1−−−→ +e

visi+1−−−→ −s, then
there exists a −e ∈ A with +e

val−→−e and −e
rr−→−s.

Proof. Let +s,−s,+e ∈ A with +s
val−→ −s, +s

pr−→ −s, and +s
tsi+1−−−→ +e

visi+1−−−→ −s.
Assume +e ̸= +b, then according to Lemma 12.8 also +s

tsi−→+e
visi−−→−s, and according

to our assumptions there exists a −e ∈ A with +e
val−→−e and −e

rr−→−s.
Next assume that +e = +b. From the assumption that (−a,+c,−b) is a violating

triple we know that −b exists and −b
rr−→ −a. Moreover we assumed that −a

rr−→ −c

and therefore by transitivity also −b
rr−→ −c holds. We showed in Lemma 12.8 that

+s
tsi−→ +c

visi−−→ −s and therefore by condition 3 it holds that −c
rr−→ −s. Again by

the transitivity of rr it therefore holds that −b
rr−→ −s. As −e = −b this means that

−e
rr−→−s, which completes the proof.

Proof Details for the Convergence of the vis Iteration

Sub-Lemma 12.10. For all configurations visi there does not exist a violating triple
(−a,+c,−b) such that +b with +b

val−→−b is within the last equivalence class of ≈ in ≺.

Proof. As a precondition of a violating triple (−a,+c,−b) it holds that +b
visi−−→−a

visi−−→
+c. Therefore [+b]i≈ ≺ [+c]i≈, which concludes the proof.

Sub-Lemma 12.11. Let [+d]i≈ and [+e]i+1
≈ be the ≺-greatest equivalence classes of

≈ of visi and visi+1, respectively. Then [+d]i≈ ⊆ [+e]≈i+1.

Proof. Proof by contradiction. Assume there exists an i such that a +d′ is in the
≺-greatest equivalence class [+d]i≈ of visi but +d′ /∈ [+d]i+1

≈ . Therefore there has to
exist a −e,+c ∈ A with +d′ visi+1−−−→−e

visi+1−−−→+c. As either +d′ visi−−→−e or −e
visi−−→+c

do not hold, either +d′ is moved forwards before −e, or +c is moved backwards behind
−e.
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If +d′ is moved forwards, there has to exist a forward triple (−e,+d′,−f) for some
−f ∈A, then all elements in [+d]i≈ are moved forwards. As −e

visi+1−−−→+c, +c /∈ [+d]i≈
and therefore there exists some −g ∈ A with +c

visi−−→−g
visi−−→+d′. As visi is cycle-free

and alternating, this implies that (−e,+c,−f) is also a forward triple which is resolved
before (−e,+d′,−f) is resolved, as we defined in our ordering constraints. Therefore
+d′ visi+1−−−→−e

visi+1−−−→+c cannot be constructed by moving +d′ forwards.
If +c is moved backwards, there has to exist a backward triple (−g,+h,−c) with

+c
val−→ −c and −e

visi−−→ +h. As +d′ visi−−→ −e, this means that [+d]i≈ ≺ [+h]i≈, which
violates our assumption that [+d]i≈ is the ≺-greatest equivalence class of visi. There-
fore +d′ visi+1−−−→−e

visi+1−−−→ +c cannot be constructed by moving +c backwards, which
concludes the proof.

Sub-Lemma 12.12. Let N(n)≥ 0 be such that for any k ≤ n and i≥N(n) it holds
that [+dk]i≈ = [+dk]i+1

≈ , where [+dk]i≈ is the k ≺-greatest equivalence class in itera-
tion i.

Let i > N(n), and let [+dn+1]i≈ and [+dn+1]i+1
≈ be the n + 1 ≺-greatest equiv-

alence classes in ≺ of visi and visi+1, respectively. If +d′ ∈ [+dn+1]i≈, then also
+d′ ∈ [+dn+1]i+1

≈ .

Proof. Proof by contradiction. Assume there exists an i > N(n) such that a +d′ is in
the n+1 ≺-greatest equivalence class [+dn+1]i≈ of visi but +d′ /∈ [+dn+1]i+1

≈ . Therefore
there has to exist a −e,+c ∈A with +d′ visi+1−−−→−e

visi+1−−−→+c, and +c ∈ [+dn+1]i+1
≈ . As

either +d′ visi−−→−e or −e
visi−−→+c do not hold, either +d′ is moved forwards before −e,

or +c is moved backwards behind −e.
If +d′ is moved forwards, there has to exist a forward triple (−e,+d′,−f) for some

−f ∈A, then all elements in [+d]i≈ are moved forwards. As −e
visi+1−−−→+c, +c /∈ [+d]i≈

and therefore there exists some −g ∈ A with +c
visi−−→−g

visi−−→+d′. As visi is cycle-free
and alternating, this implies that (−e,+c,−f) is also a forward triple which is resolved
before (−e,+d′,−f) is resolved, as we defined in our ordering constraints. Therefore
+d′ visi+1−−−→−e

visi+1−−−→+c cannot be constructed by moving +d′ forwards.
If +c is moved backwards, there has to exist a backward triple (−g,+h,−c) with

+c
val−→−c and −e

visi−−→+h. As +d′ visi−−→−e, this means that [+dn+1]i≈ ≺ [+h]i≈. This
means that [+h]i≈ is one of the n ≺-greatest equivalence classes, and according to our
assumptions [+h]i≈ = [+h]i+1

≈ . As +c /∈ [+h]i≈, also +c /∈ [+h]i+1
≈ . As a backward triple

(−g,+h,−c) would cause +c∈ [+h]i+1
≈ , the existence of a backward triple (−g,+h,−c)
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would violate our assumption. Therefore +c cannot be moved backwards behind −e,
which finishes the proof.



Chapter 6

TS Queue

In the previous chapters we discussed only the TS stack. Crucial for the correctness
of the TS stack is that the element with the youngest timestamp is removed first.
However, in principle we can also remove the oldest element first, and thereby turn
the TS stack into a TS queue. Alternatively we could allow to remove either the
youngest or the oldest element, and thereby construct a TS deque. Changing the TS
stack into a TS queue or a TS deque requires three main changes:

1. Change the timestamp comparison operator in tryRem.

2. Change the getYoungest method of the SP stack pool into a getOldest method
for the TS queue, or into a getRightMost and a getLeftMost method for the
TS deque.

3. For the TS queue, remove elimination in tryRem. For the TS deque, enable it
only for stack-like removal.

In the following we will discuss these changes for the TS queue and the TS deque.

6.1 TS Queue Implementation

The high-level structure of the TS queue is similar to the high-level structure of the
TS stack. The TS queue marks elements with timestamps recording the order they
were enqueued. Elements are dequeued according to this timestamp order. Also in
the TS queue each thread T1− Tn which is accessing the queue has an associated
single-producer multi-consumer pool called SP queue pool, implemented as a linked
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Listing 6.1: The TS queue algorithm. Part 2 is presented in Listing 6.2. The SP queue
pool is defined in Listing 6.3 and described in Section 6.1.1, timestamps are discussed
in Section 2.2.

114 TSQueue {
115 Node{
116 Element element ,
117 Timestamp timestamp ,
118 Node next
119 };
121 SPQueuePool [ maxThreads ] spPools ;
122
123 void enqueue ( Element element ){
124 SPQueuePool pool= spPools [ threadID ];
125 Node node=pool. insert ( element );
126 Timestamp timestamp = newTimestamp ();
127 node. timestamp = timestamp ;
128 }

list. Every element in the TS queue is stored in the SP queue pool of the thread that
enqueued it.

Listing 6.1 and Listing 6.2 show the TS queue code in detail. The gray highlighted
code is the code which is different to the TS stack. The SP pools which are used
internally by the TS queue support the following operations:

• insert – inserts an element without attaching a timestamp, and return a refer-
ence to the new node.

• getOldest – returns a reference to the node in the pool with the oldest time-
stamp, together with the top pointer of the pool.

• remove – tries to remove the given node from the pool. Returns true and the
element of the node if it succeeds, or false and NULL otherwise.

The implementation of the SP queue pool is discussed in Section 6.1.1. The time-
stamping algorithms which are used in the TS queue (the call to newTimestamp) are
the same as for the TS stack, see Section 2.2.

There is no difference between the enqueue operation of the TS queue (Listing 6.1)
and the push operation of the TS stack (Listing 3.1): First the un-timestamped ele-
ment is inserted into the current thread’s SP pool (line 125), then a fresh timestamp
is generated (line 126), and finally the timestamp is assigned to the element (line 127).

All the differences between the TS stack and the TS queue are in the dequeue
operation (Listing 6.2) and in the SP queue pool implementation. Similar to the pop
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Listing 6.2: Part 2 of the TS queue algorithm. The SP queue pool is defined in
Listing 6.3 and described in Section 6.1.1, timestamps are discussed in Section 2.2.
The code lines which are different to the TS stack are highlighted in gray.

129 Element dequeue (){
130 Bool success ;
131 Element element ;
132 do{
133 Timestamp startTime = newTimestamp ();
134 <success ,element >= tryRem ( startTime );
135 } whi le (! success );
136 return element ;
137 }
138
139 <Bool ,Element > tryRem ( Timestamp startTime ){
140 Node oldest =NULL;
141 Timestamp timestamp =MAX;
142 SPQueuePool pool;
143 Node[ maxThreads ] empty;
144 f o r each( SPQueuePool current in spPools ){
145 Node node;
146 Node poolInsert ;
147 <node ,poolInsert >= current . getOldest ();
148 // Emptiness check
149 i f (node == NULL ){
150 empty[ current .ID]= poolInsert ;
151 cont inue ;
152 }
153 Timestamp nodeTimestamp =node. timestamp ;
154 i f ( timestamp >TS nodeTimestamp ){
155 oldest =node;
156 timestamp = nodeTimestamp ;
157 pool= current ;
158 }
159 }
160 // Emptiness check
161 i f ( oldest == NULL ){
162 f o r each( SPQueuePool current in spPools ){
163 i f ( current . insert != empty[ current .ID])
164 return <false ,NULL >;
165 }
166 return <true ,EMPTY >
167 }
168 i f ( timestamp >TS startTime )
169 return <false ,NULL >;
170 return pool. remove ( oldest );
171 }
172 }
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of the TS stack the dequeue iteratively scans over all SP pools (line 144-159) and
searches for a valid node to remove, where for the TS queue a valid node is one with
an oldest timestamp. Therefore we use the >TS operator for timestamp comparison
instead of <TS. If removing the identified node succeeds (line 170), then its element
is returned (line 136). Otherwise the iteration restarts.

A key difference between the dequeue of the TS queue and the pop of the TS stack
is that in general we cannot use elimination to remove elements. Quite contrary, we
do not even remove an element which was inserted after the dequeue started to scan
over the pools. The reason is that there could be a second, older element inserted
after the scan started which was, however, missed. To determine that an element was
inserted after the start of the scan, we read the current time when tryRem is called
(line 133). Any element which was inserted after the start of the scan will have a later
timestamp and therefore we do not remove an element with a later timestamp than
the start time of the scan (line 168).

The emptiness check of the TS queue is based on the same principle as the empti-
ness check of the TS stack: when scanning the SP queue pools, if a pool indicates
that it is empty, then its insert pointer is recorded (lines 149-152). If no candidate
for removal is found, then the SP queue pools are scanned again to check whether
their insert pointers have changed (lines 162-165). If not, then no element has been
inserted between the first and the second scan, and therefore at some time between
the scans all SP queue pools were empty. The linearizability of this emptiness check
has been proved in [HHK+13].

6.1.1 SP Queue Pool

In this section we describe the internal data structure of the TS queue, the SP queue
pool. The design of the SP queue pool is similar to the design of the Michael Scott
queue [MS96], as illustrated in Figure 6.1.

The SP queue pool is a singly-linked list of nodes accessed by an insert and an
remove pointer. Each node contains a next pointer for the linked list, the element
it stores, and the timestamp of the element. Different to the SP stack pool no taken
flag is required. The insert pointer points to the node of the element which has been
inserted last, the remove pointer points to the node of the element which has been
removed last. In Figure 6.1 the last inserted element is c, the last removed element
is a. If the insert pointer and the remove pointer point to the same node, then all
inserted elements have already been removed, and the SP queue pool is empty.
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Listing 6.3: SP queue pool algorithm.
173 SPQueuePool {
174 Node insert ;
175 Node remove ;
176 Int ID; // The ID of the owner thread .
177
178 init (){
179 Node sentinel = createNode ( element =NULL ,next=NULL );
180 insert = sentinel ;
181 remove = sentinel ;
182 }
183
184 Node insert ( Element element ){
185 Node newNode = createNode ( element =element ,next=NULL );
186 insert .next= newNode ;
187 insert = newNode ;
188 return newNode ;
189 }
190
191 <Node ,Node > getOldest (){
192 Node oldRemove = remove ;
193 Node oldInsert = insert ;
194 i f ( oldRemove == oldInsert )
195 return <NULL ,oldInsert >;
196 return <oldRemove .next ,oldInsert >;
197 }
198
199 <Bool ,Element > remove (Node node ){
200 i f (CAS(remove ,node ,node.next )){
201 return <true ,node.element >;
202 }
203 return <false ,NULL >;
204 }
205 }

(a,11) (b,13) (c,23)

insertremove

next next next

Figure 6.1: A SP queue pool containing two element, b and c. Element a has already
been removed.
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Initially the SP queue pool consists of a single sentinel node which contains no
element. Both the insert and the remove pointer point to the sentinel node indicating
that the SP queue pool is empty. The remove pointer is annotated with an ABA-
counter to avoid the ABA-problem [HS08].

An element is inserted into the SP queue pool by storing it in a new node linked
after the last inserted node. In Figure 6.1 the new node would be added after the
node containing element c. An element is not considered in the SP queue pool as long
as the insert pointer does not point to its node.

Since only a single thread inserts elements into the SP queue pool, and elements
are always inserted at the end of the linked list, it is guaranteed that the elements in
the SP queue pool are sorted by their age. Therefore the oldest element in the SP
queue pool is stored in the first node in the linked list which has not been removed yet.
This node is always the successor of the node the remove pointer points to. Therefore
getOldest always returns remove→ next after the emptiness check in line 194-195.
In Figure 6.1 the oldest element in the SP pool is b.

An element is removed from the SP queue pool by moving the remove pointer to
the next node in the list with a CAS instruction (line 200). This is sufficient because
the TS queue always removes the oldest element in the SP queue pool first.

6.2 Correctness of the TS Queue

We use the queue theorem of [HSV13] to show the correctness of the TS queue. Similar
to the stack theorem described in Section 4 the queue theorem defines a set of con-
ditions, and any implementation which satisfies these conditions is linearizable with
respect to the sequential specification of a queue.

We start by stating the sequential specification of a queue. Assume a set of values
Val. Abstract states of a queue are finite sequences in Val∗. Let σ ∈Val∗ be an arbitrary
state. In Queue, enqueue and dequeue have the following sequential behavior (‘·’
means sequence concatenation):

• enqueue(v) – Update the abstract state to σ · [v].

• dequeue() – If σ = [], return EMPTY. Otherwise, σ must be of the form [v′] ·σ′.
Update the state to σ′, return v′.

Next we define order-correctness for queues:
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Definition 14 (order-correctness for queues). We call a history H= ⟨A,pr,val⟩ order-
correct for queues if the following condition is satisfied:

• Let +a,+b,−b ∈ A with +b
val−→ −b. If +a

pr−→ +b, then there exists a −a ∈ A
with +a

val−→−a and −b ̸pr−→−a.

With the definition of order-correctness for queues we can formulate the queue
theorem of Henzinger et al. [HSV13] similar to our stack theorem:

Theorem 13 (Queue Theorem [HSV13]). Let C be a concurrent algorithm. If every
history arising from C is queue order-correct, and C is linearizable with respect to Set,
then C is linearizable with respect to Queue.

Proof. The theorem is based on the insight that if two enqueue operations +a and
+b are ordered in pr (i.e. +a

pr−→+b), then also their matching dequeue operations −a

and −b with +a
val−→−a and +b

val−→−b can be ordered −a
prT

−−→−b in the linearization
order prT . Contradicting order dependencies are only possible if also order-correctness
is violated because of the abcd property of pr shown in Lemma 2. For more proof
details see the original proof of the theorem in [HSV13].

Note that the queue theorem does not require the existence of an insert-remove
relation as the stack theorem does. Therefore we can apply the queue theorem directly
on the TS queue, we do not have to introduce a TS buffer first.

Theorem 14. The TS queue is linearizable with respect to Queue.

Proof. We use the queue theorem formulated in Theorem 13 to prove linearizability
of the TS queue with respect to Queue. Thus it is sufficient to show that

1. the TS queue is linearizable with respect to Set; and

2. every history arising from the TS queue is queue order correct.

To prove the linearizability of the TS queue with respect to Set it is sufficient
to show that elements are inserted and removed atomically, and that the emptiness
check is correct. Elements are inserted into the TS queue when they are inserted in to
the SP queue pool of the inserting thread. This insertion is done atomically when the
insert pointer of the SP queue pool is changed in line 187. An element is removed
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atomically with the atomic CAS instruction in line 200. The pointer comparison in
line 194 guarantees that elements are removed after they are inserted.

We reuse the emptiness check of [HHK+13] for the TS queue: if in one scan over
all SP queue pools no element is found (line 144-159), and in a second scan over all SP
queue pools the insert pointer of all SP queue pools are still the same (line 162-165),
then all SP queue pools are empty between the first and the second scan. For more
proof details see [HHK+13].

Next we show that every history arising from the TS queue is queue order correct
according to Definition 14. Let H= ⟨A,pr,val⟩ be a history arising from an execution
of the TS queue, and let T be the trace of atomic instructions of this execution. We
write x <T y if instructions x and y are ordered in T . Assume +a,+b,−b ∈ A with
+b

val−→−b and +a
pr−→+b. We have to show that there has to exist a −a with +a

val−→−a

and −b ̸pr−→−a. Let a be the element inserted by +a, and let b be the element inserted
by +b.

If +a
pr−→+b, then also the newTimestamp operation of +a is executed sequentially

before the newTimestamp operation of +b. By the semantics of the timestamping
algorithms it therefore always holds that a <TS b.

Now assume, towards a contradiction, that either there does not exist an operation
−a with +a

val−→−a, or there exists such a −a and −b
pr−→−a. This means that at the

time element b is found in the tryRem operation of −b also a is contained in one of the
SP queue pools. Note that because of the comparison with the startTime in line 168
the element b has already been in the SP queue pool when −b started its tryRem. As
a has been inserted strictly before b, also a has been in an SP queue pool when the
successful tryRem was invoked within −b.

This means that when getOldest of a’s SP queue pool is called in the successful
tryRem, then either a or some element c with c <TS a is returned. In both cases either
a <TS b or c <TS b would hold. Therefore in the scan over the SP queue pools not
b would be considered the oldest element in the TS queue but either a or c. This,
however, contradicts the assumption that b is removed by −b.
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Figure 6.2: Illustration of the cooperation optimization. A dequeue operation can
remove the second oldest element in a concurrent queue if it knows that there exists
a concurrent dequeue operation which will remove the oldest element.

6.3 Variants of the TS Queue

We will show in Section 6.4 that the performance of the TS queue is significantly worse
than the performance of the TS stack. The reason is that in general elimination, as it
is implemented in the TS stack, is not possible in the TS queue1.

Without elimination it is always necessary for a dequeue operation to scan all SP
queue pools to search for the oldest element in the queue. This increases the time it
takes to find the oldest element in the queue, and thereby it increases the potential
for collisions between dequeue operation.

In this section we propose two variants of the TS queue. The first TS queue
variant uses cooperation [HPS13] to minimize the potential for collisions between
dequeue operations. However, this variant does not provide lock-freedom, and dequeue
operations block if the TS queue is empty. The second TS queue variant uses an
optimization which can be seen as an unsound version of elimination because dequeue
operations try to remove elements before all SP queue pool have been scanned. This
TS queue variant provides lock-freedom but sacrifices linearizability.

6.3.1 Initial Work: Cooperative TS Queue (CTS Queue)

Cooperation as an optimization for concurrent queue implementations has been pro-
posed in [HPS13]. We describe this optimization with the example in Figure 6.2. The
figure shows a queue with an oldest element a and a second oldest element b. Two
dequeue operations try to access the queue concurrently. Without cooperation, these
two dequeue operations compete for the oldest element in the queue, element a. One

1In special cases elimination is possible for queues [MNSS05]. Elimination is restricted to dequeue
operations which could return EMPTY instead of removing an element with elimination.
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of the dequeues will eventually succeeds, the other dequeue operation wasted time
trying to get a and will eventually remove b.

With cooperation the first dequeue tells the second dequeue that it will eventually
remove a. Thereby the second dequeue can consider a as removed and can immediately
go for b without wasting time in the competition for a.

Implementation

To implement the cooperative TS queue (CTS queue) we do the following changes to
the original TS queue algorithm, highlighted in gray in Listing 6.4: first we require
the use of the TS-atomic timestamping algorithm which generates timestamps by
incrementing a single global counter with an atomic fetch-and-increment instruction
(line 215). Thereby we get deterministic timestamps, which means that a second
instance of TS-atomic generates the exact same timestamps as the first instance.

Then we use a second instance of TS-atomic (line 216) to generate timestamps
for dequeue operations (line 226). As long as there are more enqueue operations
than dequeue operations, a deterministic timestamping algorithm guarantees that for
each dequeue operation there exists exactly one element with the same timestamp.
In other words, for a dequeue operation with timestamp t there exists exactly one
element with timestamp t. In the CTS queue a dequeue operation with timestamp
t searches through all SP queue pools (line 234-238) to find and remove the element
with timestamp t (line 235).

For the CTS queue we cannot use the SP queue pool we used for the TS queue
because the CTS queue requires to find the element with the same timestamp as the
dequeue operation, not the element with the oldest timestamp. We show the adjusted
SP queue pool in Listing 6.5, and call it the SP CTS pool. The main differences are:

• Elements are timestamped before they are inserted into the SP CTS pool. The
reason is that elements without timestamps cannot be removed from the CTS
queue.

• The getOldest operation and the remove operation of the SP queue pool are
merged into a findAndRemove operation. The reason is that since there exists
only a single element with the right timestamp for a dequeue operation, this
element can be removed immediately when its matching dequeue operation finds
it.
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Listing 6.4: The CTS queue algorithm. The SP CTS pool is defined in Listing 6.5,
TS-atomic is discussed in Section 2.2.

206 CTSQueue {
207 Node{
208 Element element ,
209 Timestamp timestamp ,
210 Node next ,
211 Bool taken
212 };
214 SPCTSPool [ maxThreads ] spPools ;
215 TSAtomic elementTimestamping ;
216 TSAtomic dequeueTimestamping ;
217
218 void enqueue ( Element element ){
219 SPQueuePool pool= spPools [ threadID ];
220 Timestamp timestamp = elementTimestamping . newTimestamp ();
221 pool. insert (element , timestamp );
222 }
223
224 Element dequeue (){
225 Element element ;
226 Timestamp dequeueTS = dequeueTimestamping . newTimestamp ();
227 do{
228 element = tryRem ( dequeueTS );
229 } whi le ( element == NULL );
230 return element ;
231 }
232
233 Element tryRem ( Timestamp dequeueTS ){
234 f o r each( SPQueuePool current in spPools ){
235 Node node= current . findAndRemove ( dequeueTS );
236 i f (node != NULL)
237 return node. element ;
238 }
239 return NULL;
240 }
241 }
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Listing 6.5: SP CTS pool algorithm.
242 SPCTSPool {
243 Node insert ;
244 Node remove ;
245
246 init (){
247 Node sentinel = createNode ( element =NULL ,next=NULL ,taken=true );
248 insert = sentinel ;
249 remove = sentinel ;
250 }
251
252 insert ( Element element , Timestamp ts){
253 Node newNode = createNode
254 ( element =element ,next=NULL ,taken=false , timestamp =ts);
255 insert .next= newNode ;
256 insert = newNode ;
257 }
258
259 Node findAndRemove ( Timestamp dequeueTS ){
260 Node oldRemove = remove ;
261 Node oldInsert = insert ;
262 i f ( oldRemove == oldInsert )
263 return NULL;
264
265 Node prev= oldRemove ;
266 Node prevNext =prev.next;
267 Node currentNode = prevNext ;
268 whi le (true) {
269 i f ( currentNode == NULL)
270 return NULL;
271 i f ( dequeueTS == currentNode . timestamp ) {
272 Node next= currentNode .next;
273 i f (next != NULL)
274 CAS(prev.next ,prevNext ,next );
275 currentNode .taken=true;
276 return currentNode ;
277 } e l s e i f (dequeueTS <= currentNode . timestamp ) {
278 return NULL;
279 } e l s e i f (! currentNode .taken) {
280 prev= currentNode ;
281 prevNext =prev.next;
282 currentNode = prevNext ;
283 } e l s e {
284 currentNode = currentNode .next;
285 }
286 }
287 }
288 }
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• In findAndRemove we do not return the first node in the list but we iterate
through the linked list (line 268-286) and search for the element with the same
timestamp as the current dequeue operation (line 271). Since the nodes in the
linked list are sorted by their timestamps, we can stop the iteration when we
encounter a node with a younger timestamp than the timestamp we are looking
for (line 277). The list is sorted because timestamps increase monotonically over
time, and nodes are always inserted at the end of the list.

• Elements can be removed from the middle of the linked list, not just at the end.
Therefore we use a taken flag, similar to the SP stack pool where we also used
the taken flag. Nodes marked as taken are unlinked in line 274. Note that the
taken flag does not have to be set atomically since an element is only removed
by a single thread which executes the dequeue operation with the matching
timestamp.

Correctness

The CTS queue is linearizable with respect to Queue. The proof is based on the
following invariants: it is guaranteed by the use of two instances of TS-atomic that for
each dequeue operation there exists exactly one element with the same timestamp, as
long as there are more elements than dequeue operations. Since TS-atomic is deter-
ministic and monotonic it is guaranteed that for a dequeue operation with timestamp
t and an element with timestamp t′ < t there exists a dequeue operation with time-
stamp t′ which will remove the element with timestamp t′. Therefore, according to
cooperation, the dequeue operation with timestamp t can remove the element with
timestamp t correctly, and there will never be a second dequeue operations trying to
remove the same element.

In the following we prove the linearizability of that the CTS queue.

Theorem 15. The CTS queue is linearizable with respect to Queue.

Proof. We use the queue theorem (Theorem 13) to sketch the linearizability proof of
the CTS queue. We have to show that any history H = ⟨A,pr,val⟩ arising from the
CTS queue is queue order-correct and linearizable with respect to Set.

As the optimization only affects the order in which elements are removed from the
TS queue, and the TS queue is linearizable with respect to Set, also the CTS queue
is linearizable with respect to Set.
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It remains to show that the CTS queue is order-correct. Assume +a,+b,−b ∈ A
with +a

pr−→ +b and +b
val−→ −b. We have to show that there exists a −a ∈ A with

+a
val−→−a and −b ̸pr−→−a.
Assume +a enqueued element a with timestamp ta, and +b enqueued element

b with timestamp tb. Because of +a
pr−→ +b it is guaranteed by the timestamping

algorithm that ta < tb. As +b
val−→ −b, the timestamp of −b is tb. We know that

TS-atomic is deterministic, and we know that ta < tb. Therefore there has to exist
some dequeue operation with timestamp ta which acquired its timestamp before −b

was timestamped with tb. Let the dequeue operation with timestamp ta be −a. With
timestamp ta the dequeue operation −a will remove element a and therefore +a

val−→
−a. Since −a acquired its timestamp before −b it also holds that −b ̸pr−→−a, which
completes the proof.

Drawbacks

The CTS queue has the following drawbacks:

• No lock-freedom: if no element with timestamp t is inserted into the CTS queue,
then the dequeue operation with timestamp t cannot finish.

• The emptiness check becomes more difficult: if a dequeue operation with time-
stamp t returns EMPTY instead of the element with timestamp t, it has to make
sure that no element with timestamp t is enqueued. Otherwise there would
not exist a dequeue operation to remove it. In our implementation of the CTS
queue a dequeue operation never returns EMPTY but searches through the SP
queue pools until it finds its matching element.

6.3.2 Initial Work: Relaxed TS Queue (RTS Queue)

The second TS queue variant is similar to the CTS queue in the way it is implemented,
but quite different in its effect. It uses an optimization which, in general, does not
guarantee queue semantics, although its behavior remains close to queue semantics.
Therefore we call this variant the Relaxed TS queue (RTS queue).

In the RTS queue, concurrent dequeue operations do compete for elements, dif-
ferent to the CTS queue which avoids competition by using cooperation to the full
extend. However, given k concurrent dequeues, these dequeues do not compete just
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enqueue(b) dequeue()→cenqueue(a)

dequeue()→a

enqueue(c)

dequeue()→b

TS: 1 TS: 2 TS: 3 TS: 1

TS: 2 TS: 3

Figure 6.3: A history possible with the RTS queue which is not linearizable with
respect to Queue.

for the oldest element but for the k oldest elements in the queue at the same time.
The intuition is that since the k dequeue operations run concurrently, the order in
which they remove the k oldest elements does not matter.

Correctness

The RTS queue optimization has the following problem. Correctness would require
that if k dequeue operations compete for the k oldest elements, then each of these k

oldest elements is removed by one of the k dequeue operations. However, in general it
is possible that before these k dequeue operations remove their elements, new dequeue
operations are invoked. These new dequeue operations then also compete for the
elements which have not been removed yet. If one of the new dequeues removes one
of the original k elements, then the correctness requirement stated above is violated
because one of the k oldest elements has not been removed by one of the original k

dequeue operations. As we show in the example in Figure 6.3, queue semantics may
be violated if this correctness requirement is violated.

In Figure 6.3, first the elements a, b, and c are enqueued in sequence. Then
two dequeue operations, labeled with TS:1 and TS:2 are executed concurrently and
compete for the elements a and b. One of the dequeue operations removes b, the other
dequeue operation is delayed. After b has been removed, a third dequeue operation is
invoked and thereby there are again two concurrent dequeue operations, the delayed
dequeue operation and the third dequeue operation. According to the optimization,
these dequeue operations again compete for the two oldest elements, now a and c. It is
therefore possible that the third dequeue operation removes a. Thereby a is enqueued
before but dequeued after b, a clear violation of queue semantics.

Note that in an execution where dequeue operations can be partitioned such that
within a partition all dequeue operations run concurrently, and dequeues across par-
titions are ordered by precedence, the scenario described above is not possible. With
such a partition it is guaranteed that all k concurrent dequeue operations (the dequeue
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operations in one partition) finish before new dequeue operations (dequeue operations
in the next partition) are invoked, and these k dequeue operations remove the k oldest
elements. In executions where this is guaranteed, the RTS queue is linearizable with
respect to Queue.

Additionally we believe that the RTS queue is quiescently consistent with respect
to Queue. Quiescent consistency [AHS94, HS08] is a consistency condition which
requires that a data structure converges to a consistent state whenever the execution
reaches a quiescent state, i.e. a state where no operation accessing the data structure
is executing.

The counter example described above requires that new dequeue operations are in-
voked before old dequeues finish. Therefore there cannot be a quiescent state between
the dequeue operations. Whenever a quiescent state is reached, all dequeue operations
have finished and these dequeue operations have removed the oldest elements, which
establishes a consistent state. Therefore we believe that the RTS queue is quiescently
consistent.

Implementation

Listing 6.6 shows the pseudo code of the RTS queue. Most of the code is the same as
for the TS queue, the differences are highlighted in gray.

We implement the RTS queue by using again one instance of TS-atomic time-
stamping to timestamp elements (line 297), and a second instance of TS-atomic time-
stamping to timestamp dequeue operations (line 298). Different to the CTS queue,
however, a dequeue operation with timestamp t does not necessarily remove the el-
ement with timestamp t but any element with a timestamp t′ ≤ t (line 328). If a
dequeue operation does not find any such element, then the dequeue operation tries
to remove the element with the lowest timestamp it found (line 338). Elements are
timestamped before they are inserted into the SP queue pool to avoid dealing with
un-timestamped elements.

Note that the RTS queue in Listing 6.6 does not contain an emptiness check,
although in principle we could use the emptiness check of the TS queue. The problem
of the emptiness check is not the detection of an empty state but the violation of
invariants caused by dequeue-empty operations, which we will describe next.

Removing elements from the RTS queue can be seen as a timestamping algorithm.
The current time is the lowest timestamp of any element in the RTS queue, and time
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Listing 6.6: The RTS queue algorithm. The SP queue pool is defined in Listing 6.3
and described in Section 6.1.1, TS-atomic is discussed in Section 2.2.

289 RTSQueue {
290 Node{
291 Element element ,
292 Timestamp timestamp ,
293 Node next
294 };
295
296 SPQueuePool [ maxThreads ] spPools ;
297 TSAtomic elementTimestamping ;
298 TSAtomic dequeueTimestamping ;
299
300 void enqueue ( Element element ){
301 SPQueuePool pool= spPools [ threadID ];
302 Node node=pool. insert ( element );
303 Timestamp timestamp = elementTimestamping . newTimestamp ();
304 node. timestamp = timestamp ;
305 }
306 Element dequeue (){
307 Bool success ;
308 Element element ;
309 Timestamp dequeueTS = dequeueTimestamping . newTimestamp ();
310 do{
311 <success ,element >= tryRem ( dequeueTS );
312 } whi le (! success );
313 return element ;
314 }
315
316 <Bool ,Element > tryRem ( Timestamp dequeueTS ){
317 Node oldest =NULL;
318 Timestamp timestamp =MAX;
319 SPQueuePool pool;
320 f o r each( SPQueuePool current in spPools ){
321 Node node;
322 Node poolInsert ;
323 <node ,poolInsert >= current . getOldest ();
324 i f (node == NULL)
325 cont inue ;
326 Timestamp nodeTimestamp =node. timestamp ;
327 // RTS optimization .
328 i f ( dequeueTS >=TS nodeTimestamp )
329 return current . remove (poolInsert ,node );
330 i f ( timestamp >TS nodeTimestamp ){
331 oldest =node;
332 timestamp = nodeTimestamp ;
333 pool= current ;
334 }
335 }
336 i f ( youngest == NULL)
337 return <false ,NULL >;
338 return pool. remove ( oldest );
339 }
340 }
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advances when the element with the lowest timestamp is removed. In the following
we call this timestamping algorithm TS-queue-state.

In normal dequeue operations both the TS-atomic instance for dequeue opera-
tions and TS-queue-state make progress, TS-atomic in line 309, and TS-queue-state
in line 329 or in line 338. Therefore these timestamping algorithms are synchronized,
and the current time in both timestamping algorithms is the same whenever an exe-
cution reaches a quiescent state.

This synchronization is used to satisfy the requirements of the RTS queue opti-
mization. The RTS queue optimization requires that k concurrent dequeue operations
compete for the k oldest elements in the queue. With the synchronization of TS-
atomic and TS-queue-state this is guaranteed by the invariant that if t is the latest
timestamp of the k concurrent dequeue operations, then there exist k elements in the
queue with a timestamp t′ ≤ t.

In a naive implementation, dequeue-empty operations would destroy the synchro-
nization between TS-atomic and TS-queue-state because dequeue-empty operations
do not remove elements and therefore TS-queue-state does not make progress. There-
fore a proper implementation of dequeue-empty operations would not only require the
detection of an empty state but also a re-synchronization of TS-atomic and TS-queue-
state. This, however, remains future work.

6.4 Performance of the TS Queue

In this section we analyze the performance and scalability of the TS queue. We run
the TS queue in the producer-consumer benchmark described in Section 3.2 with an
increasing number of threads and compare its performance with the LCRQ [AM13],
the fastest concurrent queue algorithm we are aware of, and the Michael-Scott (MS)
queue [MS96], a standard baseline used in most publications of concurrent queue
algorithm papers.

The MS queue is based on a linked list of nodes which is access by a head and a
tail pointer (similar to the SP queue pool). To enqueue and dequeue elements, these
access pointers are modified atomically using the CAS instruction.

The LCRQ stores elements in a linked list of array segments. The linked list is
accessed by a head and a tail pointer, similar to the Michael-Scott queue. Elements are
inserted into the tail segment, and removed from the head segment. If the tail segment
gets full, a new array segment is attached at the tail of the linked list. Similarly, if the
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40-core machine 64-core machine
high-contention:
TS-interval queue 28.5 µs 30 µs
TS-CAS queue 30 µs 30 µs
MS queue 3000 µs 3000 µs
low-contention:
TS-interval queue 18 µs 24 µs
TS-CAS queue 30 µs 30 µs
MS queue 1000 µs 1500 µs

Table 6.1: Benchmark delay times for TS-interval queue / TS-CAS queue / MS queue.

head segment gets empty, it is removed from the head of the linked list. Consecutive,
monotonically increasing indices are attached to elements in each array segment. These
indices are created with an atomic fetch-and-increment instruction. The index of an
element determines the slot in the array segment where the element is stored. Dequeue
operations acquire a similar indices and try to remove the element with the same index
from the tail segment of the linked list.

Similar to the Treiber stack also the MS queue benefits from a backoff which
delays the retry of a failed CAS [DHM13]. Therefore we configured the MS queue with
a constant backoff. We use the backoffs shown in Table 6.1. These backoffs turned out
to be optimal in the producer-consumer benchmarks with 80 threads and 64 threads on
the 40-core machine and the 64-core machine, respectively. The LCRQ is configured
with the default ring size of 217, as suggested in [AM13].

The configurations of the TS-interval queue and the TS-CAS queue are shown in
Table 6.1. Similar to the backoff of the MS queue these configurations are optimal in
the producer-consumer benchmark when run with 80 threads on the 40-core machine
and with 64 threads on the 64-core machine. More details about the delay parameter
of the TS queue are shown in Section 6.4.1.

Figure 6.4 shows the benchmarks results of the queue measurements. In the low
contention experiments the LCRQ is faster than the TS queues and the MS queue,
in the high contention experiments the CTS queue and the RTS queue can be faster.
The other TS queue configurations are always slower than the LCRQ.

With an increasing number of threads both the TS-interval queue and the TS-
CAS queue are faster than the MS queue. With lower numbers of threads these TS
queues perform poorly. The reason is that TS queue configurations use a delay in their
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(a) High-contention producer-consumer
benchmark on the 40-core machine.
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(b) High-contention producer-consumer
benchmark on the 64-core machine.
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(c) Low contention producer-consumer
benchmark on the 40-core machine.
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(d) Low contention producer-consumer
benchmark on the 64-core machine.

Figure 6.4: TS queue performance on the 40-core machine (left) and on the 64-core
machine (right).

timestamping algorithms which is optimal for high numbers of threads, but too long
for low numbers of threads. For example, the performance of the TS-interval queue
without any delay is comparable to the performance of the TS-hardware queue.

The TS-atomic queue, the TS-hardware queue, and the TS-stutter queue scale
negatively with an increasing number of thread. The reason is that with these time-
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Figure 6.5: High-contention producer-consumer benchmark using TS-interval and TS-
CAS timestamping with increasing delay on the 40-core machine, exercising 40 pro-
ducers and 40 consumers.

stamping algorithms nearly all elements are ordered by their timestamps, and therefore
there is contention on the element with the oldest timestamp. With high numbers of
threads the TS queues can are then slower than the MS queue.

The CTS queue and the RTS queue perform better than the regular TS queues.
Interestingly, depending on the machine, either the RTS queue is faster than the CTS
queue, or vice versa. The reason may lie in the costs on each machine for searching
and removing an element. Conceptually, searching for an element can be cheaper for
the RTS queue than for the CTS queue because for a dequeue operation of the RTS
queue there can exist multiple candidate elements. However, removing an element is
more expensive for the RTS queue than for the CTS queue because in the RTS queue
multiple dequeue operations compete for the same elements. Therefore, depending on
whether searching or removing elements is more expensive, either the CTS or the RTS
queue is faster.

Note however, that the CTS queue and the RTS queue do not have the same
interface as the other queue implementations since they do not offer an emptiness
check. An emptiness check may or may not effect the performance of these queues.
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Figure 6.6: High-contention producer-consumer benchmark using TS-interval and TS-
CAS timestamping with increasing delay on the 64-core machine, exercising 32 pro-
ducers and 32 consumers.

6.4.1 Analysis of the Interval Timestamping for the TS Queue

Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6 show the performance of the TS-interval queue and the
TS-CAS queue with an increasing interval length in the high contention producer-
consumer benchmark with 80 threads on the 40-core machine and with 64 threads
on the 64-core machine. Similar to the TS stack the performance initially increases
with an increasing interval length. However, eventually enqueue operations become
slower than dequeue operations and performance decreases again. The performance
correlates with the number of retries of remove operations in the dequeue.



Chapter 7

Initial Work: TS Deque

In this section we present a timestamped data structure which is a potential candidate
for a linearizable deque. A deque theorem to prove linearizability of the so-called TS
deque with respect to deque semantics is still work in progress. It is easy to show,
however, that the TS deque presented in this section satisfies the stack theorem when
used as a stack, and the queue theorem when used as a queue. In the following we
define the sequential specification of a deque, then we will describe the TS deque
algorithm with its internal data structure, the SP deque pool.

A deque allows to insert and remove elements on both sides of its state. Its sequen-
tial specification Deque is defined as follows: assume a set of values Val. Abstract
states are finite sequences in Val∗. Let σ ∈ Val∗ be an arbitrary state. In Deque,
insertL, insertR, removeL, and removeR have the following sequential behavior (‘·’
means sequence concatenation):

• insertR(v) – Update the abstract state to σ · [v].

• insertL(v) – Update the abstract state to [v] ·σ.

• removeR() – If σ = [], return EMPTY. Otherwise, σ must be of the form σ′ · [v′].
Update the state to σ′, return v′.

• removeL() – If σ = [], return EMPTY. Otherwise, σ must be of the form [v′] ·σ′.
Update the state to σ′, return v′.

Informally, these specifications mean that removeR returns the youngest element
inserted at the right (with insertR) if there exists one, and otherwise it removes the
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oldest element inserted at the left (with insertL). The same holds analogously for
removeL.

If only insertR and removeR are used, then a deque behaves like a stack, and if
only the insertL and removeR methods are used, then the deque behaves like a queue.
Thus in the TS deque algorithm we will reuse concepts from the TS stack and the
TS queue algorithms. In this section we will concentrate mostly on the differences
between the TS deque and the TS stack and TS queue algorithm.

Listing 7.1 and Listing 7.2 illustrate the TS deque algorithm. Note the similarity
to the TS stack and TS queue algorithm. In the insertR method elements are first
inserted into a SP deque pool and then timestamped. The removeR method searches
for a right-most element and then tries to remove the identified element. Searching
is done by iterating over all SP deque pools and comparing the timestamps of the
right-most element of each pool.

Since the side where an element got inserted into a deque matters for the order in
which elements get removed, we store this information in the side field of the node in
the SP deque pool. Additionally a node has an index field which is used to identify
the order in which elements were inserted into a SP dequeue pool.

In the tryRemR method elements inserted at the right can be eliminated (line 410)
using the elimination optimization [HSY04]. Elements inserted at the left, however,
cannot be eliminated. Similar to the TS queue (Section 6.1) we even have to check
that an element inserted at the left side has been inserted before tryRemR started
searching for the right-most element.

For all the operations shown in Listing 7.1 and Listing 7.2 which access the right
side of the deque there exist analogous operations which access the left side of the
deque. This means that there do not only exist insertR, removeR, isMoreRight, and
tryRemR, but also insertL, removeL, isMoreLeft, and tryRemL.

7.1 SP Deque Pool

The implementation of the SP deque pool is similar to the implementation of the
concurrent linked deque in the OpenJDK [ope]. A SP deque pool consists of a doubly-
linked list of nodes which is accessed by a left pointer and a right pointer. Both
pointers are annotated with ABA-counters to avoid the ABA-problem [HS08]. Each
node contains a left pointer, a right pointer, a side flag, an element field, a taken
flag, and an index field. The left and right pointers point to the left neighbor and
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Listing 7.1: The TS deque algorithm. Part 2 is presented in Listing 6.2. The SP deque
pool is defined in Listing 7.3 and described in Section 7.1, timestamps are discussed
in Section 2.2.

341 enum Side {Left , Right };
342
343 TSDeque {
344 Node{
345 Element element ,
346 Timestamp timestamp ,
347 Side side ,
348 Node left ,
349 Node right ,
350 Int index ,
351 Bool taken
352 };
353
354 SPDequePool [ maxThreads ] spPools ;
355
356 void insertR ( Element element ){
357 SPDequePool pool= spPools [ threadID ];
358 Node node=pool. insertR ( element );
359 Timestamp timestamp = newTimestamp ();
360 node. timestamp = timestamp ;
361 }
362
363 void insertL ( Element element ); // Analogous to insertR .
364
365 Element removeR (){
366 Bool success ;
367 Element element ;
368 do{
369 Timestamp startTime = newTimestamp ();
370 <success ,element >= tryRemR ( startTime );
371 } whi le (! success );
372 return element ;
373 }
374
375 void removeL ( Element element ); // Analogous to removeR .
376
377 Bool isMoreRight ( Timestamp timestamp1 , Side side1 ,
378 Timestamp timestamp2 , Side side2) {
379 i f (side1 == side2) {
380 i f (side1 == Right) // && side2 == Right
381 return ( timestamp1 >TS timestamp2 );
382 e l s e // if side1 == Left && side2 == Left
383 return (item1. timestamp <TS item2. timestamp );
384 } e l s e // if side1 != side2
385 return (side1 == Right );
386 }
387
388 Bool isMoreLeft ( Timestamp timestamp1 , Side side1 ,
389 Timestamp timestamp2 , Side side2 ); // Analogous to isMoreRight .
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Listing 7.2: Part 2 of the TS deque algorithm. The SP deque pool is defined in
Listing 7.3 and described in Section 7.1, timestamps are discussed in Section 2.2.

390 <Bool ,Element > tryRemR ( Timestamp startTime ){
391 Node rightMost =NULL;
392 Timestamp timestamp =MAX;
393 Bood side=Left;
394 SPDequePool pool;
395 Node[ maxThreads ] emptyR ;
396 Node[ maxThreads ] emptyL ;
397 f o r each( SPDequePool current in spPools ){
398 Node node;
399 Node poolLeft ;
400 Node poolRight ;
401 poolLeft = current .left;
402 <node ,poolInsert >= current . getRightmost ();
403 // Emptiness check
404 i f (node == NULL ){
405 emptyR [ current .ID]= poolRight ;
406 emptyL [ current .ID]= poolLeft ;
407 cont inue ;
408 }
409 Timestamp nodeTimestamp =node. timestamp ;
410 i f (node.side == Right && nodeTimestamp >TS startTime )
411 return current . removeR (poolRight ,node );
412 i f ( isMoreRight ( nodeTimestamp , node.side , timestamp , side )){
413 rightMost =node;
414 timestamp = nodeTimestamp ;
415 side=node.side;
416 pool= current ;
417 }
418 }
419 // Emptiness check
420 i f ( rightMost == NULL ){
421 f o r each( SPDequePool current in spPools ){
422 i f ( current .left != emptyL [ current .ID])
423 return <false ,NULL >;
424 i f ( current .right != emptyR [ current .ID])
425 return <false ,NULL >;
426 }
427 return <true ,EMPTY >;
428 }
429 i f (side == Left && timestamp >TS startTime ){
430 return <false ,NULL >;
431 return pool. removeR ( oldest );
432 }
433
434 <Bool ,Element > tryRemL ( Timestamp startTime ); // Analogous to tryRemR .
435 }
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Listing 7.3: SP deque pool algorithm (part 1).
436 SPDequePool {
437 Node left;
438 Node right;
439 Int ID; // The ID of the owner thread .
440 Int nextIndex = 1;
441
442 void init () {
443 Node sentinel = createNode ( element =0, index =0, taken=true );
444 sentinel .left = sentinel .right = sentinel ;
445 left = right = sentinel ;
446 }
447
448 void insertR ( Element element ) {
449 Node newNode = createNode
450 ( element =item , index=nextIndex , taken=false , side=Right );
451 newNode ->right = newNode ;
452 nextIndex = nextIndex + 1;
453 Node rightMost = right;
454 whi le (rightMost ->left != rightMost && rightMost ->taken) {
455 rightMost = rightMost ->left;
456 }
457 // The SP deque pool is empty , we have to guarantee that both the
458 // left and right pointer point to the same list.
459 i f ( rightMost = rightMost ->left) {
460 Node oldLeft = left;
461 left = rightMost ;
462 }
463 newNode ->left = rightMost ;
464 rightMost ->right = newNode ;
465 right = newNode ;
466 }
467
468 void insertL ( TimestampedItem item) {
469 // Analogous to insertR , but the index of a new
470 // node is initialized with ’index =- nextIndex ’.
471 }
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the right neighbor of the node, respectively, the element field stores the element, the
taken flag indicates if the element of the node has been removed logically from the
SP deque pool, and the index field is used to order and identify nodes. The side flag
stores the insertion side. The side flag is not important for the internals of the SP
deque pool but for the implementation of elimination in the TS deque.

The doubly-linked list is closed at its ends by nodes which have themselves as
their left or right neighbor. The doubly-linked list is initialized with a sentinel node.
Initially both left and right pointer of the SP deque pool as well as left and right
pointer of the sentinel node itself point to the sentinel node. The taken flag of the
sentinel is set to indicate that the node does not contain an element.

An element is contained in the SP deque pool if (1) there exists a node in the
doubly-linked list that contains the element in its element field, if (2) the taken flag
of that node is not set, if (3) the node is reachable from the left pointer of the SP
deque pool following only right pointers, and if (4) the node is reachable from the
right pointer of the SP deque pool following only left pointers. If one of the four
conditions does not hold, the element is not considered as contained in the SP deque
pool.

Similar to the SP stack pool we preserve the following invariants:

1. If a node is reachable from the left or right pointer once, then it remains
reachable at least as long as its taken flag is not set.

2. If a node a is reachable from a node b in the linked list once, then a will always
be reachable from b as long as both nodes have their taken flag not set.

3. The node with the highest index contains the right-most element in the SP deque
pool, the node with the lowest index contains the left-most element.

4. The nodes in the list are sorted by their index. The left-successor of any node
in the list has a lower index than the node itself, and the right-successor has
a higher index. By using this order on the list it is guaranteed that the left-
most element in the SP deque pool is contained in the left-most node which is
not marked as taken, and likewise the right-most element is contained in the
right-most node.

Listing 7.3 and 7.4 shows the pseudocode of the SP deque pool. To insert an
element at the right side of the SP deque pool with an insertR operation, first a new
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Listing 7.4: SP deque pool algorithm (part 2).
472 <Node , Node > getRightmost () {
473 Node oldLeft = left;
474 Node oldRight = right;
475 Node result = oldRight ;
476 whi le (true) {
477 i f (result ->index < oldLeft ->index)
478 return <NULL , oldRight >;
479 i f (! result ->taken)
480 return <result , oldRight >;
481 i f (result ->left == result )
482 return <NULL , oldRight >;
483 result = result ->left;
484 }
485 }
486
487 <Node , Node > getLeftmost () {
488 // Analogous to getRightmost .
489 }
490 <Bool ,Element > removeR (Node oldRight , Node node) {
491 i f (CAS(node ->taken , false , true )) {
492 CAS (right , <oldRight , aba >, <node , aba >);
493 return <true ,node.element >;
494 }
495 return <false ,NULL >;
496 }
497 <Bool ,Element > removeL (Node oldRight , Node node) {
498 // Analogous to removeR .
499 }
500 }

node is created with the next free index assigned to it and the element stored in its
element field. Initially the taken flag is not set, and the right pointer is set to point
to the new node itself. The insertR operation then tries to find the right-most node
that has not been marked as taken (line 453-456). In line 463-465 the new node is
inserted at the right of that right-most node.

Only after the new node is reachable from the right pointer of the SP deque pool
the element is considered to be contained in the SP deque pool. If the SP deque pool
is empty, then the iteration in line 453-456 ends at the left-most node of the SP deque
pool. To consistently insert the new node, this left-most node becomes a new sentinel
node (line 459-461) and the left pointer of the SP deque pool is changed to point to
this sentinel node. The new node is then inserted to the right of the sentinel node.
By using the sentinel node we guarantee that both the right pointer and the left
pointer of the SP deque pool always point to the same doubly-linked list.
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All invariants are preserved by insertR: Invariant 1 is preserved because the new
element is inserted to the right of all not-taken nodes in the list. Invariant 2 is
preserved for the same reason: any pointers changed in insertR only point to nodes
which are already marked as taken, or are self references marking the end of the linked
list. Invariant 3 is preserved because a new element inserted with insertR is always
more right than any element already in the SP deque pool. This is because there is
only a single thread inserting elements into the SP deque pool and thus we do not
have to consider concurrent insertion. Invariant 4 is preserved because the index of
a newly-inserted node is greater than the index of any node already in the SP deque
pool.

The getRightmost operation iterates over the linked list starting at the right
pointer and following left pointers until it finds a node with the taken flag unset.
If the iteration reaches the end of the linked list, or if it gets to a node with an
index lower than the index of the left-most node at the beginning of the iteration, we
can stop the iteration because we know from Invariant 4 that any node further left
can only contain elements inserted after the invocation of getRightmost. Because of
the condition in line 429 in the TS deque any element inserted at the left after the
invocation of getRightmost would be ignored.

The removeR operation tries to set the taken flag with a CAS and returns true
and the element if it succeeds. Otherwise the removeR operation returns false and
NULL. After succeeding in the first CAS the operation additionally tries to adjust the
right pointer of the SP deque pool with a CAS to unlink nodes with a set taken flag.

Unlinking taken nodes could only violate Invariant 1 because it only changes the
right pointer of the SP deque pool, no internal pointers of the linked list. We prove
now that Invariant 1 is not violated. The old value of the right pointer for the CAS
was read before getRSP started the iteration through the linked list. In this iteration
the node removed by this tryRemSP was the first node with the taken flag not set.
If a new element were inserted to the right of the old node, then the right pointer
would have changed in the meantime and the CAS would fail.

Note that the unlinking of taken nodes is not complete, which means that with
a bad interleaving the number of taken nodes in the SP deque pool is unbounded.
Bounding the number of taken nodes in the SP deque pool remains future work.

The insertL, getLeftmost, and removeL operations work analogous to their coun-
terparts insertR, getRightmost, and removeL. Except for swapping ‘right’ and ‘left’,
the only difference is that negative indices are assigned when elements are inserted by
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an insertL operation to keep the doubly-linked list sorted, and that the comparison
of node indices is changed to account for the negative indices (i.e., ‘<’ is swapped with
‘>’ and ‘>’ is swapped with ‘<’).

7.2 Performance of the TS Deque

In this section we evaluate the performance and scalability of the TS deque algo-
rithm. As a baseline we use a flat-combining (FC) deque [HIST10]. A FC deque is a
single-threaded implementation of a deque protected by a single lock. A thread which
acquires the lock successfully executes its own operation on the deque and additionally
the operations of all threads which tried to acquire the lock but did not get it.

The FC deque is not lock-free, and there exist lock-free concurrent deque imple-
mentations. These implementations are based on doubly-linked lists where pointers
are modified by CAS instructions, e.g. [Mic03] and [ST08]. In our experiments we com-
pare the TS deque with the FC deque because it is easier to implement and because
flat-combining tends to out-perform CAS-based lock-free implementations [HIST10].

We evaluate the TS deque with the same producer-consumer benchmark as the TS
stack and the TS queue. Since the TS deque provides two insert operations, a producer
randomly chooses for each element to insert it either at the left side or the right side
of the deque. Analogously a consumer chooses randomly to remove an element either
at the left or the right side of the deque.

Figure 7.1 shows the performance and scalability results of the TS deque. With an
increasing number of threads all TS deque configurations outperform the FC deque.
One reason is that the TS deque benefits from elimination [HSY04], which is not
provided by the FC deque.

40-core machine 64-core machine
high-contention:
TS-interval deque 13.5 µs 12 µs
TS-CAS deque 13.5 µs 10.5 µs
low-contention:
TS-interval deque 10.5 µs 10.5 µs
TS-CAS deque 9 µs 9 µs

Table 7.1: Benchmark delay times for TS-interval deque/ TS-CAS deque.
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Similar to the TS stack and the TS queue the TS-interval and TS-CAS variants of
the TS deque are faster than the TS deques with the other timestamping algorithms
with an increasing number of threads. With lower numbers of threads these TS deques
are slower than the other TS deque variants because they are configured to achieve
optimal performance with high numbers of threads, i.e. 80 threads on the 40-core
machine and 64 threads on the 64-core machine. For lower numbers of threads these
configurations are suboptimal.

The configuration parameters of the TS-interval deque and the TS-CAS deque
are shown in Table 7.1. As mentioned above these parameters are optimal for the
producer-consumer benchmark when exercised with 80 threads on the 40-core machine
and with 64 threads on the 64-core machine.

7.2.1 Analysis of the Interval Timestamping for the TS Deque

Figure 7.2 and Figure 7.3 show the performance of the TS-interval deque and the
TS-CAS deque in the high contention producer-consumer benchmark with a varying
delay parameter.

Similar to the TS stack the performance of the TS deque first improves with an
increasing delay. The reason is that with an increasing delay more elements have
overlapping timestamps and therefore more parallel removal is possible and as a con-
sequence the number of retries in the remove operations decreases. Additionally more
insert operations overlap with remove operations and therefore also more elimination
is possible. However, eventually the delay gets too long and insert operations become
slower than remove operations, and the overall performance decreases again. Note
that the number of retries does not increase significantly when the delay get longer
since many remove operations return EMPTY instead of retrying.

Note that on the 40-core machine the performance of the TS-CAS deque first de-
creases with an increasing delay, then it increases again. Additional measurements
suggest that the TS-CAS timestamping algorithm is slower without a delay than with
a small delay because of the contention on the atomic counter within TS-CAS. With
this contention many CAS attempts on the atomic counter fail, leading to more over-
lapping timestamp intervals than with a short delay. Additionally, with the slower
timestamping more elimination is possible. With an increasing delay the number of
overlapping timestamps increases again, and therefore also the overall performance.
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(a) High-contention producer-consumer
benchmark on the 40-core machine.
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Figure 7.1: TS deque performance on the 40-core machine (left) and on the 64-core
machine (right).
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Figure 7.2: High-contention producer-consumer benchmark using TS-interval and TS-
CAS timestamping with increasing delay on the 40-core machine, exercising 40 pro-
ducers and 40 consumers.
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Figure 7.3: High-contention producer-consumer benchmark using TS-interval and TS-
CAS timestamping with increasing delay on the 64-core machine, exercising 32 pro-
ducers and 32 consumers.



Chapter 8

Order Deviation of Concurrent
Queues

Linearizability [HW90] does not require operations to take effect in the order they were
invoked. It only requires that operations take effect at some point in time between
their invocation and response. Therefore operations may take effect in a different order
than the order in which they were invoked.

We are interested in how much operations are reordered between their invocations
and the time they take effect in various implementation. We analyze the amount of
reordering with a new metric called order deviation [HKLP12]. Order deviation only
allows to analyze queues. In this chapter we compare therefore the order deviation of
the TS queue with the order deviation of other queues.

8.1 Order Deviation

To describe order deviation we start by considering a perfect linearizable queue imple-
mentation where all operations are executed in zero time. When operations execute
in zero time, then all operations take effect immediately at their invocation, and no
operations are reordered between their invocation and the time they take effect.

Now consider an execution using this perfect queue where all elements which get
enqueued also get dequeued. Consider two enqueue-dequeue pairs +a,−a,+b,−b with
+a

val−→−a and +b
val−→−b. If +a is invoked before +b and therefore also takes effect

before +b, then according to queue semantics also −a takes effect before −b and
therefore is invoked before −b. This means that if we order the elements in this
execution by the invocation order of their enqueues, constructing a so-called enqueue
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order, and if we order elements by the invocation order of their dequeues, constructing
a so-called dequeue order, then the enqueue order and the dequeue order would be the
same.

In reality such a perfect queue is impossible, and the dequeue order may deviate
from the enqueue order. We call this deviation the order deviation1. The main sources
of order deviation are

1. that the time it takes different operations in an execution to take effect may vary
due to hardware artifacts, scheduling artifacts, and failing of atomic instructions
like a compare-and-set; and

2. a partial order on the elements in the queue which allows unordered elements
to be dequeued in arbitrary order (e.g. elements which are unordered by their
timestamps).

Many linearizable queue implementations enforce a total order on the elements in
the queue and thereby eliminate the second source of order deviation. In the TS queue
we preserve only a partial order on elements, which on the one hand introduces the
second source of order deviation, on the other hand, however, improves performance
and thereby reduces the first source of order deviation. In our analysis we are inter-
ested whether we can reduce order deviation through good performance more than
we increase it with the partial order on elements due to timestamping. In our exper-
iments we compare the order devation of the TS queeu with the order deviation of a
lock-based (LB) queue, the Michael-Scott (MS) queue [MS96], the flat-combining (FC)
queue [HIST10], the wait-free (WF) queue [KP11], and the LCRQ queue [AM13].

The LB queue is based on a singly-linked list where all accesses to the linked list
are controlled by a global lock. The FC queue can be seen as an extension of the
LB queue in the sense that it is also a singly-linked list protected by a global lock.
However, a thread which acquires the lock does not only execute its own operation
but also the operations of all threads which failed to acquire the lock. For this each
threads writes its operation into a registration array before it tries to acquire the lock.

The MS queue is a singly-linked list accessed by a head and a tail pointer. Op-
erations of the MS queue repeatedly try to modify the head or tail pointer with a
compare-and-set instruction until they succeed. The WF queue is an extension of the
MS queue to achieve wait-freedom. For this the WF queue uses a helping approach

1In [HKLP12] we called order deviation element fairness.
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based on a registration array. With the registration array threads can detect whether
other threads failed to execute their operation within a time limit and help these
threads to finish their operations.

The LCRQ queue is a MS queue of array segments. Each array segment is a
cyclic buffer accessed with two counters which are incremented by atomic fetch-and-
increment instructions. Each of these cyclic buffers is a bounded size queue. If an
array segment gets full, a new array segment is allocated and inserted into the MS
queue. If an array segment becomes empty, then it is dequeued from the MS queue.

There exist other data structure implementations which approximate queue seman-
tics [HKP+13] but are not linearizable with respect to Queue. These data structures
also enforce only a partial order on elements and thereby gain performance and scal-
ability. We call these data structures relaxed queues. In this chapter we also analyze
the order deviation of relaxed queues. We measure the order deviation of the k-FIFO
queue [KLP13], the 1-round-robin distributed queue (1RR DQ), the 2-round-robin dis-
tributed queue (2RR DQ), and the 1-random distributed queue (1RA DQ) [HHK+13].

The k-FIFO queue is similar to the LCRQ queue in the sense that it is based on
a MS queue of array segments. However, elements in one segment are accessed in
random order, which means that two elements in the same segment can be removed
in a different order than the order in which they were inserted.

The DQ queue is an array of MS queues where for each operation a load balancer
decides on which of the MS queues should be accessed by the operation. If a thread
tries to dequeue from an empty MS queue, then it scans linearly over the other MS
queues to dequeue an element from them. A dequeue operation returns empty if
all MS queues are empty. In the 1RR DQ queue the load balancer consists of one
round-robin counter for enqueue operations and one round-robin counter for dequeue
operations. These round robin counters are incremented by an atomic fetch-and-
increment instruction. In the 2RR DQ queue the load balancer consists of two round-
robin counters per operation type, where half of the threads access only the first
round-robin counter, the other half uses the second counter. In the 1RA DQ queue
the load balancer randomly decides for one MS queue.

For relaxed queues the enqueue order may differ from the dequeue order even in
a sequential execution due to their semantics. However, when relaxed queues provide
good performance, operations may get reordered less between their invocation and the
time they take effect. By measuring order deviation of relaxed queues we can compare
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the effect of performance with the effect of semantical deviation on the order in which
elements are treated in concurrent queues.

8.2 Formal Definition of Order Deviation

In the following we define order deviation formally. We assume that T is a trace of an
execution where all elements which get enqueued also get dequeued. Let ⟨A,pr,val⟩
be the history extracted from T , let +a,−a ∈ A with +a

val−→−a be the enqueue and
dequeue operation of an element a, and let +b,−b ∈A with +b

val−→−b be the enqueue
and dequeue operation of an element b. For any operation x ∈ A let invx be the
invocation of x in T .

Definition 15 (Invocation Order). We define the invocation order <inv by x <inv y if
and only if invx <T invy.

Definition 16 (Order Deviation). Let <inv be the invocation order of an execution.
The order deviation of element a is defined as the number of elements b such that
+b <inv +a and −a <inv −b. Additionally the order deviation of a dequeue-empty
operation −e is the number of elements b such that +b <inv −e and −e <inv −b.

We say that the order deviation of an implementation in an execution is the average
order deviation of all elements.

8.3 Experimental Setup

We determine the invocation order in an execution by recording the time of all opera-
tion invocations using the RDTSCP instruction. However, this is only an approximation
of the actual invocation order because RDTSCP is not executed atomically within the
invocation. Nevertheless, our experiments show that the approximation error is in-
significant (less than 0.2 order deviation per element on average).

We measure order deviation in three benchmarks.

• We measure the order deviation of the whole data structure in a producer-
consumer benchmark. Each producer enqueues 10000 elements, each consumer
dequeues 10000 elements.
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• We measure the order deviation introduced by enqueue operations by executing
a multiple-producer single-consumer benchmark. The consumer starts after all
producers enqueued 10000 elements each and dequeues all elements.

• We measure the order deviation introduced by dequeue operations by executing a
single-producer multiple-consumer benchmark. The consumers start dequeueing
10000 elements each after the producer finished enqueueing 10000 elements for
each consumer.

Note that in these benchmarks fewer operations access the data structure than in
the performance analysis benchmarks. The reason is the time and space complexity
of the order deviation analysis.

The producer-consumer benchmark is the same benchmark we use in our perfor-
mance analysis in Section 6.4, except that we execute fewer operations. The other two
benchmarks are used to show the order deviation of enqueue and dequeue operations
separately. This is possible by executing only those operations concurrently for which
we want to measure order deviation. All other operations have to execute sequentially.
Operations which execute sequentially cannot introduce order deviation because, ac-
cording to linearizability, sequentially executed operations have to take effect in the
order they were executed. Therefore we can measure the order deviation of enqueue
operations by executing dequeue operations in sequence, and we can measure the order
deviation of dequeue operations by executing enqueue operations in sequence.

Note that this approach only works if e.g. dequeue operations behave the same no
matter if enqueue operations execute sequentially or not. However, for the TS queue
this is not true because if enqueue operations execute sequentially, then elements
cannot share timestamps. As we showed in Section 6.4, timestamp sharing is essential
for the performance of the TS queue. Nevertheless, we show the results of the single-
producer multiple-consumer benchmark for completeness.

Note that the order deviation measured in the producer-consumer benchmark (i.e.
the order deviation of both enqueue and dequeue operations) is not the order devia-
tion of enqueues in the multiple-producer single-consumer benchmark plus the order
deviation of dequeues in the single-producer multiple-consumer benchmark. Some
additional order deviation may be introduced by the interaction between concurrent
enqueue and dequeue operations (i.e. emptiness checks). It can also happen that
order deviation introduced by enqueue operations is canceled again later by the order
deviation of dequeue operations.
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(a) High-contention producer-consumer
benchmark on the 40-core machine.
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Figure 8.1: Order deviation in the producer-consumer benchmark on the 40-core ma-
chine with 40 producers and 40 consumers (left), and on the 64-core machine with 32
producers and 32 consumers (right).

8.4 Evaluation

8.4.1 Overall Order Deviation

Figure 8.1 shows the order deviation in the producer-consumer benchmark with 40
producers and 40 consumers on the 40-core, and with 32 producers and 32 consumers
on the 64-core machine, averaged over 5 runs. The error bars show the standard
deviation. The low standard deviation of most data structures indicates that the
measurement method is robust.

In all measurements the TS-CAS queue and the TS-interval queue have a lower
order deviation than the TS-atomic queue and the TS-hardware queue. This indicates
that failing tryRem operations increases order deviation more than timestamp sharing.
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The order deviation of the CTS queue is among the lowest of all queue implemen-
tations. The reason is that for the CTS queue the linearization point of a dequeue
operation is not the point in time when the element is removed, but the time when
the dequeue operation gets its timestamp. The order deviation of the RTS queue,
where the linearization point of the dequeue operation is the removal of the element,
is much higher than the order deviation of the CTS queue. Additionally the RTS
queue is not linearizable with respect to Queue, which increases the order deviation
further. One reason for the low order deviation of the CTS queue may be that it does
not provide an emptiness check. Dealing with an empty queue state can increase the
order deviation.

Of the other linearizable queue implementations the FC queue and the WF queue
show the lowest order deviation. These queue implementations are not the fastest
implementations, especially not the WF queue. However, in both queues threads
help each other to complete their operations. It seems that helping can reduce order
deviation.

The order deviation of both the MS queue and the LB queue are higher than the
order deviation of all the TS queues, which indicates that enforcing a total order on
elements can implicitly increase the order deviation more than timestamp sharing.
Especially the order deviation of the MS queue is three times as high as the order
deviation of the other queues. The reason is that the backoff algorithm which is used
to improve the performance of the MS queue by a factor of 6 also increases the order
deviation by a factor of two.

On the 40-core machine the order deviation of LCRQ shows a slightly high standard
deviation. The high standard deviation seems to come from the slow path in the code
which deals with an empty queue state. In three of the five runs of the high-contention
benchmark there exists not a single dequeue-empty operation, which means that the
slow path is not executed, resulting in a low order deviation. In one run, however,
there are more than 15000 dequeue-empty operations, nearly 4% of all operations. It
seems for LCRQ that reaching an empty state increases the probability that an empty
state is reached again later. For 1RR DQ, which shows a higher standard deviation
on the 64-core machine, there is no correlation between the number of dequeue-empty
operations and the standard deviation.

Other than 1RA DQ, the relaxed queue implementations have an order deviation
comparable to the order deviation of the linearizable queue implementations. In the
low contention benchmarks 1RR DQ is even one of the data structures with the lowest
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order deviation. Also in the high-contention benchmark on the 40-core machine 1RR
DQ shows a lower order deviation than most other queue implementations. This means
that even if a data structure implementation allows some non-determinism according
to its specification, the actual order deviation can still be less than the order deviation
introduced by enforcing a deterministic specification.

The order deviation of 2RR DQ is always lower than the order deviation of the
MS queue and the LB queue. Interestingly, 2RR DQ has a lower order deviation in
the high-contention benchmark on the 64-core machine than 1RR DQ, although in
principle more out-of-order behavior is possible in 2RR DQ than in 1RR DQ. This
also suggests that good performance can impact order deviation more than a relaxed
semantics.

The order deviation of the k-FIFO queue is higher than the order deviation of
most linearizable queue implementations. However, on the 64-core machine the order
deviation of the MS queue is twice as much as the order deviation of the k-FIFO
queue.

8.4.2 Order Deviation Introduced by Enqueue Operations

Figure 8.2 shows the order deviation introduced by enqueue operations measured in
the multiple-producer single-consumer benchmark with 40 producers on the 40-core
and with 32 producers on the 64-core machine, averaged over 5 runs.

As expected the enqueue operations of the TS-hardware queue consistently show
low order deviation. The reason is that the enqueue operation of the TS-hardware
queue is really fast, and only few timestamp sharing is happening. If elements were
timestamped before they were inserted into the SP pool, then an even lower order
deviation would be possible.

The TS-interval queue and the TS-CAS queue intentionally increase timestamp
sharing and therefore create a potential for order deviation. As a consequence the
order deviation of these two TS queues is higher than the order deviation of the TS-
hardware queue. However, the MS queue and the LB queue show much higher order
deviation, although these queues introduce order deviation only implicitly through
poor performance.

On the 40-core machine already the use of an atomic fetch-and-increment instruc-
tion (e.g. within TS-atomic) introduces some order deviation. In the high-contention
benchmark it is even as much as the order deviation introduced by TS-interval time-
stamping and nearly as much as introduced by TS-CAS timestamping. This is sur-
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single-consumer benchmark on the 40-
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Figure 8.2: Order deviation in the multiple-producer single-consumer benchmark on
the 40-core machine with 40 producers (left), and on the 64-core machine with 32
producers (right).

prising as both these timestamping algorithms introduce order deviation explicitly
through timestamp sharing, whereas for the TS-atomic queue timestamp sharing is
not possible. With less contention on the atomic counter, the order deviation of the
TS-atomic queue decreases more than the order deviation of the TS-interval queue
and the TS-CAS queue (Figure 8.2c). On the 64-core machine the use of an atomic
fetch-and-increment instruction introduces only insignificant order deviation. There-
fore the order deviation of the TS-atomic queue, the CTS queue, the RTS queue, and
1RR DQ is lower than on the 40-core machine.

In principle also the element order in LCRQ is mainly based on a fetch-and-
increment instruction, which would suggest that also the order deviation of LCRQ
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on the 64-core machine should be low. However, LCRQ shows a higher order devia-
tion than the other fetch-and-increment based queues. This indicates that whenever
the element order in LCRQ is not defined by the fetch-and-increment, e.g. when a
new segment is created, then significant order deviation is introduced.

Although 1RR DQ is not linearizable with respect to the sequential specification of
a queue, our results of order deviation suggest that it is unlikely that 1RR DQ violates
queue semantics in our experiments. Also in the multiple-producer single-consumer
benchmark the order deviation of 1RR DQ is among the lowest of all data structures,
especially in the low-contention benchmarks. It seems that in the high-contention
benchmark 1RR DQ gains additional performance at the cost of more order deviation.
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Figure 8.3: Order deviation in the single-producer multiple-consumer benchmark on
the 40-core machine with 40 producers (left), and on the 64-core machine with 32
producers (right).
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The order deviation of 2RR DQ is always much lower than the order deviation of
the MS queue. The order deviation of the k-FIFO queue is always slightly higher than
the order deviation of most other queues, but not as high as the MS queue.

8.4.3 Order Deviation Introduced by Dequeue Operations

Figure 8.3 shows the order deviation introduced by dequeue operations measured in
the single-producer multiple-consumer benchmark with 40 consumers on the 40-core
machine and with 32 consumers on the 64-core machine, averaged over 5 runs.

As expected, in this benchmark the order deviation of the TS queue is mostly
independent of the used timestamping algorithm. The reason is that elements are
enqueued sequentially and therefore all timestamping algorithms define a total order
on the elements in the queue.

The order deviation of most queues (see Figure 8.1) is not the sum of the order
deviation introduced by their enqueue operations (see Figure 8.2) and dequeue oper-
ations (see Figure 8.3). For some queues, e.g. the FC queue and the WF queue, the
order deviation of the queue is less than the sum of the order deviation introduced by
their operations. The reason is that the order deviation introduced by enqueue oper-
ations can be canceled by the order deviation introduced by dequeue operations. For
example, if a scheduling artifact delays an enqueue operation and thereby introduces
some order deviation, then another scheduling artifact can delay dequeue operations
in the opposite way such that no global order deviation can be observed.

For other queues, like the MS queue, the order deviation of the queue is more than
the sum of the order deviation introduced by their operations. The reason may be
the interaction between enqueue and dequeue operations or additional contention on
the memory. For the MS queue, the backoff algorithm is the reason why the order
deviation in the producer-consumer benchmark is more than the sum of the order
deviation in the other benchmarks. Without backoff algorithm the order deviation
of the queue would be less than the sum of the order deviation introduced by its
operations.





Chapter 9

Related Work and Conclusions

9.1 Related Work

We have already described other stack, queue, and deque implementations in the per-
formance evaluation sections, Section 3.2, Section 6.4, and Section 7.2. In this chapter
we describe work which is related to our timestamping approach, to the linearizability
proof of the TS stack, and to our implementation.

Timestamping. Our approach was initially inspired by Attiya et al.’s Laws of Order
paper [AGH+11], which proves that any linearizable stack, queue, or deque necessarily
uses the RAW or AWAR patterns in its remove operation. While attempting to extend
this result to insert operations, we were surprised to discover a counter-example: our
timestamping data structures. We believe the Basket Queue [HSS07] was the first
algorithm to exploit in practice the fact that enqueues need not take effect in order
of their atomic operations, although unlike our approach it does not avoid strong
synchronization when inserting.

Gorelik and Hendler use timestamping in their AFC queue [GH13]. As in our time-
stamping data structures, enqueued elements are timestamped and stored in single-
producer buffers. Our approach differs in several respects.

The AFC queue uses flat-combining-style consolidation – that is, a combiner thread
merges timestamps into a total order. As a result, the AFC queue is blocking. In our
timestamping approach we avoid enforcing an internal total order, and instead allow
non-blocking parallel removal.

Removal in the AFC queue depends on the expensive consolidation process, and, as
a result, their producer-consumer benchmark shows remove performance significantly
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worse than other flat-combining queues. Interval timestamping lets the timestamping
data structures trade insertion and removal cost, avoiding this problem.

Timestamps in the AFC queue are generated only with Lamport clocks [Lam78].
We also experiment with Lamport clocks – see TS-stutter in Section 2.2. In our exper-
iments, however, the Lamport clocks are actually slower than the other timestamping
algorithms, see Section 3.2.

Finally, in the AFC queue elements are timestamped before being inserted – in our
approach, this is reversed. This seemingly trivial difference is key for the correctness
of the TS stack, see Figure 1.5 in the introduction. It also improves timestamp-based
elimination, which is important to the TS stack’s and TS deque’s performance.

The LCRQ queue [AM13] and the SP queue [HPS13] both index elements using
an atomic counter. However, dequeue operations do not look for one of the youngest
elements as in our approach, but rather for the element with the enqueue index that
matches the dequeue index exactly. Both approaches fall back to a slow path when
the dequeue counter becomes higher than the enqueue counter. In contrast to indices,
timestamps in our approach need not be unique or even ordered, and the performance
in our approach does not depend on a fast path and a slow path, but only on the
number of elements which share the same timestamp.

The LCRQ and the SP queue are quite similar to the CTS queue. However,
different to these queues the CTS queue does not provide a linearizable emptiness
check but instead blocks as long as no element is found in the queue.

The RDTSCP instruction we use to generate hardware timestamps has been used in
the design of software transactional memory by Ruan et al. [RLS13], who investigate
the instruction’s multi-processor synchronisation behaviour.

Correctness. Our stack theorem lets us prove that the TS stack is linearizable with
respect to sequential stack semantics. This theorem builds on an idea of Henzinger
et al., who have a similar theorem for queues [HSV13]. Their theorem is defined
(almost) entirely in terms of the sequential order on methods – what we call precedence,
pr. That is, they need not generate a linearization order. In contrast, our stack
theorem requires a relation between inserts and removes. We suspect it is impossible
to define such a theorem for stacks without an auxiliary insert-remove relation (see
Section 4.1.1).

A stack must respect several non-LIFO correctness properties: elements should not
be lost or duplicated, and pop should correctly report when the stack is empty. Hen-
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zinger et al. build these properties into their theorem, making it more complex and
arguably harder to use. Furthermore, each dequeue that returns EMPTY requires a
partition ‘before’ and ‘after’ the operation, effectively reintroducing a partial lineariza-
tion order. However, these correctness properties are orthogonal to LIFO ordering,
and so we simply require that the algorithm also respects set semantics.

Implementation features. Our TS stack implementation reuses concepts from sev-
eral previous data structures.

Storing elements in multiple partial data structures is used in the distributed
queue [HHK+13], where insert and remove operations are distributed between partial
queues using a load balancer. One can view the SP pools as partial queues and the
TS stack itself as the load balancer. The emptiness check we use in the TS stack, TS
queue, and TS deque also originates from the distributed queues. However, our data
structures leverages the performance of distributed queues while preserving sequential
semantics.

The idea of removing elements first logically and then unlinking them from the link
structure later has already been proposed by Harris [Har01] in a non-blocking linked
list algorithm.

Elimination originates in the elimination-backoff stack [HSY04]. However, in the
TS stack, elimination works by comparing timestamps rather than by accessing a
collision array. As a result, in the TS stack a pop which eliminates a concurrent push
is faster than a normal uncontended pop. In the elimination-backoff stack such an
eliminating pop is slower, as synchronization on the collision array requires at least
three successful CAS operations instead of just one.

9.2 Conclusions

In this thesis we presented a novel approach to implementing concurrent ordered data
structures like stacks, queues, and deques. Instead of ordering elements in a link
structure (e.g. a linked list) we order elements by timestamps. Thereby we can avoid
ordering elements which do not have to be ordered, for example elements which got
inserted concurrently. Elements are removed by first searching for a candidate element
and then removing it. Depending on the semantics of the data structure, the candidate
element may be the element with the latest timestamp (e.g. stack) or the element with
the earliest timestamp (e.g. queue).
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We provide stack and queue algorithms which use our approach, we prove their cor-
rectness in terms of linearizability, and we analyze their performance in experiments.
In our experiments the TS stack outperforms the elimination backoff stack [HSY04],
the fastest concurrent stack we are aware of. The TS queue is outperformed only by
LCRQ queue [AM13].

Additionally to the TS stack and the TS queue we sketch a TS deque algorithm
and evaluate its performance. The performance of the TS deque is significantly better
than the performance of a flat combining dequeue [HIST10] in our experiments. A
correctness proof, however, remains future work.

For the linearizability proof of the TS queue we use the queue theorem published
by Henzinger et al. [HSV13]. This queue theorem defines a set of conditions which
imply linearizability with respect to queue semantics. For the linearizability proof of
the TS stack we first established a similar theorem for stacks and proved it correct
with the theorem prover Isabelle HOL [NWP02]. A deque theorem, which seems to
be essential for the linearizability proof of the TS deque, remains future work.

In linearizable data structure implementations, operations may not take effect in
the order they were invoked. We analyzed experimentally how much operations are
reordered between their invocation and the time they take effect in various concur-
rent queue implementations. Our experiments show that in implementations like the
Michael Scott queue [MS96] operations can be reordered more than in the TS queue.
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Appendix A

Isabelle Proofs

A.1 The Stack Theorem
theory stack_theorem
imports Main concurrent_histories remove_relaxed_stack elimination_stack
empty_stack

begin

theorem thm_stack_theorem : "linearizable_set pre val emp =⇒
order_correct pre val =⇒
linearizable_stack pre val emp"

by (metis (poly_guards_query) concurrent_empty_stack_linearizable
elimination_theorem linearizable_set_def linearizable_set_then_wellformed
order_correct_then_remove_relaxed_stack
pre_conc_history_then_non_empty_pre_conc_history
remove_relaxed_stack_linearizable conc_history.abcd)

end

A.2 Basic Definitions
theory concurrent_histories
imports Main
begin

definition abcd :: "’a rel ⇒ bool"
where

"abcd r ←→ (∀a b c d. (a, b) ∈ r −→ (c, d) : r −→ (a, d)∈r ∨ (c,
b)∈r)"

lemma abcdI : "(
∧

a b c d. (a, b) ∈ r =⇒ (c, d) ∈ r =⇒ (a, d) ∈ r ∨
(c, b) ∈ r) =⇒ abcd r"
by (metis abcd_def)

lemma abcdD : "abcd r =⇒ (a, b) ∈ r =⇒ (c, d) ∈ r =⇒ (a, d) ∈ r ∨
(c, b) ∈ r"
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by (metis abcd_def)

lemma lem_total_then_abcd : "total r =⇒ trans r =⇒ abcd r"
apply(unfold abcd_def)
by (metis UNIV_I total_on_def transD)

lemma lem_transitive_irreflexive_then_acyclic : "trans r =⇒ irrefl r =⇒
acyclic r"
by (metis acyclic_irrefl trancl_id)

lemma lem_irreflexive_then_not_equal : "irrefl r =⇒ (a, b) ∈ r =⇒ a ̸=
b"
by (metis irrefl_def)

locale conc_history =
fixes pre :: "’a rel"
assumes pre_transitive: "trans pre"
assumes pre_antisymmetric: "antisym pre"
assumes pre_irreflexive: "irrefl pre"
assumes abcd : "abcd pre"

lemma conc_historyI : "trans pre =⇒ antisym pre =⇒ irrefl pre =⇒ abcd
pre =⇒ conc_history pre"
apply (unfold conc_history_def)
by metis

lemma conc_historyD : "conc_history pre =⇒ trans pre ∧ antisym pre ∧
irrefl pre ∧ abcd pre"
apply (unfold conc_history_def)
by metis

definition val_order :: "’a rel ⇒ bool"
where

"val_order val ←→ (∀ ia ra. (ia, ra) ∈ val −→ ¬(∃ b. (b, ia) ∈ val ∨
(ra, b) ∈ val))"

definition push_once :: "’a rel ⇒ bool"
where

"push_once val ←→ (∀ ia ib ra. (ia, ra) ∈ val −→ (ib, ra) ∈ val −→
ia = ib)"

definition pop_once :: "’a rel ⇒ bool"
where

"pop_once val ←→ (∀ ia ra rb. (ia, ra) ∈ val −→ (ia, rb) ∈ val −→ ra
= rb)"

definition val_then_not_pr :: "’a rel ⇒ ’a rel ⇒ bool"
where

"val_then_not_pr pre val ←→ (∀ ia ra. (ia, ra) ∈ val −→(ra, ia) /∈pre)"

lemma val_then_not_prI : "∀ ia ra . (ia, ra) ∈ val −→ (ra, ia) /∈ pre
=⇒ val_then_not_pr pre val"
by (metis val_then_not_pr_def)

definition isPush :: "’a rel ⇒ ’a ⇒ bool"
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where
"isPush val a ←→ (∃ b . (a, b) ∈ val)"

lemma isPushD : "isPush val a =⇒ ∃ b . (a, b) ∈ val"
by (metis isPush_def)

lemma isPushI : "(a, b) ∈ val =⇒ isPush val a"
by (metis isPush_def)

definition isPop :: "’a rel ⇒ ’a ⇒ bool"
where

"isPop val a ←→ (∃ b . (b, a) ∈ val)"

lemma isPopD : "isPop val a =⇒ ∃ b . (b, a) ∈ val"
by (metis isPop_def)

lemma isPopI : "(a, b) ∈ val =⇒ isPop val b"
by (metis isPop_def)

definition sameVal :: "’a rel ⇒ ’a rel"
where "sameVal val = {(a, b) . (a, b) ∈ val ∨ (b, a) ∈ val}"

lemma sameValD : "(a, b) ∈ sameVal val =⇒ (a, b) ∈ val ∨ (b, a) ∈ val"
apply (unfold sameVal_def)
by (simp add : set_eq_iff)

lemma sameValI1 : "(a, b) ∈ val =⇒ (a, b) ∈ sameVal val"
apply (unfold sameVal_def)
by (simp add : set_eq_iff)

lemma sameValI2 : "(a, b) ∈ val =⇒ (b, a) ∈ sameVal val"
apply (unfold sameVal_def)
by (simp add : set_eq_iff)

lemma sameVal_commutative : "(a, b) ∈ sameVal val =⇒ (b, a) ∈ sameVal
val"
by (metis sameValD sameValI1 sameValI2)

definition elimination_free :: "’a rel ⇒ ’a rel ⇒ ’a set"
where

"elimination_free pre val = {a . (∃ b . (a, b) ∈ sameVal val ∧ ((a, b) ∈
pre ∨ (b, a) ∈ pre))}"

lemma elimination_freeD : "a ∈ elimination_free pre val =⇒ ∃ b . (a, b)
∈ sameVal val ∧ ((a, b) ∈ pre ∨ (b, a) ∈ pre)"
apply (unfold elimination_free_def)
by (simp add: set_eq_iff)

lemma elimination_freeI1 : "(a, b) ∈ sameVal val =⇒ (a, b) ∈ pre =⇒ a
∈ elimination_free pre val"
apply (unfold elimination_free_def)
apply (simp add: set_eq_iff)
by metis

lemma elimination_free_in_push_pop : "a ∈ elimination_free pre val =⇒ a
∈ {a . isPush val a ∨ isPop val a}"
apply (simp add: set_eq_iff)
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by (metis elimination_freeD isPop_def isPush_def sameValD)

lemma elimination_free_subset_push_pop : "elimination_free pre val ⊆ {a .
isPush val a ∨ isPop val a}"
by (metis elimination_free_in_push_pop subsetI)

lemma finite_elimination_free : "finite {a . isPush val a ∨ isPop val a}
=⇒ finite (elimination_free pre val)"
by (metis elimination_free_subset_push_pop finite_subset)

lemma elimination_freeI2 : "(a, b) ∈ sameVal val =⇒ (a, b) ∈ pre =⇒ b
∈ elimination_free pre val"
apply (unfold elimination_free_def)
apply (simp add: set_eq_iff)
by (metis sameValD sameValI1 sameValI2)

definition elimination :: "’a rel ⇒ ’a rel ⇒ ’a set"
where "elimination pre val = {a . (isPush val a ∨ isPop val a) ∧ a /∈

elimination_free pre val}"

lemma eliminationD : "a ∈ elimination pre val =⇒ ∃ b . (a, b) ∈ sameVal
val ∧ (a, b) /∈ pre ∧ (b, a) /∈ pre"
apply (unfold elimination_def)
apply (simp add:set_eq_iff)
by (metis elimination_freeI1 elimination_freeI2 isPop_def isPush_def
sameValI1 sameValI2)

definition elimination_free_pre :: "’a rel ⇒ ’a rel ⇒’a rel"
where

"elimination_free_pre pre val = {(a, b) . a ∈ elimination_free pre val ∧
b ∈ elimination_free pre val ∧ (a, b) ∈ pre}"

lemma elimination_free_preD : "(a, b) ∈ elimination_free_pre pre val =⇒
a ∈ elimination_free pre val ∧ b ∈ elimination_free pre val ∧ (a, b) ∈
pre"
apply (unfold elimination_free_pre_def)
by (simp add: set_eq_iff)

lemma elimination_free_preI : "a ∈ elimination_free pre val =⇒ b ∈
elimination_free pre val =⇒ (a, b) ∈ pre =⇒ (a, b) ∈
elimination_free_pre pre val"
apply (unfold elimination_free_pre_def)
by (simp add: set_eq_iff)

definition elimination_free_val :: "’a rel ⇒ ’a rel ⇒ ’a rel"
where

"elimination_free_val pre val = {(a, b) . a ∈ elimination_free pre val ∧
b ∈ elimination_free pre val ∧ (a, b) ∈ val}"

lemma elimination_free_valD : "(a, b) ∈ elimination_free_val pre val =⇒
a ∈ elimination_free pre val ∧ b ∈ elimination_free pre val ∧ (a, b) ∈
val"
apply (unfold elimination_free_val_def)
by (simp add: set_eq_iff)

lemma elimination_free_valI : "a ∈ elimination_free pre val =⇒ b ∈
elimination_free pre val =⇒ (a, b) ∈ val =⇒ (a, b) ∈
elimination_free_val pre val"
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apply (unfold elimination_free_val_def)
by (simp add: set_eq_iff)

definition elimination_free_ir :: "’a rel ⇒ ’a rel ⇒ ’a rel ⇒ ’a rel"
where

"elimination_free_ir pre val ir = {(a, b) . a ∈ elimination_free pre val
∧ b ∈ elimination_free pre val ∧ (a, b) ∈ ir}"

lemma elimination_free_irD : "(a, b) ∈ elimination_free_ir pre val ir =⇒
a ∈ elimination_free pre val ∧ b ∈ elimination_free pre val ∧ (a, b) ∈
ir"
apply (unfold elimination_free_ir_def)
by (simp add : set_eq_iff)

lemma elimination_free_irI : "a ∈ elimination_free pre val =⇒ b ∈
elimination_free pre val =⇒ (a, b) ∈ ir =⇒ (a, b) ∈ elimination_free_ir
pre val ir"
apply (unfold elimination_free_ir_def)
by (simp add: set_eq_iff)

definition ins_order :: "’a rel ⇒ ’a rel ⇒ ’a rel ⇒ ’a rel"
where

"(ins_order pre val ir) = {(a, b) . isPush val a ∧ isPush val b ∧ ((a, b)
∈ pre ∨ (∃ c . (a, c) ∈ pre ∧ (c, b) ∈ ir))}"

lemma ins_orderI1 : "isPush val a =⇒ isPush val b =⇒ (a, b) ∈ pre =⇒
(a, b) ∈ ins_order pre val ir"
apply (unfold ins_order_def)
by (simp add: set_eq_iff)

lemma ins_orderI2 : "isPush val a =⇒ isPush val b =⇒ (a, c) ∈ pre =⇒
(c, b) ∈ ir =⇒ (a, b) ∈ ins_order pre val ir"
apply (unfold ins_order_def)
apply (simp add: set_eq_iff)
by metis

lemma ins_orderD : "(a, b) ∈ (ins_order pre val ir) =⇒ isPush val a ∧
isPush val b ∧ ((a, b) ∈ pre ∨(∃ c . (a, c) ∈ pre ∧ (c, b) ∈ ir))"
apply (unfold ins_order_def)
by (simp add: set_eq_iff)

definition rem_order :: "’a rel ⇒ ’a rel ⇒ ’a rel ⇒ ’a rel"
where

"(rem_order pre val ir) = {(a, b) . isPop val a ∧ isPop val b ∧ ((a, b)
∈ pre ∨ (∃ c . (a, c) ∈ ir ∧ (c, b) ∈ ir))}"

lemma rem_orderI1 : "isPop val a =⇒ isPop val b =⇒ (a, b) ∈ pre =⇒ (a,
b) ∈ rem_order pre val ir"
apply (unfold rem_order_def)
by (simp add: set_eq_iff)

lemma rem_orderI2 : "isPop val a =⇒ isPop val b =⇒ (a, c) ∈ ir =⇒ (c,
b) ∈ ir =⇒ (a, b) ∈ rem_order pre val ir"
apply (unfold rem_order_def)
apply (simp add: set_eq_iff)
by metis
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lemma rem_orderD : "(a, b) ∈ (rem_order pre val ir) =⇒ isPop val a ∧
isPop val b ∧ ((a, b) ∈ pre ∨(∃ c . (a, c) ∈ ir ∧ (c, b) ∈ ir))"
apply (unfold rem_order_def)
by (simp add: set_eq_iff)

definition alternating :: "’a rel ⇒ ’a rel ⇒ bool"
where

" alternating val ir ←→ (∀ a b . (a, b) ∈ ir −→ (isPush val a ∧ isPop
val b) ∨ (isPop val a ∧ isPush val b))

∧ (∀ a b . isPush val a −→ isPop val b
−→ (a, b) ∈ ir ∨ (b, a) ∈ ir)"

lemma alternatingD : "alternating val ir =⇒ (∀ a b . (a, b) ∈ ir −→
(isPush val a ∧ isPop val b) ∨ (isPop val a ∧ isPush val b))

∧ (∀ a b . isPush val a −→ isPop val b
−→ (a, b) ∈ ir ∨ (b, a) ∈ ir)"
by (smt alternating_def)

lemma alternatingI : "(∀ a b . (a, b) ∈ ir −→ (isPush val a ∧ isPop val
b) ∨ (isPop val a ∧ isPush val b))

=⇒ (∀ a b . isPush val a −→ isPop val
b −→ (a, b) ∈ ir ∨ (b, a) ∈ ir)

=⇒ alternating val ir"
by (metis (full_types) alternating_def)

definition order_correct :: "’a rel ⇒ ’a rel ⇒ bool"
where

"order_correct pre val ←→ (∃ ir . alternating val ir ∧ (acyclic (pre ∪
ir) ∧

(∀ ia ra ib . (ia, ra) ∈ val ∧ (ia, ra) ∈ pre ∧
(ia, ib) ∈ (ins_order pre val ir) ∧ (ib, ra) ∈ ir −→

(∃ rb . (ib, rb) ∈ val ∧ (ra, rb) /∈ (rem_order pre val
ir)))))"

lemma order_correctD : "order_correct pre val =⇒ (∃ ir . alternating val
ir ∧ (acyclic (pre ∪ ir) ∧

(∀ ia ra ib . (ia, ra) ∈ val ∧ (ia, ra) ∈ pre ∧
(ia, ib) ∈ (ins_order pre val ir) ∧ (ib, ra) ∈ ir −→

(∃ rb . (ib, rb) ∈ val ∧ (ra, rb) /∈ (rem_order pre val
ir)))))"
by (metis order_correct_def)

lemma order_correctI : "alternating val ir =⇒ acyclic (pre ∪ ir) =⇒
(∀ ia ra ib . (ia, ra) ∈ val ∧ (ia, ra) ∈ pre ∧

(ia, ib) ∈ (ins_order pre val ir) ∧ (ib, ra) ∈ ir −→
(∃ rb . (ib, rb) ∈ val ∧ (ra, rb) /∈ (rem_order pre val ir)))

=⇒ order_correct pre val"
apply (unfold order_correct_def)
apply (rule_tac x="ir" in exI)
by (metis (erased, hide_lams))

locale wellformed_history =

fixes pre :: "’a rel"
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fixes val :: "’a rel"

fixes f :: "’a ⇒ nat"

assumes pre_transitive : "trans pre"
assumes pre_antisymmetric : "antisym pre"
assumes pre_irreflexive : "irrefl pre"

assumes operations_countable : "inj f"

assumes operations_finite : "finite {a . isPush val a ∨ isPop val a}"

assumes def_push_once : "push_once val"

assumes def_pop_once : "pop_once val"

assumes def_value : "val_order val"

assumes def_push_or_pop : "(a, b) ∈ pre =⇒ (∃ c. (a, c) ∈ val ∨ (c, a)
∈ val) ∧ (∃ c . (b, c) ∈ val ∨ (c, b) ∈ val)"

assumes def_val_then_not_pr: "val_then_not_pr pre val"

lemma wellformed_historyI : "
∧

f::’a⇒nat. trans pre =⇒ antisym pre =⇒
irrefl pre =⇒ inj f =⇒ finite {a . isPush val a ∨ isPop val a} =⇒

push_once val =⇒ pop_once val =⇒ val_order val =⇒
(∀ a b .(a, b) ∈ pre −→ (∃ c. (a, c) ∈ val ∨ (c, a) ∈ val) ∧ (∃ c .

(b, c) ∈ val ∨ (c, b) ∈ val)) =⇒
val_then_not_pr pre val =⇒ wellformed_history pre val f"

apply (unfold wellformed_history_def)
by metis

lemma wellformed_historyD : "wellformed_history pre val f =⇒ trans pre ∧
antisym pre ∧ irrefl pre ∧ inj f ∧ finite {a . isPush val a ∨ isPop val a}
∧

push_once val ∧ pop_once val ∧ val_order val ∧
(∀ a b .(a, b) ∈ pre −→ (∃ c. (a, c) ∈ val ∨ (c, a) ∈ val) ∧ (∃ c .

(b, c) ∈ val ∨ (c, b) ∈ val)) ∧
val_then_not_pr pre val "

apply (unfold wellformed_history_def)
by metis

context wellformed_history
begin

definition is_push :: "’a ⇒ bool"
where

"is_push a ←→ (∃b.(a, b)∈val)"

definition is_pop :: "’a ⇒ bool"
where

"is_pop a ←→ (∃b.(b, a)∈val)"

lemma is_popI : "(ia, ra) ∈ val =⇒ is_pop ra"
by (metis is_pop_def)
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lemma is_popD : "is_pop ra =⇒ ∃ ia . (ia, ra) ∈ val"
by (metis is_pop_def)

lemma is_pushI : "(ia, ra) ∈ val =⇒ is_push ia"
by (metis is_push_def)

lemma is_pushD : "is_push ia =⇒ ∃ ra . (ia, ra) ∈ val"
by (metis is_push_def)

lemma lem_push_or_pop1: "(a, b) ∈ pre =⇒ is_push a ∨ is_pop a"
by (metis def_push_or_pop is_popI is_pushI)

lemma lem_push_or_pop2: "(a, b) ∈ pre =⇒ is_push b ∨ is_pop b"
by (metis def_push_or_pop is_popI is_pushI)

lemma lem_push_then_pop_exists: "is_push a =⇒ ∃b.(a, b)∈val ∧ is_pop b"
by (metis is_pop_def is_push_def)

lemma lem_pop_then_push_exists: "is_pop a =⇒ ∃b.(b, a)∈val ∧ is_push b"
by (metis is_pop_def is_push_def)

lemma lem_val_then_push_and_pop: "(a, b)∈val =⇒ (is_push a ∧ is_pop b)"
by (metis is_pop_def is_push_def)

end

lemma val_preserves_ef1 : "wellformed_history pre val f =⇒ (a, b) ∈ val
=⇒ a ∈ elimination_free pre val =⇒ b ∈ elimination_free pre val"
by (metis elimination_freeD elimination_freeI2 pop_once_def sameValD
val_order_def val_then_not_pr_def wellformed_history.def_pop_once
wellformed_history.def_val_then_not_pr wellformed_history.def_value)

lemma val_preserves_ef2 : "wellformed_history pre val f =⇒ (a, b) ∈ val
=⇒ b ∈ elimination_free pre val =⇒ a ∈ elimination_free pre val"
by (metis elimination_freeD elimination_freeI1 elimination_freeI2
push_once_def sameValD sameValI1 val_order_def
wellformed_history.def_push_once wellformed_history.def_value)

lemma alternating_then_ef_alternating : "wellformed_history pre val f =⇒
alternating val ir =⇒ alternating (elimination_free_val pre val)
(elimination_free_ir pre val ir)"
apply (rule alternatingI)
apply (rule allI)+
apply (rename_tac a b)
apply (rule impI)
apply (drule elimination_free_irD)
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (drule alternatingD)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (erule_tac x="a" in allE)
apply (erule_tac x="a" in allE)
apply (erule_tac x="b" in allE)
apply (erule_tac x="b" in allE)
apply (simp)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (rule disjI1)
apply (rule conjI)
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apply (frule isPushD)
apply (erule exE)
apply (rename_tac ra)
apply (rule_tac b="ra" in isPushI)
apply (metis elimination_free_valI val_preserves_ef1)
apply (metis elimination_free_valI isPop_def val_preserves_ef2)
apply (rule disjI2)
apply (rule conjI)
apply (metis elimination_free_valI isPop_def val_preserves_ef2)
apply (metis elimination_free_valI isPush_def val_preserves_ef1)
apply (rule allI)+
apply (rename_tac a b)
apply (rule impI)+
by (metis (mono_tags, lifting) alternatingD elimination_free_irI
elimination_free_valD isPopD isPopI isPushD isPushI)

locale sequential_set = wellformed_history +
assumes total_on_push : "is_push a =⇒ is_push b =⇒ a ̸= b =⇒ (a, b) ∈

pre ∨ (b, a) ∈ pre"
assumes total_on_pop : "is_pop a =⇒ is_pop b =⇒ a ̸= b =⇒ (a, b) ∈

pre ∨ (b, a) ∈ pre"
assumes total_on_push_pop : "is_push a =⇒ is_pop b =⇒ (a, b) ∈ pre ∨

(b, a) ∈ pre"

lemma sequential_setD : "sequential_set pre val f =⇒ wellformed_history
pre val f ∧

(∀ a b . isPush val a −→ isPush val b −→ a ̸= b −→ (a, b) ∈ pre ∨ (b,
a) ∈ pre) ∧

(∀ a b . isPop val a −→ isPop val b −→ a ̸= b −→ (a, b) ∈ pre ∨ (b,
a) ∈ pre) ∧

(∀ a b . isPush val a −→ isPop val b −→(a, b) ∈ pre ∨ (b, a) ∈ pre)"
apply (unfold sequential_set_def)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (rule conjI)
apply (assumption)
apply (unfold sequential_set_axioms_def)
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (rule conjI)
apply (metis isPushD wellformed_history.is_pushI)
by (metis isPopD isPushD wellformed_history.is_popI
wellformed_history.is_pushI)

lemma sequential_setI : "wellformed_history pre val f =⇒
(∀ a b . isPush val a −→ isPush val b −→ a ̸= b −→ (a, b) ∈ pre ∨ (b,

a) ∈ pre) =⇒
(∀ a b . isPop val a −→ isPop val b −→ a ̸= b −→ (a, b) ∈ pre ∨ (b,

a) ∈ pre) =⇒
(∀ a b . isPush val a −→ isPop val b −→(a, b) ∈ pre ∨ (b, a) ∈ pre)

=⇒ sequential_set pre val f"
apply (unfold sequential_set_def)
apply (rule conjI)
apply (assumption)
apply (unfold sequential_set_axioms_def)
apply (rule conjI)+
apply (metis isPushI wellformed_history.is_pushD)
apply (rule conjI)
apply (metis isPopI wellformed_history.is_popD)
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by (metis isPopI isPushI wellformed_history.is_popD
wellformed_history.is_pushD)

definition sequential_lifo :: "’a rel ⇒ ’a rel ⇒ bool"
where

"sequential_lifo pre val ←→ (∀ ia ib ra rb . (ia, ra) ∈ val −→ (ib,
rb) ∈ val −→ (ia, ib) ∈ pre −→ (ib, ra) ∈ pre −→ (rb, ra) ∈ pre)"

lemma ef_conc_history : "conc_history pre =⇒ conc_history
(elimination_free_pre pre val)"
apply (drule conc_historyD)
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (rule conc_historyI)
apply (metis elimination_free_preD elimination_free_preI trans_def)
apply (metis antisym_def elimination_free_preD)
apply (metis elimination_free_preD irrefl_def)
by (smt abcd_def elimination_free_preD elimination_free_preI)

lemma ef_finite: "finite {a. isPush val a ∨ isPop val a} =⇒
finite {a. isPush (elimination_free_val pre val) a ∨

isPop (elimination_free_val pre val) a}"
by (metis (lifting, no_types) Collect_mono elimination_free_valD isPop_def
isPush_def rev_finite_subset)

lemma val_then_ef_val : "a ∈ elimination_free pre val =⇒ (a, b) ∈ val
=⇒val_order val =⇒ pop_once val =⇒
(a, b) ∈ elimination_free_val pre val"

apply (drule elimination_freeD)
apply (rule elimination_free_valI)
apply (metis elimination_freeI1 elimination_freeI2 sameValD sameValI1
sameValI2)
apply (metis elimination_freeI1 elimination_freeI2 pop_once_def sameValD
sameValI2 val_order_def)
by metis

lemma val_then_not_pr_mono : "val_then_not_pr prt val =⇒ pre ⊆ prt =⇒
val_then_not_pr pre val"
by (metis set_rev_mp val_then_not_pr_def)

definition all_popped_or_empty :: "’a rel ⇒ (’a ⇒ bool) ⇒ bool"
where

"all_popped_or_empty val emp ←→ (∀a. emp a ∨ (∃ b . (a, b) ∈ val ∨
(b, a) ∈ val))"

definition empty_then_not_val :: "’a rel ⇒ (’a ⇒ bool) ⇒ bool"
where

"empty_then_not_val val emp ←→ (∀a . emp a −→ ¬(∃ b . (a, b) ∈ val)
∧ ¬(∃ b . (b, a) ∈ val))"

locale wellformed_empty_history =

fixes pre :: "’a rel"

fixes val :: "’a rel"
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fixes emp :: "’a ⇒ bool"

fixes f :: "’a ⇒ nat"

assumes pre_transitive : "trans pre"
assumes pre_antisymmetric : "antisym pre"
assumes pre_irreflexive : "irrefl pre"
assumes operations_countable : "inj f"

assumes operations_finite : "finite {a . isPush val a ∨ isPop val a}"

assumes def_push_once : "push_once val"

assumes def_pop_once : "pop_once val"

assumes def_val_order : "val_order val"

assumes def_all_popped_or_empty : "all_popped_or_empty val emp"

assumes def_empty_then_not_val : "empty_then_not_val val emp"

assumes def_val_then_not_pr : "val_then_not_pr pre val"

lemma wellformed_empty_historyD : " wellformed_empty_history pre val emp f
=⇒
trans pre
∧ antisym pre
∧ irrefl pre
∧ inj f
∧ finite {a . isPush val a ∨ isPop val a}
∧ push_once val
∧ pop_once val
∧ val_order val
∧ all_popped_or_empty val emp
∧ empty_then_not_val val emp
∧ val_then_not_pr pre val"
apply (unfold wellformed_empty_history_def)
by metis

lemma wellformed_empty_historyI :
"

∧
f::’a⇒nat.

trans pre =⇒
antisym pre =⇒
irrefl pre =⇒
inj f =⇒
finite {a . isPush val a ∨ isPop val a} =⇒
push_once val =⇒
pop_once val =⇒
val_order val =⇒
all_popped_or_empty val emp =⇒
empty_then_not_val val emp =⇒
val_then_not_pr pre val =⇒ wellformed_empty_history pre val emp f"

apply (unfold wellformed_empty_history_def)
by metis

context wellformed_empty_history
begin
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definition is_push :: "’a ⇒ bool"
where

"is_push a ←→ (∃b.(a, b)∈val)"

definition is_pop :: "’a ⇒ bool"
where

"is_pop a ←→ (∃b.(b, a)∈val)"

lemma lem_empty_or_push_or_pop : "emp a ∨ is_push a ∨ is_pop a"
by (metis all_popped_or_empty_def def_all_popped_or_empty is_pop_def
is_push_def)

lemma lem_push_then_pop_exists: "is_push a =⇒ ∃b.(a, b)∈val ∧ is_pop b"
by (metis is_pop_def is_push_def)

lemma lem_pop_then_push_exists: "is_pop a =⇒ ∃b.(b, a)∈val ∧ is_push b"
by (metis is_pop_def is_push_def)

lemma valD: "(a, b) ∈ val =⇒ (is_push a ∧ is_pop b)"
by (metis is_pop_def is_push_def)

end

locale sequential_empty_history = wellformed_empty_history +
assumes def_total : "total pre"

lemma sequential_empty_historyD : "sequential_empty_history pre val emp f
=⇒
wellformed_empty_history pre val emp f
∧ total pre"
apply (unfold sequential_empty_history_def)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (rule conjI)
apply (assumption)
apply (unfold sequential_empty_history_axioms_def)
by (assumption)

lemma sequential_empty_historyI : "wellformed_empty_history pre val emp f
=⇒ total pre =⇒

sequential_empty_history pre val emp f"
apply (unfold sequential_empty_history_def)
apply (rule conjI)
apply (assumption)
apply (unfold sequential_empty_history_axioms_def)
by (assumption)

definition correct_empty :: "’a rel ⇒ ’a rel ⇒ (’a ⇒ bool) ⇒ bool"
where

"correct_empty pre val emp ←→ (∀ a . emp a −→ (∀ ib rb . (ib, rb) ∈
val −→ ((ib, a) ∈ pre ∧ (rb, a) ∈ pre) ∨ ((a, ib) ∈ pre ∧ (a, rb) ∈
pre)))"

definition non_empty_pre :: "’a rel ⇒ (’a ⇒ bool) ⇒ ’a rel"
where

"non_empty_pre pre emp = {(a, b) . (a, b) ∈ pre ∧ ¬ emp a ∧ ¬ emp b}"
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lemma non_empty_preI : "(a, b) ∈ pre =⇒ ¬ emp a =⇒ ¬ emp b =⇒ (a, b)
∈ non_empty_pre pre emp"
apply (unfold non_empty_pre_def)
by (simp add: set_eq_iff)

lemma non_empty_preD : "(a, b) ∈ non_empty_pre pre emp =⇒ ¬ emp a ∧ ¬
emp b ∧ (a, b) ∈ pre"
apply (unfold non_empty_pre_def)
by (simp add: set_eq_iff)

lemma non_empty_pre_then_pre : "(a, b) ∈ non_empty_pre pre emp =⇒ (a, b)
∈ pre ∧ ¬ emp a ∧ ¬ emp b"
by (metis (lifting) mem_Collect_eq non_empty_pre_def split_conv)

lemma pre_conc_history_then_non_empty_pre_conc_history : "conc_history pre
=⇒ conc_history (non_empty_pre pre emp)"
apply (rule conc_historyI)
apply (drule conc_historyD)
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (rule transI)
apply (drule non_empty_pre_then_pre)+
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (metis non_empty_preI transE)
apply (metis antisym_subset conc_historyD non_empty_pre_then_pre subrelI)
apply (metis conc_historyD irrefl_def non_empty_pre_then_pre)
by (smt abcdD abcdI conc_history.abcd non_empty_preI
non_empty_pre_then_pre)

lemma ef_all_popped : "∀a b. (a, b) ∈ pre −→
(emp a ∨ (∃c. (a, c) ∈ val ∨

(c, a) ∈ val)) ∧
(emp b ∨ (∃c. (b, c) ∈ val ∨

(c, b) ∈ val)) =⇒
val_order val =⇒ pop_once val =⇒ push_once val =⇒
(a, b) ∈ elimination_free_pre (non_empty_pre pre emp) val =⇒

(∃c. (a, c) ∈ elimination_free_val (non_empty_pre pre emp) val
∨

(c, a) ∈ elimination_free_val (non_empty_pre pre emp) val) ∧
(∃c. (b, c) ∈ elimination_free_val (non_empty_pre pre emp) val ∨

(c, b) ∈ elimination_free_val (non_empty_pre pre emp) val)"
apply (drule elimination_free_preD)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (erule_tac x="a" in allE)
apply (erule_tac x="b" in allE)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (erule impE)
apply (metis non_empty_preD)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (rule conjI)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (metis non_empty_preD)
apply (erule exE)+
apply (rule_tac x="c" in exI)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (rule disjI1)
apply (rule elimination_free_valI)
apply (assumption)
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apply (metis non_empty_preD)
apply (metis non_empty_preD)
apply (metis elimination_freeD elimination_freeI1 elimination_freeI2
push_once_def sameValD sameValI1 val_order_def val_then_ef_val)
by (metis elimination_freeD elimination_freeI1 elimination_freeI2
non_empty_pre_then_pre push_once_def sameValD sameValI1 val_then_ef_val)

lemma ef_empty_mono : "pre ⊆ prt =⇒ (elimination_free_pre (non_empty_pre
pre emp) val) ⊆ prt"
apply (rule subrelI)
apply (drule elimination_free_preD)
apply (erule conjE)+
by (metis non_empty_preD set_rev_mp)

lemma ef_val_then_val : "(a, b) ∈ (elimination_free_val (non_empty_pre pre
emp) val) =⇒ (a, b) ∈ val"
by (metis elimination_free_valD)

lemma ef_push_then_empty_push : "isPush (elimination_free_val pre val) a
=⇒ empty_then_not_val val emp =⇒

isPush (elimination_free_val (non_empty_pre pre emp) val) a"
apply (drule isPushD)
apply (erule exE)
apply (rule_tac b="b" in isPushI)
apply (drule elimination_free_valD)
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (rule elimination_free_valI)
apply (drule elimination_freeD)
apply (erule exE)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (rule_tac b="ba" in elimination_freeI1)
apply (assumption)
apply (metis empty_then_not_val_def non_empty_preI sameValD)
apply (metis (hide_lams, mono_tags) elimination_freeI2
empty_then_not_val_def non_empty_preI sameValD sameValI1 sameValI2)
apply (drule_tac a="b" in elimination_freeD)
apply (erule exE)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (rule_tac b="ba" in elimination_freeI1)
apply (assumption)
apply (metis empty_then_not_val_def non_empty_preI sameValD)
apply (metis (hide_lams, mono_tags) elimination_freeI2
empty_then_not_val_def non_empty_preI sameValD sameValI1 sameValI2)
by assumption

lemma empty_push_then_ef_push : "isPush (elimination_free_val
(non_empty_pre pre emp) val) a =⇒

isPush (elimination_free_val pre val) a"
apply (drule isPushD)
apply (erule exE)
apply (rule_tac b="b" in isPushI)
apply (drule elimination_free_valD)
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (rule elimination_free_valI)
apply (metis elimination_freeD elimination_freeI1 elimination_freeI2
non_empty_pre_then_pre sameVal_commutative)
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apply (metis elimination_freeD elimination_freeI1 elimination_freeI2
non_empty_pre_then_pre sameVal_commutative)
by metis

lemma ef_pop_then_empty_pop : "isPop (elimination_free_val pre val) a =⇒
empty_then_not_val val emp =⇒ val_order val =⇒ pop_once val =⇒ push_once
val =⇒

isPop (elimination_free_val (non_empty_pre pre emp) val) a"
apply (drule isPopD)
apply (erule exE)
apply (rule_tac a="b" in isPopI)
apply (drule elimination_free_valD)
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (rule elimination_free_valI)
apply (drule elimination_freeD)
apply (erule exE)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (rule_tac b="ba" in elimination_freeI1)
apply (assumption)
apply (metis empty_then_not_val_def non_empty_preI sameValD)
apply (metis (hide_lams, mono_tags) elimination_freeI2
empty_then_not_val_def non_empty_preI sameValD sameValI1 sameValI2)
apply (drule_tac a="b" in elimination_freeD)
apply (erule exE)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (rule_tac a="b" in elimination_freeI2)
apply (metis sameValI1)
apply (metis empty_then_not_val_def non_empty_preI pop_once_def sameValD
val_order_def)
apply (metis (full_types) elimination_freeI1 empty_then_not_val_def
non_empty_preI pop_once_def sameValD sameVal_commutative val_order_def)
by assumption

lemma empty_pop_then_ef_pop : "isPop (elimination_free_val (non_empty_pre
pre emp) val) a =⇒

isPop (elimination_free_val pre val) a"
apply (drule isPopD)
apply (erule exE)
apply (rule_tac a="b" in isPopI)
apply (drule elimination_free_valD)
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (rule elimination_free_valI)
apply (metis elimination_freeD elimination_freeI1 elimination_freeI2
non_empty_pre_then_pre sameVal_commutative)
apply (metis elimination_freeD elimination_freeI1 elimination_freeI2
non_empty_pre_then_pre sameVal_commutative)
by metis

lemma ef_ins_then_ins : "(ia, ib)
∈ ins_order (elimination_free_pre (non_empty_pre pre emp) val)

(elimination_free_val (non_empty_pre pre emp) val) ir =⇒ (ia,
ib) ∈ ins_order pre val ir"
apply (drule ins_orderD)
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (erule disjE)
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apply (metis ef_val_then_val elimination_free_preD ins_orderI1 isPushD
isPushI non_empty_pre_then_pre)
by (metis ef_val_then_val elimination_free_preD ins_orderI2 isPushD isPushI
non_empty_pre_then_pre)

lemma ef_rem_then_rem : "(ra, rb)
∈ rem_order (elimination_free_pre (non_empty_pre pre emp) val)

(elimination_free_val (non_empty_pre pre emp) val) ir =⇒ (ra,
rb) ∈ rem_order pre val ir"
apply (drule rem_orderD)
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (erule disjE)
apply (metis ef_val_then_val elimination_free_preD isPopD isPopI
non_empty_pre_then_pre rem_orderI1)
by (metis ef_val_then_val isPopD isPopI rem_orderI2)

locale sequential_stack = sequential_set +
assumes def_sequential_lifo : "sequential_lifo pre val"

lemma sequential_stackD : "sequential_stack pre val f =⇒ sequential_set
pre val f ∧ sequential_lifo pre val"
apply (unfold sequential_stack_def)
apply (unfold sequential_stack_axioms_def)
by metis

lemma sequential_stackI : "sequential_set pre val f =⇒ sequential_lifo
pre val =⇒ sequential_stack pre val f"
apply (unfold sequential_stack_def)
apply (unfold sequential_stack_axioms_def)
by metis

locale sequential_empty_set = sequential_empty_history +
assumes def_correct_empty : "correct_empty pre val emp"

lemma sequential_empty_setD : "sequential_empty_set pre val emp f =⇒
sequential_empty_history pre val emp f ∧
correct_empty pre val emp"
apply (unfold sequential_empty_set_def)
apply (unfold sequential_empty_set_axioms_def)
by metis

lemma sequential_empty_setI : "sequential_empty_history pre val emp f =⇒
correct_empty pre val emp =⇒

sequential_empty_set pre val emp f"
apply (unfold sequential_empty_set_def)
apply (unfold sequential_empty_set_axioms_def)
by metis

locale sequential_empty_stack = sequential_empty_history +
assumes def_sequential_lifo : "sequential_lifo pre val"
assumes def_correct_empty : "correct_empty pre val emp"

lemma sequential_empty_stackD : "sequential_empty_stack pre val emp f =⇒
sequential_empty_history pre val emp f ∧
sequential_lifo pre val ∧
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correct_empty pre val emp"
apply (unfold sequential_empty_stack_def)
apply (unfold sequential_empty_stack_axioms_def)
by metis

lemma sequential_empty_stackI : "sequential_empty_history pre val emp f
=⇒
sequential_lifo pre val =⇒
correct_empty pre val emp =⇒
sequential_empty_stack pre val emp f"
apply (unfold sequential_empty_stack_def)
apply (unfold sequential_empty_stack_axioms_def)
by metis

definition linearizable_set :: "’a rel ⇒ ’a rel ⇒ (’a ⇒ bool) ⇒ bool"
where

"linearizable_set pre val emp ←→ conc_history pre ∧ (∃ prt f . pre ⊆
prt ∧ sequential_empty_set prt val emp f)"

lemma linearizable_setD : "linearizable_set pre val emp =⇒ conc_history
pre ∧(∃ prt f . pre ⊆ prt ∧ sequential_empty_set prt val emp f)"
by (smt linearizable_set_def)

lemma linearizable_setI : "conc_history pre =⇒ pre ⊆ prt =⇒
sequential_empty_set prt val emp f =⇒ linearizable_set pre val emp"
by (metis linearizable_set_def)

definition linearizable_non_empty_stack :: "’a rel ⇒ ’a rel ⇒ bool"
where

"linearizable_non_empty_stack pre val ←→ conc_history pre ∧ (∃ prt f .
pre ⊆ prt ∧ sequential_stack prt val f)"

lemma linearizable_non_empty_stackI : "conc_history pre =⇒ pre ⊆ prt =⇒
sequential_stack prt val f =⇒ linearizable_non_empty_stack pre val"
by (metis linearizable_non_empty_stack_def)

lemma linearizable_non_empty_stackD : "linearizable_non_empty_stack pre
val =⇒ conc_history pre ∧ (∃ prt f . pre ⊆ prt ∧ sequential_stack prt
val f)"
by (smt linearizable_non_empty_stack_def)

definition linearizable_stack :: "’a rel ⇒ ’a rel ⇒ (’a ⇒ bool) ⇒ bool"
where

"linearizable_stack pre val emp ←→ conc_history pre ∧ (∃ prt f. pre ⊆
prt ∧ sequential_empty_stack prt val emp f)"

lemma linearizable_stackD : "linearizable_stack pre val emp =⇒
conc_history pre ∧ (∃ prt f. pre ⊆ prt ∧ sequential_empty_stack prt val
emp f)"
by (smt linearizable_stack_def)

lemma linearizable_stackI : "conc_history pre =⇒ pre ⊆ prt =⇒
sequential_empty_stack prt val emp f =⇒ linearizable_stack pre val emp"
by (metis linearizable_stack_def)

lemma linearizable_set_then_wellformed_empty : "linearizable_set pre val
emp =⇒ ∃ f . wellformed_empty_history pre val emp f"
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apply (drule linearizable_setD)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (erule exE)+
apply (erule conjE)
apply (drule sequential_empty_setD)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (drule sequential_empty_historyD)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (rule_tac x="f" in exI)
apply (rule wellformed_empty_historyI)
apply (metis conc_historyD)
apply (metis conc_history.pre_antisymmetric)
apply (metis conc_history.pre_irreflexive)
apply (metis wellformed_empty_history.operations_countable)
apply (metis wellformed_empty_historyD)
apply (metis wellformed_empty_history.def_push_once)
apply (metis wellformed_empty_history.def_pop_once)
apply (metis wellformed_empty_history.def_val_order)
apply (metis wellformed_empty_history.def_all_popped_or_empty)
apply (metis wellformed_empty_history.def_empty_then_not_val)
by (metis val_then_not_pr_mono
wellformed_empty_history.def_val_then_not_pr)

lemma wellformed_empty_then_wellformed : "wellformed_empty_history pre val
emp f =⇒ wellformed_history (non_empty_pre pre emp) val f"
apply (drule wellformed_empty_historyD)
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (rule wellformed_historyI)
apply (metis (lifting, no_types) non_empty_preI non_empty_pre_then_pre
trans_def)
apply (metis (lifting, no_types) antisymI irrefl_def non_empty_pre_then_pre
trans_def)
apply (metis irrefl_def non_empty_preD)
apply metis
apply metis
apply metis
apply metis
apply metis
apply (metis (hide_lams, no_types) all_popped_or_empty_def
non_empty_pre_then_pre)
by (metis non_empty_pre_then_pre val_then_not_pr_def)

lemma linearizable_set_then_wellformed : "linearizable_set pre val emp =⇒
∃ f .wellformed_history (non_empty_pre pre emp) val f"
by (metis linearizable_set_then_wellformed_empty
wellformed_empty_then_wellformed)

lemma wellformed_then_ef_wellformed : "wellformed_history pre val f =⇒
wellformed_history (elimination_free_pre pre val) (elimination_free_val pre
val) f"
apply (drule wellformed_historyD)
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (rule wellformed_historyI)
apply (metis (no_types, hide_lams) elimination_free_preD
elimination_free_preI transE transI)
apply (metis (poly_guards_query) antisym_def elimination_free_preD)
apply (metis elimination_free_preD irrefl_def)
apply metis
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apply (metis ef_finite)
apply (metis elimination_free_valD push_once_def)
apply (metis (full_types) elimination_free_valD pop_once_def)
apply (metis (full_types) elimination_free_valD val_order_def)
apply (rule allI)+
apply (rule impI)
apply (erule_tac x="a" in allE)
apply (erule_tac x="b" in allE)
apply (frule elimination_free_preD)
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (erule impE)
apply (assumption)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (erule exE)+
apply (erule disjE)+
apply (rule conjI)
apply (rule_tac x="c" in exI)
apply (metis val_then_ef_val)
apply (rule_tac x="ca" in exI)
apply (metis val_then_ef_val)
apply (rule conjI)
apply (rule_tac x="c" in exI)
apply (metis val_then_ef_val)
apply (rule_tac x="ca" in exI)
apply (metis (no_types, hide_lams) elimination_freeD elimination_freeI1
push_once_def sameValD sameValI1 val_order_def val_then_ef_val
val_then_not_pr_def)
apply (rule conjI)
apply (rule_tac x="c" in exI)
apply (metis (no_types, hide_lams) elimination_freeD elimination_freeI1
push_once_def sameValD sameValI1 val_order_def val_then_ef_val
val_then_not_pr_def)
apply (rule_tac x="ca" in exI)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (metis val_then_ef_val)
apply (metis (no_types, hide_lams) elimination_freeD elimination_freeI1
push_once_def sameValD sameValI1 val_order_def val_then_ef_val
val_then_not_pr_def)
by (metis elimination_free_preD elimination_free_valD val_then_not_pr_def)

lemma ef_ir_in_ir : "elimination_free_ir (non_empty_pre pre emp) val ir ⊆
ir"
by (metis elimination_free_irD subrelI)

lemma help_me : "pre Un (elimination_free_ir (non_empty_pre pre emp) val
ir) ⊆ pre Un ir"
by (metis ef_ir_in_ir order_refl sup.mono)

lemma ef_val_then_pre : "wellformed_history (non_empty_pre pre emp) val f
=⇒ (ia, ra) ∈ elimination_free_val (non_empty_pre pre emp) val =⇒ (ia,
ra) ∈ pre"
apply (drule elimination_free_valD)
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (drule elimination_freeD)+
apply (erule exE)+
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (erule disjE)+
apply (drule sameValD)+
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apply (metis (erased, hide_lams) val_order_def val_then_not_pr_def
wellformed_history.def_val_then_not_pr wellformed_history.def_value)
apply (drule sameValD)+
apply (metis (erased, hide_lams) non_empty_pre_then_pre push_once_def
val_order_def wellformed_history.def_push_once wellformed_history.def_value)
apply (drule sameValD)+
by (metis (erased, hide_lams) val_order_def val_then_not_pr_def
wellformed_history.def_val_then_not_pr wellformed_history.def_value)

lemma elim_ef_rem_then_rem: "(ra, rb) ∈ rem_order (elimination_free_pre
pre val) (elimination_free_val pre val) (elimination_free_ir pre val ir)
=⇒

wellformed_history pre val f =⇒
(ra, rb) ∈ rem_order pre val ir"

apply (drule rem_orderD)
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (erule disjE)
apply (rule rem_orderI1)
apply (metis elimination_free_valD isPop_def)
apply (metis elimination_free_valD isPop_def)
apply (metis elimination_free_preD)
apply (erule exE)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (rule_tac c="c" in rem_orderI2)
apply (metis elimination_free_valD isPop_def)
apply (metis elimination_free_valD isPop_def)
apply (metis elimination_free_irD)
by (metis elimination_free_irD)

lemma empty_rem_then_rem : "(ra, rb) ∈ rem_order (non_empty_pre pre emp)
val ir =⇒ wellformed_history (non_empty_pre pre emp) val f =⇒ (ra, rb) ∈
rem_order pre val ir"
by (metis (erased, hide_lams) non_empty_preD rem_orderD rem_orderI1
rem_orderI2)

end

A.3 Dealing with Pop-Empty Operations
theory empty_stack
imports Main concurrent_histories

begin
locale concurrent_empty_stack = wellformed_empty_history +

fixes slin :: "’a rel"
fixes elin :: "’a rel"
assumes stack_linearizable: "sequential_stack slin val f"
assumes pr_in_slin : "(a, b) ∈ pre =⇒ ¬ emp a =⇒ ¬ emp b =⇒ (a, b) ∈

slin"
assumes set_linearizable: "sequential_empty_set elin val emp f"
assumes pr_in_elin : "(a, b) ∈ pre =⇒ (a, b) ∈ elin"

context wellformed_empty_history
begin

lemma concurrent_empty_stackI :
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"wellformed_empty_history pre val emp f =⇒
sequential_stack slin val f =⇒
∀ a b . (a, b) ∈ pre −→ ¬ emp a −→ ¬ emp b −→ (a, b) ∈ slin =⇒
sequential_empty_set elin val emp f =⇒
∀ a b . (a, b) ∈ pre −→ (a, b) ∈ elin =⇒
concurrent_empty_stack pre val emp f slin elin"

apply (unfold concurrent_empty_stack_def)
apply (rule conjI)
apply (assumption)
apply (unfold concurrent_empty_stack_axioms_def)
apply (rule conjI)+
apply (assumption)+
apply (rule conjI)
by (assumption)+

end

context concurrent_empty_stack
begin

lemma slin_transitive : "trans slin"
apply (insert stack_linearizable)
apply (unfold sequential_stack_def)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (unfold sequential_set_def)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (unfold wellformed_history_def)
apply (erule conjE)
by metis

lemma slin_irreflexive : "irrefl slin"
apply (insert stack_linearizable)
apply (unfold sequential_stack_def)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (unfold sequential_set_def)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (unfold wellformed_history_def)
apply (erule conjE)
by metis

lemma slin_antisymmetric : "antisym slin"
apply (insert stack_linearizable)
apply (unfold sequential_stack_def)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (unfold sequential_set_def)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (unfold wellformed_history_def)
apply (erule conjE)

by metis

lemma slin_total : "¬ emp a =⇒ ¬ emp b =⇒ a=b ∨ (a, b) ∈ slin ∨ (b,
a) ∈ slin"
apply (insert stack_linearizable)
apply (unfold sequential_stack_def)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (unfold sequential_set_def)
apply (erule conjE)
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apply (unfold sequential_set_axioms_def)
by (metis is_pop_def is_push_def lem_empty_or_push_or_pop
wellformed_history.lem_val_then_push_and_pop)

lemma val_then_slin : "(a, b) ∈ val =⇒ (a, b) ∈ slin"
apply (insert stack_linearizable)
apply (unfold sequential_stack_def)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (unfold sequential_set_def)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (unfold wellformed_history_def)
apply (erule conjE)
by (metis (hide_lams, no_types) def_empty_then_not_val
empty_then_not_val_def slin_total val_order_def val_then_not_pr_def)

lemma slin_ooo : "(ia, ra) ∈ val =⇒ (ib, rb) ∈ val =⇒ (ia, ib) ∈ slin
=⇒ (ib, ra) ∈ slin =⇒ (rb, ra) ∈ slin"
apply (insert stack_linearizable)
apply (unfold sequential_stack_def)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (unfold sequential_stack_axioms_def)
apply (unfold sequential_lifo_def)
by metis

lemma elin_transitive : "trans elin"
apply (insert set_linearizable)
apply (unfold sequential_empty_set_def)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (unfold sequential_empty_history_def)
apply (erule conjE)
by (metis wellformed_empty_history.pre_transitive)

lemma elin_irreflexive : "irrefl elin"
apply (insert set_linearizable)
apply (unfold sequential_empty_set_def)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (unfold sequential_empty_history_def)
apply (erule conjE)
by (metis wellformed_empty_history.pre_irreflexive)

lemma elin_antisymmetric : "antisym elin"
apply (insert set_linearizable)
apply (unfold sequential_empty_set_def)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (unfold sequential_empty_history_def)
apply (erule conjE)
by (metis wellformed_empty_history.pre_antisymmetric)

lemma elin_total : "a=b ∨ (a, b) ∈ elin ∨ (b, a) ∈ elin"
apply (insert set_linearizable)
apply (unfold sequential_empty_set_def)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (unfold sequential_empty_history_def)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (unfold sequential_empty_history_axioms_def)
by (metis UNIV_I total_on_def)
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lemma elin_correct_empty : "emp a =⇒ (ib, rb) ∈ val =⇒
((ib, a) ∈ elin ∧ (rb, a) ∈ elin) ∨ ((a, ib) ∈ elin ∧ (a, rb) ∈

elin)"
apply (insert set_linearizable)
apply (unfold sequential_empty_set_def)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (unfold sequential_empty_set_axioms_def)
apply (unfold correct_empty_def)
by metis

definition w1 :: "’a rel"
where "w1 = {(a, b) . ¬ emp a ∧ ¬ emp b ∧ (∃ c . emp c ∧ (a, c) ∈ elin

∧ (c, b) ∈ elin)}"

lemma w1D : "(a, b) ∈ w1 =⇒ ¬ emp a ∧ ¬ emp b ∧ (∃ c . emp c ∧ (a, c)
∈ elin ∧ (c, b) ∈ elin)"
apply (unfold w1_def)
by (simp add: set_eq_iff)

lemma w1I : "¬ emp a =⇒ ¬ emp b =⇒ emp c =⇒ (a, c) ∈ elin =⇒ (c, b)
∈ elin =⇒ (a, b) ∈ w1"
apply (unfold w1_def)
apply (simp add: set_eq_iff)
by metis

lemma w1_transitive : "trans w1"
by (metis elin_transitive trans_def w1D w1I)

lemma w1_antisymmetric : "antisym w1"
by (metis antisym_def elin_antisymmetric transE w1D w1_transitive)

lemma w1_irreflexive : "irrefl w1"
by (metis antisymD elin_antisymmetric irrefl_def w1D)

lemma w1_then_not_inv_pr : "(a, b) ∈ w1 =⇒ ¬ (b, a) ∈ pre"
by (metis antisymD elin_antisymmetric elin_transitive pr_in_elin transD
w1D)

lemma not_w1_then_same_with_empty : "(a, b) /∈ w1 =⇒ (b, a) /∈ w1 =⇒ ¬
emp a =⇒ ¬ emp b =⇒ emp c =⇒ (a, c) ∈ elin =⇒ (b, c) ∈ elin"
apply (insert elin_total)
apply (drule_tac x="b" in meta_spec)
apply (drule_tac x="c" in meta_spec)
apply (erule disjE)
apply metis
apply (erule disjE)
apply metis
by (metis w1I)

lemma val_then_not_w1 : "(a, b) ∈ val =⇒ (a, b) /∈ w1 ∧ (b, a) /∈ w1"
apply (rule conjI)
apply (rule notI)
apply (drule w1D)
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (erule exE)
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (metis antisymD elin_antisymmetric elin_correct_empty)
by (metis antisym_def elin_antisymmetric elin_correct_empty w1D)
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lemma val_then_same_w11 : "(ia, ra) ∈ val =⇒ (b, ia) ∈ w1 =⇒ (b, ra) ∈
w1"
by (smt def_empty_then_not_val elin_correct_empty empty_then_not_val_def
val_then_not_w1 w1D w1I)

lemma val_then_same_w12 : "(ia, ra) ∈ val =⇒ (b, ra) ∈ w1 =⇒ (b, ia) ∈
w1"
by (smt def_empty_then_not_val elin_correct_empty empty_then_not_val_def
val_then_not_w1 w1D w1I)

lemma val_then_same_w13 : "(ia, ra) ∈ val =⇒ (ia, b) ∈ w1 =⇒ (ra, b) ∈
w1"
by (smt def_empty_then_not_val elin_correct_empty empty_then_not_val_def
val_then_not_w1 w1D w1I)

lemma val_then_same_w14 : "(ia, ra) ∈ val =⇒ (ra, b) ∈ w1 =⇒ (ia, b) ∈
w1"
by (smt def_empty_then_not_val elin_correct_empty empty_then_not_val_def
val_then_not_w1 w1D w1I)

definition witness :: "’a rel"
where "witness = {(a, b) . (emp a ∧ (a, b) ∈ elin) ∨

(emp b ∧ (a, b) ∈ elin) ∨
(a, b) ∈ w1 ∨
(¬ emp a ∧ ¬ emp b ∧ (a, b) /∈ w1 ∧ (b, a) /∈

w1 ∧ (a, b) ∈ slin)}"

lemma witnessD : "(a, b) ∈ witness =⇒ (emp a ∧ (a, b) ∈ elin) ∨
(emp b ∧ (a, b) ∈ elin) ∨
(a, b) ∈ w1 ∨
(¬ emp a ∧ ¬ emp b ∧ (a, b) /∈ w1 ∧ (b, a) /∈

w1 ∧ (a, b) ∈ slin)"
apply (unfold witness_def)
by (simp add: set_eq_iff)

lemma witnessI1 : "emp a =⇒ (a, b) ∈ elin =⇒ (a, b) ∈ witness"
apply (unfold witness_def)
by (simp add: set_eq_iff)

lemma witnessI2 : "emp b =⇒ (a, b) ∈ elin =⇒ (a, b) ∈ witness"
apply (unfold witness_def)
by (simp add: set_eq_iff)

lemma witnessI3 : "(a, b) ∈ w1 =⇒ (a, b) ∈ witness"
apply (unfold witness_def)
by (simp add: set_eq_iff)

lemma witnessI4 : "¬ emp a =⇒ ¬ emp b =⇒ (a, b) /∈ w1 =⇒ (b, a) /∈ w1
=⇒ (a, b) ∈ slin =⇒ (a, b) ∈ witness"
apply (unfold witness_def)
by (simp add: set_eq_iff)

lemma pr_in_witness : "pre ⊆ witness"
apply (rule subrelI)
apply (case_tac "emp x")
apply (metis pr_in_elin witnessI1)
apply (case_tac "emp y")
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apply (metis pr_in_elin witnessI2)
apply (case_tac "(x, y) ∈ w1")
apply (rule witnessI3)
apply (assumption)
by (metis pr_in_slin w1_then_not_inv_pr witnessI4)

lemma witness_transitive : "trans witness"
apply (rule transI)
apply (drule witnessD)+
apply (erule disjE)+
apply (metis elin_transitive transE witnessI1)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (metis elin_transitive transD witnessI1)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (metis elin_transitive trans_def w1D witnessI1)
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (metis elin_total w1I witnessI1)
apply (erule disjE)+
apply (metis elin_transitive transE w1I witnessI1 witnessI2 witnessI3)
apply (erule disjE)+
apply (metis w1D)
apply metis
apply (erule disjE)
apply (metis elin_transitive trans_def w1D witnessI2)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (metis antisym_def elin_total w1D w1I w1_antisymmetric witnessI2)
apply (erule disjE)+
apply (metis transD w1_transitive witnessI3)
apply (metis not_w1_then_same_with_empty transE w1D w1I w1_transitive
witnessI3)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (metis not_w1_then_same_with_empty w1D w1I witnessI3)
by (metis not_w1_then_same_with_empty slin_transitive transD w1D w1I
witnessI4)

lemma witness_irreflexive : "irrefl witness"
by (metis elin_irreflexive irrefl_def slin_irreflexive w1_irreflexive
witnessD)

lemma witness_antisymmetric : "antisym witness"
by (metis antisymI lem_irreflexive_then_not_equal trans_def
witness_irreflexive witness_transitive)

lemma witness_total : "total witness"
by (metis elin_total slin_total total_on_def witnessI1 witnessI2 witnessI3
witnessI4)

lemma witness_correct_empty : "emp a =⇒ (ib, rb) ∈ val =⇒
((ib, a) ∈ witness ∧ (rb, a) ∈ witness) ∨ ((a, ib) ∈ witness ∧ (a, rb)

∈ witness)"
by (metis elin_correct_empty witnessI1 witnessI2)

lemma val_then_not_witness : "(ia, ra) ∈ val =⇒ (ra, ia) /∈ witness"
by (metis antisym_def def_empty_then_not_val def_val_order
empty_then_not_val_def slin_antisymmetric val_order_def val_then_not_w1
val_then_slin witnessD)
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lemma witness_ooo : "(ia, ra) ∈ val =⇒ (ib, rb) ∈ val =⇒ (ia, ib) ∈
witness =⇒ (ib, ra) ∈ witness =⇒ (rb, ra) ∈ witness"
apply (drule witnessD)+
apply (erule disjE)+
apply (metis def_empty_then_not_val empty_then_not_val_def)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (metis def_empty_then_not_val empty_then_not_val_def)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (metis val_then_same_w12 w1D)
apply (metis elin_correct_empty elin_irreflexive irrefl_def)
apply (erule disjE)+
apply (metis def_empty_then_not_val empty_then_not_val_def)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (metis w1D)
apply metis
apply (erule disjE)+
apply (metis def_empty_then_not_val empty_then_not_val_def)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (metis w1D)
apply metis
apply (erule disjE)+
apply (metis val_then_same_w13 w1D)
apply (metis elin_correct_empty elin_irreflexive irrefl_def)
apply (erule disjE)+
apply (metis val_then_same_w13 witnessI3)
apply (metis val_then_same_w13)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (metis val_then_same_w12)
by (metis def_empty_then_not_val empty_then_not_val_def slin_ooo
val_then_same_w12 val_then_same_w14 witnessI4)

lemma witness_sequential_empty_stack : "sequential_empty_stack witness val
emp f"
apply (rule sequential_empty_stackI)
apply (rule sequential_empty_historyI)
apply (rule wellformed_empty_historyI)
apply (metis witness_transitive)
apply (metis witness_antisymmetric)
apply (metis witness_irreflexive)
apply (metis operations_countable)
apply (metis operations_finite)
apply (metis def_push_once)
apply (metis def_pop_once)
apply (metis def_val_order)
apply (metis def_all_popped_or_empty)
apply (metis def_empty_then_not_val)
apply (metis val_then_not_prI val_then_not_witness)
apply (metis witness_total)
apply (smt sequential_lifo_def witness_ooo)
by (smt correct_empty_def witness_correct_empty)

theorem concurrent_empty_stack_linearizable : "∃ prt .( pre ⊆ prt ∧
sequential_empty_stack prt val emp f)"
apply (rule_tac x="witness" in exI)
apply (rule conjI)
apply (rule pr_in_witness)
by (rule witness_sequential_empty_stack)
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end

lemma stack_set_then_set: "linearizable_non_empty_stack (non_empty_pre pre
emp) val =⇒ linearizable_set pre val emp =⇒
∃ elin slin f . concurrent_empty_stack pre val emp f slin elin"

apply (unfold linearizable_non_empty_stack_def)
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (erule exE)+
apply (rename_tac slin f)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (unfold linearizable_set_def)
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (erule exE)+
apply (rename_tac elin fa)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (rule_tac x="elin" in exI)
apply (rule_tac x="slin" in exI)
apply (rule_tac x="f" in exI)
apply (frule sequential_empty_setD)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (frule sequential_empty_historyD)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (frule wellformed_empty_historyD)
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (rule wellformed_empty_history.concurrent_empty_stackI)
apply (rule wellformed_empty_historyI)
apply (metis conc_historyD)
apply (metis conc_historyD)
apply (metis conc_historyD)
apply (metis sequential_setD sequential_stackD wellformed_historyD)
apply (assumption)+
apply (metis set_rev_mp val_then_not_prI val_then_not_pr_def)
apply (rule wellformed_empty_historyI)
apply (metis conc_historyD)
apply (metis conc_historyD)
apply (metis conc_historyD)
apply (metis sequential_setD sequential_stackD wellformed_historyD)
apply (assumption)+
apply (metis in_mono val_then_not_pr_def)
apply (assumption)+
apply (rule allI)+
apply (rule impI)+
apply (frule_tac a="a" and b="b" and pre="pre" and emp="emp" in
non_empty_preI)
apply (assumption)+
apply (metis in_mono)
apply (rule sequential_empty_setI)
apply (rule sequential_empty_historyI)
apply (rule wellformed_empty_historyI)
apply (drule wellformed_empty_historyD)
apply (drule sequential_empty_setD)
apply (drule sequential_empty_historyD)
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (assumption)+
apply (metis sequential_setD sequential_stackD wellformed_historyD)
apply (assumption)+
by (metis set_rev_mp)
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theorem concurrent_empty_stack_linearizable : "linearizable_non_empty_stack
(non_empty_pre pre emp) val =⇒ linearizable_set pre val emp
=⇒ linearizable_stack pre val emp"

apply (drule stack_set_then_set)
apply (assumption)
apply (erule exE)
apply (erule exE)
by (metis concurrent_empty_stack.concurrent_empty_stack_linearizable
linearizable_set_def linearizable_stack_def)

end

A.4 Dealing with Elimination
theory elimination_stack
imports Main concurrent_histories
begin

context wellformed_history
begin

end

locale elimination_stack = wellformed_history +
fixes lin :: "’a rel"
assumes ef_linearizable_def: "sequential_stack lin (elimination_free_val

pre val) f"
assumes pr_in_lin : "(a, b) ∈ elimination_free_pre pre val =⇒ (a, b) ∈

lin"

assumes finite_set_def : "finite (elimination_free pre val)"
assumes pre_abcd : "abcd pre"

lemma elimination_stackI : "wellformed_history pre val f =⇒
sequential_stack lin (elimination_free_val pre val) f =⇒
∀ a b . (a, b) ∈ elimination_free_pre pre val −→ (a, b) ∈ lin =⇒
finite (elimination_free pre val) =⇒
abcd pre =⇒
elimination_stack pre val f lin"

apply (unfold elimination_stack_def)
apply (rule conjI)
apply (assumption)
apply (unfold elimination_stack_axioms_def)
apply (rule conjI)+
apply (assumption)+
apply (rule conjI)
by (assumption)+

context elimination_stack
begin

definition same_val :: "’a rel"
where "same_val = {(a, b) . (a, b) ∈ val ∨ (b, a) ∈ val}"

lemma same_valD : "(a, b) ∈ same_val =⇒ (a, b) ∈ val ∨ (b, a) ∈ val"
apply (unfold same_val_def)
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by (simp add : set_eq_iff)

lemma same_valI1 : "(a, b) ∈ val =⇒ (a, b) ∈ same_val"
apply (unfold same_val_def)
by (simp add : set_eq_iff)

lemma same_valI2 : "(a, b) ∈ val =⇒ (b, a) ∈ same_val"
apply (unfold same_val_def)
by (simp add : set_eq_iff)

lemma always_same_val1 : "(a, b) ∈ pre =⇒ ∃ c . (a, c) ∈ same_val"
by (metis def_push_or_pop same_valI1 same_valI2)

lemma always_same_val2 : "(a, b) ∈ pre =⇒ ∃ c . (b, c) ∈ same_val"
by (metis def_push_or_pop same_valI1 same_valI2)

lemma not_same_valD : "(a, b) ∈ pre =⇒ (a, b) /∈ same_val =⇒ a = b ∨
(∃ ra rb . (a, ra) ∈ same_val ∧ (b, rb) ∈ same_val ∧ a ̸= b ∧ a ̸=

rb ∧ ra ̸= b ∧ ra ̸= rb)"
by (metis always_same_val1 always_same_val2 def_pop_once def_push_once
def_value pop_once_def push_once_def same_valD same_valI1 same_valI2
val_order_def)

lemma same_val_commutative : "(a, b) ∈ same_val =⇒ (b, a) ∈ same_val"
by (metis same_valD same_valI1 same_valI2)

lemma same_val_unique : "(a, b) ∈ same_val =⇒ (a, c) ∈ same_val =⇒ b =
c"
apply (drule same_valD)+
apply (erule disjE)+
apply (metis def_pop_once pop_once_def)
apply (metis def_value val_order_def)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (metis def_value val_order_def)
by (metis def_push_once push_once_def)

definition ef :: "’a set"
where

"ef = {a . (∃ b . (a, b) ∈ same_val ∧ ((a, b) ∈ pre ∨ (b, a) ∈ pre))}"

lemma efD : "a ∈ ef =⇒ ∃ b . (a, b) ∈ same_val ∧ ((a, b) ∈ pre ∨ (b,
a) ∈ pre)"
apply (unfold ef_def)
by (simp add: set_eq_iff)

lemma efI1 : "(a, b) ∈ same_val =⇒ (a, b) ∈ pre =⇒ a ∈ ef"
apply (unfold ef_def)
apply (simp add: set_eq_iff)
by metis

lemma efI2 : "(a, b) ∈ same_val =⇒ (a, b) ∈ pre =⇒ b ∈ ef"
apply (unfold ef_def)
apply (simp add: set_eq_iff)
by (metis same_valD same_valI1 same_valI2)

lemma ef_val_then_ef : "a ∈ ef =⇒ (a, b) ∈ same_val =⇒ b ∈ ef"
by (metis efD efI1 efI2 same_val_commutative same_val_unique)
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lemma ef_then_push_or_pop : "a ∈ ef =⇒ is_push a ∨ is_pop a"
by (metis efD is_popI is_pushI same_valD)

definition el :: "’a set"
where "el = {a . (is_push a ∨ is_pop a) ∧ a /∈ ef}"

lemma elD : "a ∈ el =⇒ ∃ b . (a, b) ∈ same_val ∧ (a, b) /∈ pre ∧ (b, a)
/∈ pre"
apply (unfold el_def)
apply (simp add:set_eq_iff)
by (metis efI1 efI2 is_popD lem_push_then_pop_exists same_valI1 same_valI2)

lemma elI1 : "(a, b) ∈ same_val =⇒ (a, b) /∈ pre =⇒ (b, a) /∈ pre =⇒ a
∈ el"
by (metis (lifting, no_types) efD el_def lem_val_then_push_and_pop
mem_Collect_eq same_valD same_val_unique)

lemma elI2 : "(a, b) ∈ same_val =⇒ (a, b) /∈ pre =⇒ (b, a) /∈ pre =⇒ b
∈ el"
by (metis elI1 same_val_commutative)

lemma elI3 : "a ∈ el =⇒ (a, b) ∈ same_val =⇒ b ∈ el"
by (metis elD elI2 same_val_unique)

lemma el_or_ef1 : "(a, b) ∈ pre =⇒ a ∈ el ∨ a ∈ ef"
by (metis always_same_val1 efI1 efI2 elI1 same_val_commutative)

lemma el_or_ef2 : "(a, b) ∈ pre =⇒ b ∈ el ∨ b ∈ ef"
by (metis (lifting) el_def lem_push_or_pop2 mem_Collect_eq)

lemma push_then_el_or_ef : "is_push a =⇒ a ∈ el ∨ a ∈ ef"
by (metis (lifting) el_def mem_Collect_eq)

lemma pop_then_el_or_ef : "is_pop a =⇒ a ∈ el ∨ a ∈ ef"
by (metis (lifting) el_def mem_Collect_eq)

lemma el_then_not_ef : "a ∈ el =⇒ a /∈ ef"
by (metis (lifting, no_types) el_def mem_Collect_eq)

lemma ef_then_not_el : "a ∈ ef =⇒ a /∈ el"
by (metis el_then_not_ef)

definition ef_pre :: "’a rel"
where

"ef_pre = {(a, b) . a ∈ ef ∧ b ∈ ef ∧ (a, b) ∈ pre}"

lemma ef_preD : "(a, b) ∈ ef_pre =⇒ a ∈ ef ∧ b ∈ ef ∧ (a, b) ∈ pre"
apply (unfold ef_pre_def)
by (simp add: set_eq_iff)

lemma ef_preI : "a ∈ ef =⇒ b ∈ ef =⇒ (a, b) ∈ pre =⇒ (a, b) ∈
ef_pre"
apply (unfold ef_pre_def)
by (simp add: set_eq_iff)

definition ef_val :: "’a rel"
where

"ef_val = {(a, b) . a ∈ ef ∧ b ∈ ef ∧ (a, b) ∈ val}"
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lemma ef_valD : "(a, b) ∈ ef_val =⇒ a ∈ ef ∧ b ∈ ef ∧ (a, b) ∈ val"
apply (unfold ef_val_def)
by (simp add: set_eq_iff)

lemma ef_valI : "a ∈ ef =⇒ b ∈ ef =⇒ (a, b) ∈ val =⇒ (a, b) ∈
ef_val"
apply (unfold ef_val_def)
by (simp add: set_eq_iff)

lemma ef_val_then_elimination_free_val : "(a, b) ∈ ef_val =⇒ (a, b) ∈
elimination_free_val pre val"
by (metis def_val_then_not_pr ef_valD elI1 el_then_not_ef
elimination_freeI1 elimination_freeI2 elimination_free_valI sameValI1
same_valI2 val_then_not_pr_def)

lemma elimination_free_val_then_ef_val : "(a, b) ∈ elimination_free_val
pre val =⇒ (a, b) ∈ ef_val"
by (metis def_pop_once def_val_then_not_pr def_value efI1 efI2 ef_valI
elimination_freeD elimination_free_valD pop_once_def sameValD same_valI1
val_order_def val_then_not_pr_def)

lemma ef_val_equals_elimination_free_val : "elimination_free_val pre val =
ef_val"
apply (simp add:set_eq_iff)
by (metis ef_val_then_elimination_free_val
elimination_free_val_then_ef_val)

lemma ef_linearizable: "sequential_stack lin ef_val f"
by (metis ef_linearizable_def ef_val_equals_elimination_free_val)

lemma finite_set : "finite ef"
by (metis ef_def elimination_free_def finite_set_def sameVal_def
same_val_def)

definition minf :: "’a rel"
where "minf = {(a, b) . ∃ ra rb . (a, ra) ∈ same_val ∧ (b, rb) ∈

same_val ∧ (min (f a) (f ra)) < (min (f b) (f rb))}"

lemma minfD : "(a, b) ∈ minf =⇒ ∃ ra rb . (a, ra) ∈ same_val ∧ (b, rb)
∈ same_val ∧ (min (f a) (f ra)) < (min (f b) (f rb))"
apply (unfold minf_def)
by (simp add : set_eq_iff)

lemma minfI : "(a, ra) ∈ same_val =⇒ (b, rb) ∈ same_val =⇒ (min (f a)
(f ra)) < (min (f b) (f rb)) =⇒ (a, b) ∈ minf"
apply (unfold minf_def)
apply (simp add : set_eq_iff)
by metis

lemma lem_f_orders : "a ̸= b =⇒ f a < f b ∨ f b < f a"
by (smt injD operations_countable)

lemma lem_min_f_orders : "a ̸= c =⇒ a ̸= d =⇒ b ̸= c =⇒ b ̸= d =⇒
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(min (f a) (f b) ) < (min (f c) (f d)) ∨ (min (f c) (f d) ) < (min (f a)
(f b))"
by (smt injD operations_countable)

lemma always_minf : "(a, ra) ∈ same_val =⇒ (b, rb) ∈ same_val =⇒ a ̸= b
=⇒ (a, b) /∈ same_val =⇒ (a, b) ∈ minf ∨ (b, a) ∈ minf"

by (metis lem_min_f_orders minfI same_val_commutative same_val_unique)

lemma not_minf_then_same_val : "(a, b) /∈ minf =⇒ (b, a) /∈ minf =⇒
is_push a ∨ is_pop a =⇒ is_push b ∨ is_pop b =⇒ (a, b) ∈ same_val ∨

a=b"
by (metis always_minf is_popD is_push_def same_valI1 same_valI2)

lemma minf_irreflexive : "irrefl minf"
apply (unfold irrefl_def)
apply (rule allI)
apply (rule notI)
apply (drule minfD)
apply (erule exE)+
apply (erule conjE)+
by (metis less_not_sym same_val_unique)

lemma minf_antisymmetric : "antisym minf"
by (smt antisymI minfD same_val_unique)

lemma minf_transitive : "trans minf"
apply (rule transI)
apply (drule minfD)+
by (metis (hide_lams, no_types) dual_order.strict_trans minfI
same_val_unique)

lemma same_val_then_not_minf : "(a, b) ∈ same_val =⇒ (a, b) /∈ minf"
by (metis min.commute minfD not_less_iff_gr_or_eq same_val_commutative
same_val_unique)

definition el_pre :: "’a rel"
where "el_pre = {(a, b) . ∃ c . (b, c) ∈ same_val ∧ ((a, b) ∈ pre ∨

(a, c) ∈ pre)}"

lemma el_preD1 : "(a, b) ∈ el_pre =⇒ ∃ c . (b, c) ∈ same_val ∧ ((a, b)
∈ pre ∨ (a, c) ∈ pre)"
apply (unfold el_pre_def)
by (simp add : set_eq_iff)

lemma el_preD : "(a, b) ∈ el_pre =⇒ (b, c) ∈ same_val =⇒ (a, b) ∈ pre
∨ (a, c) ∈ pre"
apply (unfold el_pre_def)
apply (simp add : set_eq_iff)
by (metis def_pop_once def_push_once def_value pop_once_def push_once_def
same_valD val_order_def)

lemma el_preI1 : "(b, c) ∈ same_val =⇒ (a, b) ∈ pre ∨ (a, c) ∈ pre =⇒
(a, b) ∈ el_pre"
apply (unfold el_pre_def)
apply (simp add : set_eq_iff)
by metis
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lemma el_preI2 : "(b, c) ∈ same_val =⇒ (a, b) ∈ pre ∨ (a, c) ∈ pre =⇒
(a, c) ∈ el_pre"
apply (unfold el_pre_def)
apply (simp add : set_eq_iff)
by (metis same_valD same_valI1 same_valI2)

lemma el_pre_abcd : "abcd el_pre"
apply (rule abcdI)
apply (drule el_preD1)+
apply (erule exE)+
apply (erule conjE)+
by (metis abcdD el_preI1 pre_abcd)

lemma lem_pos_exists : "b ∈ el =⇒
(∀ a . a ∈ ef −→ (a, b) /∈ el_pre) ∨
(∃ a . a ∈ ef ∧ (a, b) ∈ el_pre ∧ (∀ c . c ∈ ef ∧ (a, c) ∈ lin −→

(c, b) /∈ el_pre))"
apply (insert ef_linearizable)
apply (unfold sequential_stack_def)
apply (unfold sequential_stack_axioms_def)
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (unfold sequential_set_def)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (unfold sequential_set_axioms_def)
apply (unfold wellformed_history_def)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (insert finite_set)
apply (erule finite_induct)
apply (metis emptyE)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (case_tac "(x, b) ∈ el_pre")
apply (rule disjI2)
apply (rule_tac x="x" in exI)
apply (rule conjI)
apply (metis insertI1)
apply (rule conjI)
apply metis
apply (metis insertE lem_irreflexive_then_not_equal)
apply (metis insertE)
apply (erule exE)
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (rule disjI2)
apply (case_tac "(x, b) ∈ el_pre")
apply (case_tac "(x, a) ∈ lin")
apply (metis insertE insertI2 transE)
apply (case_tac "(a, x) ∈ lin")
apply (metis insertCI insertE lem_irreflexive_then_not_equal transE)
apply (case_tac "a= x")
apply metis
apply (metis insert_iff)
by (metis insert_iff)

definition el_pos :: "’a rel"
where "el_pos = {(a, b) . a ∈ ef ∧ b ∈ el ∧ (a, b) ∈ el_pre ∧ (∀ c .

c ∈ ef ∧ (a, c) ∈ lin −→ (c, b) /∈ el_pre)}"
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lemma el_posD : "(a, b) ∈ el_pos =⇒ a ∈ ef ∧ b ∈ el ∧ (a, b) ∈ el_pre
∧ (∀ c . c ∈ ef ∧ (a, c) ∈ lin −→ (c, b) /∈ el_pre)"
apply (unfold el_pos_def)
by (simp add : set_eq_iff)

lemma el_posI : "a ∈ ef =⇒ b ∈ el =⇒ (a, b) ∈ el_pre =⇒ (∀ c . c ∈
ef ∧ (a, c) ∈ lin −→ (c, b) /∈ el_pre) =⇒ (a, b) ∈ el_pos"
apply (unfold el_pos_def)
by (simp add : set_eq_iff)

lemma lem_is_push_ef_then_is_ef_push : "is_push a =⇒ a ∈ ef =⇒
wellformed_history.is_push ef_val a"
apply (insert ef_linearizable)
apply (unfold sequential_stack_def)
apply (unfold sequential_stack_axioms_def)
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (unfold sequential_set_def)
apply (erule conjE)
by (metis ef_valI ef_val_then_ef is_pushD same_valI1
wellformed_history.is_push_def)

lemma lem_is_pop_ef_then_is_ef_pop : "is_pop a =⇒ a ∈ ef =⇒
wellformed_history.is_pop ef_val a"
apply (insert ef_linearizable)
apply (unfold sequential_stack_def)
apply (unfold sequential_stack_axioms_def)
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (unfold sequential_set_def)
apply (erule conjE)
by (metis ef_valI ef_val_then_ef is_popD same_valI2
wellformed_history.is_pop_def)

lemma one_el_pos : "(a, b) ∈ el_pos =⇒ (c, b) ∈ el_pos =⇒ a=c"
apply (insert ef_linearizable)
apply (unfold sequential_stack_def)
apply (unfold sequential_stack_axioms_def)
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (unfold sequential_set_def)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (unfold sequential_set_axioms_def)
apply (unfold wellformed_history_def)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (drule el_posD)+
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (frule_tac a="a" in ef_then_push_or_pop)
apply (frule_tac a="c" in ef_then_push_or_pop)
apply (erule disjE)+
apply (case_tac "a=c")
apply metis
apply (metis lem_is_push_ef_then_is_ef_push)
apply (metis lem_is_pop_ef_then_is_ef_pop lem_is_push_ef_then_is_ef_push)
by (metis lem_is_pop_ef_then_is_ef_pop lem_is_push_ef_then_is_ef_push)

lemma not_el_posD : "¬(∃ a . (a, b) ∈ el_pos) =⇒ b ∈ el =⇒ (∀ a . a ∈
ef −→ (a, b) /∈ el_pre)"
by (metis el_posI lem_pos_exists)

definition ef_el :: "’a rel"
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where "ef_el = {(x, y) .
(x ∈ el ∧ y ∈ ef ∧ (∀ a . a ∈ ef −→ (a, x) /∈ el_pre) ) ∨
(x ∈ el ∧ y ∈ ef ∧ (∃ a . (a, x) ∈ el_pos ∧ (a, y) ∈ lin)) ∨
(y ∈ el ∧ x ∈ ef ∧ (x, y) ∈ el_pos) ∨
(y ∈ el ∧ x ∈ ef ∧ (∃ a . (a, y) ∈ el_pos ∧ (x, a) ∈ lin))
}"

lemma ef_elD : "(x, y) ∈ ef_el =⇒ (x ∈ el ∧ y ∈ ef ∧ (∀ a . a ∈ ef
−→ (a, x) /∈ el_pre) ) ∨
(x ∈ el ∧ y ∈ ef ∧ (∃ a . (a, x) ∈ el_pos ∧ (a, y) ∈ lin)) ∨
(y ∈ el ∧ x ∈ ef ∧ (x, y) ∈ el_pos) ∨
(y ∈ el ∧ x ∈ ef ∧ (∃ a . (a, y) ∈ el_pos ∧ (x, a) ∈ lin))"
apply (unfold ef_el_def)
by (simp add : set_eq_iff)

lemma ef_elI1 : "x ∈ el =⇒ y∈ ef =⇒ (∀ a . a ∈ ef −→ (a, x) /∈
el_pre) =⇒ (x, y) ∈ ef_el"
apply (unfold ef_el_def)
by (simp add : set_eq_iff)

lemma ef_elI2 : "x ∈ el =⇒ y∈ ef =⇒ (a, x) ∈ el_pos =⇒ (a, y) ∈ lin
=⇒ (x, y) ∈ ef_el"
apply (unfold ef_el_def)
apply (simp add : set_eq_iff)
by metis

lemma ef_elI3 : "x ∈ el =⇒ y ∈ ef =⇒ (a, x) ∈ el_pos =⇒ (y, a) ∈ lin
=⇒ (y, x) ∈ ef_el"
apply (unfold ef_el_def)
apply (simp add : set_eq_iff)
by metis

lemma ef_elI4 : "x ∈ el =⇒ (y, x) ∈ el_pos =⇒ (y, x) ∈ ef_el"
apply (unfold ef_el_def)
apply (simp add : set_eq_iff)
by (metis el_posD)

lemma ef_el_total : "x ∈ el =⇒ y ∈ ef =⇒ (x, y) ∈ ef_el ∨ (y, x) ∈
ef_el"
apply (insert ef_linearizable)
apply (unfold sequential_stack_def)
apply (unfold sequential_stack_axioms_def)
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (unfold sequential_set_def)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (unfold sequential_set_axioms_def)
apply (frule lem_pos_exists)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (metis ef_elI1)
apply (erule exE)
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (case_tac "(a, y) ∈ lin")
apply (metis ef_elI2 el_posI)
apply (case_tac "(y, a) ∈ lin")
apply (metis ef_elI3 el_posI)
apply (case_tac "a=y")
apply (metis ef_elI4 el_posI)
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by (metis efD lem_is_pop_ef_then_is_ef_pop lem_is_push_ef_then_is_ef_push
lem_push_or_pop1 lem_push_or_pop2)

lemma pr_in_ef_el_help : "x ∈ ef =⇒ y ∈ el =⇒ (x, y) ∈ pre =⇒ ¬ (∃ a
. (a, y) ∈ el_pos) =⇒ False"
apply (drule not_el_posD)
apply (assumption)
by (metis elD el_preI1)

lemma pr_in_ef_el_help2 : "x ∈ ef =⇒ y ∈ el =⇒ (x, y) ∈ pre =⇒ (a, y)
∈ el_pos =⇒ (x = a) ∨ (x, a) ∈ lin"
apply (insert ef_linearizable)
apply (unfold sequential_stack_def)
apply (unfold sequential_stack_axioms_def)
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (unfold sequential_set_def)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (unfold sequential_set_axioms_def)
apply (case_tac "x=a")
apply metis
apply (case_tac "(x, a) ∈ lin")
apply metis
apply (case_tac "(a, x) ∈ lin")
apply (metis elD el_posD el_preI1)
by (metis ef_then_push_or_pop el_posD lem_is_pop_ef_then_is_ef_pop
lem_is_push_ef_then_is_ef_push)

lemma pr_then_not_rev_pr : "x ∈ el =⇒ (x, y) ∈ same_val =⇒ (x, a) ∈
pre =⇒ (a, y) /∈ pre"
apply (rule notI)
apply (drule elD)
by (smt pre_transitive pre_irreflexive el_preD el_preI1 irrefl_def transD)

lemma ef_then_elimination_free : "a ∈ ef =⇒ a ∈ elimination_free pre
val"
by (metis efD ef_valI ef_val_equals_elimination_free_val ef_val_then_ef
elimination_free_valD same_valD)

lemma ef_pre_then_elimination_free_pre : "(a, b) ∈ ef_pre =⇒ (a, b) ∈
elimination_free_pre pre val"
apply (drule ef_preD)
by (metis ef_then_elimination_free elimination_free_preI)

lemma pr_then_lin : "x ∈ el =⇒ y ∈ ef =⇒ (x, y) ∈ pre =⇒ (a, x) ∈
el_pos =⇒ (a, y) ∈ lin"
apply (frule el_posD)
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (frule elD)
apply (erule exE)
apply (erule conjE)+
by (metis (lifting, no_types) pre_transitive abcdD ef_preI
ef_pre_then_elimination_free_pre el_preD1 pr_in_lin pre_abcd same_val_unique
transD)

lemma pr_in_ef_el1 : "x ∈ ef =⇒ y ∈ el =⇒ (x, y) ∈ pre =⇒ (x, y) ∈
ef_el"
by (metis ef_elI3 ef_elI4 pr_in_ef_el_help pr_in_ef_el_help2)
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lemma pr_in_ef_el2 : "x ∈ el =⇒ y ∈ ef =⇒ (x, y) ∈ pre =⇒ (x, y) ∈
ef_el"
by (metis ef_elI1 ef_elI2 not_el_posD pr_then_lin)

lemma ef_el_then_ef_and_el : "(a, b) ∈ ef_el =⇒ (a ∈ el ∧ b ∈ ef) ∨ (a
∈ ef ∧ b ∈ el)"
by (smt ef_elD)

lemma ef_el_irreflexive : "irrefl ef_el"
by (metis ef_el_then_ef_and_el ef_then_not_el irrefl_def)

lemma ef_el_antisymmetric : "antisym ef_el"
apply (insert ef_linearizable)
apply (unfold sequential_stack_def)
apply (unfold sequential_stack_axioms_def)
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (unfold sequential_set_def)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (unfold sequential_set_axioms_def)
apply (unfold wellformed_history_def)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (rule antisymI)
apply (drule ef_elD)+
by (metis ef_then_not_el el_posD transD)

definition el_el :: "’a rel"
where "el_el = {(x, y) . x ∈ el ∧ y ∈ el ∧

( (x, y) ∈ val ∨
(¬(∃ a . (a, x) ∈ el_pos) ∧ (∃ b . (b, y) ∈ el_pos)) ∨
(¬(∃ a . (a, x) ∈ el_pos) ∧ ¬(∃ b . ( b, y) ∈ el_pos) ∧ (∃ c. (c,

x) /∈ el_pre ∧ (c, y) ∈ el_pre)) ∨
(¬(∃ a . (a, x) ∈ el_pos) ∧ ¬(∃ b . ( b, y) ∈ el_pos) ∧ (∀ c. (c,

x) ∈ el_pre −→ (c, y) ∈ el_pre) ∧ (x, y) ∈ minf) ∨
(∃ a b . (a, x) ∈ el_pos ∧ (b, y) ∈ el_pos ∧ (a, b) ∈ lin) ∨
(∃ a . (a, x) ∈ el_pos ∧ (a, y) ∈ el_pos ∧ (∃ c. (a, c) ∈ el_pos ∧

(c, x) /∈ el_pre ∧ (c, y) ∈ el_pre)) ∨
((∃ a . (a, x) ∈ el_pos ∧ (a, y) ∈ el_pos ∧ (∀ c. (a, c) ∈ el_pos

∧ (c, x) ∈ el_pre −→ (c, y) ∈ el_pre)) ∧ (x, y) ∈ minf)
) }"

lemma el_elD : "(x, y) ∈ el_el =⇒ x ∈ el ∧ y ∈ el ∧
( (x, y) ∈ val ∨

(¬(∃ a . (a, x) ∈ el_pos) ∧ (∃ b . (b, y) ∈ el_pos)) ∨
(¬(∃ a . (a, x) ∈ el_pos) ∧ ¬(∃ b . ( b, y) ∈ el_pos) ∧ (∃ c. (c,

x) /∈ el_pre ∧ (c, y) ∈ el_pre)) ∨
(¬(∃ a . (a, x) ∈ el_pos) ∧ ¬(∃ b . ( b, y) ∈ el_pos) ∧ (∀ c. (c,

x) ∈ el_pre −→ (c, y) ∈ el_pre) ∧ (x, y) ∈ minf) ∨
(∃ a b . (a, x) ∈ el_pos ∧ (b, y) ∈ el_pos ∧ (a, b) ∈ lin) ∨
(∃ a . (a, x) ∈ el_pos ∧ (a, y) ∈ el_pos ∧ (∃ c. (a, c) ∈ el_pos ∧

(c, x) /∈ el_pre ∧ (c, y) ∈ el_pre)) ∨
((∃ a . (a, x) ∈ el_pos ∧ (a, y) ∈ el_pos ∧ (∀ c. (a, c) ∈ el_pos

∧ (c, x) ∈ el_pre −→ (c, y) ∈ el_pre)) ∧ (x, y) ∈ minf))"
apply (unfold el_el_def)
by (simp add : set_eq_iff)

lemma el_elI1 : "x ∈ el =⇒ y ∈ el =⇒(x, y) ∈ val =⇒ (x, y) ∈ el_el"
apply (unfold el_el_def)
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by (simp add : set_eq_iff)

lemma el_elI2 : "x ∈ el =⇒ y ∈ el =⇒ ¬(∃ a . (a, x) ∈ el_pos) =⇒ (b,
y) ∈ el_pos =⇒ (x, y) ∈ el_el"
apply (unfold el_el_def)
apply (simp add : set_eq_iff)
by metis

lemma el_elI3 : "x ∈ el =⇒ y ∈ el =⇒ ¬(∃ a . (a, x) ∈ el_pos) =⇒
¬(∃ b . ( b, y) ∈ el_pos) =⇒ (c, x) /∈ el_pre =⇒ (c, y) ∈ el_pre =⇒
(x, y) ∈ el_el"
apply (unfold el_el_def)
apply (simp add : set_eq_iff)
by metis

lemma el_elI4 : "x ∈ el =⇒ y ∈ el =⇒ ¬(∃ a . (a, x) ∈ el_pos) =⇒
¬(∃ b . ( b, y) ∈ el_pos) =⇒ (∀ c. (c, x) ∈ el_pre −→ (c, y) ∈ el_pre)
=⇒ (x, y) ∈ minf =⇒ (x, y) ∈ el_el"
apply (unfold el_el_def)
by (simp add : set_eq_iff)

lemma el_elI5 : "x ∈ el =⇒ y ∈ el =⇒ (a, x) ∈ el_pos =⇒ (b, y) ∈
el_pos =⇒ (a, b) ∈ lin =⇒ (x, y) ∈ el_el"
apply (unfold el_el_def)
apply (simp add : set_eq_iff)
by metis

lemma el_elI6 : "x ∈ el =⇒ y ∈ el =⇒ (a, x) ∈ el_pos =⇒ (a, y) ∈
el_pos =⇒ (∃ c. (a, c) ∈ el_pos ∧ (c, x) /∈ el_pre ∧ (c, y) ∈ el_pre)
=⇒ (x, y) ∈ el_el"
apply (unfold el_el_def)
apply (simp add : set_eq_iff)
by metis

lemma el_elI7 : "x ∈ el =⇒ y ∈ el =⇒ (a, x) ∈ el_pos =⇒ (a, y) ∈
el_pos =⇒ (∀ c. (a, c) ∈ el_pos ∧ (c, x) ∈ el_pre −→ (c, y) ∈ el_pre)
=⇒ (x, y) ∈ minf =⇒ (x, y) ∈ el_el"
apply (unfold el_el_def)
apply (simp add : set_eq_iff)
by metis

lemma el_el_then_el_and_el : "(a, b) ∈ el_el =⇒ a ∈ el ∧ b ∈ el"
apply (drule el_elD)
by smt

lemma el_el_total : "x ∈ el =⇒ y ∈ el =⇒ (x = y) ∨ (x, y) ∈ el_el ∨
(y, x) ∈ el_el"
apply (insert ef_linearizable)
apply (unfold sequential_stack_def)
apply (unfold sequential_stack_axioms_def)
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (unfold sequential_set_def)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (unfold sequential_set_axioms_def)
apply (unfold wellformed_history_def)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (case_tac "x=y")
apply metis
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apply (case_tac "(x, y) ∈ same_val")
apply (metis el_elI1 same_valD)
apply (case_tac "∃ a. (a, x) ∈ el_pos")
apply (case_tac "∃ b. (b, y) ∈ el_pos")
apply (erule exE)+
apply (case_tac "a=b")
apply (case_tac "(∀ c. (a, c) ∈ el_pos ∧ (c, x) ∈ el_pre −→ (c, y) ∈
el_pre)")
apply (case_tac "(x, y) ∈ minf")
apply (rule disjI2)
apply (rule disjI1)
apply (rule el_elI7)
apply (assumption)+
apply metis
apply (assumption)+
apply (case_tac "(∀ c. (b, c) ∈ el_pos ∧ (c, y) ∈ el_pre −→ (c, x) ∈
el_pre)")
apply (case_tac "(y, x) ∈ minf")
apply (rule disjI2)+
apply (rule el_elI7)
apply (assumption)+
apply metis
apply (assumption)+
apply (metis (lifting) el_def mem_Collect_eq not_minf_then_same_val)
apply (metis (lifting, no_types) el_elI6)
apply (metis (lifting, no_types) el_elI6)
apply (drule el_posD)+
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (frule_tac a="a" in ef_then_push_or_pop)
apply (frule_tac a="b" in ef_then_push_or_pop)
apply (erule disjE)+
apply (case_tac "a=b")
apply metis
apply (smt el_elI5 el_posI el_then_not_ef lem_is_push_ef_then_is_ef_push)
apply (drule lem_is_push_ef_then_is_ef_push)
apply (assumption)
apply (drule lem_is_pop_ef_then_is_ef_pop)
apply (assumption)
apply (metis (lifting, no_types) el_elI5 el_posI)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (drule lem_is_push_ef_then_is_ef_push)
apply (assumption)
apply (drule lem_is_pop_ef_then_is_ef_pop)
apply (assumption)
apply (metis (lifting, no_types) el_elI5 el_posI)
apply (case_tac "a=b")
apply metis
apply (drule lem_is_pop_ef_then_is_ef_pop)
apply (assumption)
apply (drule lem_is_pop_ef_then_is_ef_pop)
apply (assumption)
apply (metis (lifting, no_types) el_elI5 el_posI)
apply (metis (lifting, no_types) el_elI2)
by (metis (lifting, no_types) always_minf elD el_elI2 el_elI3 el_elI4)

lemma lem_pr_in_el_el_help : "x ∈ el =⇒ y ∈ el =⇒ (x, y) ∈ pre =⇒ (a,
x) ∈ el_pos =⇒

(b, y) ∈ el_pos =⇒ a = b ∨ (a, b) ∈ lin"
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by (metis pre_transitive abcd_def elD el_posD el_preD pr_in_ef_el_help2
pre_abcd trans_def)

lemma lem_pr_in_el_el_help2 : "x ∈ el =⇒ y ∈ el =⇒ (x, y) ∈ pre =⇒
(a, x) ∈ el_pos =⇒
∃ b .(b, y) ∈ el_pos"

by (metis pre_transitive abcd_def elD el_posD el_preD pr_in_ef_el_help
pre_abcd trans_def)

lemma lem_pr_in_el_el : "x ∈ el =⇒ y ∈ el =⇒ (x, y) ∈ pre =⇒ (x, y)
∈ el_el"
apply (case_tac "x=y")
apply (metis pre_irreflexive lem_irreflexive_then_not_equal)
apply (case_tac "(x, y) ∈ same_val")
apply (metis def_val_then_not_pr el_elI1 same_valD val_then_not_pr_def)
apply (case_tac "∃ a. (a, x) ∈ el_pos")
apply (case_tac "∃ b. (b, y) ∈ el_pos")
apply (metis pre_irreflexive elD el_elI5 el_elI6 el_preD el_preI1
lem_irreflexive_then_not_equal lem_pr_in_el_el_help)
apply (metis lem_pr_in_el_el_help2)
by (metis pre_irreflexive elD el_elI2 el_elI3 el_preD el_preI1
lem_irreflexive_then_not_equal)

lemma lem_position_exists : "(ia, ra) ∈ val =⇒ (ia, ra) /∈ pre =⇒
(∀ a . a ∈ ef −→ ((a, ia) /∈ pre ∧ (a, ra) /∈ pre)) ∨
(∃ a . a ∈ ef ∧ ((a, ia) ∈ pre ∨ (a, ra) ∈ pre) ∧ (∀ b . b ∈ ef ∧ (a,

b) ∈ lin −→ (b, ia) /∈ pre ∧ (b, ra) /∈ pre))"
apply (insert ef_linearizable)
apply (unfold sequential_stack_def)
apply (unfold sequential_stack_axioms_def)
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (unfold sequential_set_def)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (unfold sequential_set_axioms_def)
apply (unfold wellformed_history_def)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (insert finite_set)
apply (erule finite_induct)
apply (metis empty_iff)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (case_tac "(x, ia) ∈ pre")
apply (rule disjI2)
apply (rule_tac x="x" in exI)
apply (rule conjI)
apply (metis insertCI)
apply (rule conjI)
apply metis
apply (rule allI)
apply (rule impI)
apply (erule_tac x="b" in allE)
apply (metis insertE lem_irreflexive_then_not_equal)
apply (metis insertE lem_irreflexive_then_not_equal)
apply (erule exE)+
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (erule disjE)
apply (smt insert_iff irrefl_def trans_def)
apply (rule disjI2)
apply (case_tac "(x, ia) ∈ pre")
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apply (case_tac "(x, a) ∈ lin")
apply (rule_tac x="a" in exI)
apply (metis antisym_def insert_iff)
apply (case_tac "(a, x) ∈ lin")
apply (rule_tac x="x" in exI)
apply (metis (full_types) insert_iff irrefl_def transD)
apply (metis (full_types) insert_iff)
apply (case_tac "(x, ra) ∈ pre")
apply (case_tac "(x, a) ∈ lin")
apply (rule_tac x="a" in exI)
apply (metis antisym_def insert_iff)
apply (case_tac "(a, x) ∈ lin")
apply (rule_tac x="x" in exI)
apply (metis (full_types) insert_iff irrefl_def transD)
apply (metis (full_types) insert_iff)
apply (rule_tac x="a" in exI)
by (metis (full_types) insert_iff)

lemma el_el_irreflexive : "irrefl el_el"
apply (insert ef_linearizable)
apply (unfold irrefl_def)
apply (rule allI)
apply (rule notI)
apply (drule el_elD)
by (metis def_value el_posD lem_irreflexive_then_not_equal
minf_irreflexive val_order_def)

lemma el_el_antisymmetric : "antisym el_el"
apply (insert ef_linearizable)
apply (rule antisymI)
apply (drule el_elD)+
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (erule disjE)+
apply (metis def_value val_order_def)
apply (smt el_posD el_preD el_preI2 not_el_posD same_valI1 same_valI2
same_val_then_not_minf)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (smt el_posD el_posI el_preD el_preI2 same_valI1 same_valI2
same_val_then_not_minf)
apply (erule disjE)
apply smt
apply (erule disjE)
apply smt
apply (erule disjE)+
apply (metis abcd_def el_pre_abcd)
apply smt
apply (erule disjE)
apply smt
apply (erule disjE)+
apply (metis antisymD minf_antisymmetric)
apply smt
apply (erule disjE)
apply metis
apply (erule disjE)+
apply (metis abcdD el_posD el_pre_abcd)
apply (metis el_posD one_el_pos)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (metis el_posD one_el_pos)
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apply (erule disjE)
apply (metis abcdD el_posD el_pre_abcd one_el_pos)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (metis one_el_pos)
by (metis antisymD minf_antisymmetric)

lemma val_not_el_pos_then_not_el_pos : "(x, y) ∈ same_val =⇒ ¬ (∃a. (a,
y) ∈ el_pos) =⇒ ¬ (∃a. (a, x) ∈ el_pos)"
by (metis elD elI2 el_posD el_preD el_preI2 not_el_posD same_val_unique)

lemma val_minf_then_minf : "(x, y) ∈ same_val =⇒ (y, z) ∈ minf =⇒ (x,
z) ∈ minf"
by (metis min.commute minfD minfI same_val_commutative same_val_unique)

lemma val_minf_then_minf2 : "(x, y) ∈ same_val =⇒ (z, y) ∈ minf =⇒ (z,
x) ∈ minf"
by (metis min.commute minfD minfI same_val_commutative same_val_unique)

lemma val_then_el_pos1 : "(x, y) ∈ same_val =⇒ (a, x) ∈ el_pos =⇒ (a,
y) ∈ el_pos"
by (smt elI3 el_posD el_posI el_preD el_preI2 same_val_commutative)

lemma val_then_el_pos2 : "(x, y) ∈ same_val =⇒ (a, y) ∈ el_pos =⇒ (a,
x) ∈ el_pos"
by (smt elI3 el_posD el_posI el_preD el_preI2 same_val_commutative)

lemma val_then_el_pre : "(x, y) ∈ same_val =⇒ (a, x) ∈ el_pre =⇒ (a, y)
∈ el_pre"
by (metis el_preD el_preI2)

lemma el_el_transitive_help : "(y, z) ∈ same_val =⇒ (∀c. (a, c) ∈ el_pos
∧ (c, x) ∈ el_pre −→ (c, y) ∈ el_pre) =⇒

(∀c. (a, c) ∈ el_pos ∧ (c, x) ∈ el_pre −→ (c, z) ∈ el_pre)"
by (metis val_then_el_pre)

lemma el_el_transitive : "trans el_el"
apply (insert ef_linearizable)
apply (unfold sequential_stack_def)
apply (unfold sequential_stack_axioms_def)
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (unfold sequential_set_def)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (unfold sequential_set_axioms_def)
apply (unfold wellformed_history_def)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (rule transI)
apply (drule el_elD)+
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (erule disjE)+
apply (metis def_value val_order_def)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (metis (hide_lams, no_types) el_elI2 same_valI2 val_then_el_pos2)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (smt el_elI3 el_posD el_preD el_preI2 not_el_posD same_valI1)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (frule same_valI1)
apply (frule val_not_el_pos_then_not_el_pos)
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apply (assumption)
apply (frule_tac x="x" and y="y" and z="z" in val_minf_then_minf)
apply (assumption)
apply (metis (hide_lams, no_types) el_elI4 el_preD el_preI2)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (metis (hide_lams, no_types) el_elI5 same_valI1 val_then_el_pos2)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (smt el_elI6 el_preD el_preI1 same_valI1 same_valI2 val_then_el_pos1)
apply (smt el_elI7 el_preD el_preI1 same_valI1 same_valI2
val_minf_then_minf val_then_el_pos2)
apply (erule disjE)+
apply (metis (hide_lams, no_types) el_elI2 same_valI1 val_then_el_pos1)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (metis (hide_lams, no_types) antisym_def el_elI1 el_elI2 el_elI3
el_el_antisymmetric)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (smt el_elI4 el_preD el_preI1 same_valI1 same_valI2
val_minf_then_minf2 val_then_el_pos1)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (metis (hide_lams, no_types) el_elI5 same_valI1 val_then_el_pos1)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (smt el_elI6 el_preD1 el_preI2 same_valI1 same_val_unique
val_then_el_pos1)
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (erule exE)
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (frule same_valI1)
apply (frule same_val_commutative)
apply (frule_tac x="z" and y="y" and z="x" in val_minf_then_minf2)
apply (assumption)
apply (frule_tac y="y" and z="z" and x="x" and a="a" in
el_el_transitive_help)
apply (assumption)
apply (frule_tac x="y" and y="z" and a="a" in val_then_el_pos1)
apply (assumption)
apply (metis (hide_lams, no_types) el_elI7)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (smt el_elI2)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (smt el_elI2)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (smt abcd_def el_elI3 el_pre_abcd)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (smt el_elI3)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (smt el_elI4 minf_transitive trans_def)
apply (erule disjE)
apply metis
apply (erule disjE)
apply (metis (full_types) el_elI5 one_el_pos transE)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (metis (hide_lams, no_types) el_elI5 one_el_pos)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (smt abcd_def el_elI6 el_pre_abcd one_el_pos)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (metis (hide_lams, no_types) el_elI6 one_el_pos)
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (erule exE)+
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apply (rule_tac x="x" and y="z" and a="a" in el_elI7)
apply (assumption)+
apply metis
apply (metis one_el_pos)
apply (metis one_el_pos)
by (metis minf_transitive transD)

lemma ef_el_ef_then_lin : "x ∈ ef =⇒ y ∈ el =⇒ z ∈ ef =⇒ (x, y) ∈
ef_el =⇒ (y, z) ∈ ef_el =⇒ (x, z) ∈ lin"
apply (insert ef_linearizable)
apply (unfold sequential_stack_def)
apply (unfold sequential_stack_axioms_def)
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (unfold sequential_set_def)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (unfold sequential_set_axioms_def)
apply (unfold wellformed_history_def)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (drule ef_elD)+
by (smt ef_then_not_el el_posD one_el_pos transD)

lemma el_ef_el_then_lin : "x ∈ el =⇒ y ∈ ef =⇒ z ∈ el =⇒ (x, y) ∈
ef_el =⇒ (y, z) ∈ ef_el =⇒ (x, z) ∈ el_el"
apply (insert ef_linearizable)
apply (unfold sequential_stack_def)
apply (unfold sequential_stack_axioms_def)
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (unfold sequential_set_def)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (unfold sequential_set_axioms_def)
apply (unfold wellformed_history_def)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (drule ef_elD)+
by (smt el_elI2 el_elI5 el_posD el_then_not_ef trans_def)

lemma el_el_ef_then_lin : "x ∈ el =⇒ y ∈ el =⇒ z ∈ ef =⇒ (x, y) ∈
el_el =⇒ (y, z) ∈ ef_el =⇒ (x, z) ∈ ef_el"
apply (insert ef_linearizable)
apply (unfold sequential_stack_def)
apply (unfold sequential_stack_axioms_def)
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (unfold sequential_set_def)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (unfold sequential_set_axioms_def)
apply (unfold wellformed_history_def)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (drule el_elD)
apply (drule ef_elD)
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (erule disjE)+
apply (metis (hide_lams, no_types) ef_elI1 same_valI1 val_then_el_pre)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (metis el_posD)
apply (smt abcdD ef_elI1 el_posD el_pre_abcd)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (metis (hide_lams, no_types) ef_elI2 ef_then_not_el same_valI2
val_then_el_pos1)
apply (erule disjE)+
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apply (metis (hide_lams, no_types) ef_elI1 not_el_posD)
apply (erule disjE)
apply metis
apply (smt ef_elI2 one_el_pos trans_def)
apply (erule disjE)+
apply (metis ef_then_not_el)
apply (metis ef_then_not_el)
by (metis ef_then_not_el)

lemma ef_el_el_then_lin : "x ∈ ef =⇒ y ∈ el =⇒ z ∈ el =⇒ (x, y) ∈
ef_el =⇒ (y, z) ∈ el_el =⇒ (x, z) ∈ ef_el"
apply (insert ef_linearizable)
apply (unfold sequential_stack_def)
apply (unfold sequential_stack_axioms_def)
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (unfold sequential_set_def)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (unfold sequential_set_axioms_def)
apply (unfold wellformed_history_def)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (drule el_elD)
apply (drule ef_elD)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (metis (hide_lams, no_types) el_then_not_ef)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (metis ef_then_not_el)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (smt ef_elI3 ef_elI4 one_el_pos same_valI1 val_then_el_pos1)
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (erule disjE)
apply (metis (hide_lams, no_types) ef_elI3 same_valI1 val_then_el_pos1)
apply (erule disjE)
apply metis
by (smt ef_elI2 ef_elI3 ef_el_ef_then_lin el_posD one_el_pos)

definition ef_lin :: "’a rel"
where "ef_lin = {(a, b) . (a, b) ∈ lin ∧ a ∈ ef ∧ b ∈ ef}"

lemma ef_linI : "(a, b) ∈ lin =⇒ a ∈ ef =⇒ b ∈ ef =⇒ (a, b) ∈
ef_lin"
apply (unfold ef_lin_def)
by (simp add: set_eq_iff)

lemma ef_linD : "(a, b) ∈ ef_lin =⇒ (a, b) ∈ lin ∧ a ∈ ef ∧ b ∈ ef"
apply (unfold ef_lin_def)
by (simp add: set_eq_iff)

lemma ef_lin_transitive: "trans ef_lin"
apply (insert ef_linearizable)
apply (unfold sequential_stack_def)
apply (unfold sequential_stack_axioms_def)
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (unfold sequential_set_def)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (unfold sequential_set_axioms_def)
apply (unfold wellformed_history_def)
apply (erule conjE)
by (metis ef_linD ef_linI trans_def)
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definition witness :: "’a rel"
where "witness = ef_lin Un ef_el Un el_el"

lemma lin_then_witness : "(a, b) ∈ ef_lin =⇒ (a, b) ∈ witness"
by (metis UnCI witness_def)

lemma ef_el_then_witness : "(a, b) ∈ ef_el =⇒ (a, b) ∈ witness"
by (metis UnCI witness_def)

lemma el_el_then_witness : "(a, b) ∈ el_el =⇒ (a, b) ∈ witness"
by (metis UnCI witness_def)

lemma pr_in_witness : "(a, b) ∈ pre =⇒ (a, b) ∈ witness"
by (metis ef_el_then_witness ef_linI ef_then_elimination_free
el_el_then_witness el_or_ef1 el_or_ef2 elimination_free_preI lem_pr_in_el_el
lin_then_witness pr_in_ef_el1 pr_in_ef_el2 pr_in_lin)

lemma ef_then_in_lin : "a ∈ ef =⇒ b ∈ ef =⇒ a ̸= b =⇒ (a, b) ∈ lin ∨
(b, a) ∈ lin"
by (metis ef_linearizable ef_then_push_or_pop lem_is_pop_ef_then_is_ef_pop
lem_is_push_ef_then_is_ef_push sequential_set.total_on_pop
sequential_set.total_on_push sequential_set.total_on_push_pop
sequential_stackD)

lemma ef_el_b_ef_then_a_el : "(a, b) ∈ ef_el =⇒ b ∈ ef =⇒ a ∈ el"
by (metis ef_el_then_ef_and_el ef_then_not_el)

lemma witness_transitive : "trans witness"
apply (rule transI)
apply (unfold witness_def)
apply (erule UnE)+
apply (metis ef_lin_transitive lin_then_witness transE witness_def)
apply (drule ef_elD)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (metis ef_linD ef_then_not_el)
apply (metis (lifting) Un_def ef_elI3 ef_linD ef_linI ef_lin_transitive
el_def el_posD mem_Collect_eq trans_def)
apply (erule UnE)
apply (drule ef_linD)
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (frule ef_el_b_ef_then_a_el)
apply (assumption)
apply (rule UnI1)
apply (rule UnI2)
apply (drule ef_elD)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (metis ef_elI1)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (metis ef_elI2 ef_linD ef_linI ef_lin_transitive el_posD transE)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (metis ef_then_not_el)
apply (metis ef_then_not_el)
apply (metis ef_el_ef_then_lin ef_el_then_ef_and_el ef_linI
el_ef_el_then_lin el_el_then_witness el_then_not_ef lin_then_witness
witness_def)
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apply (erule UnE)
apply (metis ef_linD el_el_then_el_and_el el_then_not_ef)
apply (metis ef_el_el_then_lin ef_el_then_ef_and_el ef_el_then_witness
el_el_then_el_and_el el_then_not_ef witness_def)
apply (erule UnE)+
apply (metis ef_linD el_el_then_el_and_el el_then_not_ef)
apply (metis ef_el_then_ef_and_el ef_el_then_witness el_el_ef_then_lin
el_el_then_el_and_el el_then_not_ef witness_def)
by (metis el_el_then_witness el_el_transitive trans_def witness_def)

lemma Un_irrefl : "irrefl A =⇒ irrefl B =⇒ irrefl (A Un B)"
apply (unfold irrefl_def)
apply (rule allI)
apply (rule notI)
by (metis UnE)

lemma witness_irreflexive : "irrefl witness"
apply (insert ef_linearizable)
apply (unfold sequential_stack_def)
apply (unfold sequential_stack_axioms_def)
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (unfold sequential_set_def)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (unfold sequential_set_axioms_def)
apply (unfold wellformed_history_def)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (unfold irrefl_def)
apply (rule allI)
apply (rule notI)
apply (unfold witness_def)
apply (erule UnE)+
apply (metis ef_linD)
apply (metis ef_el_irreflexive lem_irreflexive_then_not_equal)
by (metis el_el_irreflexive lem_irreflexive_then_not_equal)

lemma witness_antisymmetric : "antisym witness"
apply (insert ef_linearizable)
apply (unfold sequential_stack_def)
apply (unfold sequential_stack_axioms_def)
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (unfold sequential_set_def)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (unfold sequential_set_axioms_def)
apply (unfold wellformed_history_def)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (rule antisymI)
apply (unfold witness_def)
apply (erule UnE)+
apply (metis antisymD ef_linD)
apply (metis ef_el_b_ef_then_a_el ef_linD el_then_not_ef)
apply (metis UnE antisymD ef_el_antisymmetric ef_el_then_ef_and_el ef_linD
ef_then_not_el)
apply (erule UnE)
apply (metis ef_linD ef_then_not_el el_el_then_el_and_el)
apply (metis ef_el_then_ef_and_el el_el_then_el_and_el el_then_not_ef)
by (metis el_el_then_witness lem_irreflexive_then_not_equal trans_def
witness_def witness_irreflexive witness_transitive)
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lemma witness_total_on_push : "is_push a =⇒ is_push b =⇒ a ̸= b =⇒ (a,
b) ∈ witness ∨ (b, a) ∈ witness"
apply (insert ef_linearizable)
apply (unfold sequential_stack_def)
apply (unfold sequential_stack_axioms_def)
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (unfold sequential_set_def)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (unfold sequential_set_axioms_def)
apply (unfold wellformed_history_def)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (frule_tac a="a" in push_then_el_or_ef)
apply (frule_tac a="b" in push_then_el_or_ef)
apply (erule disjE)+
apply (metis el_el_then_witness el_el_total)
apply (metis ef_el_then_witness ef_el_total)
by (metis ef_el_then_witness ef_el_total ef_linI ef_then_in_lin
lin_then_witness)

lemma witness_total_on_pop : "is_pop a =⇒ is_pop b =⇒ a ̸= b =⇒ (a, b)
∈ witness ∨ (b, a) ∈ witness"
apply (insert ef_linearizable)
apply (unfold sequential_stack_def)
apply (unfold sequential_stack_axioms_def)
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (unfold sequential_set_def)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (unfold sequential_set_axioms_def)
apply (unfold wellformed_history_def)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (frule_tac a="a" in pop_then_el_or_ef)
apply (frule_tac a="b" in pop_then_el_or_ef)
apply (erule disjE)+
apply (metis el_el_then_witness el_el_total)
apply (metis ef_el_then_witness ef_el_total)
by (metis ef_el_then_witness ef_el_total ef_linI ef_then_in_lin
lin_then_witness)

lemma witness_total_on_push_pop : "is_push a =⇒ is_pop b =⇒ (a, b) ∈
witness ∨ (b, a) ∈ witness"
apply (insert ef_linearizable)
apply (unfold sequential_stack_def)
apply (unfold sequential_stack_axioms_def)
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (unfold sequential_set_def)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (unfold sequential_set_axioms_def)
apply (unfold wellformed_history_def)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (frule_tac a="a" in push_then_el_or_ef)
apply (frule_tac a="b" in pop_then_el_or_ef)
apply (erule disjE)+
apply (metis def_value el_el_then_witness el_el_total is_popD is_pushD
val_order_def)
apply (metis ef_el_then_witness ef_el_total)
by (metis ef_el_then_witness ef_el_total ef_linI
lem_is_pop_ef_then_is_ef_pop lem_is_push_ef_then_is_ef_push
lin_then_witness)
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lemma el_then_same_witness : "x ∈ el =⇒ (x, y) ∈ same_val =⇒ (a, x) ∈
witness =⇒ (x, a) ∈ same_val ∨ (a, y) ∈ witness"
apply (unfold witness_def)
apply (erule UnE)+
apply (metis ef_linD el_then_not_ef)
apply (drule ef_elD)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (metis el_then_not_ef)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (metis ef_then_not_el)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (metis ef_elI4 ef_el_then_witness elI3 val_then_el_pos1 witness_def)
apply (metis ef_elI3 ef_el_then_witness elI3 val_then_el_pos1 witness_def)
apply (drule el_elD)
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (erule disjE)
apply (metis same_valI2)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (metis el_elI2 el_el_then_witness el_posD val_then_el_pos1
witness_def)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (metis elI3 el_elI2 el_elI3 el_el_then_witness val_then_el_pre
witness_def)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (frule same_val_commutative)
apply (frule_tac x="y" and y="x" and z="a" in val_minf_then_minf2)
apply (assumption)
apply (smt elI3 el_elI4 el_el_then_witness val_then_el_pos1 val_then_el_pre
witness_def)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (metis elI3 el_elI5 el_el_then_witness val_then_el_pos1 witness_def)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (smt elI3 el_elI6 el_el_then_witness el_el_transitive_help
val_then_el_pos1 witness_def)
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (frule same_val_commutative)
apply (frule_tac x="y" and y="x" and z="a" in val_minf_then_minf2)
apply (assumption)
apply (erule exE)
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (frule_tac x="x" and y="y" and a="aa" in val_then_el_pos1)
apply (assumption)
by (smt elI3 el_elI7 el_el_then_witness minfD same_val_commutative
same_val_unique val_then_el_pre witness_def)

lemma witness_then_push_or_pop1 : "(a, b) ∈ witness =⇒ is_push a ∨
is_pop a"
by (smt UnE ef_elD ef_linD ef_then_push_or_pop elD el_el_then_el_and_el
lem_val_then_push_and_pop same_valD witness_def)

lemma witness_then_push_or_pop2 : "(a, b) ∈ witness =⇒ is_push b ∨
is_pop b"
apply (unfold witness_def)
apply (erule UnE)+
apply (metis ef_linD ef_then_push_or_pop)
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apply (metis ef_el_then_ef_and_el ef_then_push_or_pop elD
lem_val_then_push_and_pop same_valD)
by (metis elD el_el_then_el_and_el lem_val_then_push_and_pop same_valD)

lemma el_then_same_witness2 : "x ∈ el =⇒ (x, y) ∈ same_val =⇒ (x, a) ∈
witness =⇒ (x, a) ∈ same_val ∨ (y, a) ∈ witness"
apply (rotate_tac -1)
apply (erule contrapos_pp)
apply (safe)
apply (case_tac "(a, y) ∈ witness")
apply (metis antisymD elI3 el_then_same_witness
lem_irreflexive_then_not_equal same_val_commutative same_val_unique
witness_antisymmetric witness_irreflexive)
by (metis is_popI is_pushI same_valD witness_then_push_or_pop2
witness_total_on_pop witness_total_on_push witness_total_on_push_pop)

lemma ef_ef_then_lin : "a ∈ ef =⇒ b ∈ ef =⇒ (a, b) ∈ witness =⇒ (a,
b) ∈ ef_lin"
apply (unfold witness_def)
apply (erule UnE)+
apply (assumption)
apply (metis ef_el_b_ef_then_a_el el_then_not_ef)
by (metis el_el_then_el_and_el el_then_not_ef)

lemma ef_val_ef : "(a, b) ∈ val =⇒ a ∈ ef =⇒ b ∈ ef"
by (metis ef_val_then_ef same_valI1)

lemma witness_ooo : "sequential_lifo witness val"
apply (unfold sequential_lifo_def)
apply (insert ef_linearizable)
apply (unfold sequential_stack_def)
apply (unfold sequential_stack_axioms_def)
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (unfold sequential_set_def)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (unfold sequential_set_axioms_def)
apply (unfold wellformed_history_def)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (rule allI)+
apply (rule impI)+
apply (frule_tac ia="ia" in is_pushI)
apply (drule push_then_el_or_ef)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (frule_tac x="ia" and y="ra" and a="ib" in el_then_same_witness2)
apply (metis same_valI1)
apply assumption
apply (erule disjE)
apply (metis def_value same_valD val_order_def)
apply (metis antisymD def_value val_order_def witness_antisymmetric)
apply (frule_tac ia="ib" in is_pushI)
apply (drule push_then_el_or_ef)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (frule_tac x="ib" and y="rb" and a="ra" in el_then_same_witness2)
apply (metis same_valI1)
apply assumption
apply (erule disjE)
apply (metis elI3 el_then_not_ef same_valI2)
apply metis
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apply (frule_tac a="ia" and b="ra" in ef_val_then_ef)
apply (metis same_valI1)
apply (frule_tac a="ia" and b="ib" in ef_ef_then_lin)
apply (assumption)+
apply (frule_tac a="ib" and b="ra" in ef_ef_then_lin)
apply (assumption)+
apply (rule lin_then_witness)
apply (frule_tac a="ib" and b="rb" in ef_val_ef)
apply (assumption)
by (smt ef_linD ef_linI ef_valI sequential_lifo_def)

lemma val_then_not_witness : "(ia, ra) ∈ val =⇒ (ra, ia) /∈ witness"
apply (frule_tac ia="ia" in is_pushI)
apply (drule push_then_el_or_ef)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (frule_tac y="ra" in el_elI1)
apply (metis elI3 same_valI1)
apply (assumption)
apply (drule el_el_then_witness)
apply (rule notI)
apply (metis antisymD def_value val_order_def witness_antisymmetric)
by (metis antisym_def def_val_then_not_pr elI2 el_then_not_ef pr_in_witness
same_valI2 val_then_not_pr_def witness_antisymmetric)

lemma witness_wellformed_history : "wellformed_history witness val f"
apply (rule wellformed_historyI)
apply (metis witness_transitive)
apply (metis witness_antisymmetric)
apply (metis witness_irreflexive)
apply (metis operations_countable)
apply (metis operations_finite)
apply (metis def_push_once)
apply (metis def_pop_once)
apply (metis def_value)
apply (metis is_pop_def is_push_def witness_then_push_or_pop1
witness_then_push_or_pop2)
by (metis val_then_not_pr_def val_then_not_witness)

lemma witness_sequential_history : "sequential_set witness val f"
apply (unfold sequential_set_def)
apply (rule conjI)
apply (rule witness_wellformed_history)
apply (unfold sequential_set_axioms_def)
apply (rule conjI)
apply (metis witness_total_on_push)
apply (rule conjI)
apply (metis witness_total_on_pop)
by (metis witness_total_on_push_pop)

lemma witness_sequential_stack : "sequential_stack witness val f"
apply (unfold sequential_stack_def)
apply (rule conjI)
apply (rule witness_sequential_history)
apply (unfold sequential_stack_axioms_def)
by (rule witness_ooo)

theorem elimination_stack_linearizable : "∃ prt .( pre ⊆ prt ∧
sequential_stack prt val f)"
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apply (rule_tac x="witness" in exI)
by (metis pr_in_witness subrelI witness_sequential_stack)

end

theorem help_elimination_stack : "wellformed_history pre val f =⇒ abcd
pre =⇒

linearizable_non_empty_stack (elimination_free_pre pre val)
(elimination_free_val pre val)

=⇒ ∃ lin . elimination_stack pre val f lin"
apply (unfold linearizable_non_empty_stack_def)
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (erule exE)+
apply (rule_tac x="prt" in exI)
apply (rule elimination_stackI)
apply (assumption)+
apply (erule conjE)
apply (frule sequential_stackD)
apply (rule sequential_stackI)
apply (rule sequential_setI)
apply (rule wellformed_historyI)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (drule sequential_setD)
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (drule_tac pre="prt" in wellformed_historyD)
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (assumption)+
apply (drule wellformed_historyD)
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (drule sequential_setD)
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (drule_tac pre="prt" in wellformed_historyD)
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (assumption)
apply (metis sequential_setD wellformed_history.pre_irreflexive)
apply (metis wellformed_history.operations_countable)
apply (metis sequential_setD wellformed_history.operations_finite)
apply (metis elimination_free_valD push_once_def
wellformed_history.def_push_once)
apply (metis elimination_free_valD pop_once_def
wellformed_history.def_pop_once)
apply (metis elimination_free_valD val_order_def
wellformed_history.def_value)
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (drule sequential_setD)
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (drule wellformed_historyD)
apply (metis (full_types) wellformed_historyD)
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (drule wellformed_historyD)
apply (metis sequential_setD wellformed_historyD)
apply (metis sequential_setD)
apply (metis sequential_setD)
apply (metis sequential_setD)
apply metis
apply (metis in_mono)
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apply (metis finite_elimination_free wellformed_historyD)
by metis

theorem elimination_theorem : "wellformed_history pre val f =⇒ abcd pre
=⇒

linearizable_non_empty_stack (elimination_free_pre pre val)
(elimination_free_val pre val) =⇒

linearizable_non_empty_stack pre val"
apply (drule linearizable_non_empty_stackD)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (erule exE)+
apply (erule conjE)
apply (frule_tac pre="pre" and val="val" in help_elimination_stack)
apply (assumption)+
apply (frule wellformed_historyD)
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (rule_tac pre="(elimination_free_pre pre val)" and prt="prt" and
f="fa" and val="(elimination_free_val pre val)" in
linearizable_non_empty_stackI)
apply (rule conc_historyI)
apply (metis conc_historyD)
apply (metis conc_historyD)
apply (metis conc_historyD)
apply (rule abcdI)
apply (drule elimination_free_preD)+
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (metis (full_types) abcd_def elimination_free_preI)
apply metis
apply metis
by (metis conc_historyI elimination_stack.elimination_stack_linearizable
linearizable_non_empty_stack_def wellformed_history.pre_antisymmetric
wellformed_history.pre_irreflexive wellformed_history.pre_transitive)

end

A.5 Histories without Elimination and Pop-Empty
Operations

theory remove_relaxed_stack
imports Main insert_pr_relaxed_stack
begin

locale remove_relaxed_stack = wellformed_history +
fixes ir :: "’a rel"
assumes pr_abcd : "abcd pre"
assumes val_then_pr: "(a, b) ∈ val =⇒ (a, b) ∈ pre"
assumes ir_alternating: "alternating val ir"
assumes pr_u_ir_acyclic: "acyclic (pre ∪ ir)"
assumes rem_ooo : "(ia, ra) ∈ val =⇒ (ib, rb) ∈ val =⇒ (ia, ib) ∈

(ins_order pre val ir) =⇒
(ib, ra) ∈ ir =⇒ (ra, rb) /∈ (rem_order pre val ir)"

assumes pops_finite_def : "finite {a. isPop val a}"
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lemma remove_relaxed_stackI : "wellformed_history pre val f =⇒ abcd pre
=⇒
∀ a b . (a, b) ∈ val −→ (a, b) ∈ pre =⇒
alternating val ir =⇒
acyclic (pre ∪ ir) =⇒
∀ ia ra ib rb . (ia, ra) ∈ val −→ (ib, rb) ∈ val −→ (ia, ib) ∈
(ins_order pre val ir) −→

(ib, ra) ∈ ir −→ (ra, rb) /∈ (rem_order
pre val ir) =⇒
remove_relaxed_stack pre val f ir"
apply (unfold remove_relaxed_stack_def)
apply (rule conjI)
apply (assumption)
apply (unfold remove_relaxed_stack_axioms_def)
apply (rule conjI)+
apply assumption
apply (rule conjI)
apply assumption+
apply (rule conjI)+
apply assumption+
apply (rule conjI)
apply (assumption)
by (metis finite_Collect_disjI wellformed_historyD)

lemma remove_relaxed_stackD : "remove_relaxed_stack pre val f ir =⇒
wellformed_history pre val f ∧ abcd pre ∧
(∀ a b . (a, b) ∈ val −→ (a, b) ∈ pre) ∧
alternating val ir ∧
acyclic (pre ∪ ir) ∧
(∀ ia ra ib rb . (ia, ra) ∈ val −→ (ib, rb) ∈ val −→ (ia, ib) ∈
(ins_order pre val ir) −→

(ib, ra) ∈ ir −→ (ra, rb) /∈ (rem_order
pre val ir))"
apply (unfold remove_relaxed_stack_def)
apply (unfold remove_relaxed_stack_axioms_def)
by metis

lemma order_correct_then_remove_relaxed_stack : "linearizable_set pre val
emp =⇒ order_correct pre val =⇒
∃ ir f . remove_relaxed_stack (elimination_free_pre (non_empty_pre pre

emp) val) (elimination_free_val (non_empty_pre pre emp) val) f
(elimination_free_ir (non_empty_pre pre emp) val ir)"
apply (frule linearizable_set_then_wellformed)
apply (erule exE)
apply (drule order_correctD)
apply (erule exE)
apply (rule_tac x="ir" in exI)
apply (rule_tac x="f" in exI)
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (rule remove_relaxed_stackI)
apply (metis wellformed_then_ef_wellformed)
apply (metis conc_history.abcd ef_conc_history linearizable_set_def
pre_conc_history_then_non_empty_pre_conc_history)
apply (rule allI)+
apply (rule impI)
apply (drule elimination_free_valD)
apply (rule elimination_free_preI)
apply metis
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apply metis
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (drule elimination_freeD)
apply (drule wellformed_historyD)
apply (erule exE)
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (erule disjE)
apply (drule sameValD)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (metis pop_once_def)
apply (metis val_order_def)
apply (metis sameValD val_order_def val_then_not_pr_def)
apply (metis alternating_then_ef_alternating)
apply (rule_tac s="(pre ∪ ir)" in acyclic_subset)
apply (metis (erased, hide_lams) Un_commute)
apply (metis ef_empty_mono ef_ir_in_ir subset_refl sup.mono)
apply (rule allI)+
apply (rule impI)+
apply (rule notI)
apply (erule_tac x="ia" in allE)
apply (erule_tac x="ra" in allE)
apply (erule_tac x="ib" in allE)
apply (erule impE)
apply (rule conjI)
apply (metis elimination_free_valD)
apply (rule conjI)
apply (metis ef_val_then_pre)
apply (rule conjI)
apply (drule ins_orderD)
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (erule disjE)
apply (rule ins_orderI1)
apply (metis elimination_free_valD isPushI)
apply (metis elimination_free_valD isPushI)
apply (metis elimination_free_preD non_empty_pre_then_pre)
apply (metis (erased, hide_lams) ef_ins_then_ins elimination_free_irD
ins_orderI2)
apply (drule ins_orderD)
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (erule disjE)
apply (metis elimination_free_irD)
apply (metis elimination_free_irD)
apply (erule exE)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (frule_tac f="f" in elim_ef_rem_then_rem)
apply (assumption)
by (metis elimination_free_valD empty_rem_then_rem pop_once_def
wellformed_history.def_pop_once)

context remove_relaxed_stack
begin

lemma pops_finite : "finite {a. is_pop a}"
by (metis Collect_cong isPopD isPopI is_popD lem_val_then_push_and_pop
pops_finite_def)

lemma push_pop_ordered : "is_push a =⇒is_pop b =⇒ (a, b) : ir ∨ (b,a) ∈
ir"
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by (metis alternating_def ir_alternating isPop_def isPush_def is_pushD
lem_pop_then_push_exists)

lemma ir_push_and_pop : "(a, b) ∈ ir =⇒ (is_push a ∧ is_pop b) ∨ (is_pop
a ∧ is_push b)"
by (metis alternating_def ir_alternating isPop_def isPush_def
lem_val_then_push_and_pop)

definition ins :: "’a rel"
where

"ins = ins_order pre val ir"

lemma lem_pr_then_ins : " is_push a =⇒ is_push b =⇒ (a, b) ∈ pre =⇒
(a, b) ∈ ins"
apply (unfold ins_def)
apply (unfold ins_order_def)
apply (simp add: set_eq_iff)
by (metis isPush_def is_pushD)

lemma ir_push_and_pop1 : "(a, b) ∈ ir =⇒ is_push a =⇒ is_pop b"
by (metis def_value ir_push_and_pop is_push_def lem_pop_then_push_exists
val_order_def)

lemma ir_push_and_pop2 : "(a, b) ∈ ir =⇒ is_push b =⇒ is_pop a"
by (metis def_value ir_push_and_pop is_push_def lem_pop_then_push_exists
val_order_def)

lemma ir_push_and_pop3 : "(a, b) ∈ ir =⇒ is_pop a =⇒ is_push b"
by (metis def_value ir_push_and_pop is_push_def lem_pop_then_push_exists
val_order_def)

lemma ir_push_and_pop4 : "(a, b) ∈ ir =⇒ is_pop b =⇒ is_push a"
by (metis def_value ir_push_and_pop is_push_def lem_pop_then_push_exists
val_order_def)

lemma insI : "is_push a =⇒ is_push b =⇒ (a, c) ∈ pre =⇒ (c, b) ∈ ir
=⇒ (a, b) ∈ ins"
by (metis ins_def ins_orderI2 isPush_def lem_push_then_pop_exists)

lemma insD : "(a, b) ∈ ins =⇒ is_push a ∧ is_push b ∧ ((a, b) ∈ pre
∨(∃ c . is_pop c ∧ (a, c) ∈ pre ∧ (c, b) ∈ ir))"
by (metis (hide_lams, no_types) ins_def ins_orderD ir_push_and_pop2
isPush_def lem_val_then_push_and_pop)

lemma ipr_ooo : "(ia, ra) ∈ val =⇒ (ib, rb) ∈ val =⇒ (ia, ib) ∈
(ins_order pre val ir) =⇒ (ib, ra) ∈ ir =⇒ (ra, rb) /∈ pre"
apply (drule_tac ib="ib" and rb="rb" in rem_ooo)
apply (assumption)+
apply (rule notI)
by (metis ir_push_and_pop1 isPop_def is_popD lem_val_then_push_and_pop
rem_orderI1)

lemma ipr_ooo_ir : "(ia, ra) ∈ val =⇒ (ib, rb) ∈ val =⇒ (ia, ib) ∈
(ins_order pre val ir) =⇒ (ib, ra) ∈ ir =⇒ ¬((ra, ic) ∈ ir ∧ (ic, rb) ∈
ir)"
apply (drule_tac ib="ib" and rb="rb" in rem_ooo)
apply (assumption)+
apply (rule notI)
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by (metis (hide_lams, no_types) alternating_def def_value ir_alternating
isPop_def rem_orderI2 val_order_def)

lemma lem_val_then_ir : "(a, b) ∈ val =⇒ (a, b) ∈ ir"
apply (frule val_then_pr)
apply (frule lem_val_then_push_and_pop)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (frule_tac a="a" and b="b" in push_pop_ordered)
apply (assumption)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (assumption)
apply (frule_tac c="(a, b)" and A="pre" and B="ir" in UnI1)
apply (frule_tac c="(b, a)" and A="pre" and B="ir" in UnI2)
apply (frule_tac a="a" and b="b" and c="a" and R ="pre Un ir" in
r_r_into_trancl)
apply (assumption)+
by (metis acyclic_def pr_u_ir_acyclic)

lemma lem_push_pr_pop_then_ir : " is_push a =⇒ is_pop b =⇒ (a, b) ∈ pre
=⇒ (a, b) ∈ ir"
apply (frule_tac a="a" and b="b" in push_pop_ordered)
apply (assumption)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (assumption)
apply (frule_tac c="(a, b)" and A="pre" and B="ir" in UnI1)
apply (frule_tac c="(b, a)" and A="pre" and B="ir" in UnI2)
apply (frule_tac a="a" and b="b" and c="a" and R ="pre Un ir" in
r_r_into_trancl)
apply (assumption)+
by (metis acyclic_def pr_u_ir_acyclic)

lemma not_ir_push_pop_ir : "(a, b) /∈ ir =⇒ is_push a =⇒ is_pop b =⇒
(b, a) ∈ ir"
by (metis push_pop_ordered)

lemma not_ir_pop_push_ir : "(a, b) /∈ ir =⇒ is_pop a =⇒ is_push b =⇒
(b, a) ∈ ir"
by (metis push_pop_ordered)

lemma ir_transitive : "(a, b) ∈ ir =⇒ (b, c) ∈ ir =⇒ (c, d) ∈ ir =⇒
(a, d) ∈ ir"
apply (case_tac "(a, d) ∈ ir")
apply (assumption)
apply (frule ir_push_and_pop)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (drule not_ir_push_pop_ir)
apply (assumption)
apply (metis ir_push_and_pop1 ir_push_and_pop3)
apply (frule_tac c="(a, b)" and A="pre" and B="ir" in UnI2)
apply (frule_tac c="(b, c)" and A="pre" and B="ir" in UnI2)
apply (frule_tac c="(c, d)" and A="pre" and B="ir" in UnI2)
apply (frule_tac c="(d, a)" and A="pre" and B="ir" in UnI2)
apply (frule_tac a="a" and b="b" and c="c" and R ="pre Un ir" in
r_r_into_trancl)
apply (assumption)
apply (frule_tac a="c" and b="d" and c="a" and R ="pre Un ir" in
r_r_into_trancl)
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apply (assumption)
apply (metis acyclic_def pr_u_ir_acyclic transE trans_trancl)
apply (drule not_ir_pop_push_ir)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (assumption)
apply (metis ir_push_and_pop1 ir_push_and_pop3)
apply (frule_tac c="(a, b)" and A="pre" and B="ir" in UnI2)
apply (frule_tac c="(b, c)" and A="pre" and B="ir" in UnI2)
apply (frule_tac c="(c, d)" and A="pre" and B="ir" in UnI2)
apply (frule_tac c="(d, a)" and A="pre" and B="ir" in UnI2)
apply (frule_tac a="a" and b="b" and c="c" and R ="pre Un ir" in
r_r_into_trancl)
apply (assumption)
apply (frule_tac a="c" and b="d" and c="a" and R ="pre Un ir" in
r_r_into_trancl)
apply (assumption)
by (metis acyclic_def pr_u_ir_acyclic transE trans_trancl)

lemma lem_pop_pr_push_then_ir : " is_pop a =⇒ is_push b =⇒ (a, b) ∈ pre
=⇒ (a, b) ∈ ir"
apply (frule_tac a="b" and b="a" in push_pop_ordered)
apply (assumption)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (frule_tac c="(a, b)" and A="pre" and B="ir" in UnI1)
apply (frule_tac c="(b, a)" and A="pre" and B="ir" in UnI2)
apply (frule_tac a="a" and b="b" and c="a" and R ="pre Un ir" in
r_r_into_trancl)
apply (assumption)+
by (metis acyclic_def pr_u_ir_acyclic)

lemma lem_ins_transitive : "trans ins"
apply (rule transI)
apply (drule insD)+
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (erule disjE)+
apply (metis pre_transitive lem_pr_then_ins transE)
apply (metis pre_transitive insI transE)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (smt abcdD ins_def insI ipr_ooo_ir lem_pop_then_push_exists
lem_pr_then_ins lem_push_pr_pop_then_ir lem_push_then_pop_exists pr_abcd
val_then_pr)
by (metis insI ir_transitive lem_push_pr_pop_then_ir)

lemma lem_ins_abcd : "abcd ins"
apply (rule abcdI)
apply (drule insD)+
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (erule disjE)+
apply (metis abcdD lem_pr_then_ins pr_abcd)
apply (metis abcdD insI lem_pr_then_ins pr_abcd)
by (metis abcdD insI lem_pr_then_ins pr_abcd)

lemma lem_ins_irreflexive : "irrefl ins"
apply (unfold irrefl_def)
apply (rule allI)
apply (rename_tac x)
apply (rule notI)
apply (drule insD)
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apply (erule conjE)+
apply (erule disjE)
apply (metis pre_irreflexive lem_irreflexive_then_not_equal)
apply (erule exE)
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (frule_tac c="(x, c)" and A="pre" and B="ir" in UnI1)
apply (frule_tac c="(c, x)" and A="pre" and B="ir" in UnI2)
apply (frule_tac a="x" and b="c" and c="x" and R ="pre Un ir" in
r_r_into_trancl)
apply (assumption)
by (metis acyclic_def pr_u_ir_acyclic)

definition lin :: "’a rel"
where

"lin = {(ra, rb) . (∃ ia ib . (ia, ra) ∈ val ∧ (ib, rb) ∈ val ∧ (ib,
ia) ∈ ins ∧ (ia, rb) ∈ ir)}"

lemma linD : "(ra, rb) ∈ lin =⇒ (∃ ia ib . (ia, ra) ∈ val ∧ (ib, rb) ∈
val ∧ (ib, ia) ∈ ins ∧ (ia, rb) ∈ ir)"
apply (unfold lin_def)
by (simp add: set_eq_iff)

lemma linI : "(ia, ra) ∈ val =⇒ (ib, rb) ∈ val =⇒ (ia, rb) ∈ ir =⇒
(ib, ia) ∈ ins =⇒ (ra, rb) ∈ lin"
apply (unfold lin_def)
apply (simp add: set_eq_iff)
apply (rule_tac x="ia" in exI)
apply (rule conjI)
apply (assumption)
apply (rule_tac x="ib" in exI)
apply (rule conjI)
apply (assumption)
apply (rule conjI)
by (assumption)+

definition pop_ir :: "’a rel"
where

"pop_ir = {(ra, rb) . is_pop ra ∧ is_pop rb ∧ (∃ ic . (ra, ic) ∈ ir ∧
(ic, rb) ∈ ir)}"

lemma pop_irD : "(a, b) ∈ pop_ir =⇒ is_pop a ∧ is_pop b ∧ (∃ ic . (a,
ic) ∈ ir ∧ (ic, b) ∈ ir)"
apply (unfold pop_ir_def)
by (simp add: set_eq_iff)

lemma pop_irI : "is_pop a =⇒ is_pop b =⇒ (a, c) ∈ ir =⇒ (c, b) ∈ ir
=⇒ (a, b) ∈ pop_ir"
apply (unfold pop_ir_def)
apply (simp add: set_eq_iff)
by metis

lemma lem_pop_ir_transitive : "trans pop_ir"
apply (rule transI)
apply (drule pop_irD)+
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (erule exE)+
apply (erule conjE)+
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apply (case_tac "(x, ica) ∈ ir")
apply (metis pop_irI)
apply (drule not_ir_pop_push_ir)
apply (assumption)
apply (metis ir_push_and_pop3)
apply (frule_tac c="(ica, x)" and A="pre" and B="ir" in UnI2)
apply (frule_tac c="(x, ic)" and A="pre" and B="ir" in UnI2)
apply (frule_tac c="(ic, y)" and A="pre" and B="ir" in UnI2)
apply (frule_tac c="(y, ica)" and A="pre" and B="ir" in UnI2)
apply (frule_tac a="x" and b="ic" and c="y" and R ="pre Un ir" in
r_r_into_trancl)
apply (assumption)
apply (frule_tac a="y" and b="ica" and c="x" and R ="pre Un ir" in
r_r_into_trancl)
apply (assumption)
by (metis acyclic_def pr_u_ir_acyclic transD trans_trancl)

lemma lem_pop_ir_irreflexive : "irrefl pop_ir"
apply (unfold irrefl_def)
apply (rule allI)
apply (rule notI)
apply (rename_tac x)
apply (drule pop_irD)
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (erule exE)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (frule_tac c="(ic, x)" and A="pre" and B="ir" in UnI2)
apply (frule_tac c="(x, ic)" and A="pre" and B="ir" in UnI2)
apply (frule_tac a="x" and b="ic" and c="x" and R ="pre Un ir" in
r_r_into_trancl)
apply (assumption)
by (metis acyclic_def pr_u_ir_acyclic)

lemma lem_pop_ir_abcd : "abcd pop_ir"
apply (rule abcdI)
apply (drule pop_irD)+
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (erule exE)+
apply (erule conjE)+
by (metis (hide_lams, no_types) ir_push_and_pop3 lem_pop_ir_transitive
pop_irI push_pop_ordered trans_def)

lemma lem_lin_irreflexive : "irrefl lin"
apply (unfold irrefl_def)
apply (rule allI)
apply (rule notI)
apply (unfold lin_def)
apply (simp add: set_eq_iff)
apply (erule exE)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (erule exE)
apply (erule conjE)+
by (metis def_push_once lem_ins_irreflexive lem_irreflexive_then_not_equal
push_once_def)

lemma lem_lin_transitive : "trans lin"
apply (rule transI)
apply (rename_tac rc rb ra)
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apply (unfold lin_def)
apply (simp add: set_eq_iff)
apply (erule exE)+
apply (rename_tac ic ib)
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (erule exE)+
apply (rename_tac ibb ia)
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (rule_tac x="ic" in exI)
apply (rule conjI)
apply (assumption)
apply (rule_tac x="ia" in exI)
by (smt ins_def def_push_once ipr_ooo_ir lem_ins_transitive
lem_val_then_push_and_pop not_ir_push_pop_ir push_once_def transE)

lemma lem_prUlin_irreflexive: "irrefl (pre Un lin)"
by (metis pre_irreflexive Un_iff irrefl_def lem_lin_irreflexive)

lemma lem_lin_u_pop_ir_transitive : "trans (lin Un pop_ir)"
apply (rule transI)
apply (erule UnE)+
apply (metis UnI1 lem_lin_transitive transD)
apply (drule pop_irD)
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (erule exE)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (case_tac "(x, ic) ∈ ir")
apply (metis UnCI ir_push_and_pop2 ir_push_and_pop3 pop_irI)
apply (smt ins_def ipr_ooo_ir ir_push_and_pop3 is_pop_def linD
not_ir_pop_push_ir)
apply (erule UnE)
apply (drule pop_irD)
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (erule exE)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (case_tac "(ic, z) ∈ ir")
apply (metis UnCI ir_push_and_pop1 ir_push_and_pop3 pop_irI)
apply (smt ins_def ipr_ooo_ir ir_push_and_pop3 is_pop_def linD
not_ir_pop_push_ir)
by (metis UnI2 lem_pop_ir_transitive transD)

lemma lem_lin_u_pop_ir_irreflexive : "irrefl (lin Un pop_ir)"
by (metis UnE irrefl_def lem_lin_irreflexive lem_pop_ir_irreflexive)

lemma prUlinD : "(a, e) ∈ trancl (pre ∪ lin) =⇒(a, e) ∈ pre ∨ (a, e) ∈
lin ∨ (∃ b .(a, b) ∈ lin ∧ (b, e) ∈ pre) ∨ (∃ b. (a, b) ∈ pre ∧ (b, e)
∈ lin) ∨ (∃ b c .(a, b) ∈ lin ∧ (b, c) ∈ pre ∧ (c, e) ∈ lin)"
apply (erule trancl.induct)
apply (metis UnE)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (erule UnE)
apply (metis pre_transitive transD)
apply metis
apply (erule UnE)
apply (erule disjE)
apply metis
apply (erule disjE)
apply (metis pre_transitive transD)
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apply (erule disjE)
apply (erule exE)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (insert pr_abcd)
apply (frule_tac a="a" and b="ba" and c="b" and d="c" and r="pre" in
abcdD)
apply (assumption)+
apply (erule disjE)
apply (rule disjI1)
apply (assumption)

apply (metis ins_def ipr_ooo linD)
apply (metis (full_types) ins_def abcdD ipr_ooo linD)
by (metis lem_lin_transitive transD)

lemma lem_prUlin_acyclic: "acyclic (pre ∪ lin)"
apply (unfold acyclic_def)
apply (rule allI)
apply (rule notI)
apply (drule prUlinD)
apply (erule disjE)+
apply (metis pre_irreflexive lem_irreflexive_then_not_equal)
apply (erule disjE)+
apply (metis lem_irreflexive_then_not_equal lem_lin_irreflexive)
apply (erule disjE)+
apply (metis ins_def ipr_ooo linD)
apply (erule disjE)+
apply (metis ins_def ipr_ooo linD)
apply (erule exE)+
apply (insert lem_lin_transitive)
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (drule_tac r="lin" and x="c" and y="x" and z="b" in transD)
apply (assumption)+
by (metis ins_def ipr_ooo linD)

lemma lem_pre_then_not_pop_ir : "(a, b) ∈ pre =⇒ (b, a) ∈ pop_ir =⇒
False"
apply (unfold pop_ir_def)
apply (simp add: set_eq_iff)
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (erule exE)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (frule_tac c="(a, b)" and A="pre" and B="ir" in UnI1)
apply (frule_tac c="(b, ic)" and A="pre" and B="ir" in UnI2)
apply (frule_tac c="(ic, a)" and A="pre" and B="ir" in UnI2)
by (metis Un_commute acyclic_def pr_u_ir_acyclic r_into_trancl’
r_r_into_trancl trancl_trans)

lemma prUirUlinD : "(a, b) ∈ trancl (pre ∪ (lin ∪ pop_ir)) =⇒ (a, b) ∈
(pre ∪ (lin ∪ pop_ir)) ∨

(∃ c . (a, c)
∈ pre ∧ (c, b) ∈ (lin ∪ pop_ir)) ∨

(∃ c . (a, c)
∈ (lin ∪ pop_ir) ∧ (c, b) ∈ pre) ∨

(∃ c d . (a,
c) ∈ (lin ∪ pop_ir) ∧ (c, d) ∈ pre ∧ (d, b) ∈ (lin ∪ pop_ir))"
apply (erule trancl.induct)
apply (rule disjI1)
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apply (assumption)
apply (erule disjE)+
apply (erule UnE)+
apply (metis pre_transitive UnI1 transD)
apply metis
apply (erule UnE)+
apply (metis UnI1)
apply (metis UnI2)
apply (metis UnCI lem_lin_u_pop_ir_transitive sup_commute transD)
apply (erule UnE)
apply (erule disjE)+
apply (erule exE)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (insert pr_abcd)
apply (drule_tac r="pre" and a="b" and b="c" and c="a" and d="ca" in
abcdD)
apply (assumption)+
apply (erule disjE)
apply (erule UnE)
apply (metis ins_def ipr_ooo linD)
apply (frule_tac c="(b, ca)" and A="pre" and B="pop_ir" in UnI1)
apply (frule_tac c="(ca, b)" and A="pre" and B="pop_ir" in UnI2)
apply (metis lem_pre_then_not_pop_ir)
apply (metis UnI1)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (erule exE)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (metis pre_transitive transE)
apply (erule exE)+
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (drule_tac r="pre" and a="b" and b="c" and c="ca" and d="d" in
abcdD)
apply (assumption)+
apply (erule disjE)
apply (erule_tac c="(d, b)" in UnE)
apply (metis ins_def ipr_ooo linD)
apply (frule_tac c="(b, d)" and A="pre" and B="pop_ir" in UnI1)
apply (frule_tac c="(d, b)" and A="pre" and B="pop_ir" in UnI2)
apply (metis lem_pre_then_not_pop_ir)
apply metis
apply (erule disjE)
apply (erule exE)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (metis lem_lin_u_pop_ir_transitive transE)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (erule exE)
apply (erule conjE)
apply metis
apply (erule exE)+
apply (erule conjE)+
by (metis lem_lin_u_pop_ir_transitive transE)

lemma lem_pr_ir_lin_acyclic : "acyclic (pre ∪ (lin ∪ pop_ir))"
apply (unfold acyclic_def)
apply (rule allI)
apply (rule notI)
apply (drule prUirUlinD)
apply (erule disjE)
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apply (metis UnE lem_irreflexive_then_not_equal
lem_lin_u_pop_ir_irreflexive pre_irreflexive)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (erule exE)
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (erule UnE)
apply (metis ins_def ipr_ooo linD)
apply (frule_tac c="(x, c)" and A="pre" and B="pop_ir" in UnI1)
apply (frule_tac c="(c, x)" and A="pre" and B="pop_ir" in UnI2)
apply (metis lem_pre_then_not_pop_ir)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (erule exE)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (erule UnE)
apply (metis ins_def ipr_ooo linD)
apply (frule_tac c="(c, x)" and A="pre" and B="pop_ir" in UnI1)
apply (frule_tac c="(x, c)" and A="pre" and B="pop_ir" in UnI2)
apply (metis lem_pre_then_not_pop_ir)
apply (erule exE)+
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (insert lem_lin_u_pop_ir_transitive)
apply (drule_tac r="(lin Un pop_ir)" and x="d" and y="x" and z="c" in
transD)
apply (assumption)+
apply (erule_tac c="(d, c)" in UnE)
apply (metis ins_def ipr_ooo linD)
apply (frule_tac c="(c, d)" and A="pre" and B="pop_ir" in UnI1)
apply (frule_tac c="(d, c)" and A="pre" and B="pop_ir" in UnI2)
by (metis lem_pre_then_not_pop_ir)

definition w1 :: "’a rel"
where

"w1 = trancl (pre ∪ (lin ∪ pop_ir))"

definition wins1 :: "’a rel"
where

"wins1 = {(a, b) . is_push a ∧ is_push b ∧ ((a, b) ∈ w1 ∨ (∃ c . is_pop
c ∧ (a, c) ∈ w1 ∧ (c, b) ∈ ir))}"

lemma lem_trancl_w1D : "(x, y) ∈ trancl w1 =⇒ (x, y) ∈ w1"
by (metis trancl_id trans_trancl w1_def)

lemma lem_w1_transitive : "trans w1"
by (metis trans_trancl w1_def)

lemma lem_w1_irreflexive : "irrefl w1"
by (metis acyclic_irrefl lem_pr_ir_lin_acyclic w1_def)

lemma lem_w1_acyclic : "acyclic w1"
by (metis lem_transitive_irreflexive_then_acyclic lem_w1_irreflexive
lem_w1_transitive)

lemma w1D : "(a, b) ∈ w1 =⇒ (a, b) ∈ (pre ∪ (lin ∪ pop_ir)) ∨
(∃ c . (a, c)

∈ pre ∧ (c, b) ∈ (lin ∪ pop_ir)) ∨
(∃ c . (a, c)

∈ (lin ∪ pop_ir) ∧ (c, b) ∈ pre) ∨
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(∃ c d . (a,
c) ∈ (lin ∪ pop_ir) ∧ (c, d) ∈ pre ∧ (d, b) ∈ (lin ∪ pop_ir))"
by (metis prUirUlinD w1_def)

lemma lem_w1_then_push_or_pop1 : "(a, b) ∈ w1 =⇒ is_push a ∨ is_pop a"
apply (drule w1D)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (metis Un_iff lem_push_or_pop1 lem_val_then_push_and_pop linD
pop_irD)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (metis lem_push_or_pop1)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (metis Un_iff lem_val_then_push_and_pop linD pop_irD)
by (metis Un_iff lem_val_then_push_and_pop linD pop_irD)

lemma lem_w1_then_push_or_pop2 : "(a, b) ∈ w1 =⇒ is_push b ∨ is_pop b"
apply (drule w1D)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (metis Un_commute Un_iff is_pop_def lem_push_or_pop2 linD pop_irD)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (metis Un_iff is_pop_def linD pop_irD)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (metis lem_push_or_pop2)
by (metis Un_iff lem_val_then_push_and_pop linD pop_irD)

lemma lem_w1_push_then_pr : "(a, b) ∈ w1 =⇒ is_push a =⇒ is_push b =⇒
(a, b) ∈ pre"
apply (drule w1D)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (erule UnE)
apply (assumption)
apply (erule UnE)
apply (metis def_value lem_push_then_pop_exists linD val_order_def)
apply (metis irrefl_def lem_pop_ir_irreflexive pop_irD pop_irI
push_pop_ordered)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (erule exE)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (erule UnE)
apply (metis def_value lem_push_then_pop_exists linD val_order_def)
apply (metis irrefl_def lem_pop_ir_irreflexive pop_irD pop_irI
push_pop_ordered)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (erule exE)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (erule UnE)
apply (metis def_value is_push_def linD val_order_def)
apply (metis irrefl_def lem_pop_ir_irreflexive pop_irD pop_irI
push_pop_ordered)
apply (erule exE)+
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (erule UnE)
apply (metis def_value lem_push_then_pop_exists linD val_order_def)
by (metis lem_irreflexive_then_not_equal lem_pop_ir_irreflexive pop_irD
pop_irI push_pop_ordered)

lemma lem_wins1_then_ins : "(a, b) ∈ wins1 =⇒ (a, b) ∈ ins"
apply (unfold wins1_def)
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apply (simp add: set_eq_iff)
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (erule disjE)
apply (drule w1D)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (metis lem_pr_then_ins lem_w1_push_then_pr r_into_trancl’ w1_def)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (erule exE)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (erule UnE)
apply (metis def_value lem_push_then_pop_exists linD val_order_def)
apply (metis def_value is_pop_def lem_push_then_pop_exists pop_irD
val_order_def)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (erule exE)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (erule UnE)
apply (metis def_value lem_push_then_pop_exists linD val_order_def)
apply (metis def_value is_push_def lem_pop_then_push_exists pop_irD
val_order_def)
apply (erule exE)+
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (erule UnE)
apply (metis def_value lem_push_then_pop_exists linD val_order_def)
apply (metis def_value is_pop_def lem_push_then_pop_exists pop_irD
val_order_def)
apply (erule exE)
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (drule w1D)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (erule UnE)
apply (metis insI)
apply (erule UnE)
apply (metis def_value is_push_def linD val_order_def)
apply (metis def_value is_push_def lem_pop_then_push_exists pop_irD
val_order_def)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (erule exE)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (erule UnE)

apply (smt insI ins_def ipr_ooo_ir lem_val_then_push_and_pop linD
not_ir_push_pop_ir)
apply (metis insI ir_transitive lem_irreflexive_then_not_equal
lem_pop_ir_irreflexive not_ir_push_pop_ir pop_irD pop_irI)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (erule exE)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (erule UnE)
apply (metis def_value lem_push_then_pop_exists linD val_order_def)
apply (metis def_value is_pop_def lem_push_then_pop_exists pop_irD
val_order_def)
apply (erule exE)+
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (erule UnE)+
apply (metis def_value lem_push_then_pop_exists linD val_order_def)
apply (metis def_value lem_push_then_pop_exists linD val_order_def)
apply (erule UnE)
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apply (metis lem_irreflexive_then_not_equal lem_pop_ir_irreflexive pop_irD
pop_irI push_pop_ordered)
by (metis def_value is_pop_def lem_push_then_pop_exists pop_irD
val_order_def)

lemma lem_w1_ooo : "(ia, ra) ∈ val =⇒ (ib, rb) ∈ val =⇒ (ia, ib) ∈
wins1 =⇒ (ib, ra) ∈ ir =⇒ (rb, ra) ∈ w1"
apply (frule lem_wins1_then_ins)
apply (drule_tac ia="ib" and ib="ia" and ra="rb" and rb="ra" in linI)
apply (assumption)+
by (metis UnCI r_into_trancl’ w1_def)

lemma lem_pr_ir_then_ir : "is_push a =⇒ is_push b =⇒ is_pop c =⇒ (a,
b) ∈ pre =⇒ (b, c) ∈ ir =⇒ (a, c) ∈ ir"
apply (case_tac "(a, c) ∈ ir")
apply (assumption)
apply (drule not_ir_push_pop_ir)
apply (assumption)+
apply (frule_tac c="(a, b)" and A="pre" and B="ir" in UnI1)
apply (frule_tac c="(b, c)" and A="pre" and B="ir" in UnI2)
apply (frule_tac a="a" and b="b" and c="c" and R ="pre Un ir" in
r_r_into_trancl)
apply (assumption)
by (metis Un_iff acyclic_def pr_u_ir_acyclic trancl_into_trancl2)

lemma lem_w1Uir_then_push_or_pop1 : "(a, b) ∈ w1 Un ir =⇒ is_push a ∨
is_pop a"
by (metis UnE ir_push_and_pop lem_w1_then_push_or_pop1)

lemma lem_w1Uir_then_push_or_pop2 : "(a, b) ∈ w1 Un ir =⇒ is_push b ∨
is_pop b"
by (metis UnE ir_push_and_pop lem_w1_then_push_or_pop2)

lemma lem_trancl_w1UnirD : "(a, b) ∈ trancl(w1 Un ir) =⇒
(is_push a ∧ is_push b ∧ ((a, b) ∈ pre ∨ (∃ c. (a, c)∈ ir ∧ (c, b)∈

ir))) ∨
(is_push a ∧ is_pop b ∧ (a, b) ∈ ir) ∨
(is_pop a ∧ is_push b ∧ (a, b) ∈ ir) ∨
(is_pop a ∧ is_pop b ∧ (a, b) ∈ w1)"

apply (erule trancl.induct)
apply (frule lem_w1Uir_then_push_or_pop1)
apply (frule lem_w1Uir_then_push_or_pop2)
apply (erule disjE)+
apply (metis Un_iff ir_push_and_pop1 lem_w1_push_then_pr)

apply (rule disjI2)
apply (rule disjI1)
apply (rule conjI)
apply (assumption)
apply (rule conjI)
apply (assumption)
apply (erule UnE)
apply (drule w1D)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (metis (lifting) UnE def_value lem_pop_then_push_exists
lem_push_pr_pop_then_ir lem_push_then_pop_exists linD pop_irD val_order_def)
apply (erule disjE)
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apply (erule exE)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (erule UnE)
apply (smt ins_def ipr_ooo_ir lem_push_pr_pop_then_ir
lem_val_then_push_and_pop linD push_pop_ordered)
apply (metis ir_transitive lem_push_pr_pop_then_ir pop_irD)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (metis Un_iff def_value is_pop_def is_push_def linD pop_irD
val_order_def)
apply (metis UnE Un_commute def_value lem_pop_then_push_exists
lem_push_then_pop_exists linD pop_irD val_order_def)
apply (assumption)

apply (erule disjE)
apply (rule disjI2)
apply (rule disjI2)
apply (rule disjI1)
apply (rule conjI)
apply (assumption)
apply (rule conjI)
apply (assumption)
apply (erule UnE)
apply (drule w1D)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (metis (hide_lams, no_types) Un_iff def_value is_pop_def is_push_def
lem_pop_pr_push_then_ir linD pop_irD val_order_def)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (metis Un_iff def_value is_pop_def is_push_def linD pop_irD
val_order_def)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (erule exE)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (erule UnE)
apply (smt ins_def ipr_ooo_ir lem_pop_pr_push_then_ir
lem_val_then_push_and_pop linD push_pop_ordered)
apply (metis ir_transitive lem_pop_pr_push_then_ir pop_irD)
apply (metis UnE Un_commute def_value lem_pop_then_push_exists
lem_push_then_pop_exists linD pop_irD val_order_def)
apply (assumption)
apply (rule disjI2)+
apply (rule conjI)
apply (assumption)
apply (rule conjI)
apply (assumption)
apply (metis UnE def_value ir_push_and_pop3 lem_pop_then_push_exists
lem_push_then_pop_exists val_order_def)
apply (frule lem_w1Uir_then_push_or_pop2)
apply (erule disjE)+
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (rule disjI1)
apply (rule conjI)
apply (assumption)
apply (rule conjI)
apply (assumption)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (metis pre_transitive Un_iff ir_push_and_pop2 lem_push_pr_pop_then_ir
lem_w1_push_then_pr transD)
apply (erule exE)
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apply (erule conjE)
apply (erule UnE)
apply (metis (hide_lams, no_types) Un_iff ir_push_and_pop1
lem_irreflexive_then_not_equal lem_lin_u_pop_ir_irreflexive
lem_pr_ir_then_ir lem_w1_push_then_pr not_ir_push_pop_ir pop_irI)
apply (metis ir_push_and_pop2 ir_transitive push_pop_ordered)

apply (erule conjE)+
apply (rule disjI2)
apply (rule disjI1)
apply (rule conjI)
apply (assumption)
apply (rule conjI)
apply (assumption)
apply (erule UnE)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (smt lem_ins_irreflexive lem_ins_transitive
lem_irreflexive_then_not_equal lem_pr_then_ins lem_wins1_then_ins
mem_Collect_eq push_pop_ordered split_conv trans_def wins1_def)
apply (erule exE)
apply (erule conjE)+

apply (smt ir_transitive irrefl_def lem_ins_irreflexive lem_wins1_then_ins
mem_Collect_eq case_prodI push_pop_ordered wins1_def)

apply (erule disjE)
apply (metis lem_pr_ir_then_ir)

apply (metis ir_transitive)
apply (erule disjE)+
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (rule disjI1)
apply (rule conjI)
apply (assumption)
apply (rule conjI)
apply (assumption)
apply (rule disjI2)
apply (rule_tac x="b" in exI)
apply (rule conjI)
apply (assumption)
apply (erule UnE)
apply (drule w1D)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (metis (lifting) Un_def def_value is_pop_def lem_pop_pr_push_then_ir
lem_push_then_pop_exists linD mem_Collect_eq pop_irD val_order_def)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (metis UnE def_value lem_pop_then_push_exists
lem_push_then_pop_exists linD pop_irD val_order_def)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (erule exE)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (erule UnE)
apply (smt ins_def ipr_ooo_ir lem_pop_pr_push_then_ir
lem_val_then_push_and_pop linD push_pop_ordered)
apply (metis ir_transitive lem_pop_pr_push_then_ir pop_irD)
apply (erule exE)+
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (erule UnE)+
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apply (metis def_value lem_push_then_pop_exists linD val_order_def)
apply (metis def_value is_pop_def lem_push_then_pop_exists pop_irD
val_order_def)
apply (erule UnE)
apply (metis def_value lem_push_then_pop_exists linD val_order_def)
apply (metis Un_iff acyclic_irrefl irrefl_def not_ir_push_pop_ir pop_irD
pr_u_ir_acyclic r_into_trancl’)
apply (assumption)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (metis Un_iff ir_push_and_pop2 lem_irreflexive_then_not_equal
lem_pop_ir_irreflexive lem_pr_ir_then_ir lem_w1_push_then_pr pop_irI
push_pop_ordered)
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (erule UnE)
apply (insert lem_w1_transitive)
apply (drule_tac r="w1" and x="a" and y="b" and z="c" in transD)
apply (assumption)+
apply (drule_tac a="a" and b="c" in w1D)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (metis (lifting) Un_def def_value is_pop_def lem_pop_pr_push_then_ir
lem_pop_then_push_exists lem_push_then_pop_exists linD mem_Collect_eq
pop_irD val_order_def)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (metis (hide_lams, no_types) Un_iff lem_val_then_push_and_pop
lem_w1_transitive linD pop_irD trans_def)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (smt UnE ins_def ipr_ooo_ir ir_transitive lem_pop_pr_push_then_ir
lem_val_then_push_and_pop linD not_ir_pop_push_ir pop_irD)
apply (metis (hide_lams, no_types) Un_iff lem_val_then_push_and_pop
lem_w1_transitive linD pop_irD trans_def)
apply (drule w1D)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (erule UnE)
apply (metis lem_pre_then_not_pop_ir not_ir_push_pop_ir pop_irI)
apply (erule UnE)
apply (smt ins_def ipr_ooo_ir linD push_pop_ordered)
apply (metis ir_transitive pop_irD)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (erule exE)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (erule UnE)
apply (drule linD)
apply (erule exE)+
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (metis ins_def ipr_ooo_ir is_pop_def lem_pre_then_not_pop_ir pop_irI
push_pop_ordered)
apply (metis lem_pop_ir_transitive lem_pre_then_not_pop_ir
not_ir_push_pop_ir pop_irI r_r_into_trancl trancl_id)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (erule exE)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (erule UnE)
apply (smt ins_def ipr_ooo_ir lem_pre_then_not_pop_ir
lem_val_then_push_and_pop linD not_ir_pop_push_ir pop_irI)
apply (metis lem_pop_ir_transitive lem_pre_then_not_pop_ir pop_irI
push_pop_ordered transD)
apply (erule exE)+
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apply (erule conjE)+
apply (erule UnE)+
apply (rule disjI2)
apply (rule disjI2)
apply (rule disjI1)
apply (rule conjI)
apply (assumption)
apply (rule conjI)
apply (assumption)
apply (drule linD)+
apply (erule exE)+
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (metis (hide_lams, no_types) ins_def ipr_ooo_ir is_pop_def
lem_pre_then_not_pop_ir pop_irI push_pop_ordered)
apply (rule disjI2)
apply (rule disjI2)
apply (rule disjI1)
apply (rule conjI)
apply (assumption)
apply (rule conjI)
apply (assumption)
apply (drule linD)
apply (erule exE)+
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (smt Collect_mem_eq Un_def ins_def ipr_ooo_ir lem_pop_ir_transitive
lem_pre_then_not_pop_ir lem_val_then_push_and_pop not_ir_push_pop_ir pop_irI
r_r_into_trancl sup_idem trancl_id val_then_not_pr_def)
apply (erule UnE)
apply (rule disjI2)
apply (rule disjI2)
apply (rule disjI1)
apply (rule conjI)
apply (assumption)
apply (rule conjI)
apply (assumption)
apply (drule linD)
apply (erule exE)+
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (smt ins_def ipr_ooo_ir lem_pop_ir_transitive lem_pre_then_not_pop_ir
lem_val_then_push_and_pop not_ir_push_pop_ir pop_irI r_r_into_trancl
trancl_id)
apply (metis lem_pop_ir_transitive lem_pre_then_not_pop_ir pop_irI
push_pop_ordered trans_def)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (metis Un_iff acyclic_def ir_transitive lem_w1_acyclic
not_ir_push_pop_ir pop_irI r_into_trancl’ r_r_into_trancl w1_def)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (erule UnE)
apply (rule disjI2)+
apply (rule conjI)
apply (assumption)
apply (rule conjI)
apply (assumption)
apply (drule w1D)
apply (erule disjE)
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apply (metis (hide_lams, no_types) Un_iff ir_push_and_pop4
lem_push_pr_pop_then_ir lem_val_then_push_and_pop lem_w1_push_then_pr linD
not_ir_push_pop_ir pop_irD pop_irI r_into_trancl’ w1_def)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (erule exE)
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (drule_tac a="b" and b="ca" in lem_push_pr_pop_then_ir)
apply (metis Un_iff is_pop_def linD pop_irD)
apply (assumption)
apply (erule UnE)
apply (case_tac "(b, c) ∈ ir")
apply (metis (hide_lams, no_types) Un_iff pop_irI r_into_trancl’ w1_def)
apply (smt ins_def ipr_ooo_ir ir_push_and_pop3 linD push_pop_ordered)
apply (drule pop_irD)
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (erule exE)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (metis (hide_lams, no_types) Un_iff ir_transitive pop_irI
r_into_trancl’ w1_def)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (metis UnE def_value lem_pop_then_push_exists
lem_push_then_pop_exists linD pop_irD val_order_def)
apply (metis UnE def_value lem_pop_then_push_exists
lem_push_then_pop_exists linD pop_irD val_order_def)
apply (metis (hide_lams, no_types) Un_iff pop_irI r_into_trancl’ w1_def)
by (metis Un_iff def_value ir_push_and_pop3 ir_push_and_pop4
lem_push_then_pop_exists push_pop_ordered transD val_order_def)

lemma lem_w1_ir_acyclic : "acyclic (w1 Un ir)"
apply (unfold acyclic_def)
apply (safe)
apply (drule lem_trancl_w1UnirD)
apply (safe)
apply (metis pre_irreflexive irrefl_def)
apply (metis ir_push_and_pop2 lem_irreflexive_then_not_equal
lem_pop_ir_irreflexive pop_irI)
apply (metis irrefl_def lem_pop_ir_irreflexive pop_irI)
apply (metis irrefl_def lem_pop_ir_irreflexive pop_irI)
by (metis irrefl_def lem_w1_irreflexive)

lemma lem_pr_in_w1 : "pre ⊆ w1"
by (metis UnI1 r_into_trancl’ subsetI w1_def)

lemma lem_pr_then_w1 : "(a, b) ∈ pre =⇒ (a, b) ∈ w1"
by (metis lem_pr_in_w1 set_rev_mp)

lemma lem_lin_then_w1 : "(a, b) ∈ lin =⇒ (a, b) ∈ w1"
by (metis Un_iff r_into_trancl’ w1_def)

lemma lem_pop_ir_then_w1 : "(a, b) ∈ pop_ir =⇒ (a, b) ∈ w1"
by (metis Un_iff r_into_trancl’ w1_def)

lemma lem_same_ir : "(a, b) /∈ w1 =⇒ (b, a) /∈ w1 =⇒ is_pop a =⇒ is_pop
b =⇒ (∀ e . (e, a) ∈ ir −→ (e, b) ∈ ir) ∧ (∀ e . (e, b) ∈ ir −→ (e,
a) ∈ ir)"
by (metis ir_push_and_pop4 lem_pop_ir_then_w1 not_ir_pop_push_ir pop_irI)
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lemma lem_w1_then_ir : "(a, b) ∈ w1 =⇒ is_push a =⇒ is_pop b =⇒ (a, b)
∈ ir"
by (smt Un_upper2 inf_sup_aci(5) ir_push_and_pop4 lem_push_pr_pop_then_ir
lem_trancl_w1UnirD lem_w1_push_then_pr push_pop_ordered r_into_trancl’
trancl_mono)

definition w1_pop :: "’a rel"
where

"w1_pop = {(a, b) . is_pop a ∧ is_pop b ∧ (a, b) ∈ w1}"

lemma w1_popD : "(a, b) ∈ w1_pop =⇒ is_pop a ∧ is_pop b ∧ (a, b) ∈ w1"
apply (unfold w1_pop_def)
by (simp)

lemma w1_popI : "is_pop a =⇒ is_pop b =⇒ (a, b) ∈ w1 =⇒ (a, b) ∈
w1_pop"
apply (unfold w1_pop_def)
by (simp)

lemma w1_pop_transitive : "trans w1_pop"
by (metis lem_w1_transitive transE transI w1_popD w1_popI)

lemma w1_pop_irreflexive : "irrefl w1_pop"
by (metis acyclic_def irrefl_def lem_pr_ir_lin_acyclic w1_def w1_popD)

lemma w1_pop_antisymmetric : "antisym w1_pop"
by (metis antisymI irrefl_def transD w1_pop_irreflexive w1_pop_transitive)

lemma w1_pop_acyclic : "acyclic w1_pop"
by (metis lem_transitive_irreflexive_then_acyclic w1_pop_irreflexive
w1_pop_transitive)

lemma w1_pop_then_w1 : "(a, b) ∈ w1_pop =⇒ (a, b) ∈ w1"
by (metis w1_popD)

lemma trancl_w1_pop_then_trancl_w1 : "(a, b) ∈ trancl (w1_pop Un ir) =⇒
(a, b) ∈ trancl (w1 Un ir)"
apply (erule trancl.induct)
apply (metis Un_iff r_into_trancl’ w1_pop_then_w1)
by (metis Un_iff trancl.trancl_into_trancl w1_pop_then_w1)

lemma w1_pop_ir_acyclic : "acyclic (w1_pop Un ir)"
by (metis acyclic_def lem_w1_ir_acyclic trancl_w1_pop_then_trancl_w1)

definition pop_ops :: "’a set"
where

"pop_ops = {a . is_pop a}"

lemma pop_ops_finite : "finite pop_ops"
by (metis pop_ops_def pops_finite)

lemma only_pops_in_pop_ops : "a ∈ pop_ops =⇒ is_pop a"
by (metis mem_Collect_eq pop_ops_def)

inductive finite_pop_set :: "’a set ⇒ bool"
where

emptyI [simp, intro!]: "finite_pop_set {}"
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| insertI [simp, intro!]: "finite_pop_set A =⇒ is_pop a =⇒
finite_pop_set (insert a A)"

lemma only_pops_in_finite_pop_set_help : "finite_pop_set r =⇒ ∀ a . a /∈
r ∨ (is_pop a)"
apply (erule finite_pop_set.induct)
apply (metis empty_iff)
by (metis insertE)

lemma only_pops_in_finite_pop_set : "finite_pop_set r =⇒ a ∈ r =⇒
is_pop a"
by (metis only_pops_in_finite_pop_set_help)

lemma pops_are_finite_pop_set_help : "finite r =⇒ (∃ a . a ∈ r ∧
¬is_pop a) ∨ finite_pop_set r"
apply (erule finite.induct)
apply (metis emptyI)
by (metis insertCI insertI)

lemma pops_are_finite_pop_set : "finite_pop_set pop_ops"
apply (insert pop_ops_finite)
apply (drule pops_are_finite_pop_set_help)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (erule exE)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (drule only_pops_in_pop_ops)
apply metis
by assumption

inductive finite_pop_rel :: "’a rel ⇒ bool"
where

emptyI [simp, intro!]: "finite_pop_rel {}"
| insertI [simp, intro!]: "finite_pop_rel A =⇒ is_pop a =⇒ is_pop b =⇒

finite_pop_rel (insert (a, b) A)"

lemma only_pops_in_finite_pop_rel_help : "finite_pop_rel r =⇒ ∀ a b. (a,
b) /∈ r ∨ (is_pop a ∧ is_pop b)"
apply (erule finite_pop_rel.induct)
apply (metis empty_iff)
by (metis Pair_inject insertE)

lemma only_pops_in_finite_pop_rel : "finite_pop_rel r =⇒ (a, b) ∈ r =⇒
is_pop a ∧ is_pop b"
by (metis only_pops_in_finite_pop_rel_help)

lemma finite_pop_rel_union : "finite_pop_rel A =⇒ finite_pop_rel B =⇒
finite_pop_rel (A Un B)"
apply (induct rule: finite_pop_rel.induct)
by simp_all

lemma pair_is_finite_pop_rel : "is_pop a =⇒ is_pop b =⇒ finite_pop_rel
{(a, b)}"
by (metis finite_pop_rel.simps)

lemma finite_pop_relI_help3 : "{a} × (insert aa A) = {a} × A Un {(a, aa)}
"
by (metis Sigma_empty1 Un_insert_right insert_times_insert
sup_bot.left_neutral sup_bot.right_neutral)
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lemma finite__pop_relI_help2 : "finite_pop_set A =⇒ ¬is_pop a ∨
finite_pop_rel ({a} × A)"
apply (erule finite_pop_set.induct)
apply (metis Sigma_empty2 finite_pop_rel.emptyI)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (rule disjI1)
apply (assumption)
apply (rule_tac t="{a} × insert aa A" and s="{a} × A Un {(a, aa)}" in
subst)
apply (metis finite_pop_relI_help3)
by (metis finite_pop_rel_union pair_is_finite_pop_rel)

lemma finite_relI_help1 : "insert a A × B = A × B Un {a} × B"
by (metis Sigma_Un_distrib1 Un_commute insert_is_Un)

lemma finite_relI : "finite_pop_set A =⇒ finite_pop_set B =⇒
finite_pop_rel (A × B)"
apply (erule finite_pop_set.induct)
apply (metis Sigma_empty1 finite_pop_rel.emptyI)
apply (rule_tac t="insert a A × B" and s="A × B Un {a} × B" in subst)
apply (metis finite_relI_help1)
apply (rule finite_pop_rel_union)
apply assumption
by (metis finite__pop_relI_help2)

lemma pop_ops_rel_finite : "finite_pop_rel (pop_ops × pop_ops)"
by (metis finite_relI pops_are_finite_pop_set)

lemma all_in_pop_ops_rel : "is_pop a =⇒ is_pop b =⇒ (a, b) ∈ (pop_ops
× pop_ops)"
by (metis SigmaI mem_Collect_eq pop_ops_def)

lemma w1_pop_in_pop_ops_rel : "w1_pop ⊆ (pop_ops × pop_ops)"
apply (rule subrelI)
by (metis all_in_pop_ops_rel w1_popD)

lemma help_irreflexive : "trans r =⇒ irrefl r =⇒ antisym r =⇒ (a, b) /∈
r =⇒ (b, a) /∈ r =⇒ a ̸= b =⇒ irrefl (trancl (insert (a, b) r))"
by (metis acyclic_insert acyclic_irrefl rtranclD trancl_id)

lemma help_antisymmetric : "trans r =⇒ irrefl r =⇒ antisym r =⇒ (a, b)
/∈ r =⇒ (b, a) /∈ r =⇒ a ̸= b =⇒ antisym (trancl (insert (a, b) r))"
by (metis acyclic_def acyclic_insert antisym_def
lem_transitive_irreflexive_then_acyclic rtrancl_eq_or_trancl trancl_id
trancl_trans)

lemma is_pop_preserved : "is_pop a =⇒ is_pop b =⇒ ∀ c d . (c, d) ∈ r
−→ is_pop c ∧ is_pop d =⇒ (aa, ba) ∈ (insert (a, b) r) =⇒ is_pop aa ∧
is_pop ba"
by (metis insert_iff prod.inject)

lemma r_is_pop_then_trancl_is_pop : "∀ a b . (a, b) ∈ r −→ is_pop a ∧
is_pop b =⇒ (c, d) ∈ trancl r =⇒ is_pop c ∧ is_pop d"
by (metis converse_tranclE trancl.cases)

definition w2 :: "’a rel ⇒ bool"
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where
"w2 r ←→ w1_pop ⊆ r ∧ (ALL a b . (a, b) ∈ pop_ops × pop_ops −→ a=b ∨

(a, b) ∈ r ∨ (b, a) ∈ r) ∧ trans r ∧ irrefl r ∧ antisym r ∧ (∀ a b . (a,
b) ∈ r −→ is_pop a ∧ is_pop b)"

lemma lem_exists_total_closure : "(∃ r . w2 r)"
apply (unfold w2_def)
apply (insert pop_ops_rel_finite)
apply (erule finite_pop_rel.induct)
apply (metis empty_iff equalityE w1_popD w1_pop_antisymmetric
w1_pop_irreflexive w1_pop_transitive)
apply (erule exE)
apply (case_tac "a=b")
apply (rule_tac x="r" in exI)
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (rule conjI)
apply (assumption)
apply (rule conjI)
apply (rule allI)+
apply (rule impI)
apply (unfold insert_def)
apply (erule UnE)
apply (metis (mono_tags) mem_Collect_eq prod.inject)
apply metis
apply metis
apply (case_tac "(a, b) ∈ r")
apply (rule_tac x="r" in exI)
apply (rule conjI)
apply metis
apply (rule conjI)
apply (rule allI)+
apply (rule impI)
apply (erule UnE)
apply (metis (full_types) mem_Collect_eq)
apply metis
apply metis
apply (case_tac "(b, a) ∈ r")
apply (rule_tac x="r" in exI)
apply (rule conjI)
apply metis
apply (rule conjI)
apply (rule allI)+
apply (rule impI)
apply (erule UnE)

apply (metis (mono_tags) mem_Collect_eq prod.inject)
apply metis
apply metis
apply (rule_tac x="trancl (insert (a, b) r)" in exI)
apply (rule conjI)
apply (metis r_into_trancl’ subsetI subset_insertI2 subset_trans)
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (rule conjI)
apply (rule allI)+
apply (rule impI)
apply (erule UnE)
apply (metis (lifting) insert_compr mem_Collect_eq r_into_trancl’)
apply (metis insert_iff r_into_trancl’)
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apply (rule conjI)
apply (metis trans_trancl)
apply (rule conjI)
apply (rule help_irreflexive)
apply (assumption)+
apply (rule conjI)
apply (rule help_antisymmetric)
apply (assumption)+
apply (rule allI)+
apply (rule impI)
apply (rule_tac r="insert (a, b) r" and c="aa" and d="ba" in
r_is_pop_then_trancl_is_pop)
apply (metis is_pop_preserved)
by assumption

lemma lem_w2_then_pop : "w2 r =⇒ (a, b) ∈ r =⇒ is_pop a ∧ is_pop b"
by (metis w2_def)

lemma lem_w2_pop_total : "w2 r =⇒ is_pop a =⇒ is_pop b =⇒ a ̸= b =⇒
(a, b) ∈ r ∨ (b, a) ∈ r"
by (metis all_in_pop_ops_rel w2_def)

lemma lem_w2_antisymmetric : "w2 r =⇒ antisym r"
by (metis w2_def)

lemma lem_w2_acyclic : "w2 r =⇒ acyclic r"
by (metis lem_transitive_irreflexive_then_acyclic w2_def)

lemma lem_w2_transitive : "w2 r =⇒ trans r"
by (metis w2_def)

lemma lem_preUw2_then_push_or_pop1 : "w2 r =⇒ (a, b) ∈ pre Un r =⇒
is_push a ∨ is_pop a"
by (metis Un_iff lem_push_or_pop1 lem_w2_then_pop)

lemma lem_preUw2_then_push_or_pop2 : "w2 r =⇒ (a, b) ∈ pre Un r =⇒
is_push b ∨ is_pop b"
by (metis Un_iff lem_push_or_pop2 lem_w2_then_pop)

lemma lem_pre_w2D_help : "w2 r =⇒ (a, b) ∈ trancl (pre Un r) =⇒
is_push a ∨ (is_pop b ∧ (a, b) ∈ r) ∨ (a, b) ∈ pre ∨ (∃ c. is_pop c

∧ (a, c) ∈ r ∧ (c, b) ∈ pre)"
apply (erule trancl.induct)
apply (metis Un_iff lem_w2_then_pop)
apply (erule disjE)
apply metis
apply (frule_tac a="b" and b="c" in lem_preUw2_then_push_or_pop2)
apply (assumption)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (erule UnE)
apply metis
apply (metis ir_push_and_pop3 ir_push_and_pop4 lem_w2_then_pop
push_pop_ordered)
apply (metis Un_iff lem_w2_transitive trans_def)
apply (erule disjE)
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apply (metis pre_irreflexive UnE abcd_def def_value
lem_irreflexive_then_not_equal lem_pop_then_push_exists
lem_push_then_pop_exists lem_w2_then_pop pr_abcd val_order_def)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (frule lem_push_or_pop1)
apply (erule disjE)
apply metis
apply (frule lem_push_or_pop2)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (metis pre_irreflexive UnE abcdD ir_push_and_pop4
lem_irreflexive_then_not_equal lem_pop_pr_push_then_ir lem_w2_then_pop
pr_abcd)
apply (smt UnE lem_pr_then_w1 lem_w2_transitive subsetD transD w1_popI
w2_def)
by (smt pre_transitive UnE lem_pr_then_w1 lem_w2_transitive subsetD transD
w1_popI w2_def)

lemma lem_pre_w2D : "w2 r =⇒ (a, b) ∈ trancl (pre Un r) =⇒ is_pop a =⇒
is_push b =⇒ (a, b) ∈ pre ∨ (∃ c. is_pop c ∧ (a, c) ∈ r ∧ (c, b) ∈
pre)"
by (metis lem_irreflexive_then_not_equal lem_pop_ir_irreflexive
lem_pre_w2D_help not_ir_pop_push_ir pop_irI)

lemma lem_pre_w2D2_help : "w2 r =⇒ (a, b) ∈ trancl (pre Un r) =⇒
is_pop a ∨ (a, b) ∈ pre ∨ (is_push a ∧ (∃ c . is_pop c ∧ (a, c) ∈ pre

∧ (c, b) ∈ trancl (pre Un r)))"
apply (erule trancl.induct)
apply (metis Un_iff lem_w2_then_pop)
by (metis Un_iff pre_transitive lem_push_or_pop1 lem_w2_then_pop
trancl.r_into_trancl trancl.trancl_into_trancl trans_def)

lemma lem_pre_w2D2 : "w2 r =⇒ (a, b) ∈ trancl (pre Un r) =⇒ is_push a
=⇒ (a, b) ∈ pre ∨ (∃ c. is_pop c ∧ (a, c) ∈ pre ∧ (c, b) ∈ trancl (pre
Un r))"
by (metis (hide_lams, no_types) def_value lem_pop_then_push_exists
lem_pre_w2D2_help lem_push_then_pop_exists val_order_def)

lemma lem_tranclpreUw2_then_push_or_pop1 : "w2 r =⇒ (a, b) ∈ trancl (pre
Un r) =⇒ is_push a ∨ is_pop a"
by (metis lem_pre_w2D2_help lem_push_or_pop1)

lemma lem_tranclpreUw2_then_push_or_pop2 : "w2 r =⇒ (a, b) ∈ trancl (pre
Un r) =⇒ is_push b ∨ is_pop b"
by (metis (hide_lams, no_types) lem_preUw2_then_push_or_pop2 tranclE)

lemma lem_trancl_pre_w2D : "w2 r =⇒ (a, b) ∈ trancl (pre Un r) =⇒
is_push a ∨ is_push b ∨ (a, b) ∈ r"
apply (erule trancl.induct)
apply (erule UnE)
apply (frule lem_push_or_pop1)
apply (frule lem_push_or_pop2)
apply (erule disjE)+
apply metis
apply metis
apply (erule disjE)
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apply metis
apply (metis lem_pr_then_w1 set_rev_mp w1_popI w2_def)
apply metis
apply (erule disjE)
apply metis
apply (erule disjE)
apply (frule_tac a="a" and b="b" in lem_tranclpreUw2_then_push_or_pop1)
apply (assumption)+
apply (erule disjE)
apply metis
apply (frule_tac a="a" and b="b" in lem_pre_w2D)
apply (assumption)+
apply (erule disjE)
apply (erule UnE)
apply (frule_tac a="b" and b="c" in lem_push_or_pop2)
apply (erule disjE)
apply metis
apply (metis (hide_lams, no_types) pre_irreflexive abcd_def irrefl_def
lem_pr_then_w1 pr_abcd subsetD w1_popI w2_def)
apply (frule_tac a="b" and b="c" in lem_w2_then_pop)
apply (assumption)
apply (metis ir_push_and_pop4 lem_pop_pr_push_then_ir)
apply (frule_tac a="b" and b="c" in lem_preUw2_then_push_or_pop2)
apply (assumption)
apply (erule disjE)
apply metis
apply (smt pre_transitive UnE lem_pr_then_w1 lem_w2_transitive
r_r_into_trancl subsetD trancl_id w1_popI w2_def)
apply (frule_tac a="b" and b="c" in lem_preUw2_then_push_or_pop2)
apply (assumption)
apply (erule disjE)
apply metis
by (smt UnE lem_pr_in_w1 lem_w2_transitive r_r_into_trancl subsetD
trancl_id w1_popI w2_def)

lemma lem_w1_in_w2 : "w2 r =⇒ (a, b) ∈ w1 =⇒ is_pop a =⇒ is_pop b =⇒
(a, b) ∈ r"
by (metis set_rev_mp w1_popI w2_def)

lemma lem_not_w1_then_same_ir : "w2 r =⇒ is_pop a =⇒ is_pop b =⇒ (a,
b) ∈ r =⇒ (a, b) /∈ w1 =⇒ (e, a) ∈ ir =⇒ (e, b) ∈ ir"
apply (rotate_tac -2)
apply (erule contrapos_np)
apply (frule ir_push_and_pop4)
apply (assumption)
apply (drule not_ir_push_pop_ir)
apply (assumption)+
apply (drule_tac a="b" and b="a" and c="e" in pop_irI)
apply (assumption)+
apply (drule lem_pop_ir_then_w1)
by (metis acyclic_def ir_push_and_pop2 lem_w1_in_w2 lem_w2_acyclic
r_r_into_trancl)

lemma lem_not_w1_then_same_ir2 : "w2 r =⇒ is_pop a =⇒ is_pop b =⇒ (a,
b) ∈ r =⇒ (a, b) /∈ w1 =⇒ (a, e) ∈ ir =⇒ (b, e) ∈ ir"
by (metis ir_push_and_pop3 lem_pop_ir_then_w1 not_ir_pop_push_ir pop_irI)
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lemma lem_not_w1_then_same_ir3 : "w2 r =⇒ is_pop a =⇒ is_pop b =⇒ (a,
b) ∈ r =⇒ (a, b) /∈ w1 =⇒ (b, e) ∈ ir =⇒ (a, e) ∈ ir"
by (metis ir_push_and_pop3 lem_irreflexive_then_not_equal
lem_not_w1_then_same_ir lem_pop_ir_irreflexive pop_irI push_pop_ordered)

lemma lem_pr_in_w2 : "w2 r =⇒ is_pop a =⇒ is_pop b =⇒ (a, b) ∈ pre =⇒
(a, b) ∈ r"
by (metis lem_w1_in_w2 lem_pr_then_w1)

lemma help_me : "w2 r =⇒ (a, b) ∈ r =⇒ (a, b) ∈ w1 ∨ ((c, a) ∈ ir −→
(c, b) ∈ ir)"
by (metis lem_not_w1_then_same_ir lem_w2_then_pop)

lemma lem_prUw2_then_w1Uir : "w2 r =⇒ (a, b) ∈ trancl (pre Un r) =⇒
(is_pop a ∧ is_pop b ∧ (a, b) ∈ r) ∨ (a, b) ∈ trancl (w1 Un ir)"
apply (erule trancl.induct)
apply (frule_tac a="a" and b="b" in lem_preUw2_then_push_or_pop1)
apply (assumption)
apply (frule_tac a="a" and b="b" in lem_preUw2_then_push_or_pop2)
apply (assumption)
apply (erule disjE)+
apply (metis UnE inf_sup_ord(3) lem_pr_then_w1 r_into_trancl’ trancl_mono
w2_def)
apply (metis UnE Un_upper2 lem_push_pr_pop_then_ir r_into_trancl’
trancl_mono w2_def)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (metis Un_iff lem_pop_pr_push_then_ir r_into_trancl’ w2_def)
apply (metis UnE lem_pr_in_w2)
apply (erule disjE)+
apply (erule conjE)
apply (frule_tac a="b" and b="c" in lem_preUw2_then_push_or_pop2)
apply (assumption)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (erule UnE)
apply (frule_tac a="c" and b="a" in push_pop_ordered)
apply (assumption)+
apply (erule disjE)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (frule_tac a="b" and b="c" in lem_pop_pr_push_then_ir)
apply (assumption)+
apply (case_tac "(a, b) ∈ w1")
apply (metis Un_iff r_r_into_trancl)
apply (metis (hide_lams, no_types) ins_def insI ipr_ooo_ir is_pop_def
is_push_def lem_not_w1_then_same_ir lem_val_then_ir val_then_pr)
apply (metis Un_iff r_into_trancl’)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (metis lem_pop_ir_then_w1 lem_pre_then_not_pop_ir lem_w1_push_then_pr
lem_w2_then_pop pop_irI push_pop_ordered)
apply (metis (lifting) def_value lem_pop_then_push_exists
lem_push_then_pop_exists lem_trancl_pre_w2D lem_w2_transitive
r_r_into_trancl trancl.r_into_trancl trancl_id val_order_def)
apply (erule UnE)
apply (metis (hide_lams, no_types) UnCI lem_pr_in_w1 set_rev_mp
trancl.trancl_into_trancl)
apply (frule_tac a="a" and b="b" in lem_tranclpreUw2_then_push_or_pop1)
apply (assumption)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (frule_tac a="b" and b="c" in lem_w2_then_pop)
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apply (assumption)+
apply (erule conjE)
apply (frule_tac a="b" and b="c" and c="a" in help_me)
apply (assumption)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (metis (hide_lams, no_types) Un_iff trancl.simps)
apply (smt UnI1 Un_commute def_value lem_pop_then_push_exists
lem_push_then_pop_exists lem_trancl_w1UnirD trancl.r_into_trancl
val_order_def)
by (metis Un_iff def_value lem_pop_then_push_exists
lem_push_then_pop_exists lem_trancl_pre_w2D trancl.trancl_into_trancl
val_order_def w2_def)

lemma lem_w3_irreflexive : "w2 r =⇒ irrefl (trancl (pre Un r))"
by (metis acyclic_def irrefl_def lem_pop_ir_irreflexive
lem_prUw2_then_w1Uir lem_trancl_pre_w2D lem_w1_ir_acyclic lem_w2_acyclic
lem_w2_transitive pop_irI push_pop_ordered trancl_id)

lemma lem_w3_antisymmetric : "w2 r =⇒ antisym (trancl (pre Un r))"
by (metis antisymI irrefl_def lem_w3_irreflexive trancl_trans)

lemma val_then_not_w3 : "w2 r =⇒ (ia, ra) ∈ val =⇒ (ra, ia) /∈ trancl
(pre Un r)"
by (metis Un_iff lem_irreflexive_then_not_equal lem_w3_irreflexive
trancl.simps val_then_pr)

lemma lem_witness_wellformed : "w2 r =⇒ wellformed_history (trancl (pre
Un r)) val f"
apply (rule wellformed_historyI)
apply (metis trans_trancl)
apply (metis lem_w3_antisymmetric)
apply (metis lem_w3_irreflexive)
apply (metis operations_countable)
apply (metis operations_finite)
apply (metis def_push_once)
apply (metis def_pop_once)
apply (metis def_value)
apply (metis is_pop_def is_push_def lem_tranclpreUw2_then_push_or_pop1
lem_tranclpreUw2_then_push_or_pop2)
by (metis val_then_not_prI val_then_not_w3)

lemma lem_help_push_or_pop: "w2 r =⇒ (a, b) ∈ ((pre ∪ r)+ ∪ ir)+ =⇒
is_push a ∨ is_pop a"
apply (erule trancl.induct)
apply (metis UnE ir_push_and_pop lem_witness_wellformed
wellformed_history.lem_push_or_pop1)
by metis

lemma lem_w3_acyclic_help : "w2 r =⇒ (a, b) ∈ trancl ( (trancl (pre Un
r)) Un ir) =⇒ (is_pop a ∧ is_pop b ∧ (a, b) ∈ r) ∨ (a, b) ∈ trancl (w1
Un ir)"
apply (erule trancl.induct)
apply (metis Un_iff lem_irreflexive_then_not_equal lem_pop_ir_irreflexive
lem_prUw2_then_w1Uir lem_trancl_pre_w2D pop_irI push_pop_ordered
trancl.r_into_trancl)
apply (erule disjE)
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apply (erule conjE)+
apply (erule UnE)
apply (frule_tac c="(a, b)" and A="pre" and B="r" in UnI2)
apply (smt lem_prUw2_then_w1Uir lem_trancl_pre_w2D trancl_into_trancl2
w2_def)
apply (case_tac "(a, b) ∈ w1")
apply (metis Un_iff r_r_into_trancl)
apply (frule_tac r="r" and a="a" and b="b" and e="c" in
lem_not_w1_then_same_ir3)
apply (assumption)+
apply (metis UnCI r_into_trancl’)
apply (erule UnE)
apply (frule_tac a="b" and b="c" and r="r" in lem_prUw2_then_w1Uir)
apply (assumption)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (frule_tac a="a" and b="b" in lem_help_push_or_pop)
apply (assumption)
apply (erule disjE)+
apply (frule_tac a="a" and b="b" in push_pop_ordered)
apply (assumption)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (case_tac "(b, c) ∈ w1")
apply (metis Un_iff trancl.trancl_into_trancl)
apply (frule_tac r="r" and a="b" and b="c" and e="a" in
lem_not_w1_then_same_ir)
apply (assumption)+
apply (metis Un_iff trancl.simps)
apply (smt insI ins_def ipr_ooo_ir ir_transitive lem_pop_then_push_exists
lem_push_pr_pop_then_ir lem_push_then_pop_exists lem_trancl_w1UnirD
lem_w1_then_ir val_then_pr)
apply (smt UnCI help_me lem_prUw2_then_w1Uir lem_trancl_w1UnirD
lem_w1_in_w2 not_ir_pop_push_ir trancl.r_into_trancl trancl_into_trancl2
trancl_trans)
apply (metis trancl_trans)
by (metis Un_iff trancl.trancl_into_trancl)

lemma lem_w3_acyclic : "w2 r =⇒ acyclic ((trancl (pre Un r)) ∪ ir)"
apply (unfold acyclic_def)
apply (rule allI)
apply (rule notI)
by (metis acyclic_def irrefl_trancl_rD lem_w1_ir_acyclic lem_w2_acyclic
lem_w3_acyclic_help)

lemma lem_w3_pop_ordered : "w2 r =⇒ is_pop a =⇒ is_pop b =⇒ a ̸= b =⇒
(a, b) ∈ trancl (pre Un r) ∨ (b, a) ∈ trancl (pre Un r)"
by (metis Un_iff lem_w2_pop_total trancl.simps)

lemma lem_w3_then_ins : "w2 r =⇒ is_push a =⇒ is_push b =⇒ (a, b) ∈
trancl (pre Un r) =⇒ (a, b) ∈ ins"
by (smt insI ins_def ipr_ooo ir_push_and_pop3 ir_push_and_pop4
lem_prUw2_then_w1Uir lem_pr_then_ins lem_pre_w2D2 lem_push_then_pop_exists
lem_trancl_w1UnirD push_pop_ordered val_then_pr)

lemma lem_w3ins_then_ins : "w2 r =⇒ is_push a =⇒ is_push b =⇒ is_pop c
=⇒ (a, c) ∈ trancl (pre Un r) =⇒ (c, b) ∈ ir =⇒ (a, b) ∈ ins"
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apply (frule_tac a="a" and b="c" in lem_pre_w2D2)
apply (assumption)+
apply (erule disjE)
apply (metis insI)
apply (erule exE)
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (frule_tac a="ca" and b="c" in lem_trancl_pre_w2D)
apply (assumption)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (metis lem_irreflexive_then_not_equal lem_pop_ir_irreflexive
not_ir_pop_push_ir pop_irI)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (metis def_value is_pop_def is_push_def val_order_def)
apply (case_tac "(ca, c) ∈ w1")
apply (frule_tac a="b" and b="ca" in push_pop_ordered)
apply (assumption)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (frule_tac a="c" and b="ca" and c="b" in pop_irI)
apply (assumption)+
apply (metis acyclic_def lem_pop_ir_then_w1 lem_w1_in_w2 lem_w2_acyclic
r_r_into_trancl)
apply (metis insI)
by (metis insI lem_not_w1_then_same_ir3)

lemma lem_wins_then_ins : "w2 r =⇒ (a, b) ∈ (ins_order (trancl (pre Un
r)) val ir) =⇒ (a, b) ∈ ins"
apply (unfold ins_order_def)
apply (simp add:set_eq_iff)
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (erule disjE)
apply (metis isPush_def is_pushI lem_w3_then_ins)
by (metis ir_push_and_pop2 isPush_def is_pushI lem_w3ins_then_ins)

lemma lem_w3_ooo : "w2 r =⇒
(ia, ra) ∈ val =⇒
(ib, rb) ∈ val =⇒
(ia, ib) ∈ ins_order ((pre ∪ r)+) val ir =⇒ (ib, ra) ∈ ir

=⇒ (rb, ra) ∈ (pre ∪ r)+"
apply (frule_tac a="ia" and b="ib" in lem_wins_then_ins)
apply (assumption)
apply (frule_tac ia="ib" and ib="ia" and ra="rb" and rb="ra" in linI)
apply (assumption)+
apply (frule lem_lin_then_w1)
apply (frule_tac a="rb" and b="ra" in lem_w1_in_w2)
apply (assumption)
apply (metis is_pop_def)
apply (metis is_pop_def)
by (metis Un_iff r_into_trancl’)

lemma lem_pr_in_w3 : "w2 r =⇒ (a, b) ∈ pre =⇒ (a, b) ∈ trancl (pre Un
r)"
by (metis Un_iff r_into_trancl’)

theorem remove_relaxed_stack_linearizable : "∃ prt .( pre ⊆ prt ∧
insert_pr_relaxed_stack prt val f ir)"
apply (insert lem_exists_total_closure)
apply (erule exE)
apply (rule_tac x="trancl (pre Un r)" in exI)
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apply (rule conjI)
apply (metis Un_iff r_into_trancl’ subsetI)
apply (unfold insert_pr_relaxed_stack_def)
apply (rule conjI)
apply (metis lem_witness_wellformed)
apply (unfold insert_pr_relaxed_stack_axioms_def)
apply (rule conjI)+
apply (metis lem_pr_in_w3 val_then_pr)
apply (metis lem_w3_pop_ordered)
apply (rule conjI)
apply (rule ir_alternating)
apply (rule conjI)
apply (metis lem_w3_acyclic)
apply (rule allI)+
by (metis lem_w3_ooo)

end

theorem remove_relaxed_stack_linearizable : "remove_relaxed_stack pre val f
ir =⇒ linearizable_non_empty_stack pre val"
apply (frule remove_relaxed_stack.remove_relaxed_stack_linearizable)
apply (erule exE)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (drule insert_pr_relaxed_stack.insert_pr_relaxed_stack_linearizable)
apply (erule exE)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (drule insert_relaxed_stack.insert_relaxed_stack_linearizable)
apply (erule exE)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (rule_tac prt="prtb" and f="f" in linearizable_non_empty_stackI)
apply (drule remove_relaxed_stackD)
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (drule wellformed_historyD)
apply (metis conc_historyI)
apply (metis subset_trans)
by (assumption)

end
theory insert_pr_relaxed_stack
imports Main insert_relaxed_stack
begin

locale insert_pr_relaxed_stack = wellformed_history +
fixes ir :: "’a rel"
assumes val_then_pr: "(a, b) ∈ val =⇒ (a, b) ∈ pre"
assumes pop_ordered: "is_pop a =⇒ is_pop b =⇒a ̸=b=⇒(a, b) ∈ pre ∨

(b,a)∈pre"
assumes ir_alternating: "alternating val ir"
assumes pr_u_ir_acyclic: "acyclic (pre ∪ ir)"
assumes ipr_ooo : "(ia, ra) ∈ val =⇒ (ib, rb) ∈ val =⇒ (ia, ib) ∈

(ins_order pre val ir) =⇒ (ib, ra) ∈ ir =⇒ (rb, ra) ∈ pre"

context insert_pr_relaxed_stack
begin

lemma push_pop_ordered : "is_push a =⇒is_pop b =⇒ (a, b) : ir ∨ (b,a) ∈
ir"
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by (metis alternating_def ir_alternating isPop_def isPush_def is_popD
is_pushD)

lemma ir_push_and_pop : "(a, b) ∈ ir =⇒ (is_push a ∧ is_pop b) ∨ (is_pop
a ∧ is_push b)"
by (metis alternating_def ir_alternating isPop_def isPush_def is_pop_def
is_push_def)

definition ins :: "’a rel"
where

"ins = ins_order pre val ir"

lemma lem_pr_then_ins : " is_push a =⇒ is_push b =⇒ (a, b) ∈ pre =⇒
(a, b) ∈ ins"
apply (unfold ins_def)
apply (unfold ins_order_def)
apply (simp add: set_eq_iff)
by (metis isPush_def is_pushD)

lemma insI : "is_push a =⇒ is_push b =⇒ (a, c) ∈ pre =⇒ (c, b) ∈ ir
=⇒ (a, b) ∈ ins"
by (metis ins_def ins_orderI2 isPush_def is_pushD)

lemma ir_push_and_pop1 : "(a, b) ∈ ir =⇒ is_push a =⇒ is_pop b"
by (metis def_value ir_push_and_pop is_push_def lem_pop_then_push_exists
val_order_def)

lemma ir_push_and_pop2 : "(a, b) ∈ ir =⇒ is_push b =⇒ is_pop a"
by (metis def_value ir_push_and_pop is_push_def lem_pop_then_push_exists
val_order_def)

lemma ir_push_and_pop3 : "(a, b) ∈ ir =⇒ is_pop a =⇒ is_push b"
by (metis def_value ir_push_and_pop is_push_def lem_pop_then_push_exists
val_order_def)

lemma ir_push_and_pop4 : "(a, b) ∈ ir =⇒ is_pop b =⇒ is_push a"
by (metis def_value ir_push_and_pop is_push_def lem_pop_then_push_exists
val_order_def)

lemma lem_val_then_ir : "(a, b) ∈ val =⇒ (a, b) ∈ ir"
apply (frule val_then_pr)
apply (frule lem_val_then_push_and_pop)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (frule_tac a="a" and b="b" in push_pop_ordered)
apply (assumption)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (assumption)
apply (frule_tac c="(a, b)" and A="pre" and B="ir" in UnI1)
apply (frule_tac c="(b, a)" and A="pre" and B="ir" in UnI2)
apply (frule_tac a="a" and b="b" and c="a" and R ="pre Un ir" in
r_r_into_trancl)
apply (assumption)+
by (metis acyclic_def pr_u_ir_acyclic)

lemma lem_push_pr_pop_then_ir : " is_push a =⇒ is_pop b =⇒ (a, b) ∈ pre
=⇒ (a, b) ∈ ir"
apply (frule_tac a="a" and b="b" in push_pop_ordered)
apply (assumption)
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apply (erule disjE)
apply (assumption)
apply (frule_tac c="(a, b)" and A="pre" and B="ir" in UnI1)
apply (frule_tac c="(b, a)" and A="pre" and B="ir" in UnI2)
apply (frule_tac a="a" and b="b" and c="a" and R ="pre Un ir" in
r_r_into_trancl)
apply (assumption)+
by (metis acyclic_def pr_u_ir_acyclic)

lemma not_ir_push_pop_ir : "(a, b) /∈ ir =⇒ is_push a =⇒ is_pop b =⇒
(b, a) ∈ ir"
by (metis push_pop_ordered)

lemma not_ir_pop_push_ir : "(a, b) /∈ ir =⇒ is_pop a =⇒ is_push b =⇒
(b, a) ∈ ir"
by (metis push_pop_ordered)

lemma lem_pop_pr_push_then_ir : " is_pop a =⇒ is_push b =⇒ (a, b) ∈ pre
=⇒ (a, b) ∈ ir"
apply (frule_tac a="b" and b="a" in push_pop_ordered)
apply (assumption)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (frule_tac c="(a, b)" and A="pre" and B="ir" in UnI1)
apply (frule_tac c="(b, a)" and A="pre" and B="ir" in UnI2)
apply (frule_tac a="a" and b="b" and c="a" and R ="pre Un ir" in
r_r_into_trancl)
apply (assumption)+
by (metis acyclic_def pr_u_ir_acyclic)

inductive_set wir :: "’a rel"
where

wir_intro : "(a, b) ∈ pre =⇒ is_push a =⇒ is_pop b =⇒ (a, b) ∈ wir"

| wir_step: "(∃ix rx ra. (ix, rx) ∈ val ∧
(a, ra) ∈ val ∧
is_pop b ∧
(ix, b) ∈ wir ∧
(rx, ra) ∈ pre ∧
(b, rx) ∈ pre ∧
(a, rx) ∈ wir) =⇒ (a, b) ∈ wir"

lemma lem_wir_pr_then_wir_help : "(a, b) ∈ wir =⇒
is_push c ∨ (b, c) /∈ pre ∨

(is_pop c ∧ (b, c) ∈ pre ∧ (a, c) ∈ wir)"
apply (insert pre_transitive)
apply (erule wir.induct)
apply (metis lem_push_or_pop2 transE wir.wir_intro)
apply (erule exE)+
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (erule disjE)
apply (simp)
apply (erule disjE)
apply metis
by (metis lem_val_then_push_and_pop pop_ordered wir.wir_step)

lemma lem_wir_pr_then_wir : "(a, b) ∈ wir =⇒ is_pop c =⇒ (b, c) ∈ pre
=⇒ (a, c) ∈ wir"
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by (metis def_value lem_wir_pr_then_wir_help lem_pop_then_push_exists
lem_push_then_pop_exists val_order_def)

lemma wir_right_rec : "(ix, rx) ∈ val =⇒ (a, ra) ∈ val =⇒ is_pop b =⇒

(ix, b) ∈ pre =⇒ (rx, ra) ∈ pre =⇒ (a, rx) ∈ wir =⇒ (a,
b) ∈ wir"
by (smt lem_val_then_push_and_pop lem_wir_pr_then_wir pop_ordered
wir.wir_intro wir.wir_step)

lemma wir_left_rec : "(ix, rx) ∈ val =⇒ (a, ra) ∈ val =⇒ is_pop b =⇒
(ix, b) ∈ wir =⇒ (rx, ra) ∈ pre =⇒ (a, rx) ∈ pre

=⇒ (a, b) ∈ wir"
by (smt def_pop_once ir_push_and_pop1 is_push_def lem_val_then_ir
lem_val_then_push_and_pop lem_wir_pr_then_wir pop_once_def pop_ordered
val_then_pr wir.simps wir.wir_intro wir.wir_step wir_right_rec)

lemma wir_left_right_rec : "(ix, rx) ∈ val =⇒ (a, ra) ∈ val =⇒ is_pop b
=⇒ (ix, b) ∈ wir =⇒ (rx, ra) ∈ pre =⇒ (a, rx) ∈ wir =⇒ (a, b) ∈ wir"
by (metis (lifting, no_types) lem_val_then_push_and_pop lem_wir_pr_then_wir
pop_ordered wir.wir_step)

lemma wirD : "(ia, rb) ∈ wir =⇒ (ia, rb) ∈ pre ∨
(∃ix rx ra. (ix, rx) ∈ val ∧

(ia, ra) ∈ val ∧
is_pop rb ∧
(ix, rb) ∈ wir ∧
(rx, ra) ∈ pre ∧
(rb, rx) ∈ pre ∧
(ia, rx) ∈ wir)"

by (metis wir.simps)

inductive_set lwir :: "’a rel"
where

lwir_intro : "(a, b) ∈ pre =⇒ is_push a =⇒ is_pop b =⇒ (a, b) ∈
lwir"
| lwir_step: "(∃ix rx ra. (ix, rx) ∈ val ∧

(a, ra) ∈ val ∧
is_pop b ∧
(ix, b) ∈ lwir ∧
(rx, ra) ∈ pre ∧
(b, rx) ∈ pre ∧
(a, rx) ∈ pre) =⇒ (a, b) ∈ lwir"

lemma lem_lwir_then_wir : "(a, b) ∈ lwir =⇒ (a, b) ∈ wir"
apply (erule lwir.induct)
apply (metis wir.wir_intro)
by (metis wir_left_rec)

lemma lem_lwir_left_grow : "(ib, rc) ∈ lwir =⇒ (∃ rb ic.
(ia, ra) ∈ val ∧ (ib, rb) ∈ val ∧ (ic, rc) ∈

val ∧
(rc, rb) ∈ pre ∧ (rb, ra) ∈ pre ∧
(ia, rb) ∈ pre) −→ (ia, rc) ∈ lwir"

by (metis lem_val_then_push_and_pop lwir.lwir_step)
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lemma lem_lwir_trans : "(ia, rb) ∈ lwir =⇒ (∃ ra ib . (ic, rc) ∈ val ∧
(ia, ra) ∈ val ∧ (ib, rb) ∈ val ∧ (ib, rc) ∈ lwir ∧ (rc, rb) ∈ pre ∧
(rb, ra) ∈ pre) −→ (ia, rc) ∈ lwir"

apply (erule lwir.induct)
apply (smt lem_lwir_left_grow)
by (smt pre_transitive def_pop_once lem_lwir_left_grow pop_once_def transE)

lemma lem_wir_then_lwir : "(a, b) ∈ wir =⇒ (a, b) ∈ lwir"
apply (erule wir.induct)
apply (metis lwir.lwir_intro)
by (metis lem_pop_then_push_exists lem_lwir_trans)

inductive_set rwir :: "’a rel"
where

rwir_intro : "(a, b) ∈ pre =⇒ is_push a =⇒ is_pop b =⇒ (a, b) ∈
rwir"
| rwir_step: "(∃ix rx ra. (ix, rx) ∈ val ∧

(a, ra) ∈ val ∧
is_pop b ∧
(ix, b) ∈ pre ∧
(rx, ra) ∈ pre ∧
(b, rx) ∈ pre ∧
(a, rx) ∈ rwir) =⇒ (a, b) ∈ rwir"

lemma lem_rwir_then_wir : "(a, b)∈rwir =⇒ (a, b) ∈ wir"
apply (erule rwir.induct)
apply (metis wir.wir_intro)
by (metis wir_right_rec)

lemma lem_left_grow : "(ia, ra) ∈ val =⇒ (ib, rb) ∈ val =⇒ (ic, rc) ∈
val =⇒

(ia, rb) ∈ wir =⇒ (ic, ra) ∈ pre =⇒ (ra, rc) ∈
pre =⇒ (ic, rb) ∈ wir"
by (metis lem_val_then_push_and_pop wir_left_rec)

lemma lem_right_grow : "(ia, ra) ∈ val =⇒ (ib, rb) ∈ val =⇒ (ic, rc) ∈
val =⇒ (rb, ra) ∈ pre =⇒

(ia, rb) ∈ wir =⇒ (ib, rc) ∈ pre =⇒ (rc, rb) ∈
pre =⇒ (ia, rc) ∈ wir"
by (metis lem_val_then_push_and_pop wir_right_rec)

lemma lem_rwir_right_grow : "(ia, ra) ∈ val =⇒ (ib, rb) ∈ val =⇒ (ic,
rc) ∈ val =⇒ (rc, rb) ∈ pre =⇒

(ia, rb) ∈ rwir =⇒ (ib, rc) ∈ pre =⇒ (rb, ra) ∈
pre =⇒ (ia, rc) ∈ rwir"
by (metis lem_val_then_push_and_pop rwir.rwir_step)

lemma lem_rwir_left_grow : "(ib, rc) ∈ rwir =⇒ (∃ rb ic.
(ia, ra) ∈ val ∧ (ib, rb) ∈ val ∧ (ic, rc) ∈

val ∧
(rc, rb) ∈ pre ∧ (rb, ra) ∈ pre ∧
(ia, rb) ∈ pre) −→ (ia, rc) ∈ rwir"

apply (erule rwir.induct)
apply (rename_tac ib rc)
apply (rule impI)
apply (erule exE)+
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apply (erule conjE)+
apply (drule_tac a="ia" and b="rb" in rwir.rwir_intro)
apply (metis lem_val_then_push_and_pop)
apply (metis is_pop_def)
apply (metis rwir.rwir_step)
apply (rename_tac ib rc)
apply (safe)
apply (rename_tac rb rbb ic)
apply (metis def_pop_once pop_once_def)
by (smt pre_transitive def_pop_once lem_rwir_right_grow pop_once_def
transE)

lemma lem_rwir : "(ia, rb) ∈ rwir =⇒ (ia, rb) ∈ pre ∨
(∃ix rx ra. (ix, rx) ∈ val ∧

(ia, ra) ∈ val ∧
is_pop rb ∧
(ix, rb) ∈ pre ∧
(rx, ra) ∈ pre ∧
(rb, rx) ∈ pre ∧
(ia, rx) ∈ rwir)"

by (metis rwir.simps)

lemma lem_rwir_trans : "(ib, rc) ∈ rwir =⇒ (∃ rb ic . (ia, ra) ∈ val ∧
(ib, rb) ∈ val ∧ (ic, rc) ∈ val ∧ (ia, rb) ∈ rwir ∧ (rb, ra) ∈ pre ∧
(rc, rb) ∈ pre) −→ (ia, rc) ∈ rwir"

apply (erule rwir.induct)
apply (rename_tac ib rc)
apply (smt lem_rwir_right_grow)
by (smt pre_transitive def_pop_once lem_rwir_right_grow pop_once_def
transE)

lemma lem_wir_then_rwir : "(a, b) ∈ wir =⇒ (a, b) ∈ rwir"
apply (erule wir.induct)
apply (metis rwir.rwir_intro)
by (metis lem_pop_then_push_exists lem_rwir_trans)

lemma lem_rwir_then_push_and_pop : "(a, b) ∈ rwir =⇒ is_push a ∧ is_pop
b"
by (metis is_push_def rwir.simps)

definition wri :: "’a rel"
where

"wri = {(a, b). is_pop a ∧ is_push b ∧ (b, a) /∈ wir}"

definition wii :: "’a rel"
where

" wii = {(a, b). is_push a ∧ is_push b ∧ (a, b) ∈ pre}"

definition wrr :: "’a rel"
where

"wrr = {(a, b). is_pop a ∧ is_pop b ∧ (a, b) ∈ pre}"

definition witness :: "’a rel"
where

"witness = trancl (wir ∪ wri ∪ wii ∪ wrr)"

lemma lem_wir_then_push_and_pop : "(a, b) ∈ wir =⇒ is_push a ∧ is_pop b"
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by (metis is_push_def wir.simps)

lemma lem_wri_then_pop_and_push : "(a, b) ∈ wri =⇒ is_pop a ∧ is_push b"
by (metis (lifting) internal_split_conv internal_split_def mem_Collect_eq
wri_def)

lemma lem_wir_wri_total : "is_push a =⇒ is_pop b =⇒ (a, b) ∈ wir ∨ (b,
a) ∈ wri"
apply (case_tac "(a, b) ∈ wir")
apply (rule disjI1)
apply (assumption)
apply (rule disjI2)
apply (unfold wri_def)
by (auto)

lemma lem_wrr_total : "is_pop a =⇒ is_pop b =⇒ a ̸= b =⇒ (a, b) ∈ wrr
∨ (b, a) ∈ wrr"
apply (frule_tac a="a" and b="b" in pop_ordered)
apply (assumption)+
apply (erule disjE)
apply (rule disjI1)
apply (unfold wrr_def)
by (safe)

lemma lem_wir_then_not_wri : "is_push a =⇒ is_pop b =⇒ (a, b) ∈ wir =⇒
(b, a) /∈ wri"
apply (rule notI)
apply (unfold wri_def)
by (safe)

lemma wriI : "is_push a =⇒ is_pop b =⇒ (a, b) /∈ wir =⇒ (b, a) ∈ wri"
by (metis lem_wir_wri_total)

lemma wriD : "(a, b) ∈ wri =⇒ is_pop a ∧ is_push b ∧ (b, a) /∈ wir"
by (metis lem_wir_then_not_wri lem_wri_then_pop_and_push)

lemma wrrD : "(a, b) ∈ wrr =⇒ is_pop a ∧ is_pop b ∧ (a, b)∈ pre"
by (metis (lifting) mem_Collect_eq split_conv wrr_def)

lemma wiiD : "(a, b) ∈ wii =⇒ is_push a ∧ is_push b ∧ (a, b)∈ pre"
apply (unfold wii_def)
by (simp add: set_eq_iff)

lemma lem_wri : "(rb, ia) ∈ wri =⇒ (ia, ra) ∈ val =⇒ (ix, rx) ∈ val
=⇒
¬((ia, rb) ∈ pre ∨ ((ix, rb) ∈ pre ∧ (rx, ra) ∈ pre ∧ (ia, rx) ∈

wir))"
by (metis is_push_def lem_val_then_push_and_pop wir.wir_intro wir_right_rec
wriD)

lemma lem_rwir_then_ir : "(a, b) ∈ rwir =⇒ (a, b) ∈ ir"
apply (erule rwir.induct)
apply (metis lem_push_pr_pop_then_ir)
apply (erule exE)+
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (rotate_tac -3)
apply (erule contrapos_pp)
apply (frule_tac a="ix" and b="rx" in lem_val_then_push_and_pop)
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apply (frule_tac a="a" and b="ra" in lem_val_then_push_and_pop)
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (frule_tac a="ix" and b="a" and c="b" in insI)
apply (assumption)+
apply (metis push_pop_ordered)
by (metis pre_antisymmetric pre_irreflexive ins_def antisymD ipr_ooo
lem_irreflexive_then_not_equal)

lemma lem_wir_then_ir : "(a, b) ∈ wir =⇒ (a, b) ∈ ir"
by (metis lem_rwir_then_ir lem_wir_then_rwir)

lemma lem_ir_then_wri : "(a, b) ∈ ir =⇒ is_pop a =⇒ is_push b =⇒ (a,
b)∈ wri"
apply (unfold wri_def)
apply (simp add: set_eq_iff)
apply (erule contrapos_pn)
apply (drule lem_wir_then_ir)
apply (rule notI)
apply (frule_tac c="(a, b)" and A="pre" and B="ir" in UnI2)
apply (frule_tac c="(b, a)" and A="pre" and B="ir" in UnI2)
apply (frule_tac a="a" and b="b" and c="a" and R ="pre Un ir" in
r_r_into_trancl)
apply (assumption)+
by (metis acyclic_def pr_u_ir_acyclic)

lemma lem_wir_then_not_rev_pr : "(a, b) ∈ wir =⇒ (b, a) /∈ pre"
apply (erule wir.induct)
apply (metis pre_antisymmetric pre_irreflexive antisymD
lem_irreflexive_then_not_equal)
by (metis lem_ir_then_wri lem_pop_pr_push_then_ir lem_val_then_push_and_pop
wir_left_right_rec wriD)

lemma lem_pr_then_wri : "(a, b) ∈ pre =⇒ is_pop a =⇒ is_push b =⇒ (a,
b) ∈ wri"
apply (rule wriI)
apply (assumption)+
apply (erule contrapos_pn)
by (metis lem_wir_then_not_rev_pr)

lemma lem_pr_in_witness: "pre ⊆ witness"
apply (rule subrelI)
apply (unfold witness_def)
apply (rule r_into_trancl)
apply (simp)
apply (frule lem_push_or_pop1)
apply (frule lem_push_or_pop2)
apply (erule disjE)+
— Subgoal 1: is_push x and is_push y
apply (rule disjI2)
apply (rule disjI2)
apply (rule disjI1)
apply (unfold wii_def)[1]
apply (simp)
— Subgoal 2: is_push x and is_pop y
apply (drule_tac a="x" and b="y" in wir.wir_intro)
apply (assumption)+
apply (rule disjI1)
apply (assumption)
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apply (erule disjE)
— Subgoal 3: is_pop x and is_push y
apply (drule_tac a="x" and b="y" in lem_pr_then_wri)
apply (assumption)+
apply (rule disjI2)
apply (rule disjI1)
apply (assumption)
— Subgoal 4: is_pop x and is_pop y
apply (rule disjI2)+
apply (insert pre_irreflexive)
apply (drule_tac r="pre" and a="x" and b="y" in
lem_irreflexive_then_not_equal)
apply (assumption)
apply (unfold wrr_def)
by (safe)

lemma lem_wri_wir_then_pr : "(ra, ib) ∈ wri =⇒ (ib, rc) ∈ wir =⇒ (ra,
rc) ∈ pre"
apply (frule lem_wri_then_pop_and_push)
apply (frule lem_wir_then_push_and_pop)
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (case_tac "ra = rc")
apply (metis lem_wir_then_not_wri)
apply (frule_tac a="ra" and b="rc" in pop_ordered)
apply (assumption)
apply (assumption)
by (metis lem_wir_pr_then_wir lem_wir_then_not_wri)

lemma lem_pr_wri_then_wri : "(ra, rb) ∈ wrr =⇒ (rb, ic) ∈ wri =⇒ (ra,
ic) ∈ wri"
apply (rule wriI)
apply (metis lem_wri_then_pop_and_push)
apply (metis wrrD)
apply (drule wriD)
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (rotate_tac -1)
apply (erule contrapos_nn)
by (metis lem_wir_pr_then_wir wrrD)

lemma lem_ir_wir_then_pr : "(a, b) ∈ rwir =⇒ (c, a) ∈ ir −→ (c, b) ∈
pre"
by (metis ir_push_and_pop2 lem_ir_then_wri lem_rwir_then_wir
lem_wir_then_push_and_pop lem_wri_wir_then_pr)

lemma lem_ooo_infer_ir : "(ia, ra) ∈ val =⇒ (ib, rb) ∈ val =⇒ (ia, ib)
∈ ins =⇒ (ra, rb) ∈ pre =⇒ (ra, ib) ∈ ir"
apply (rotate_tac -1)
apply (erule contrapos_pp)
apply (drule not_ir_pop_push_ir)
apply (metis is_pop_def)
apply (metis is_push_def)
apply (drule_tac ia="ia" and ra="ra" and ib="ib" and rb="rb" in ipr_ooo)
apply (assumption)
apply (metis ins_def)
apply (assumption)
by (metis pre_antisymmetric antisymD pre_irreflexive
lem_irreflexive_then_not_equal)
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lemma lem_wir_then_pop_pr : "(a, b) ∈ wir =⇒ (a, ra) ∈ val =⇒ (a, b) /∈
pre =⇒ (b, ra) ∈ pre"
apply (drule wirD)
apply (erule disjE)
apply metis
apply (erule exE)+
apply (erule conjE)+
by (metis pre_transitive def_pop_once pop_once_def transD)

lemma lem_pr_wir_then_wir : "(a, b) ∈ wir =⇒ is_push c =⇒ (c, a) ∈ pre
=⇒ (c, b) ∈ wir"
apply (frule lem_wir_then_push_and_pop)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (frule lem_push_then_pop_exists)
apply (erule exE)
apply (rename_tac rc)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (frule_tac a="a" in lem_push_then_pop_exists)
apply (erule exE)
apply (rename_tac ra)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (frule_tac a="ra" and b="rc" in pop_ordered)
apply (assumption)
apply (metis ins_def ipr_ooo lem_ir_then_wri lem_ooo_infer_ir
lem_pr_then_ins lem_val_then_ir val_then_pr wir.wir_intro wriD)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (case_tac "(a, b) ∈ pre")
apply (metis pre_transitive transE wir.wir_intro)
apply (rule wir.wir_step)
apply (rule_tac x="a" in exI)
apply (rule_tac x="ra" in exI)
apply (rule_tac x="rc" in exI)
apply (rule conjI)
apply (assumption)
apply (rule conjI)
apply (assumption)
apply (rule conjI)
apply (assumption)
apply (rule conjI)
apply (assumption)
apply (rule conjI)
apply (assumption)
apply (metis pre_transitive lem_wir_then_pop_pr transE val_then_pr
wir.wir_intro)
by (metis lem_ir_then_wri lem_ooo_infer_ir lem_pr_then_ins
lem_wir_pr_then_wir lem_wri_wir_then_pr val_then_pr wir.wir_intro)

lemma lem_wri_pr_then_wri : "(ra, ib)∈ wri =⇒ (ib, ic)∈ wii =⇒ (ra,
ic)∈ wri"
apply (rule wriI)
apply (metis wiiD)
apply (metis lem_wri_then_pop_and_push)
by (metis lem_pr_wir_then_wir wiiD wriD)

lemma lem_wir_wri_then_not_pr : "(ia, rb) ∈ wir =⇒ (rb, ic) ∈ wri =⇒
(ic, ia) /∈ pre"
by (metis lem_pr_wir_then_wir lem_wri_then_pop_and_push wriD)
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lemma witnessD : "(a, b) ∈ witness =⇒
(a, b) ∈ pre ∨
(is_push a ∧ is_push b ∧ (∃c. (a, c) ∈ wir ∧ (c, b) ∈ wri)) ∨
(is_push a ∧ is_pop b ∧ (a, b) ∈ wir) ∨
(is_pop a ∧ is_push b ∧ (a, b) ∈ wri)"

apply (unfold witness_def)
apply (erule trancl.induct)
apply (metis UnE lem_wir_then_push_and_pop wiiD wriD wrrD)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (erule UnE)+
apply (metis lem_pr_then_wri lem_pr_wir_then_wir lem_push_or_pop1
lem_wir_then_push_and_pop lem_wri_wir_then_pr)
apply (metis lem_push_or_pop1 lem_wir_pr_then_wir wir.wir_intro wriD wriI)
apply (metis pre_transitive transE wiiD)
apply (metis pre_transitive transE wrrD)
apply (erule UnE)+
apply (metis def_value is_pop_def is_push_def lem_wir_pr_then_wir_help
lem_wir_then_push_and_pop lem_wri_wir_then_pr val_order_def)
apply (metis def_value is_pop_def lem_push_then_pop_exists
lem_wri_then_pop_and_push val_order_def)
apply (metis lem_wir_then_not_rev_pr lem_wri_pr_then_wri wiiD wriI)
by (metis def_value lem_pop_then_push_exists lem_push_then_pop_exists
lem_wir_pr_then_wir_help val_order_def wrrD)

lemma witnessI1 : "(a, b) ∈ pre =⇒ (a, b) ∈ witness"
by (metis lem_pr_in_witness set_rev_mp)

lemma witnessI2 : "(a, c) ∈ wir =⇒ (c, b) ∈ wri =⇒ (a, b) ∈ witness"
thm witness_def
apply (drule_tac c="(a, c)" and A="wir" and B="wri" in UnI1)
apply (drule_tac c="(a, c)" and A="wir ∪ wri" and B="wii" in UnI1)
apply (drule_tac c="(a, c)" and A="wir ∪ wri ∪ wii" and B="wrr" in UnI1)
apply (drule_tac c="(c, b)" and B="wri" and A="wir" in UnI2)
apply (drule_tac c="(c, b)" and A="wir ∪ wri" and B="wii" in UnI1)
apply (drule_tac c="(c, b)" and A="wir ∪ wri ∪ wii" and B="wrr" in UnI1)
by (metis r_r_into_trancl witness_def)

lemma witnessI3 : "(a, b) ∈ wir =⇒ (a, b) ∈ witness"
apply (drule_tac c="(a, b)" and A="wir" and B="wri" in UnI1)
apply (drule_tac c="(a, b)" and A="wir ∪ wri" and B="wii" in UnI1)
apply (drule_tac c="(a, b)" and A="wir ∪ wri ∪ wii" and B="wrr" in UnI1)
by (metis r_into_trancl’ witness_def)

lemma witnessI4 : "(a, b) ∈ wri =⇒ (a, b) ∈ witness"
apply (drule_tac c="(a, b)" and B="wri" and A="wir" in UnI2)
apply (drule_tac c="(a, b)" and A="wir ∪ wri" and B="wii" in UnI1)
apply (drule_tac c="(a, b)" and A="wir ∪ wri ∪ wii" and B="wrr" in UnI1)
by (metis r_into_trancl’ witness_def)

lemma lem_witness_irreflexive : "irrefl witness"
apply (unfold irrefl_def)
apply (rule allI)
apply (rule notI)
apply (drule witnessD)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (metis irrefl_def pre_irreflexive)
by (metis def_value lem_pop_then_push_exists lem_push_then_pop_exists
lem_wir_then_not_wri lem_wri_then_pop_and_push val_order_def)
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lemma lem_witness_antisymmetric : "antisym witness"
by (metis antisymI irrefl_def lem_witness_irreflexive trancl_trans
witness_def)

lemma lem_witness_wellformed : "wellformed_history witness val f"
apply (rule wellformed_historyI)
apply (metis trans_trancl witness_def)
apply (rule lem_witness_antisymmetric)
apply (rule lem_witness_irreflexive)
apply (rule operations_countable)
apply (rule operations_finite)
apply (rule def_push_once)
apply (rule def_pop_once)
apply (rule def_value)
apply (metis is_popD is_pushD lem_push_or_pop1 lem_push_or_pop2 witnessD)
by (metis def_val_then_not_pr def_value is_push_def lem_wri val_order_def
val_then_not_pr_def val_then_pr witnessD)

lemma lem_witness_pop_ordered : "is_pop a =⇒ is_pop b =⇒ a ̸=b =⇒(a, b)
∈ witness ∨ (b, a) ∈ witness"
by (metis lem_pr_in_witness pop_ordered subsetD)

lemma lem_witness_push_pop_ordered : "is_push a =⇒ is_pop b =⇒ (a, b) ∈
witness ∨ (b, a) ∈ witness"

apply (frule lem_wir_wri_total)
apply (assumption)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (rule disjI1)
apply (unfold witness_def)
apply (rule r_into_trancl)
apply (metis UnCI)
apply (rule disjI2)
apply (rule r_into_trancl)
by (metis UnCI)

lemma lem_pr_wri_ooo: "(ia, rc) ∈ pre =⇒ (rc, ib) ∈ wri =⇒ (ia,
ra)∈val =⇒ (ib, rb) ∈ val =⇒ (ib, ra) ∈ wir =⇒ (rb, ra) ∈ pre"
apply (frule_tac a="ia" and b="ra" in lem_val_then_push_and_pop)
apply (frule_tac a="ib" and b="rb" in lem_val_then_push_and_pop)
apply (case_tac "ra=rb")
apply (metis def_push_once lem_wri push_once_def)
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (frule_tac a="ib" and b="ra" in lem_wir_wri_total)
apply (assumption)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (rotate_tac 1)
apply (frule lem_wri_then_pop_and_push)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (erule contrapos_pp)
apply (rule lem_wir_then_not_wri)
apply (assumption)+
apply (metis lem_wri pop_ordered wriI)
by (metis wriD)

lemma lem_wir_wri_ooo: "(ia, rc) ∈ wir =⇒ (rc, ib) ∈ wri =⇒ (ia,
ra)∈val =⇒ (ib, rb) ∈ val =⇒ (ib, ra) ∈ wir =⇒ (rb, ra) ∈ pre"
apply (frule_tac a="ia" and b="ra" in lem_val_then_push_and_pop)
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apply (frule_tac a="ib" and b="rb" in lem_val_then_push_and_pop)
apply (case_tac "ra=rb")
apply (metis def_push_once push_once_def wriD)
apply (erule conjE)+
by (metis ir_push_and_pop1 lem_wir_then_ir lem_wir_then_not_wri pop_ordered
wir_left_right_rec)

lemma lem_witness_ooo : "(ia, ra)∈val =⇒(ib, rb)∈val =⇒ (ia,
ib)∈witness =⇒ (ib, ra)∈witness =⇒ (rb, ra)∈witness"
apply (frule_tac a="ia" and b="ra" in lem_val_then_push_and_pop)
apply (frule_tac a="ib" and b="rb" in lem_val_then_push_and_pop)
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (drule witnessD)+
apply (rule witnessI1)
apply (erule disjE)+
apply (metis ins_def ipr_ooo lem_pr_then_ins lem_push_pr_pop_then_ir)
apply (metis ins_def def_value ipr_ooo is_push_def lem_pr_then_ins
lem_wir_then_ir val_order_def)
apply (erule disjE)+

apply (metis lem_wir_wri_ooo wir.wir_intro)

apply (metis lem_irreflexive_then_not_equal lem_witness_irreflexive
witnessI3 witnessI4 wriI)
apply (erule disjE)+
apply (metis def_value is_push_def val_order_def)
apply (erule disjE)+
apply (metis lem_wir_wri_ooo)
apply (metis def_value is_push_def val_order_def)
by (metis def_value lem_pop_then_push_exists val_order_def)

theorem insert_pr_relaxed_stack_linearizable : "∃ prt .( pre ⊆ prt ∧
insert_relaxed_stack prt val f)"
apply (unfold insert_relaxed_stack_def)
apply (unfold insert_relaxed_stack_axioms_def)
apply (rule_tac x="witness" in exI)
apply (rule conjI)
apply (rule lem_pr_in_witness)
apply (rule conjI)
apply (rule lem_witness_wellformed)
apply (rule conjI)
apply (metis lem_pr_in_witness pop_ordered subsetD)
apply (rule conjI)
apply (metis lem_witness_push_pop_ordered)
by (metis lem_witness_ooo)

end
end
theory insert_relaxed_stack
imports Main concurrent_histories
begin

locale insert_relaxed_stack = wellformed_history +
assumes pop_ordered: "is_pop a =⇒ is_pop b =⇒a ̸=b=⇒(a, b) ∈ pre ∨

(b,a)∈pre"
assumes push_pop_ordered: "is_push a =⇒is_pop b =⇒ (a, b) : pre ∨

(b,a)∈pre"
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assumes ir_ooo : "(ia, ra) ∈ val =⇒ (ib, rb) ∈ val =⇒ (ia, ib) ∈ pre
=⇒ (ib, ra) ∈ pre =⇒ (rb, ra) ∈ pre"

context insert_relaxed_stack
begin

definition witness :: "’a rel"
where

"witness = {(a, b). (a, b) ∈ pre ∨
(∃ra rb. (a, ra) ∈ val ∧ (b, rb) ∈ val ∧ ((ra, b)∈pre ∨ ((a,

rb) ∈ pre ∧ (b, ra) ∈ pre ∧ (rb, ra)∈pre)))}"

lemma witnessI1 : "(a, b) ∈ pre =⇒ (a, b) ∈ witness"
apply (unfold witness_def)
by (simp add:set_eq_iff)

lemma witnessI2 : "(a, ra) ∈ val =⇒ (b, rb) ∈ val =⇒ (ra, b) ∈ pre =⇒
(a, b) ∈ witness"
apply (unfold witness_def)
apply (simp add:set_eq_iff)
by metis

lemma witnessI3 : "(a, ra) ∈ val =⇒ (b, rb) ∈ val =⇒ (a, rb) ∈ pre =⇒
(b, ra) ∈ pre =⇒ (rb, ra) ∈ pre =⇒ (a, b) ∈ witness"
apply (unfold witness_def)
apply (simp add:set_eq_iff)
by metis

lemma witnessD : "(a, b) ∈ witness =⇒ (a, b) ∈ pre ∨
(∃ra rb. (a, ra) ∈ val ∧ (b, rb) ∈ val ∧ (ra, b)∈pre) ∨
(∃ra rb. (a, ra) ∈ val ∧ (b, rb) ∈ val ∧ (a, rb) ∈ pre ∧ (b, ra) ∈ pre
∧ (rb, ra)∈pre)"
apply (unfold witness_def)
apply (simp add:set_eq_iff)
by metis

lemma lem_witness_irreflexive : "irrefl witness"
apply (unfold irrefl_def)
apply (rule allI)
apply (rule notI)
apply (drule witnessD)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (metis lem_irreflexive_then_not_equal pre_irreflexive)

apply (erule disjE)
apply (metis def_val_then_not_pr val_then_not_pr_def)
by (metis def_pop_once lem_irreflexive_then_not_equal pop_once_def
pre_irreflexive)

lemma lem_witness_transitive : "trans witness"
apply (insert pre_transitive)
apply (insert pre_irreflexive)
apply (insert pre_antisymmetric)
apply (rule transI)
apply (drule witnessD)
apply (drule witnessD)
apply (erule disjE)+
apply (metis transE witnessI1)
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apply (erule disjE)
apply (metis def_val_then_not_pr lem_val_then_push_and_pop push_pop_ordered
transE val_then_not_pr_def witnessI1)
apply (erule exE)+
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (frule lem_push_or_pop1)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (smt ir_ooo irrefl_def is_push_def lem_val_then_push_and_pop
push_pop_ordered trans_def witnessI2 witnessI3)
apply (smt ir_ooo irrefl_def is_push_def push_pop_ordered trans_def
witnessI1)
apply (erule disjE)+
apply (metis def_val_then_not_pr lem_val_then_push_and_pop push_pop_ordered
transD val_then_not_pr_def witnessI1)
apply (frule lem_push_or_pop2)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (erule exE)+
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (frule lem_push_then_pop_exists)
apply (erule exE)
apply (erule conjE)
apply (rename_tac rx ry rz)
apply (case_tac "rx=rz")
apply (metis antisym_def def_push_once ir_ooo
lem_irreflexive_then_not_equal push_once_def)
apply (frule_tac ia="x" and ra="rx" in is_popI)
apply (frule_tac a="rx" and b="rz" in pop_ordered)
apply (assumption)+
apply (erule disjE)
apply (smt antisymD ir_ooo lem_val_then_push_and_pop push_pop_ordered
transD witnessI1)
apply (frule_tac ia="y" and ra="ry" in is_popI)
apply (case_tac "ry=rz")
apply (metis def_push_once lem_irreflexive_then_not_equal push_once_def)
apply (frule_tac a="ry" and b="rz" in pop_ordered)
apply (assumption)+
apply (erule disjE)
apply (smt push_pop_ordered transD witnessI2 witnessI3)
apply (frule_tac ia="x" and ra="rx" in is_pushI)
apply (frule_tac a="x" and b="rz" in push_pop_ordered)
apply (assumption)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (metis push_pop_ordered witnessI2 witnessI3)
apply (smt ir_ooo lem_irreflexive_then_not_equal lem_witness_irreflexive
push_pop_ordered trans_def witnessI2)
apply (smt ir_ooo is_pushI lem_irreflexive_then_not_equal push_pop_ordered
transD witnessI1)
apply (erule disjE)+
apply (metis def_val_then_not_pr lem_val_then_push_and_pop push_pop_ordered
transD val_then_not_pr_def witnessI1)
apply (smt def_val_then_not_pr ir_ooo lem_irreflexive_then_not_equal
lem_val_then_push_and_pop push_pop_ordered transD val_then_not_pr_def
witnessI1)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (metis def_pop_once pop_once_def transD witnessI1)
apply (erule exE)+
apply (erule conjE)+
apply (rename_tac rx ry ryy rz)
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apply (frule_tac ia="x" and ra="rx" in is_pushI)
apply (frule_tac a="x" and b="rz" in push_pop_ordered)
apply (metis is_pop_def)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (smt def_pop_once pop_once_def transE witnessI3)
by (smt ir_ooo lem_irreflexive_then_not_equal transD)

lemma lem_witness_antisymmetric : "antisym witness"
apply (insert pre_transitive)
apply (insert pre_irreflexive)
apply (insert pre_antisymmetric)
apply (rule antisymI)
apply (drule witnessD)+
apply (erule disjE)+
apply (metis antisymD)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (metis def_val_then_not_pr transD val_then_not_pr_def)
apply (metis antisymD ir_ooo lem_irreflexive_then_not_equal)
apply (erule disjE)+
apply (metis def_val_then_not_pr transD val_then_not_pr_def)
apply (metis antisymD ir_ooo lem_irreflexive_then_not_equal)
apply (erule disjE)+
apply (metis def_val_then_not_pr lem_val_then_push_and_pop push_pop_ordered
transE val_then_not_pr_def)
apply (metis antisymD def_pop_once def_value pop_once_def val_order_def)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (metis antisym_def def_pop_once def_value pop_once_def val_order_def)
by (metis antisym_def def_pop_once irrefl_def pop_once_def)

lemma lem_pr_in_witness : "pre ⊆ witness"
by (metis subrelI witnessI1)

lemma lem_witness_total_on_push : "is_push a =⇒ is_push b =⇒ a ̸= b =⇒
(a, b) ∈ witness ∨ (b, a) ∈ witness"
apply (insert pre_transitive)
apply (insert pre_irreflexive)
apply (insert pre_antisymmetric)
apply (frule_tac ia="a" in is_pushD)
apply (frule_tac ia="b" in is_pushD)
apply (erule exE)+
apply (rename_tac rb)
apply (frule_tac a="a" and b="rb" in push_pop_ordered)
apply (metis is_pop_def)
apply (frule_tac a="b" and b="ra" in push_pop_ordered)
apply (metis is_pop_def)
apply (erule disjE)+
apply (frule_tac ia="a" and ra="ra" in is_popI)
apply (frule_tac ia="b" and ra="rb" in is_popI)
apply (case_tac "ra=rb")
apply (metis def_push_once push_once_def)
apply (metis pop_ordered witnessI3)
apply (metis witnessI2)
by (metis witnessI2)

lemma lem_witness_total_on_pop : "is_pop a =⇒ is_pop b =⇒ a ̸= b =⇒ (a,
b) ∈ witness ∨ (b, a) ∈ witness"
by (metis pop_ordered witnessI1)
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lemma lem_witness_total_on_push_pop : "is_push a =⇒ is_pop b =⇒ (a, b)
∈ witness ∨ (b, a) ∈ witness"
by (metis push_pop_ordered witnessI1)

lemma lem_val_then_pr: "(ia, ra)∈val =⇒ (ia, ra) ∈ pre"
by (metis def_val_then_not_pr is_pop_def is_push_def push_pop_ordered
val_then_not_pr_def)

lemma lem_val_then_not_witness : "(ia, ra) ∈ val =⇒ (ra, ia) /∈ witness"
by (metis def_val_then_not_pr def_value val_order_def val_then_not_pr_def
witnessD)

lemma lem_witness_wellformed : "wellformed_history witness val f"
apply (rule wellformed_historyI)
apply (rule lem_witness_transitive)
apply (rule lem_witness_antisymmetric)
apply (rule lem_witness_irreflexive)
apply (rule operations_countable)
apply (rule operations_finite)
apply (rule def_push_once)
apply (rule def_pop_once)
apply (rule def_value)
apply (metis def_push_or_pop witnessD)
by (metis lem_val_then_not_witness val_then_not_prI)

lemma lem_witness_sequential_history : "sequential_set witness val f"
apply (unfold sequential_set_def)
apply (rule conjI)
apply (metis lem_witness_wellformed)
apply (unfold sequential_set_axioms_def)
apply (rule conjI)
apply (metis lem_witness_total_on_push)
apply (rule conjI)
apply (metis lem_witness_total_on_pop)
by (metis lem_witness_total_on_push_pop)

lemma push_witness_pop_then_pr : "(a, b) ∈ witness =⇒ is_push a =⇒
is_pop b =⇒ (a, b) ∈ pre"
by (metis is_pushI lem_irreflexive_then_not_equal lem_witness_irreflexive
push_pop_ordered witnessD witnessI1)

lemma lem_witness_ooo : "sequential_lifo witness val"
apply (unfold sequential_lifo_def)
apply (rule allI)+
apply (rule impI)+
apply (drule_tac a="ib" and b="ra" in push_witness_pop_then_pr)
apply (metis is_pushI)
apply (metis is_pop_def)
apply (drule witnessD)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (metis ir_ooo witnessI1)
apply (erule disjE)
apply (metis pre_antisymmetric antisym_def def_pop_once def_value
pop_once_def val_order_def)
by (metis def_pop_once pop_once_def witnessI1)

lemma lem_witness_sequential_stack : "sequential_stack witness val f"
apply (unfold sequential_stack_def)
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apply (rule conjI)
apply (metis lem_witness_sequential_history)
apply (unfold sequential_stack_axioms_def)
by (metis lem_witness_ooo)

theorem insert_relaxed_stack_linearizable : "∃ prt .( pre ⊆ prt ∧
sequential_stack prt val f)"
apply (rule_tac x="witness" in exI)
apply (rule conjI)
apply (metis lem_pr_in_witness)
by (metis lem_witness_sequential_stack)

end

end
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